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i.	Abstract  

 
      By identifying consistent operational and cultural patterns, the thesis develops a cross-border cultural 

partnering model. With it, organisations can predict how cultural differences with their partner(s) might 

impact the development of their co-operations and proactively take measures to mitigate the risks and 

improve the outcome at each stage of the partnership maturation.  

      Contribution to knowledge doesn’t fall into a specific area of theory but rather in those domains of 

knowledge – e.g. interorganisation, culture -  which it integrates to provide a synthetical model on how 

cross-border partnerships can improve and therefore grow their positive role as an increasingly important 

form of cross-organisational structure. 

      Real world observation intimates that strategic partnering has become integral to state and business 

affairs but is often a ‘hit and miss’ approach that fails or underperforms far more times than it succeeds – 

especially when practised across borders. Extensive scholarly literature exists on the essential and 

growing role of strategic partnerships – the why – and their manifestations and achievements – the what. 

      But little is available on the ways they develop and the disciplines they require to perform well – the 

how. And there is no systematic approach to the considerable impact of national cultural differences, as 

they markedly amplify the risk and lead to quasi-systematic lower performance. Cases are countless, as 

some regions and countries are more or less predisposed to succeed in developing transformational 

partnerships. Hence culture fitness to partnering is a major strategic concern for firms, governments, 

NGOs and academic leadership.  

      In application to Van de Ven’s ‘Engaged Scholarship’ research methodology, a ‘Pragmatist 

Integrative’ literature review approach was used to collect extensive data from literature and hundreds of 

practitioner cases. They were structured to determine: 1) the critical cultural traits to improve 

partnerships; 2) how they impact on the core partnering activities; 3) how some national cultural traits are 

fit – or less so – to the core partnering activities. Consistent patterns emerged, which enabled to form a 

cross-border cultural partnering modelled approach.  

 

Keywords: alliances; strategic partnerships; culture; cross-border; improvement; model 
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ii.	Impact  
 

      This thesis presents ways to improve the development and the impact of partnerships between 

organisations from different national cultural backgrounds. It submits that these methods can be used 

systematically and in standardised forms and formalises the standard practices into a ‘partnering national 

culture model’. The research impacts both theory and practice on how cross-border partnerships can 

improve and therefore become an increasingly important form of organisational structure. 

      Impact on Audiences – Four main target groups can be impacted by the promulgation and 

application of this study: 1) Academic Communities, as further research is desirable on the same 

problematisation and to improve their own partnering performance for teaching, research or funding co-

operations; 2) Governments and Agencies, as countries need to co-operate extensively, bilaterally – on 

security, economy, tax – or within institutions – e.g. the G20 or EU. The conduct of the world’s affairs 

might be deeply improved by using a structured partnering approach involving a ‘scientific’ handling of 

cultures; 3) Firms with existing partnering practice, whereby experience tells that the more they partner, 

the more they aspire to improve practice; 4) Consulting and Advisory Companies, which are increasingly 

requested to help enhancing partnerships performance but are lacking in-depth knowledge in this area. 

      These audiences can leverage three main areas of impact: ‘Methodology’, ‘Knowledge’ and 

‘Practice’.  

      Impact on Methodology – A distinctive contribution is provided to the expanding forms of research 

between scholars and practitioners. The study strictly follows Van de Ven’s ‘Engaged Scholarship’ 

research approach (2007, 2018) and uses a ‘Pragmatist Integrated’ form of literature review to build on 

and integrate the extensive body of existing academic works and practitioner cases - rather than 

undertaking new studies, an approach which was put under ‘Literature is my data’.  

      Impact on Theory and Knowledge – Combining knowledge on partnering and national cultures, the 

research offers some unique effects: 1) National cultures have a different intensity and type of impact at 

each stage of a partnership; 2) These various impacts are systematically identifiable and addressable, and; 

3) A model can be developed to mitigate risks or optimize opportunities between organisations from 

different national backgrounds – the ‘partnering national culture model’. 

      Novel knowledge and tools are provided: eleven core partnering activities and their conditions of 

success; seven polarised partnering cultural clusters; the ideal blend of cultural traits to succeed with 

partnerships; a repository of five main national cultural frameworks related to partnerships; the 

‘partnering national culture model’; straightforward and readily usable tools for researchers and 

practitioners, such as analytical graphics, matrices and partnering national guides. 

       Impact on Practice - The research has wide applicability and impact on practitioners as it: 1) 
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Establishes a clear meaning for strategic partnerships; 2) Makes partnering a stronger and more 

established way to operate; 3) Supports present and future cross-border partnerships to make them better; 

4) Lifts the usage of partnerships in sectors with growing needs; 5) Enhances and transforms the quality 

of partnerships and their outcomes through the application of the model, frameworks and tools – and their 

direct replication in all types of organisations and countries. 
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INTRODUCTION - IMPORTANCE OF CULTURE TO 

PARTNERSHIPS - THE KNOWN AND UNKNOWN [WHY]  	
 
                 The last thing a fish notices is the water in which it swims  
                                                        Lao-Tzu, Chinese philosopher  
 

      In his Open Heart teaching (2002, p.10), The Dalai Lama XIV observes, “our world has greatly 

changed: it has become much smaller. However, our perceptions have not evolved at the same pace; we 

continue to cling to old national demarcations and the old feelings of 'us' and 'them'”.  

      It is similar observations and apparent contradictions experienced over a long career in industry and 

working with governmental organisations, that largely prompted this PHD journey, such as: the capability 

to conduct partnerships does not necessarily increase with an executive’s experience (which seems to 

contradict the traditional learning curve argument); deep systematic approaches and active management 

of cultural differences hardly feature as leadership priorities (which appears discordant with often-used 

executive narratives); the more organisations operate internationally, the more entangled in their national 

culture they seem to be (which occurs against common sense and looks supporting his Holiness The Daila 

Lama’s observation). 

      Pooley (2005) widely concurs and argues that despite growing globalisation, many organisations are 

not putting sufficient thoughts or resources into addressing differences in communication, attitudes, work 

practices and behaviour when dealing with colleagues and counterparts from different cultures. The thesis 

report starts with two world-scale examples: TNK-BP and Renault-Nissan.  

1.1. Importance of Culture to Partnerships  - Cases  

     1.1.1 TNK – BP  

      In July 2008, Bob Dudley, the then CEO of TNK-BP fled Russia to continue running the company 

from a secret location. This was following months when the Moscow offices of TNK-BP were raided and 

executives accused of espionage, tax evasion and breach of visas.   

      In June 2012 and after months of challenges between the partners that were largely relayed in the 

media, BP announced their intention to sell their 50 per cent stake in TNK-BP to Rosneft. The deal was 

completed in October including a $27bn share-swap.  

      This was the end of a formidable industrial enterprise started in 2003, when BP formed an equal share 

JV with a group of Russian investors AAR (Alfa group, Access Industries and Renova). This $8bn 

merger constituted the single biggest deal in the Soviet Union (Vekselberg, 2004) and led to forming a 

world scale oil and gas business, with revenue of $54.8bn and EBITDA of $13.7bn in 2011 - 3,5 times 

more than nine years before (Jobling, 2014).  
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      There are multiple reasons for the collapse of the co-operation and the split of the partners. But among 

them, culture seems central. “The joint-venture between AAR and BP was thought strategically but only 

financially (shares, costs, earnings) and on power (who decides what). The cultural aspect and different 

way of doing business was never considered and that cost them the business” (Alanis, 2016, p.1). Jobling  

(2014, p.17) confirms, “The strategic fit was strong for financial performance, but it was the cultural clash 

and incompatibility of aims between the investors that appears to have led to the demise of TNK-BP”. 

      As is often the case in other co-operations, the importance of cultural differences was factually known 

and acknowledged by leadership. The organisation’s risk assessment even made a cultural clash between 

Russian and BP staff by far the single highest-weight internal risk factor to the JV (15%). But this 

prominence was considerably downgraded by a criticality rating of 1 out of 4 in the risk matrix – which 

meant this internal weakness was not apprehended or combatted through effective strategic management 

(Jobling, 2014). 

      The core belief and argument were that “facts speak louder than words” and that the combination of 

business success and deep expert training to grow technical capabilities would level cultural differences. 

To that end, TNK-BP invested heavily in continual professional development with 177,000 days of 

training undertaken over a five-year period (Robertson, 2009). 

      But the reality is that Russian and British cultures are among the most polarised in the world. For 

example, Russians are extremely hierarchical, deterministic, rationality driven and caring - in and for their 

inner circle -, all traits that are much less present with British people (Hofstede, 1999). Taking the 

example of the hierarchy trait, how could it work well with a majority of senior managers seconded from 

BP? It did not! Cultural polarisation occurred and, among other forms, resulted in Russian managers 

suing for wage discrimination, which consequently reduced enterprise productivity (Belton, 2008). 

      Ultimately, the partners lost a shared vision and destination. Early years were focused on jointly 

building and running the alliance to performance. As the business matured, the incompatibility of the 

investors’ perspectives surfaced: BP saw the JV as just their Russian business, whereas AAR wanted to 

expand internationally (Jobling, 2014). 

      Hence, research reasonably supports that significant if not prevailing root causes of the TNK-BP 

downfall came from the lack of active management of the cultural dimensions of the partnership, 

especially as the importance of cultural differences was rising. 

      1.1.2 Renault – Nissan 

      On the 19 November, Carlos Ghosn, CEO of Renault and Chairman of Nissan and Mitsubishi Motors 

Corp., was arrested in his private jet as he just landed in Haneda Tokyo airport. Allegations were that he 

had hidden from regulators the true amount of his pay from Nissan Motor Co., where he was the chief 

executive officer from 2001 to 2017 and later the chairman. The company referred to years of serious 
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misconduct and the Nissan CEO, Hiroto Saikawa, commented on an executive with too much power and 

too little oversight; and an unbalanced partnership, with the Japanese brand being undervalued and some 

product decisions biased (Bloomberg, 2018). 

      The alliance between Renault and Nissan was sealed on March 27, 1999, and saved Nissan from 

bankruptcy – while Renault was looking for a major international development. The agreement followed 

nine months of a detailed economic valorisation study for the purpose of a strategic partnership and 

persuaded Nissan that Renault would be the most reliable and safest partner compared to Chrysler, 

Daimler or Ford (Benetasse et al., 2014). The final setup was a cross-shareholding whereby Renault 

would own 43% of Nissan’s shares and Nissan 15% of Renault’s. Above all, a 50-50 alliance would be 

setup to develop synergies to benefit both companies in the areas of purchasing (RNPO), manufacturing 

and logistics, research and development and human resources (Abu Farha and Tirhi, 2015).  

      The partnership was very largely a success. Renault-Nissan still sells one car out of 10 around the 

world; Nissan was rescued from bankruptcy and revived; billions of efficiencies were delivered to both 

partners. But it was of course deeply unsettled and the value generation potential largely undermined by 

Ghosn’s arrest and subsequent events. 

      In general, researchers analyse Renault– Nissan as a successful example of combining the corporate 

cultures of two global businesses for enduring benefits (Todd, 2015). Todd quotes Jeremie Papin, former 

alliance director for financial strategy: “I think we are very much a model for the 21st century, because of 

the way we are getting people from different countries, 10,000 km apart, to work together in a systematic 

way” (Todd, 2015). Ghosn himself was personally aware of the importance of cultural differences, being 

born in Brazil from a family of Lebanese origins and educated in France – and having served in Michelin 

in Brazil and North America and finally becoming the first foreign CEO of Nissan (Benetasse et al., 

2014). Looking back, Ghosn guided that “corporate culture should never be an afterthought, as it is the 

key driver of value creation”. And very early on and as he was setting up cross-functional teams in 

Nissan, he stated: “I was non-Nissan, non-Japanese. I knew that if I tried to dictate changes from above, 

the effort could backfire” (Ghosn, 2005, p.10). 

      The ultimate objective was that cultural differences would not be obstacles but in contrast, should 

provide new opportunities by combining the best of the different cultures and coming up with new best 

practices (Abu Farha and Tirhi, 2015). Ghosn declared in 2005 “Companies do not simply snap together 

like plastic building blocks. This is particularly true where different national cultures are involved…as the 

most important asset in any company is ‘esprit de corps’, the motivation of individual employees and 

their ability to collaborate in teams. Even in a cordial merger, it can vaporize overnight” (The Economist, 

2005). 
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      Under the assumption that different cultures can be preserved provided there is a common yardstick 

(Cairn, 2005), Ghosn set a platform to maintain the best features of each existing culture while promoting 

necessary evolution. This was made on the basis that “the cultural values of Japan and France are 

fundamental strengths for Nissan and Renault” (Ghosn, 2005). His key principle was to keep Renault and 

Nissan as two independent companies and equal partners in the alliance. Whatever the share and voting 

structure of the ownership, one partner should not dominate the other (Vinkhuyzen, 2018).  

      But at the same time, Renault worked – and are still working - to change aspects of Nissan’s culture 

which they find inefficient, such as keiretsu, lifetime employment, masculinity, collectivism, decision-

making, time perception, uncertainty avoidance and others (Abu Farha and Tirhi, 2015). Similarly, Nissan 

brings best practice to Renault. This cross-fertilisation of cultures is expressed by Nissan notably through 

its management institute and is visible on the company’ corporate site which offers employees with 

training on culture and work styles of different countries – including France, China, India, Germany and 

Japan (Nissan Global, 2018). 

      So what happened that contributed to or lead to the fall? More research will unfold over time but 

authors have already mentioned: 

• Rather than true cultural integration, the alliance is quite heavily bound up in the personality that 

is Ghosn (Flowers, 2018). He was a superhero. His status gave him the power to really control 

Nissan (Keller, 2018). The turmoil resulting from his downfall speaks to his outsized role in 

holding together a house he almost single-handedly built…with France and Japan melded by an 

indispensable leader: Ghosn (Bloomberg, 2018).  

• The two companies that have built an alliance based on the principles of respecting each other’s 

corporate cultures have finally seen their own roots changed by new paradigms…Among 

employees, many people are still interrogating about the possible loss of values. The cultural 

diversity brought by the partnership is a key asset for Renault as well as for Nissan but it is a 

burning point not to see this diversity destroyed by old habits, and it is more than ever the 

challenge for Renault and Nissan (Benetasse et al., 2014). 

• Culture and practices have remained very different between the two organisations, and Decroix 

(2010) cites consequential differences in conducting business: an approach to supplier 

relationships, considering technology choices and investments, priority setting, engineering versus 

purchasing, approach to quality...  

• More generally, researchers and observers argue that Ghosn never managed to fully bridge the 

cultural differences and that even the probe into his alleged misconduct reveals the fault lines: it 

was sparked by a whistle-blower investigation at Nissan that Renault did not hear about until late 

in the process. Culturally the Japanese do not want the greedy plutocracy, the greedy CEO culture 

(Koll, 2018). 
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      But above all, deep incompatibility of vision was emerging: Ghosn had been planning a full merger of 

Renault and Nissan before his arrest…which the Nissan Board was categorically opposed to (Financial 

Times, 2018). Feelings of bias were growing on the Nissan part – for example, Renault leaders hold key 

positions at Nissan, whereby Japanese in France tend to operate at more operational levels, mainly at the 

Renault R&D techno-centre. The positive dynamics of the early years had eroded, with less dialogue, a 

lower presence of Renault teams in Yokohama – including this of Ghosn – and consequently a lower 

mutual knowledge (Les Echos, 2018). And Nissan’s fortunes have darkened again, with profitability 

having eroded…and operating margins almost the lowest among all the world’s biggest carmakers at 

3.6% (Financial Times, 2019). 

      Even more than the general effect of cultural differences between Renault and Nissan organisations 

and people, the researcher will argue that it is the lack of active and continuously refreshed management 

of the partnership – taking into account cultural differences – which has fundamentally led to the 

derailing.   

    1.1.3 Countless Cases of Colliding Partnership and Culture  

     As these two vignettes illustrate, the lack of sufficient consideration of cultural differences in 

partnerships leads to quasi-systematic failure and cases are countless. Here are two other recent examples 

at great scale: 

      Suntory and Beam – The $16bn case between Suntory and Beam (US and Japan) in the beverage 

industry highlights the dramatic effects of cultural differences, which led to major gaps in proactiveness, 

performance management and reporting, building trust (or rather not, as a climate of mistrust developed) 

between the respective teams.  Consequences were of a major scale – including financial – and made a 

compelling case for a thorough cultural approach to such ventures (Financial Times, 2016). 

      Mobileye and Tesla – Mobileye, the Israeli self-driving technology company and Tesla, the 

California based automotive and energy-storage company (Israel and USA) ended their partnership in 

July 2016. There are little doubts on the scale of impact of this failed partnership on both companies, 

strategically and financially. On the root causes, the gaps in the partnering practice appear massive, with 

a considerable part arising from a lack of culture connectivity – to mention only a couple, in respect to 

ambiguity management and leadership approaches. Examples of practical manifestations of these gaps 

are in setting up mutual co-operating frameworks and processes or deploying best-fit human capital in 

the partnership (Wall Street Journal, 2016).  

      Both these alliance examples offer other world-scale examples of the vital importance in 

understanding and managing cultural differences throughout the partnership activities and continuously 

over the time of its development. Failing to do so can have destroying implications.  

      1.1.4 Common Points and Learning from the Cases  
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      These world-scale cases share numerous communalities: they started as a honeymoon and lived early 

years of success; their structures – 50-50 for TNK-BP, alliance for Renault – Nissan, no possible 

domination between Mobileye and Tesla – made them genuine partnerships in their essence and modus 

operandi; they involved organisations and people with very different cultures…And they finally went 

through terrible, value destructing and unnecessary events. But their main point in common is what led 

them to their dead-end: they did not develop their partnership consciously and methodically through the 

time, in the context and with active management of their extremely different cultures.  

      It is not that some of their leaders, arguably world-class businessmen, did not have acute awareness of 

the impact of cultures. It is that science does not seem to exist in this area, hence was not practised, that 

would combine the rigour of developing partnerships throughout their key usual and recurring steps with 

the active management of the defining impact of culture into each of these steps. The objective of this 

thesis is to address the key dimensions of this gap.   

      The following paragraph argues for the increasing relevance of conducting this study as: partnerships 

are a fast growing form of organisational construct; they tend to fail far more often than succeed; 

organisations manifest a strong interest in improving their partnering practice.       

1.2. Importance of Culture to Partnerships – Real World Needs 

      1.2.1 The Growing Importance of Partnerships 

      Strong motives to access different knowledge on cross-culture partnerships and what might make 

them work better lie in their fast-growing number and scale, owning to increased globalisation and the 

fourth industrial revolution. Klaus Schwab (2016, p.57) predicts, “the world of customer experiences, 

data-based services and asset performance through analytics requires new forms of collaboration... Such 

collaborations, however, are far from straightforward. They require significant investment from both 

parties to develop firm strategy, search for appropriate partners, establish communication channels, and 

align processes and flexibly to respond to changing conditions, both inside and outside the partnership… 

This is only as good as the weakest link in the partnership chain”. 

      Strategic partnerships have become integral to state and business affair. Commonly available statistics 

refer to well over 10,000 new major alliances formed each year worldwide. Using 2015 data, a KPMG 

survey (2016) shows that the main factors that explain the appetite for reaching out – M&A, acquisition, 

partnerships and other associative forms – are reported as:  fortify competitive position in the current 

market (58%), expand beyond current markets (26%), satisfy shareholder pressure to accelerate growth 

(26%).  And the primary direct business benefits are: expand customer base (37%), enter into new lines of 

business (37%), expand geographic reach (36%), and enhance the intellectual property or acquire new 

technologies (34%). In today's world, these developments often involve one or more cultures.  
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      In the contemporary business environment, firms need to form alliances in order to address complex 

business challenges. Alliances can complement organisations’ core competencies and allow them to 

jointly answer problems that a client or a market has identified, and no single entity can serve. They have 

become increasingly important over the last fifteen years, as the pace of doing business has accelerated, 

and the competitive landscape has globalised. As early as two decades ago, Harbison and Pekar (1998) 

argued that alliances were growing at a rate of 25 per cent a year. Three years later, Dyer and colleagues 

(2001) reported that each of the top Global 500 companies had formed, on average, 60 alliances to 

address the demands of their respective markets (Augustine and Cooper, 2009). 

      Quantitative empirical analysis supports the hypotheses that successful partnerships trigger lower cost 

escalation, fewer change orders and greater participant satisfaction (Sarkar et al., 1998; Gransberg et al. 

1999). Examples in the construction sector include the Hong Kong railway extension (Bayliss et al., 

2004); Heathrow Airport Terminal 5 (Gil, 2009); Chevron’s onshore LNG in Angola (2006).  

      A key feature of innovation strategy is that it systematizes efforts to improve innovation within and 

across organisations…and is a collaborative process in spite that large infrastructure projects, such as 

Crossrail, are usually built through the assembly of temporary coalition of organisations (Dodgson et al., 

2005; Bakker et al., multiple). 

      Partnerships have normative and regulative aspects – A group of delivery partners get used to working 

with one another, operating in a completely different methodology, being far more open and transparent. 

Consequently, they operate through a better process (Davies et al. 2016; Osborne et al. 2000). 

      But if the need and practice of successful strategic partnerships are constantly growing, success is 

hard to achieve, as the research found out.   

      1.2.2. Limited Success of Partnerships  

      Partnering is often a ‘hit and miss’ process that fails far more times than it succeeds, with over 70 per 

cent of business relationships reported to break off over time and less than 10 per cent delivering to, or 

above, original expectations (Ref. Figure 1.22). 
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      Figure 1.22 – Sources of Failures for Alliances. Source: Price Waterhouse Coopers, 2015. 

      Other quantitative researches mention failure rates in a range between 2/3 and over 80 per cent. 

Bleeke and Ernst (1995) report on their quantitative measure that success rate for alliances involving 

potentially overlapping core-product markets is only about one in three – they consider an alliance 

successful if both parties achieve their strategic objectives and earn a return equal to or greater than their 

cost of capital over the life of the partnership. Ward (2018) notes that unfortunately, many of the 

advantages of partnerships can also be disadvantages, and statistics show that up to 70 per cent of 

business partnerships ultimately fail.  

      Hence it is reasonable to refer to partnering as a high risk – low success business practice and 

organisational form. Significant literature exists on the essential and growing role of strategic partnerships 

(the why), their manifestations and achievements (the what) but to a much lesser extent, the ways they 

develop and the disciplines they require to be successful (the how). The submitter of this thesis recently 

published a book on the how of strategic partnering (Bardin et al., 2013). 

     1.2.3 Real-World Questions 

     As much as the research integrates both academics and practitioners (Van de Ven, Engaged 

Scholarship, 2007), the thesis is largely based on the literature review of scholar knowledge and 
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frameworks. In this context, this brief section focuses purely on practitioners’ questions and the way they 

are expressed by international organisations management. As a matter of fact and as detailed in the 

following paragraphs, these questions are very similar to those of academics - and the ways they define 

and interrogate existing gaps in the link between partnerships and national culture.      

      Faced with a major need and a low success organisational form and practice, leadership of all types of 

organisations – firms, governments, universities, NGOs and others - express a growing interest in 

enhanced knowledge on how to improve partnerships in diverse cultural contexts. It is the researcher’s 

repeated experience, as he was faced with practice for over 30 years, studied practitioner reports and 

management literature extensively and met with a large variety of organisations’ boards around the world 

between 2013 and 2018, that their most common questions on strategic partnering relate to how some 

regions and countries are perhaps more or less predisposed to succeed with developing transformational 

strategic partnerships. 

      Because this matter is high-value to them, international organisations and companies are consistently 

pursuing three main queries in respect to strategic co-operations, notably when these occur across 

boundaries:  

      Firstly, how can they transform their participation strategy from siloed ‘supply’ or ‘selling’ 

relationships into more integrated strategic partnerships? This question is about improving their partnering 

practice.   

      Secondly, are they at a disadvantage or advantage to partnering, altogether and for each key partnering 

practice, given their national cultural anchor and the reality of their international footprint? Do particular 

nations have specific cultural anchors, such as the trust-based cooperative norms of Japanese society, that 

foster and sustain higher cross-national collaboration rates (Todeva and Knoke, 2005) – or do they 

inherently go against these types of relationships. This question is about their cultural fitness to the 

partnering practice. 

      Thirdly, how should they best approach partnering in a given region or country taking their culture 

into consideration? What are the ‘natural’ cultural strengths they possess and should leverage; and the 

limitations they might have which would require attention, active management and potential 

improvements? This question is about the cultural fit with their partner.  

      By researching these questions, the real-world outcome of the thesis would consequently be an approach 

to help the development of more successful partnerships in actively managing cultural differences 

throughout the key steps and activities of their life cycle.   

1.3 What is known 
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      A large amount of scholar and management literature offers extensive knowledge in the respective areas 

of 1) interorganisational associations and 2) culture - including national culture.    

      1.3.1 The importance and need for co-operations - Companies realise that they have to operate 

within a business ecology where interdependence, not independence or singular dependence, is the name 

of the game …Constant change, economic waves, financial bubbles, ambiguity and risk measures put a 

greater emphasis on the ability to increase capacity, influence employees, collaborate with other entities 

across borders and boundaries, and integrate with former challengers (Trompenaars, 2012).   

      Yitmen (2013) echoes this consciousness, noting that, as the construction industry adapts to trends in 

globalisation and project networks collaborate interculturally, network participants are bound to 

encounter a distinct set of conflicts because of differences in national culture (Chan and Tse, 2003; Chen, 

Partington and Qiang, 2009; Hinds and Bailey, 2003; Mahalingam and Levitt, 2007; Nayak and Taylor, 

2009). There is widespread support behind the need for increased research efforts in understanding 

influential factors that affect managing cultural complexity and communication in multicultural project 

teams.  

      1.3.2 Complexity of partnerships -As for scholar knowledge in this area and using the construction 

sector example, institutional theory identifies that global infrastructure projects are extraordinary complex 

organisations that operate within exceedingly complex institutional environments (Scott, 2011; Levitt et 

al., multiple). 

      Literature evidences a widely shared understanding that geographical dispersal of highly complex and 

interdependent work exacerbates project vulnerabilities and increases the need for trust (Jarvenpaa and 

Leidner, 1999). A key enabler of strategic partnerships concerns the understanding of and coping with the 

multiple cultures at stake in global collaboration among geographically dispersed teams (Søderberg et al., 

2013). 

      1.3.3 Three elements are defining to partnerships – There is a widely shared acceptance that three 

areas are of main influence to partnerships - the regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive elements 

(Scott, 2008; Levitt, 2012). 

       1.3.4 Some knowledge in partnership practice - There is considerable academic literature and 

practitioner experience on the theory, frameworks and practice of setting up and developing partnerships.    

Using the example of large infrastructure construction, major projects entail a complex assortment of 

firms, governmental agencies and NGOs (Scott, 2008; Bakker, multiple). Project organisation and 

management literature has developed what it refers to as a partnership model for project development 

(Henisz et al., 2011; Walker, multiple), which can be referred to as ‘project partnership’ as well as 

participatory models of stakeholder engagement (Krick et al., 2005). 
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      1.3.5 Extensive knowledge on national cultures – Literature is very extensive on multiple national 

culture frameworks, their substance, application areas, critics and statistical basis. The research selects 

lenses for the selection of the relevant cultural models and relies extensively on their existing related 

literature.     

1.4 What is insufficiently known 

       Both cultural - cognitive and normative gaps are present in the body of knowledge on partnerships but 

with significant limitations.  

      1.4.1 Limited consciousness on the cultural - cognitive elements impacting partnerships – Using 

an example first, one might think that Japanese firms are advantaged on partnering, given their ‘Long-

Term’ bias and ‘Working Together’ ethos; but they might also be limited by their culture of ‘Hierarchy’ 

and often, Japanese ‘Centricity’. So what is there to do better in leveraging the former and mitigating the 

later? 

      Purely regulative institutional supports may under certain conditions, usefully be complemented ex-

post by systematically developing collective norms and a cultural-cognitive sense of shared identity 

(Henisz et al., 2011). 

      Weston and Gibson (1993) cite core elements of partnering as ‘trust, shared vision and long-term 

commitments’, that encourage contracting parties to change their adversarial relationships to a more 

cooperative, team-based approach by forming a team mentality for the benefit of the project. Freedom of 

speech, openness and innovation are harnessed to craft win-win incentives (Crowley and Karim, 1995; 

Harback et al., 1994).  

      This suggests that some level of consciousness exists on the significant role of culture to cross-border 

partnerships. But despite the importance that culture seems to have assumed within (notably) the public 

sector partnership literature, a surprisingly small proportion of the international literature discusses 

culture in anything more than a normative, coherent and un-problematic fashion. Although culture is 

frequently cited as an important factor within the process of partnership working, there is little 

consideration of what form precisely this factor takes (Hensing et al., 1997; Hultberg et al., 2002). The 

same is true in M&A and Terrikangas and Very (2012, p.417) note, “A first future research direction: 

unearthing the real complexity of cultural encounters in times of M&A. What are their performance 

effects? Which level of culture is salient to manage in which context, in order to ensure the success of an 

acquisition? Such questions remain unexplored as yet”.  

      Moreover, within these studies, culture tends to appear as somewhat of an afterthought (Peck and 

Dickinson, 2008). This ignores that in strategic partnerships, the cultural fit is often as important as the 

financial fit - if not more - and is often overlooked. It reveals often decisive to be sensitive to cultural 
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differences – whether between organisations, industries or countries. The “softer issues are often the most 

difficult to tackle, but the most lucrative when you get them right” (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 2009, p.8). 

      1.4.2 Limited management knowledge on the cultural - cognitive elements impacting 

partnerships - Literature often evokes the considerable impact (most often negative) of cultural 

differences on partnering success – but does not offer a systematic diagnosis or solution on HOW to 

approach and alleviate the challenges. We need others to be themselves if partnership and integration are 

to work. This is why an approach that reconciles differences is required (Trompenaars et al., 2012). 

      Hence, teams and people need to be competent at cross-culture management. Global teams and 

individuals who do not know how to effectively communicate, identify with and resolve conflicts across 

cultures are likely to be in danger of pitfalls such as losing cross-cultural business opportunities, 

encountering reluctance to share valuable ideas when a culture is not understood and potentially losing 

revenue (Janssens and Brett, 2006). And the domain of CQ on the organisational level is organisational 

capability (Yitmen, 2013). 

      It starts with raising awareness on the concept of CQ, principally at the organisational level - as it is 

not well known to most contracting firms operating abroad (Yitmen, 2013). CQ comprehends the ability 

to improve understanding in cross-cultural interactions (Earley, 2002) and the capability allowing 

individuals to understand and act appropriately across a wide range of cultures (Thomas, 2006). 

      1.4.3 Lack of cultural models in the study and management of partnerships - As will be 

developed in details throughout the thesis, an extensive Pragmatist Integrated Literature Review was 

conducted in the respective literature fields of 1) culture - with a focused interest on national culture; 2) 

interorganisational associations - with a focused interest on partnerships; 3) integrative literature. A 

simple framework on Figure 1.43 summarizes the different levels of linkages that were found between 

culture and partnerships. The main take out from the Figure are outlined below.     	

 

																CATEGORIES	OF	LITERATURE	USED	IN	THE	RESEARCH	THROUGH	THE	INTEGRATIVE	 			EXTENT	OF	
																												LENS	BETWEEN	CULTURE	AND	INTERORGANISATIONAL	ASSOCIATIONS	 		LITERATURE

Category	1 Literature	that	mentions	culture	/	national	culture	impact	to	partnerships

Partnerships Close	to	all	references	used	-	Except	for	the	methodology	ones High
Culture Low

Category	2 Literature	that	researches	on	the	culture	impact	to	interorganisational	associations				

From	the	cultural	angle Low
Approach From	the	interorganisational	angle Low	+

From	the	partnership	angle Very	low
Agnostic	and	integrative Very	low

Practice Theory Very	low
Case	study Low
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      Figure 1.43 – Categories and extent of literature used in the research linking culture and partnerships 

       As mentioned earlier, extensive literature and knowledge exist on partnerships and what it takes to 

make them more successful - which this research makes a large use of in the ways detailed later (Ref. 

Strategic Partnering literature in references list). They often make some reference to aspects of culture.  

      Separately, extensive research, documentation, advisory and academic content exist on national 

cultures, which again is used extensively (Ref. National Culture literature in references list). They rarely 

make reference to interorganisations or partnerships.  

      As represented by the ‘Very Low’ cells in Figure 1.43, integrative literature on national culture and 

partnerships that would be comprehensive, robust and linking theory and structured experience is limited 

- except for the rather anecdotal narration of the impact of some national behaviours and rituals to some 

forms of partnerships. And when such research exists, it presents the two major limitations of: 1) being 

mainly related to other forms of associations than partnerships;  2) and not providing a systematic 

approach or a model through the life cycle of the interorganisational association.    

      A list of the limited integrative literature which was identified is provided in Paragraph 3.5.3 and 

informs the main gap that no systematic approach or model appears to exist to: 

• Link key partnering activities [as advanced normative elements for partnerships] with national 

cultural traits [as critical cultural-cognitive elements for partnerships].  

• Describe how culture differences challenge the success of partnering, especially in the specifics of 

each core partnering activity 

• Guide what partners should do for each core partnering activity to reduce their risk and increase 

the likelihood of their success.  

      Building an organisation-based predictive model of the other parties’ behaviour in partnerships that is 

sensitive to the cultural differences in practices, time zones and daily life is difficult…We need a more 

accurate understanding of the mechanisms that can be used effectively to build trust in cross-cultural 

collaborations (Jarvenpaa and Keating, 2011; Bakker et al., multiple; Chan and Levitt, multiple). What 

binds us? What divides us? What do we do to benefit from the first and manage the second…and to use 

the differences to reach a higher level (Trompenaars et al., 2012)? We need a novel approach to link the 

two cultural frameworks and literatures – partnering and national  – in developing and testing a model to 

dramatically improve cross-border strategic partnerships.   

      1.4.4 Gaps in the normative areas of building partnerships – Partnerships reduce focus and 

influence unless they are carefully designed and implemented. Developing a partnership goes through 

different stages with different balances of power between actors (McQuaid, 2000). However and despite 

some extensive knowledge on partnerships, literature and empirical research do not offer systematic 
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process-orientated models - nor do they inventory features inherent to the structure of partnerships to 

transcend ‘collaborative inertia’ (Huxham, 1996b) and provide a sense of the associated tensions that 

need to be juggled in order to move forward (Huxham and Vangen, 2002).   

1.5 Conclusion  

      As it would apply to the real world of the specific mainstream but complex organisation form of 

partnerships, the thesis aims to develop a methodology to address the cultural gaps raised above - and in 

doing so, help reduce the risks of failures such as TNK and BP, Renault and Nissan, Suntory and Beam, 

Mobileye and Tesla and many others.  

      The envisaged model would not pretend to provide all answers to every question on how partnership 

and national culture interact. It would rather create a space for consideration, information and ultimately 

judgment. It would hopefully support improvement rather than deliver a full solution – but in doing so, 

would offer a true contribution to partnerships as a form of organisation.  

     The research progresses knowledge mainly on the cultural-cognitive elements of this organisational 

form, which prove well less understood than regulative and normative elements (Scott, 2011). It aims to 

define the partnering practices required for success, as precisely and adequately as possible – that would 

ideally constitute a unique cross-border strategic partnering culture model. In this context, it addresses the 

relative cultural advantages or disadvantages of certain regions and countries, defining their propensity 

and ability to partner successfully – their ‘partnering fitness’, so to say. In effect, the resulting practice 

would ultimately enable drawing a ‘national partnering profile’ – strengths and weaknesses – for each 

studied country.  

      Based on this national partnering profile, the research would guide tangibly on how a company with 

prevailing culture of region/country A might approach better a partnership with a company with 

prevailing culture of region/country B. For example, what are the key considerations that an American 

company should contemplate to partner in Japan or the UAE; or a Chinese company in Western Africa?  

      The envisioned outcomes of the research are threefold and will be further justified, rationalised and 

detailed in the next chapter, ‘WHAT’: 

• The development of a first in kind cross-border strategic partnering fitness modelised approach 

• A frame for and an example of bi-lateral country advisory guides, offering insights on how 

organisations of each of the two countries might optimise their partnership approach  

• The ‘scientific’ and real-world bases to 1) be practised by organisations – like UCL, General 

Electric and others; and or 2) used by consulting firms, to provide advice to companies and 

organisations.   
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CHAPTER 2 – PROBLEM FORMULATION, OBJECTIVES AND     
APPROACH [WHAT] 

 
	
                          Ru xiang sui su – Enter the village, follow customs.  

                                      When in Rome, do as the Roman do. 
 

 
 

At first sight, the Chinese saying “Ru xiang sui su – Enter the village, follow customs” and Saint Ambrose’s 

quote “When in Rome, do as the Roman do” represent similar guidance to partnerships, this of embracing 

the culture and practices of the other party. But their difference is considerable and central to this thesis: 

how can partners ‘follow customs’, i.e. understand, respect and adapt to the partner while remaining who 

they are, not losing their individual values and character and therefore remaining able to provide their best 

to the relationship.   
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      In the introduction chapter, it was noted that organisations of all types – firms, governments, 

universities, NGOs – increasingly need productive partnerships and manifest a growing interest in the 

cultural-cognitive factors to fulfil their requirements. Only a small number of real-world questions came 

out consistently from the engagement between multiple organisations and the researcher over the five last 

years. How to remain oneself while being deeply connected and optimised in the partnership was one of 

them.   

2.1. Problematisation and Research Question 

      The research domain derives from the areas of ‘unknown’ and gap identification mentioned in the 

introduction chapter. Going through successive literature reviews, guided by Van de Ven’s “Engaged 

Scholarship” methodology (2007) and using the steps described in Chapter 3, the work progressed 

through successive iterations of the research question.  

      Needs and gaps first led to define the research domain and possible questions, as is largely 

represented in this chapter. This was at first mainly a gap-spotting approach (as ‘unknowns’ and gaps are 

real and significant). But as the work progressed, it became increasingly clear that in order to identify and 

assess the essential research question, the study needed to consider contextual issues in a deeper manner 

and integrate a wide consideration and representation of stakeholder views – including the experience of 

the researcher (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002; Silverman, 2001; Van de Ven, 2007). 

      Problematisation – The difference of approach arose between formulating the research question as 1) 

addressing gaps in literature (Musson and Tieze, 2004) or 2) through problematisation, as an endeavour to 

think differently instead of incrementing what is already known.  Sandberg and Alvesson (2011, p.39) 

expand on defining problematisation as “rethinking a particular theoretical tradition, a vocabulary and the 

construction of an empirical terrain. This leads to the reformulation of received wisdom and the carving 

out of new, perhaps surprising and logic breaking questions”.   

      As an illustration of our successive iterations on the research question, one of the first tentative 

formulations included the concept of partnership ‘performance’. But reviewing the performance-driven 

literature led to a traditional perspective of partnerships – largely framed and defined by outputs. This was 

closing out many essential options to the research, especially that partnership outputs could be considered 

as secondary to and or resulting from its set up and development process - or otherwise said, its inputs. 

This learning guided to reformulate the research question and discount the concept of ‘performance’.  

      Ultimately, problematisation arose versus existing thinking and literature from the learning that three 

apparently polarised or even opposed theories could perhaps be integrated into a novel approach - and 

perhaps model - to offer new findings and a distinctive contribution to knowledge. These three well 

informed but apparently disjointed theories are that: 1) partnerships are rigorous processes (rather than 

intuitive, on the go practices); 2) culture traits have a major impact on partnerships – and a different one 
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at each step; 3) national cultures are defining to organisations. The breakthrough would be to combine 

these three hypotheses into a predictive and manageable tool (a partnering national culture model) to 

develop better partnerships throughout their life cycle. It would contribute to reduce the main root cause 

of partnerships failure, “the absence of a systemic and structured methodological framework for 

integration…providing a means of delivering the core business value of human resources” (Trompenaars, 

2012, p.6).    

      This combined model would help respond to multiple apparent contradictions, such as: why blessed-

born partnerships fail; or why truly international organisations tend to think and act even more 

‘nationalistically’ than others.  

      Research question – Consequent to problematisation, the research question evolved to centre on the 

objective of ‘systematic’ and therefore ‘model’ as the distinctive novelty brought by this thesis in the 

domain of linking partnerships and cultures. And successive iterations concluded as follows: 

               How do organisations systematically improve cross-border partnerships 
 An approach to analyse and manage the effects of national culture differences on partnerships – notably 

applicable to major construction and infrastructure projects  

      Supporting research questions and components – As key aspects of the answer to the research 

question, the project developed four supporting questions whose answers would make up core pillars of a 

tentative partnering model: 

• Are there (and if so, what are they) cultural traits to improve partnering performance – mainly at 

organisation level, although with due consideration to the personal standpoint?  

• Are there (and if so, what are they) critical step-activities to develop highly performing 

partnerships? 

• What are the main national cultural traits identified in literature and the real world? Do they 

connect to those required for improved partnering and if so, how? 

• Can we infer that a partnering culture model might exist and if so, what could be an option for this 

model? 

2.2 Relevance of the Research Question - The Construction Sector Example 

      There is hardly any significant construction project that does not involve organisations from multiple 

countries at its core. Very often, foreign organisations to a country even lead major infrastructure projects 

in that country, e.g. Japanese and Spanish for the Marmaray tunnel (Turkey); English, Germans and 

French for the Etihad rail (UAE); Americans and Indians for the Jubail Industrial City (Saudi Arabia) and 

many others. So what are the dynamics and how to approach them? 

      “As the construction industry adapts to trends in globalisation and project networks collaborate inter-
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culturally, network participants are bound to encounter a distinct set of conflicts because of differences in 

national culture” (Di Marco and Taylor, 2011, p.28).  

      The ensuing globalisation of the construction industry, as well as the highly fragmented and divisive 

nature of the industry are among the forces that are influencing the sector to seek management 

approaches such as strategic alliances that could leverage the capabilities of the various participants 

(Ngowi, 2007).  

      Organisations from multiple cultures are therefore required to deeply cooperate, both between them 

and with local authorities. The Heathrow T5 handbook promoted collaborative behaviours that would 

enable suppliers to work effectively in integrated project teams. In their study “Innovation in 

megaprojects – systems integration at London Heathrow T5”, Davies, Gann and Douglas (2009) report 

that some contractors were unwilling or unable to change their behaviour…and that BAA had to 

overcome decades of entrenched behaviours.  

      In their publication “Innovation strategy in new transportation systems: The case of Crossrail”, 

Dodgson et al. (2015) note that a key feature of the innovation strategy is the way it systematises efforts 

to improve innovation within and across organisations, involving many of their different parts and 

functions. They continue by saying that a fundamental tenet of the innovation strategy is that it is a 

collaborative process…and that this needs to occur in spite that large infrastructure projects, such as 

Crossrail, are usually built through the assembly of a temporary coalition of organisations.    

2.3 Research Approach 

      The thesis is placed at the convergence of the gaps and trends identified above: the considerable and 

dramatic effects of colliding partnership and culture, as illustrated in the examples; the fast-growing 

development of partnerships as organisational forms…despite their high failure rate; a high consciousness 

and demand from organisations for increased clarity on the cultural-cognitive elements impacting 

partnerships. 

      With the objective of ultimately getting partnerships to develop more successfully in spite or because 

of cultural differences, the thesis is developed around four main research areas, each framed by an 

abductive hypothesis as shown on Figure 2.31.   

      Essence of the research approach – Throughout the four areas of analysis, the research addresses 

prevailing gaps in the literature on the impact of national cultures on partnerships. In order to do so, it 

relies on knowledge 1) from cross-cultural management where models of national culture exist; 2) from 

partnership management where some models exist. As such, the research brings arguments and 

contributions from other fields than the literature on partnerships and could be characterised as building 
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on and contributing to the meta-theory of the partnership phenomenon on combining a number of mid-

range theories. 	

 

           Figure 2.31 – Research Abductions and Key Activities 

      The first area of research is to analyse how certain cultural traits play a vital role in the success or 

failure of any form of alliance or partnership - such as TNK-BP or Renault-Nissan. To increase its 

international performance, a firm needs to scrutinize its international strategy, especially for the degree of 

adaptation as a way of buffering culture differences across international markets...and recognize that 

“process capability is positively associated with international strategic alliance” and “there is a positive 

correlation between cross-cultural competence and international strategic alliance” (Yitmen, 2013, pp.11-

12). 

      Using the TNK-BP and Renault-Nissan examples to reflect on the broader research, it analyses the 

cultural clashes and convergences between Russian and British or Japanese and French staff.  

      The thesis goes beyond the common knowledge that Russia (or any other country considered) has a 

complex political system, the 149th rank globally for preventing corruption, a tax policy imposing high 

tax levels from oil producers, work permit issues and many other aspects that define the business practice 

of the country (Jobling, 2014). Or that Japan is culturally one of the most ‘masculine’ societies in the 
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world, as well as one that links privileges and reward with seniority the most. Rather, it goes at the roots 

of Russian, British, Japanese and French cultures, studies their communalities and differences and tests 

the extent to which, without active management, partnerships grounded into cross-cultural differences 

may be deemed to almost unavoidably fail.  

      The second area of research lies in the normative study of how a strategic co-operation develops 

over time. It determines the most common steps and core activities in the maturing of a partnership and 

learns the critical success factors for each from literature.  

      This area stresses the importance of process overall, even arguing that the ‘quality’ of substance, 

performance and relationships depends on and is largely a result of process - which Søderberg et al. 

(2013, p.354) explain in saying, “A (key) enabler of the strategic partnership is how trust is created 

through transparent work processes across organisations”. 

      Here are three examples of core partnering activities illustrated by the TNK-BP and Renault-Nissan 

cases: 

      ‘Selection of Best Partner’ – In the early 2000’s, TNK realized that it could not accomplish its long-

term goals without a strategic alliance (notably on technology and financial resources). BP emerged as 

one of the leaders in TNK’s quest for a partner because of its presence in the Russian market…and being 

prepared to expand in Russia (Aslund, 2004). The strategic platform looked sound…but there was little 

interrogation on culture (compatibility and differences) and ways of working. The belief that business 

would prevail even culminated into adopting a 50-50 ownership structure, which President Putin himself 

interrogated in an early meeting – asking how the company would be managed given its proposed 50-50 

structure (Aslund, 2004).  

      ‘Shared Vision and Destination’ – Early years were focused on jointly building and running the 

Renault-Nissan and TNK-BP alliances to deliver performance. As the business matured, the 

incompatibility of the investors’ desires surfaced: BP saw the JV as just their Russian business, whereas 

AAR wanted to expand internationally (Jobling, 2014). Renault was considering a full merger, which 

Nissan was deeply opposed to (FT, 2018). 

      ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationship’ – Literature guides that multi-layer, deployed and structured 

relationships are required in successful partnerships. Alanis (2016) analyses that in the case of TNK-BP, 

culture clash and integration problems largely prevented a deep cross-organisational relationship. 

Consequently, when issues arose, both parties tried to cover their back…while joint analysis and 

implementation might have resolved issues sooner. In the Renault - Nissan case, Carlos Ghosn personally 

took on a continuously growing role in being the central relationship and culture diplomat and champion 

of communication between various parts of the organisation (Bloomberg, 2018;Vinkhuyzen, 2018). 
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      The third area of research analyses the impact of cultural traits on core partnering activities. It 

shows the relative importance of each cultural trait to each core partnering activity - leading to an ideal 

mix of cultural traits required for each step of the development of an alliance.       

      The fourth area and destination of the research provides the transformative nature and main 

contribution to knowledge of the thesis in integrating the preceding ones – of culture and partnership.  

      The study analyses the impact of the national culture differences between partners on each of the 

critical partnership activities and development steps. In the TNK-BP example, what is the effect of a 

Russian hierarchical culture to developing a partnerial enterprise relationship? Or what are the 

consequences of high ‘Collectivism’ in the Japanese culture, when the Renault – Nissan alliance 

encourages and rewards individual initiatives and performance (Abu Fahra and Tirhi, 2015). It can be 

argued that these cultural differences – and plural others – had a considerable impact on the partnerships. 

Hence, the research aims to provide an approach and potentially a system to diagnose and anticipate such 

risks and ultimately offer active management measures to mitigate them.  

      Core activities and development steps are to partnerships what post-acquisition integration steps are to 

M&A. The research supports and deepens Morosini and Singh studies on the management of cultural 

differences in M&A during post-acquisition integration, whereby they argue that acquirers should adopt a 

culture-related post-acquisition strategy, coherent with the target country’s national culture – which they 

themed “national culture compatible strategy” (1994, p.391). Their theory, similar to ours, is that the 

aspects of national culture most likely to cause problems should be adequately managed in cross-border 

acquisitions.  

       Findings in the four areas of research emanate from different fields of knowledge and combine them 

to bring solutions to the existing gaps in partnership literature. The chapter structure of the thesis is built 

to reflect this approach.      

2.4 Thesis Structure  

     Hence and whilst the methodology is detailed in Chapter 3, the research areas framed in the preceding 

paragraph provide the logic behind the thesis structure along the following chapters: 

       Abstract ............................................................................................................................................. 

       Chapter 1. Introduction ..................................................................................................................... 

       Chapter 2. Problem Formulation, Objectives and Approach ............................................................ 

       Chapter 3. Research Philosophy, Design and Methodology ............................................................. 

       Chapter 4. Partnering Literature and Data ......................................................................................... 

       Chapter 5. National Culture Literature and Data ............................................................................... 

       Chapter 6. The Partnering and National Culture Model .................................................................... 
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       Chapter 7. Findings - France Partnering Culture Guide ................................................................... 

       Chapter 8. Problem Solving – France - Turkey Cross-Border Partnering Guide .............................. 

       Chapter 9. Conclusions and Recommendations ................................................................................. 

       Appendix 1. Findings – Turkey Partnering Culture Guide ................................................................ 

       References ........................................................................................................................................... 

      Following an initial ‘Problem Formulation’ (Chapter 2), the thesis develops a comprehensive, 

systematic and in some respects novel ‘Research Methodology’ (Chapter 3) – based on Van de Ven’s 

Engaged Scholarship (2007). In application to the research design and aiming to ‘Build the Theory’, 

extensive literature reviews are conducted respectively on partnering – core activities and required 

cultural traits (Chapter 4) – and national cultures (Chapter 5). Literature actually provides a considerable 

data set which can be mobilised and integrated to develop a ‘partnering national culture model’, the 

destination of the research (Chapter 6). ‘Problem Solving’ and ‘Contribution to Knowledge’ are 

provided in the form of infinitely replicable national partnering culture guides for France and Turkey 

(Chapter 7 and Appendix 1) and a cross-border partnering guide between both cultures as their co-

existence impacts the development of partnerships (Chapter 8).  

      In engaging into the research, the first step is to provide an early problem formulation – which has 

been continuously refined throughout the research, as successive literature reviews and abductive and 

deductive loops were progressed.     

2.5 Core Concepts 

      Resulting from the academic frameworks and real-world questions, the research focuses on five main 

concepts: alliances and strategic partnerships; culture and cultural traits; cross-border; improve and 

model. They are defined and discussed below: 

      2.5.1 Alliances and Strategic Partnerships 

      In order to provide context and precision to the scope of the research, this section examines in turn the 

core concepts of: 1) ‘forms of interorganisational co-operation’, to reflect their multiplicity and the plural 

lenses explored in the literature; 2) ‘alliances / strategic partnerships’, to provide clarity to the meaning of 

this particular form of association that stands at the center of the study.  

      Forms of cooperation - There are multiple forms and aspects of interorganisational co-operations, 

which are widely studied in the literature. The researcher reviewed the considerable diversity of 

association conceptual approaches and lenses, as represented in a synthetised way on Figure 2.31.   

       Each of these forms presents a considerable variety in itself, as studied in the literature. For example, 

equity-based relationships can be full control, cross - or shared equity or many other variations. Todeva  

and Knoke’s classification (2005) presents and offer distinctive definitions for 13 basic forms of 
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interorganisational relations as they appear in the theoretical and research literature: Acquisitions or 

Mergers, Joint Ventures, Equity Investments, Cooperatives, R&D Consortia, Strategic Cooperative 

Agreements, Cartels, Franchising, Licensing, Subcontractor Networks, Industry Standard Groups, Action 

Sets and Market Relations.     

       It is not the objective of the research to contribute to the knowledge on the forms of 

interorganisational associations themselves, as it would not change the findings markedly. Rather, the 

study selected a core form of co-operation, namely ‘Alliances / Strategic Partnerships’, studied the 

literature to provide a clear definition and made this type of association its area of focus.  

      The definition for ‘Alliances / Strategic Partnerships’ as it arises from literature and which has been 

selected is provided in the next paragraph.  

      The main aspects and lenses for this in-scope form of association are highlighted in Figure 2.31 - 

together with references on often cited reviews for each: Non- Equity; Horizontal, Vertical, Intersectoral; 

Cross-Border; Private – Private, Public – Private, Public – Public; Macro Level; Co-Ordination, Co-

Evolution; Diverse Sources of Value.  

      Focusing the research on ‘Alliances / Strategic Partnerships’ does not mean that a large part of the 

existing literature linking other forms of association and culture would not be valid and valuable; nor that 

this research’s findings have no relevance to them. On the contrary, the study uses sources of knowledge 

from other association types when relevant – especially Mergers & Acquisitions and Major Projects; and 

future research might consider a systematic approach on how this thesis findings might contribute to 

them.               
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       Figure 2.51 – Partnership Types Which The Thesis Focuses On 

      Alliances / Strategic Partnerships - There are multiple definitions of alliances and strategic 

partnerships, all relating to the same core concept. The research reviewed literature to identify alternative 

Partnerships	Conceptual	Schools	 Literature	Sources	[Selection]	

Equity	(Institutional	/	
Hierarchical);	Non-Equity		

Colombo,	2003.	

Globerman	and	Nielsen,	2007.		

Todeva	and	Knoke,	2005.		
Oxley,	1997.	
Ménard,	2013.	
Baker	et	al.,	2008.	

Horizontal;	Vertical;	Inter-
sectoral	

Yu,	Xu,	and	Dong,	2019.	

Belderbos,	Gilsing,	and	Lokshin,	2012.	

Ireland,	Hoskisson,	and	Hitt,	2009.	

Oxley,	1997	

Corbin,	2017.		

National;	Cross-Border	 Henderson	et	al.,	2014.	

Hyder	and	Gebrekidan,	2006.	

Kauser	and	Shaw,	2004.		

Transactional;	Long-Term;	
Permanent	

Stibbe,	2016.			

Gomes,	Weber,	Brown,	and	Tarba,	2011.			

Duffy	and	Fearne,	2004.		

Heimeriks	and	Schreiner,	2002.		

Private-Private;	Public-Private;	
Public-Public	

Stadtler,	2012.		

Alon,	2005.	

Hall,	Lethbridge,	and	Lobina,	2005.	

Geddes,	2005.		

Osborne,	2000.	

Macro-level;	Meso	level;	
Individual	level	

Hall,	and	Andriani,	1999.		

House,	Rousseau,	and	Thomas-Hunt,	1995.		

Schilke	and	Cook,	2013.		

Co-opetition;	Co-operation;	Co-
ordination;	Co-evolution	

Doz,	1996.		

Gulati	and	Singh,	1998.		

Gulati,	Wohlgezogen,	and	Zhelyazkov,	2012.		

Zhang	and	Frazier,	2011.		

Provan	and	Kenis,	2008.		
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delineations. Each selected definition below provides a particular focus on an important and valuable 

dimension of what partnerships are.   

      A strategic alliance (partnership) is an agreement between two or more organisations to cooperate in 

specific business activity, so that each benefits from the strengths of the other, and gains a competitive 

advantage. Strategic alliances involve the sharing of knowledge and expertise between partners as well as 

the reduction of risk and costs in areas such as relationships with suppliers and the development of new 

products and technologies (IšoraItė, 2009).  

      Bleeke and Ernst (1993) summarise the generic needs of firms seeking alliance as cash, scale, skills, 

access, or their combinations.  

      Strategic alliances are developed and propagated as formalised inter-organisational relationships, 

particularly among companies in international business systems. They are agreements between companies 

(partners) to reach objectives of common interest. Strategic alliances are among the various options which 

companies can use to achieve their goals; they are based on co-operation between companies (Mockler, 

1999).  

      A strategic alliance has to contribute to the successful implementation of the strategic plan; therefore, 

the alliance must be strategic in nature. The relationship has to be supported by executive leadership and 

formed by lower management at the highest, macro level.  

      In simple words, a strategic alliance is a chance to join forces for a mutually beneficial opportunity 

and sustained competitive advantage and is often called a partnership (Wei, 2007).  

      A strategic alliance is aimed at reducing the uncertainty around the realisation of the partners’ 

strategic objectives (for which the partners are mutually dependent) by means of coordinating or jointly 

executing one or several of the companies’ activities. Each of the partners can exert considerable 

influence upon the management or policy of the alliance. The partners are financially involved, although 

by definition not through participation, and share the costs, profits and risks of the strategic alliance 

(Douma, 1997). 

      Alliances are long-term, trust-based relationships that entail highly relationship-specific investments 

in ventures that cannot be fully specified in advance of their execution (Phan and Peridis, 2000).  

       Bleeke and Ernst (1995, p.105) provide a valuable overview of the definition which has been given to 

strategic partnerships in this research: “Alliances of complementary equals involving two strong and 

complementary partners, with both generally remaining strong for the whole duration. These alliances 

almost always last much longer than seven years and are the only type that can lead to a marriage. The 

hallmark of such ventures is that neither partner could (or would rationally wish to) buy and manage the 

joint business. They are based on true collaboration in which both partners build on each other’s qualities 
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rather than try to fill gaps. Often the partners have different product, geographic, or functional 

strengths…Because both partners see the alliance as an important and profitable business, neither has the 

desire to exit it”.  

      2.5.2 Culture and Cultural Traits 

      The research does not aims to contribute to culture theory nor to address or develop further some 

contextual theoretical frameworks or underpinning on culture – e.g. alternative culture conceptual 

frameworks. It does not examine alternative culture theories. Rather, it uses and builds on existing culture 

literature and the interaction between culture and the organizational form of strategic partnerships.  

      Specifically, as described below and represented by the X sign in Figure 2.32, the thesis’s central 

scope lies at the intersection of the ‘organisation’ level of culture and ‘national’ account of culture. In 

order to provide clarity to the scope of the study, it examines in turn the core concepts of ‘Culture’, 

‘National Culture’ and ‘Cultural Traits’.  

       2.5.21 Culture - Alike most researchers, the thesis adopts an ‘integration’ level of culture. Figure 

2.32 represents that ‘integration’ is held at organisational level rather than at sub-groups or individuals 

levels. There, culture is something that organisations possess, which is broadly recognisable and 

consistent across groups (Meyerson and Martin, 1987). Culture promotes integration within 

organisations… and two divergent cultures might need to be reconciled when organisations work in 

partnerships (Peck and Dickinson, 2008).   

      In “Partnership Working and Organisational Culture”, Peck and Dickinson research on the degree of 

cultural fit to determine the outcome of alliances, mergers and acquisitions. And observe that culture is a 

complex concept with many different underpinning models suggested by various commentators but 

typically tends to be treated in a rather normative or coherent fashion in practice.  

 

      Figure 2.52 – Main Level and Account of Culture in Scope of the Research   

      Alternatives to the  ‘integration’ approach are presented by Meyerson & Martin (1987) and 

synthetized on Figure 2.32, Y-axis. They could be a ‘difference’ model – difference among interest 
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groups - or ‘ambiguity’ model - local and personal. Prior to finally deciding on the ‘integration’ approach, 

the researcher studied the theories of ‘ambiguity’ models in multi-level research, notably Schwartz (2006, 

2011, 2012) and Fisher et al. (2010). Their researches can’t conclude on isomorphism but do establish a 

sufficient level of cross-level similarities. Hence these alternatives are considered as relevant and valuable 

potential areas for further research.  

      In the ‘integration’ approach, culture is a pattern of beliefs and expectations that are shared among 

members which generate norms that powerfully shape behaviour (Schwartz and Davies, 1981). An 

organisation’s culture is reflected by what is valued, the dominant leadership styles, the language and 

symbols, the procedures and routines and the definition of success that makes an organisation unique 

(Cameron and Quinn, 2011, p.17). It is “a complex of abilities needed to perform effectively when 

interacting with others” (Fantini, 2006, p.12). Deal and Kennedy (1982, p.15) offer a widely accepted 

general and common sense statement on culture as “the way things are done here”.  

      2.5.22 National culture – An organisation’s culture is formed from different inherent levels as 

represented on Figure 2.32, X-axis: organisational specifics, for example a founder’s culture; the industry 

it belongs to; the culture of influential sub-groups; the main professions making up the organisation; the 

nationality it finds it origins from.     

       Other levels of culture than the national one are fully relevant to this research. They are already 

widely studied otherwise in the academic and management literature - although deepening the knowledge 

on their particular impact on partnerships could be considered a valuable potential further research area. 

       Whilst recognising the undisputable role each of these culture levels play in the formation and 

development of an organisation’s culture, the research embraces the assumptions by Hofstede, Schwartz, 

Gesteland and others that national cultures have a defining impact on organisational culture. It adheres to 

Smyth’s (2015, p.136) contextualization of the Hofstede model as it “assumes that all societies and 

organisations face the same problems, and it is only the solutions that differ. Universal dimensions are 

claimed to measure the different solutions and outcomes in terms of culture. The differences are 

considered at national level: therefore the Hofstede model compares organisational and national cultures”.  

      Terrikangas and Very’s work on M&A (2012, p.418) is relevant to partnerships whereby they note, 

“the assumption that culture can be isolated and treated separately appears simplistic. All the while, 

national culture differences would seem to impact the process of integration itself, while integration and 

socialisation can help reduce the distance in national cultures. What emerges is a view of national culture 

differences as deeply embedded in the integration ‘fabrique’ at times of M&A. Therefore, it might be 

interesting to introduce new concepts such as the coevolution of culture and integration, to get a better 

understanding of this ‘fabrique’. What occurs in the interactions between the two sides during M&A, and 

how is culture present vs. absent from these interactions”. 
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      What organisations need is cross-cultural competence, another term for intercultural competence. This 

can be defined as “a complex of abilities needed to perform effectively and appropriately when 

interacting with others who are linguistically and culturally different from oneself” (Fantini, 2006, p.12).  

     2.5.23 Cultural traits  - The thesis represents these “beliefs” (Schwartz and Davies, 1981), “ways 

things are done here” (Deal and Kennedy, 1982, p.15), “abilities” (Fantini, 2006, p.12) under the notion 

of ‘cultural traits’. O’Brien et al. (2010) introduce relevant dimensions to cultural traits, as units of 

transmission that permit diffusion and create traditions – patterned ways of doing things that exist in 

identifiable form over extended periods of time.   

      Specifically, a trait is defined as a particular characteristic that can produce a particular type of 

behaviour.  

						The thesis does not aim to consider or deepen the multiple schools of research on cultural traits (or 

dimensions), values, beliefs, traditions, behaviors etc. They present communalities and differences, with 

causes and effects as explicated notably by Fink et al. (2005) in their “Cultural Standard Method”.  Rather 

and to keep focused, the research has accepted O’Brien et al. approach (2010, p 365) that makes cultural 

traits their “units of analysis”, observing that “cultural traits have long been used in anthropology as units 

of transmission that ostensibly reflect behavioural characteristics of the individuals or groups exhibiting 

the traits”. In similar ways, the research breaks down culture into multiple cultural traits.   

      This approach does not omit to recognise that some researchers view ‘traits’ in a more biological 

sense, as an inherited biological characteristic. If traits were ontological, how could there be ‘partnering 

cultural traits’? While recognising the argument, the widespread meaning of traits is being used – as most 

researchers also do – as is expressed in its base definition. Hence, partnering cultural traits are 

characteristics producing certain effects in and to partnerships.  

      2.5.3 Cross-Border 

      From the ethimologic definition of ‘passing, occurring or performed across a border between two 

countries’, Cherian et al. (2008, p.1) characterise a cross-border alliance as a “strategic partnership that is 

formed between two or more firms from different countries for the purpose of pursuing mutual interests 

through sharing their resources and capabilities”.  

      In this research, ‘cross-border’ does not refer mainly to cross-border outputs or outcomes, such as 

transnational infrastructure projects – as notably researched by Fung et al. (2011). 

      Cross-border rather refers to ‘across national cultures’. The learning from literature and real life is that 

their national cultures have defining importance to the culture of organisations. Hence and as will be 

discussed and tested notably in Chapters 4 and 6, national culture differences and commonalities play a 

defining role in the level of partnership success between organisations from different national origins. 
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      Consequently, in this study, ‘cross-border partnerships’ means partnerships between organisations 

from a different national culture background.           

      2.5.4 Improve (Partnerships) 

      At a simplistic level, ‘Improve’ refers to something getting better. Griesberger et al. (2011, p.3) 

describes ‘improve’ as “to advance to a better state or quality”. For them, in the context of business 

processes, improvement often results in an advancement of effectiveness and efficiency mostly depending 

on the perspectives time, quality, cost and flexibility. Other goals of improving business processes are 

change or gaining competitive advantages through better processes.  

      The definition and operationalisation of performance are important issues in the international strategic 

alliance literature (Yitmen, 2013). There is, however, little consensus within the literature on what 

performance is and how it should be measured (Kauser and Shaw, 2004). Studies have used different 

measures, including both objective (e.g., survival, termination, duration, financial gains and others) and 

subjective or process-oriented measures (e.g., goal attainment, satisfaction, learning, competence building 

and others) to assess alliance outcomes (Park and Ungson, 2001).  

      A major issue is how to define performance and success of partnerships for the sake of this research. 

An extensive study was conducted on this question – although with the objective of brevity, the thesis 

write up does not represent the alternative performance frameworks which were considered and analysed, 

but instead refers to the selected approach. It adheres to Morgan, Levitt and Malek (2007), who see three 

main dimensions to a strategic partnership success:  

1. Deliver targeted outputs – These are the tangible things a project creates 

2. Deliver desired outcomes – These are the benefits delivery  

3. Deliver partnerial excellence – Including and manifesting into a future [e.g. a successful handoff, a 

new project]. 

      The research does not focus on assessing primarily outputs (dimension 1) or outcomes (dimension 2). 

The Sydney Opera House building project had terrible outputs – it considerably went over budget and 

overran – and extraordinary outcomes – it is a world-famous symbol for the city. In M&A, financial 

outputs have been prevailing for very long, but Terrikangas and Very (2012, p.406) observe, “the field 

has moved from an initial focus on a direct culture-financial performance link to a focus on studying the 

more intricate ways in which various cultures might impact on non-financial performance outcomes, 

including knowledge transfer, capability transfer, synergy realization, integration, acculturation, 

behaviours or stress”.   

      Although not fully agnostic to outputs and outcomes of partnerships, the research rather studies how 

key critical factors of success for partnerships are executed against, met, extended and expanded over 
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time. ‘Improvement’ or ‘Success’ is therefore measured as the health, longevity and renewal of the 

partnership.  

      Several authors’ research concurs with this judgment: Geringer and Hebert (1991) studied a range of 

measures of International Joint Venture Performance. They found survival to be the objective measure 

most closely correlated to subjective measures of affiliate success. Mitchell, Shaver and Yeung (1994) 

reviewed various studies documenting a positive relationship between the longevity of ventures and their 

financial performance. Practitioners observe a strong link between time and performance.   

      The research fully acknowledges that longevity is not a perfect measure of performance…as it does 

not always signal success…and performance is a multi-dimensional phenomenon that covers financial 

returns, risks, knowledge transfers and so on (Barkema et al., 1996). But it retains longevity and quality 

of progression along with a set of inescapable partnering activities as its measures of ‘improve’ or 

‘success’.   

      The analogy between partnership and marriage will be discussed later in this chapter. Using this 

comparison, ‘improve’ or ‘success’ of a marriage (i.e. a partnership) is measured more on its health, 

happiness and longevity (dimension 3) than what it tangibly produces – for example economically 

(dimensions 1 and 2).  Of course, inter-relations exist between the three dimensions – it would be 

doubtful that a marriage is fully happy without positive outputs and outcomes. But these are seen as 

inputs to the ultimate measure of success as just defined.          

      Having stated what ‘improve’ means in this research, the next question is on how to achieve success. 

Biggs (2006) identifies key factors to improve a strategic alliance, which are deemed determining to and 

reflecting their success (Ref. Figure 2.54). They are helpful examples of measures but the research aims 

for a more systematic identification of the most determining features through literature and cases review – 

which means focusing Biggs’ inventory to the essential ones. This constitutes an important thread of 

Chapter 4.  
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      Figure 2.54 – Critical Success Factors Affecting Strategic Alliances (Biggs, 2006). 

      2.5.5 Model  

      Literature is extensive on the concept of models under a large number of diverse lenses. Among this 

variety, Kung and Sölverg approach to models (1986, pp.145 – 171) appears relevant to this research as 

they define “the primary objective of a conceptual model to convey the fundamental principles and basic 

functionality of the system which it represents”. They add that “a conceptual model must be developed in 

such a way as to provide an easily understood system interpretation for the model's users. A conceptual 

model, when implemented properly, should satisfy four fundamental objectives: 

1. Enhance an individual's understanding of the representative system 

2. Facilitate efficient conveyance of system details between stakeholders 

3. Provide a point of reference for system designers to extract system specifications 

4. Document the system for future reference and provide a means for collaboration” 

      As mentioned in Chapter 1, Yitmen (2013, p.18) and other authors’ research establish that “the greater 

the processes capability in organisations, the stronger their influence on cross-cultural competence and 

the higher their international strategic alliance establishing capability”...And also “there is a (strong) 

positive correlation between cross-cultural competence and international strategic alliance”.  

      This being also practitioners’ experience, what are the partnering culture processes? Can knowledge 

be moved to a set of practice or even an operating model that would provide organisations with the 

required and systematic process capability to improve international alliances?    

      The objectives of the model would include to: (1) facilitate the understanding by eliminating 

unnecessary components; (2) aid in decision making by simulating 'what if' scenarios; (3) explain, 
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control, and predict events on the basis of past observations. Since most objects and phenomenon are very 

complicated (have numerous parts) and much too complex (parts have dense interconnections) to be 

comprehended in their entirety, a model would contain only those features that are of primary importance 

to the model maker's purpose (Business Dictionary). 

2.6 Partnerships are Like Marriages  

      Extensive literature compares partnerships to marriages. Alliances are often said to be like marriages 

(The Economist, 2009). Actually, a partnership is a business marriage (McBride, 2017).   

      “I often compare a business partnership to marriage because of a few similarities: both are big, life-

changing relationships that require mutual trust and respect; they both involve money; and both require a 

conscious choice, every day, to continue working towards a common goal with someone other than 

yourself…But the truth is that partnership is far more difficult to maintain than marriage. In fact, whereas 

50% of marriages end in divorce, the number is closer to 80% for business partnerships” (Neville, Forbes 

2013, online). 

      Ian Robertson, Board Member BMW, also observes that strategic partnerships are like marriages. 

“Good ones are where you share objectives, and both sides help to make the relationship a success. And 

like in a marriage, if your partner agrees with everything you say, it doesn’t always ring true. Any 

relationship will have ups and downs, and tension can be a force for creativity and energy. This is 

something that both parties have to be comfortable with” (Robertson in Bardin et al.,2013, p.74). 

      Their development will go through fairly similar common and established steps, and their success 

requires joint attention and management. They both begin with excitement, full of optimism for the 

possibilities that lie in front of the partners. But there are ups and downs. The relationship is great while 

the business is growing (life is easy and enjoyable) and while problems are getting solved and levels of 

energy and motivation are synchronised. But as in a marriage, partnership is quickly put to the test when 

business and personal challenges threaten to fray the connections between partners (Walling, 2018). 

      It could be argued that, although marriages and partnerships have very close bounds, they should not 

be considered a perfect analogy. Partnerships are not becoming one until death; they are loser and 

typically time bond – otherwise, they would be mergers. Although each of these differences could be 

debated – is marriage really becoming one until death – and the research is about strategic partnerships – 

arguably very long-term – the research absolutely accepts the potential differences and does not draw 

similarity-based conclusions when there might be differences.      

      Here are a few examples of the usual common steps to a marriage and a partnership (their core 

activities): 

      Select the right partner – Imagine your date (envisaged partner) is not the right person for you!  
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Choosing a business partner is more difficult than choosing a spouse, and many such partnerships are 

doomed to failure (Ward, 2018). Marriages that fall apart can make disasters (children, economics). 

Strategic partnerships failing later on, in well-established businesses, can take down an empire (Walling, 

2018).  

      Choose your partner wisely. Get to know them before you go into business together, and then work 

constantly to build trust and good communication skills. In business, as in marriage, there are no 

guarantees – and it is easier to avoid mistakes than it is to get out of them (Neville, Forbes 2013, online). 

Make sure you have the kind of chemistry that will last through the good times – and especially the bad 

ones – before making the commitment (Schleckser, 2016). 

      The main red flag is the lack of shared values. In the end, the values of your business should pull you 

together and help draw in clientele. It doesn’t work if you do not share the same core values (Walling, 

2018). 

      Consider whether partnering cultural traits are present, for example, compassion and trying to 

understand things from the other person’s point of view. With your better half, it allows them to feel more 

respected, appreciated and cared for. Between business partners, letting your partner know that you will 

be with them every step of the way, no matter what, can go a long way in the success of any business 

venture. It builds trust (Bhatia, 2018). 

      Develop a sound partnerial individual relationship – At the beginning of a good relationship, all 

seems perfect, and partners agree on everything. But half of the divorces happen within five 

years...whereas as many as 50% of business partnerships are said to fall apart within the first year.  

      Both go through honeymoon periods. In business, they can end when a quality or delivery problem is 

experienced, at which point the players can revert to adversarial type.  

      Like marriages, partnerships can be characterised by initial high expectations that, if they are not 

subsequently realised, can cause disillusionment. Rempel et al. (1985) note that agents, especially at the 

start of a relationship, attribute a certain type of behaviour to their partners in terms of reliability, 

trustworthiness and ability to deliver benefit to the partnership. The expected pattern of behaviour will 

probably be shaken (or at the least affected) by the relative idiosyncrasies of each agent in the partnership. 

“It is therefore important that during the honeymoon period the relative perceptions and tacit expectations 

be identified and exchanged” (Hall and Andriani, 1999, p.60).  

      Know and assess the partner’s human eco-system – The simple image on failing to get to know, 

assess and embrace the partner’s stakeholder network is to picture a marriage where one cannot stand the 

other’s family and friends.  
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      “In a marriage, you have to consider the wellbeing of your family, especially if you have children. It 

is a heavyweight. In a business partnership, it is the same. The health of your business directly affects 

your family and also employees, clients, vendors, partners. A lot of people are counting on you to make it 

work. It is compounded by the pressure to keep up appearances when you hit a rough patch because you 

do not want to alarm any contacts unnecessarily or, worse, jeopardise a relationship by projecting 

instability” (Neville, Forbes 2013, online). 

      Share a similar vision of the union – Imagine couples that do not have many aspirations in common, 

e.g. build a family or share a similar life style. 

      Business partners can be interested in the other’s resources or capabilities but have conflicting visions 

for the business. This pairs up with values – you need to be on the same page about your goals for growth, 

the markets that you seek to serve, timelines for key events and the role that the business plays in your 

individual futures (Walling, 2018). 

      Manage the relationship pro-actively (navigation) – Disconnecting even to a limited extent from 

the other’s life will put the union in danger.  

      People's objectives and goals in life change over time. That's as true in business as it is in marriage. It 

is inevitable that at some point, partner's goals will begin to differ. The key to overcoming those changes 

and not have to end the partnership is to constantly work on communication and on setting clear 

expectations for each other, discussing those differences and learning to compromise on solutions that 

work equally well for both  – or they could face the prospect of a partnership divorce (Schleckser, 2018).  

      Hall and Andriani draw a common illustration of the trust cycle in customer-supplier partnerships and 

marriages (Figure 2.61). They analyse that successfully surviving the ‘honeymoon’ period can be taken as 

proof that the partners have accepted their idiosyncrasies and have established a degree of trust…”The 

level of trust may then be transferred from an organisational to an individual level, and patterns of 

personal relationships are created – and vice versa” (1999, p.61). 

 
      Figure 2.61 – The Dynamics of Trust (Hall and Adriani, 1999). 
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      Eisner, a former CEO of The Walt Disney Company, supports the similarities between business and 

marriage partners: “Like in any successful marriage, business partners find ways to get around the 

dilemmas and the disagreements, and then use the adage that 'one plus one is a lot more than two' to build 

up their companies, and rise above in a world that is dominated by people who think working alone is 

better” (Eisner and Cohen, 2010; Vetter, 2017). 

      In this chapter, the research has attempted to problematize the need for and value from a different 

knowledge on the impact of culture on strategic partnerships. The research question has been formalised 

and key component-objectives as work areas of the thesis have been identified. Finally, a useful analogy 

has been drawn between alliances and marriages, which can be referred to constantly throughout the 

research.     

      Some of these findings, such as the research question, is a complex outcome and could not have been 

written at an early stage of the research and before applying a thorough methodology.  

      The next step is now about defining the research approach, methodology and plan. 
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CHAPTER 3 – RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY, DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY  
	
	
 

 
 
3.1. Approach to Methodology 

      Considerable iterative dialogues and searching considerations occurred to select and apply the 

methodology. The background to this intensity was the need to develop an academically fully robust 

approach to fulfil several key requirements, notably: 

• Progress the research through a complex staged thought process to inform, test and refine a series 

of abductions, with no assurance of their validity. 

• Run a considerable multi-source literature review to reach a point where ‘Literature is the research 
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data’. 

• Identify and select a ‘Pragmatist Integrative’ form of literature review versus alternatives such as 

a systematic review.     

• Provide a contribution to knowledge in the form of infinitely replicable cross-border partnering 

guides.     

      As the research came to a conclusion, it appeared that the methodology in itself had made some 

contribution.  

      The study will now go through its framing and successive stages.      

3.2. Research Philosophy  

      The research philosophical approach is ‘Critical Realism’ – where the received view posits an 

external reality and successive scientific discoveries and theories more and more correctly describe and 

explain this reality; reality acts as a strong external criterion variable, against which scientific theories are 

held accountable. Under these principles, science is an error-correction process that is based on evidence 

from the world rather than merely reflecting the scientist’s opinions of the world – “The singular 

advantage of the realist method is its empirically based, self-correcting approach to the discovery of 

truth” (McKelvey, 2002, p.754).  

      Smyth and Morris (2007, p. 429, p.436) observe that it is perhaps surprising that ‘Critical Realism’ 

seems under-applied as a research approach, as it addresses both the general and the particular. They 

value that ‘Critical Realism’ “places research endeavour in context in theory and practice, hence 

encouraging critical evaluation and reflection on research endeavour”. 

      Models stand in a mediating relationship between theories and data. Model centeredness is a key 

element of scientific realism (McKelvey,1999, 2002). As this thesis aspires to provide a systematic tool 

(model) to translate theoretical frameworks on partnerships and cultures into pre-emptive and curative 

plans and activities applicable to real co-operation situations, the research borrows its existential objective 

from Cartwright (1983, p.4), “The roots from theory to reality is from theory to model”.  

      Our investigation entails the following questions: description of the problem (what and how); 

explanation (why); prediction (expectations); control and emancipation (Rescher, 2000).  

      Regarding the form of literature review and as discussed in paragraph 3.5.2 of this chapter, the 

research runs a Pragmatist Integrative Review (PIR) given the high coherency between realism and 

pragmatism.  “Realism is favouring practicality and accepting the physical facts of life. Pragmatism is 

having the view that practical consequences are the criteria of knowledge, meaning and value. They 

actually overlap in meaning” (Nirmala, 2016). It is acknowledged that as much as this approach is one 
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important view held by many, all realists and critical realists would not agree on such a high convergence 

– and vice versa with some pragmatists.   

3.3. The Essence of the Research Methodology  

						A	significant	aspect	early	on	in	the	project	was	the	identification	of	a	core	research	methodology	

which	would	fulfill	a	number	of	key	criteria.	As	now	described,	it	was	framed	and	identified	

according	to	the	requirements	and	finally	decided	upon.			

						3.3.1.	Framing	the	research	methodology			

     The research relies on a considerable amount of scholarly work and real-world experience through the 

analysis of facts and data in literature and case studies. Some sporadic contribution stems from the 

researcher’s executive career in a global company, which led to publishing a book on partnering practice 

(Bardin, 2013). 

      Scholar and managerial works are not well connected in the area of cross-border partnerships. On the 

one hand, practitioners develop a deep understanding of the problems and tasks that arise in particular 

situations and of mean-ends activities that comprise their solutions (Wallace, 1983). Their partnership 

cases appear connected and directed to the structure and dynamics of particular situations (Aram and 

Salipante, 2003). Every cross-border situation seems to require a reinvention of approach, rules and 

methods. 

      Ideally, scientific knowledge would build generalisation and theories including laws and principles to 

help see specific situations as instances of a more general case that can be used to explain how what is 

done works and can be understood. But such scientific knowledge does not appear to exist. And this is 

why an approach that reconciles differences is required (Trompenaars et al., 2012) and forms the 

researcher’s core motivation to engage in the study.   

      ‘Could such science and eventually, predictive and resolution orientated model exist?’ is the essence 

of the research question. As in critical realism (reference paragraph 3.2), is there a ‘science’, as a process 

of constructing models that represent or map intended aspects of the world; in the case of this research, is 

there a ‘science’ as a process that maps successful cross-border partnerships and the ways to develop them 

well? 

      Attempting to answer this question requires taking a pluralist view of science and practice, as 

representing different kinds of knowledge that can provide complementary insights by understanding 

reality…needing to engage both academics and practitioners to produce knowledge that meets the dual 

hurdles of relevance and rigour for theory as well as practice in a given domain (Hodgkinson et al., 2001). 

In other words, an approach where scholars and practitioners speak and listen carefully to each other 

(Boyer, 1996).     
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      3.3.2 Identifying the research methodology 

      To formulate the study of a complex problem in the world that advances both theory and practice, the 

researcher identified the ‘Engaged Scholarship’ methodology - as it was developed and is defined by Van 

de Ven (2007). This approach to research entails a participative way of obtaining the different 

perspectives of key stakeholders (researchers, users, clients, sponsors and practitioners). By involving 

others and leveraging their kind of knowledge, ‘Engaged Scholarship’ can produce knowledge that is 

more penetrating and insightful than when scholars and practitioners work on the problem alone (Van de 

Ven, 2007).     

      Linking up to paragraph 3.2, ‘Engaged Leadership’ ontologically embraces ‘Critical Realism’ to 

recognise that a real world exists out there and to attempt understanding the accumulation of scientific 

knowledge (Bhaskar, 1975; Archer et al., 1998a,c). Like critical realists, ‘Engaged Leadership’ recognises 

that there is limited ability to comprehend and no unambiguous foundations to truth. Hence, the only 

sensible way forward is conscious pluralism (Pettigrew, 2001, S62), which takes searching for different 

origins, backgrounds and disciplines to contribute different perspectives and information sources.  

      However, by investigating the abstract social theory and concrete reality of interacting agents and real 

specific social systems, it has to be acknowledged that this research form of ‘Critical Realism’ diverts in 

some respects from Bhaskar’s later social ‘structure’ focused approach to give a relative greater 

importance to the role of ‘agency’ and agents (Harré, 2001, 2002; Archer, 2000) in social reality – in our 

case, partnerships, their causality and development.    

3.3.3 Deciding on the research methodology 

     ‘Engaged Scholarship’ strongly fits both the researcher intent and the research question, providing the 

disciplined involvement of different kinds of knowledge - as evoked by Hodgkinson et al. (2001) and 

Boyer (1996) -, conscious pluralism (Pettigrew 2001) and joining up the perspectives of different key 

stakeholder groups (Van de Ven, 2007). 

      The researcher’s main engagements would be with literature and to a certain extent with academics, 

practitioners and representatives of culture.  

      With literature, the researcher would be the gateway of practice, applying the principles of Pragmatist 

Integrated Review to select and use literature – notably against the background of experience. As the 

thesis supervisors referred to it, the research would be about “meticulously refining the theory, testing it 

against literature ever again”.  

      Academics and practitioners would be providing feed back. They have been A. Van de Ven, the 

supervisors, the school faculty, experts, practitioners in firms and government, culture validators.   
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        To this extent, the researcher was privileged to discuss and test his methodology approach directly 

with Professor Van de Ven. More details are provided later in this chapter on his input (Paragraphs 3.5.23 

and 3.7). At a high level, he reflected, “the way you have laid it out and also the Grounded Theory 

research steps are totally consistent with what I was arguing or presenting at Mälardalen and in my book 

on ‘Engaged Scholarship’. That's very much on target” (Van de Ven, 17 September 2018).  

3.4. The Methodology: Van de Ven ‘Engaged Scholarship’ 

      Van de Ven suggests that the focus moving forward must be one of collaboration across disciplines as 

well as across what has frequently been seen as a divide between research and practice. Just as both 

academics and practitioners bring a range of perspectives and strengths to answering management 

challenges, scholars from different disciplines have the opportunity to integrate perspectives to shed new 

light on persisting and emerging questions in our field. Van de Ven suggests that important questions will 

motivate many stakeholders to take collaborative action to co-create knowledge in their quest to provide 

answers (Peluchette and Gerhart, 2015).  

      3.4.1  Van de Ven Diamond Model – The core research methodology follows Van de Ven’s 

‘Engaged Scholarship’ four research activities, as represented in the diamond model in Figure 3.41: 

1. Problem formulation – Situate, ground and diagnose a research problem or issue in reality, in the 

real world. It requires data and input from researchers from different disciplines and practitioners 

with different functional experiences.  

2. Research design and conduct – Empirically examine key aspects of the theory. It involves 

developing a process approach and empirical observation procedures to predict what data should 

be obtained if the model provides a good fit to the real world.     

3. Theory building – Develop or select a conceptual model that addresses the problem as it exists in 

its particular context. It involves primarily an abductive process of ‘disciplined imagination’ 

(Weick, 1989).  

4. Problem-solving – Communicate and apply the research findings to solve the research question 

about the problem existing in reality. 
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      Figure 3.41 – Van de Ven Engaged Scholarship Diamond Model (Van de Ven 2007) 

      3.4.2 A Variance Study Design – Van de Ven describes two main types of study design, the main 

purpose of this chapter: variance studies or process studies. Process designs examine research questions 

dealing with how things change and develop over time. They analyse the process of change and 

development in individual, groups, organisations and other social entities (Van de Ven, 2007). 

      Variance designs aim at identifying causes to effects, as represented in Figure 3.42. They link 

sampled variables of units to theory and are geared to ‘if-then’ casual questions.  

      There are aspects of both variance and process design in this research. However, the concept of 

‘improving cross-border partnerships’ takes its roots in linking cultural traits – IF an organisation or 

people exhibit such cultural trait or behaviour – to the ability or limitations in conducting core partnering 

activities – THEN the following positive or negative effects to the partnership will occur. In turn, 

adequate or failed practice and execution will define, improve or limit the success or failure of the 

partnership. Consequently, the prevailing form of research is variance design.  

      The observation that core partnering activities are processes influenced by national cultural traits is 

also valid and represents the process dimension. As significant this process aspect might appear, it was 

not assessed dominant versus the variance dimension  - given that the core partnering activities are not 

linearly dependent from each other.  
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      Figure 3.42 – Van de Ven Variance Model, Mälardalen University Sweden (2018) 

      3.4.3 Grounded Theory Research Steps – Turning the ‘Engaged Scholarship’ study design into 

practice, the research uses a ‘Grounded Theory’ building approach as a strong fit with where the problem 

finds its source and accesses analyses and data to design the ‘Solution’, the model.  

     It follows the sequence of steps represented in Figure 3.43 and described in details later in this chapter.  

Attributes of: 
•  Environment (x1) 
•  Technology (x2) 
•  Decision  
    Process (x3) 
•  Resources  (x4)  

 Organization 
  Outcomes 

    (Y) 

Y = f(x1, x2, x3, x4) 
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      Figure 3.4.3 – Van de Ven Grounded Theory, Mälardalen University Sweden (2018)  

      From a variety of data, a system of concepts is gradually developed to describe the phenomena being 

observed – partnerships working well or not. These concepts are refined from additional data as the 

research grows and tests the learning. The analysis concludes with a limited number of focused concepts 

that are firmly grounded in the data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1990).  

						When considering a ‘Grounded Theory’ approach out of the coherency of Van de Ven’s ‘Engaged 

Scholarship’ research system, one could question whether it might be misused – the main challenge 

residing in that ‘Grounded Theory’ is usually applied where little is known about a topic, which is not 

true for Partnering. As appropriate this challenge, this thesis is using the existing theoretical and 

conceptual analyses as data but the main research consists in developing new insights and applied 

understanding. Additionally, our experience gives a longitudinal perspective, using existing data – which 

was first thought to be absolute – as causal background to access and develop new knowledge.  

      The research refers to Glaser and Strauss (1999) on how the discovery of theory from data – 

‘Grounded Theory’– is a major task confronting sociology, for such a theory fits empirical situations, is 

understandable to sociologists and laymen alike and most importantly, provides relevant predictions, 

explanations, interpretations, and applications. 

  

1.  Identify research 
2.  problem/question 
with stakeholders 

3. Collect & code data 
e.g., Qualitative event data 
Quantitative time series 

2. Diagnose problem  
Space. 
Develop study  
Concepts & models 
 

E.g., times series structure 
White noise    
Pink noise 
Chaotic 
Periodic 

4. Analyze patterns &  
relationships in data 

5. See anomaly, 
Surprise. 
Abductive insight 

Grounded Theory Research Steps 

6. New plausible 
Model/theory 

Innovation: Order out of chaos 
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3.5. Literature and Data 

      There was considerable joint reflection with my supervisors on how to conduct the research and the 

literature review – so it provides the robust, relevant and insightful information and guidance. Ultimately, 

the somewhat unconventional methodology of ‘Literature is my data’ – accessed through a Pragmatist 

Integrative form of literature review – was used throughout the research. This form of literature review 

also requires being coherent with ‘Engaged Scholarship’, providing a proper structure and ensuring a lack 

of induced bias. Without being new, the methodology as was finally adopted is not how most research 

people work in every respect - which has been a source of interest for my supervisors, as it got applied 

consistently.   

      3.5.1 Data 

      ‘Literature is my data’ – The approach uses a considerable body of existing studies and cases rather 

than to undertake a limited number of new studies to ‘develop and build the case’. Consistent with the 

literature review approach described in the next paragraph 3.5.2, the research performs big content 

analysis in the areas shown in Figure 3.5.1: 

• Qualitative – Core partnering activities, partnering cultural traits, national cultural dimensions are 

issued from extensive literature sampling and review. 

• Quantitative – For Partnering: content analysis of literature and 100’s partnering cases; For 

National Culture: straight leverage of the main and most established cultural model statistics.   

 
      Figure 3.5.1 – Literature sources of data  
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      Data collection and organisation – To extract the relevant data from the selected literature, the 

research has: 

• Manually coded the sources to analyse content qualitatively…and  

• Counted quantitatively a very large amount of the relevant key concepts and descriptors.   

      The precise method used in each research activity is explained in detail later in this chapter.  

      3.5.2 Literature Search and Review  

      The research undertakes literature reviews, allowing for critical specialist expertise, local practical 

wisdom and context-sensitive summaries of the evidence (Cornish, 2015). As ‘Literature is my data’, 

selecting the form of literature review to access the relevant data was particularly important.  

      A literature review surveys books, scholarly articles and any other sources relevant to a particular 

issue, area of research or theory, and by doing so, provides a description, summary, and critical evaluation 

of these works in relation to the research problem being investigated (Fink and Alene, 2014).  

      3.5.21 Six Main Types of Literature Reviews Considered, in the typology proposed by the 

University of Southern California combining the contribution of multiple expert scholars (March 2018): 

      Argumentative Review – This form examines literature selectively in order to support or refute an 

argument, deeply embedded assumption or philosophical problem already established in the literature.  

      Integrative Review – Considered a form of research that reviews, critiques and synthesises 

representative literature on a topic, in an integrated way such that new frameworks and perspectives on 

the topic are generated. A well done integrative review meets the same standards as primary research in 

regards to clarity, rigour and replication. This is the most common form of review in the social sciences.  

      Historical Review – They focus on examining research throughout a period of time. The purpose is to 

place research in a historical context to show familiarity with state-of-the-art developments and to 

identify the likely directions for future research. 

      Methodological Review – Reviewing methods of analysis (the how people came about saying what 

they say) provides a framework of understanding at different level how researchers draw upon a wide 

variety of knowledge ranging from the conceptual level to practical documents…quantitative and 

qualitative integration, sampling, interviewing, data collection and data analysis. 

      Theoretical Review – The purpose of this form is to examine the corpus of theory that has 

accumulated in regard to an issue, concept, theory, phenomena. The theoretical review helps to establish 

what theories already exist, the relationships between them, to what degree the existing theories have 

been investigated, and to develop new hypotheses to be tested.   

      Some aspects of each of these approaches might be appropriate and useful to this research. But the 

‘argumentative’, ‘historical’, ‘methodological’ and ‘theoretical’ reviews were not selected – as they 
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appeared right away less aligned to the research question than the ‘integrative’ or ‘systematic’ forms of 

reviews, which is now being discussed.   

      3.5.22 Systematic Review (SR) – This form of review consists of an overview of existing evidence 

pertinent to a clearly formulated research question, which uses pre-specified and standardised methods to 

identify and critically appraise relevant research and to collect, report and analyse data from the studies 

that are included in the review. The goal is to deliberately document, critically evaluate, and summarise 

scientifically all the research about a clearly defined research problem. Typically, it focuses on a very 

specific empirical question. This type of review is ultimately and ideally applied to examining prior 

research studies in clinical medicine.   

      This research form was actively considered and trialled, as proponents of SRs give two main 

arguments for their use: eliminating bias and providing clarity (Pettigrew and Roberts, 2006). Neither its 

challengers nor this research argue against the idea of systematically collating evidence, critically 

appraising it and bringing it to bear. But SR was ultimately not selected on the grounds of some of the 

limits described by scholars and researchers as follows, which are largely applicable to this research: 

      Firstly, SR builds into an impetus to produce an authoritative, clear statement of the ‘evidence’, 

leading to its minuses of providing false certainty. This argument is grounded in the practical experience 

of conducting systematic reviews (Cornish et al., 2015), whereby the forcing nature of SRs has been 

evidenced to lead to either invalid conclusions or inconclusiveness in numerous cases. Instead, Smyth and 

Morris (2007, p.429), as they address methodological issues of projects management, see the positive 

contribution of critical realism as “recognising the value-laden nature of all science and the interpretative 

nature of scientific endeavour and incorporating a normative viewpoint for optimizing and addressing 

critical factors. Realism asks in context how processes work, what produces change, and what agents do”. 

      Secondly, objectors also note that SRs bear the risk of building ‘the evidence in general’ rather than 

‘the evidence for different groups’ and that the finding of studies cannot simply be added together to give 

a meaningful answer (Pettigrew and Roberts, 2006). 

      Thirdly, sceptics observe that with the objective to eliminate bias, “a strict definition of evidence 

discounts the vast majority of informative studies and theories that can contribute to building sound 

conclusions but are not admissible as evidence in SRs” (Cornish et al., 2015, p.267).   

      Fourthly, dissenters advocate that SRs bear the risk of ignoring context and complexity. They note 

that the conclusion of most efforts to summarise or review the evidence on social interventions is that the 

research is inconclusive. They argue that researchers should instead conceptualise the conditions – e.g. 

supporting mechanisms, types of populations – under which a particular mechanism is more or less likely 

to work (Pawson and Tilley’s, 1997) …and not lose the effectiveness of the mechanism in these 

circumstances.  
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      Fifthly, challengers assimilate aspiration to objectivity with denial of reflexivity. Mac Lure (2005) and 

others evidence that meaningful SRs require critical specialist expertise and judgment. They bring up that 

SR guidelines implicitly acknowledge the need for expert judgment, recommending that, in the process of 

identifying potential articles for review, as well as searching databases, it is appropriate to contact 

researchers in the field to aid identification of relevant studies (Pettigrew and Roberts, 2006; Gough et al., 

2012). They argue on the difference between the familiar complexities of the social sciences over the 

natural sciences.     

      This research encountered most of these challenges in testing the appropriateness of a systematic 

review of literature. In practice, the limitations manifested as described in the five following points:      

      Firstly, the research looked at identifying key descriptors for potentially running a SR. For the 

partnership space, they included specific ‘partnerships’, ‘partnering’, ‘alliances’, ‘co-operations’, 

‘coalitions’, their combination and a number of other connected notions. The other area of search on 

culture included descriptors such as ‘culture’, ‘national culture’, ‘organisational culture’ and a number of 

related notions and their combination. In both cases and following multiple attempts, databases could not 

be meaningfully focused without carrying the risk of major omission or creating bias. The tests evidenced 

that scholar and practitioner literature includes tens of thousands publications on these concepts, making 

the SR practice of rigorous step-by-step funnelling to a focused population of articles impractical.    

      Secondly and as required by a good SR practice, the research aimed to focus on the relevant concepts. 

Notably, it needed and therefore attempted to eliminate a vast proportion of publications where 

‘partnership’ means a legal organisation form (e.g. legal or consulting firms) rather than the meaning in this 

work. Not only did this attempt proved complex but also, it was observed that an extremely valuable set of 

articles would be eliminated, that dealt with both. This would create an unacceptable gap and bias in the 

literature selection.  

      Thirdly, the research that is focused on culture requires a universal approach. Experience and deeper 

enquiry revealed that most of the research concepts are not described in similar terms in major cultures. 

Running a SR would lose or confuse the contextual and cultural differences of ‘Guanxi’ in Chinese, 

‘Kreang Jai’ in Thai or ‘Wasta’ in the UAE, to name only a few.   

      Fourthly and through the tested SR approach, the researcher was unable to develop a method to 

identify systematically the relevant literature linking partnership and culture. To this intent, a well-

prepared attempt brought up a vast amount of articles (where two concepts co-appear) which proved 

impossible to filter down rigorously to the relevant publications and investigations. When trialling an 

alternative narrower SR methodological approaches, they overtly missed essential contributions to the 

research question.  

      Fifthly, it turned out extremely valuable to draw the outcome of a significant number of existing 
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literature reviews on partnerships into this research, such as “How to create successful partnerships – a 

review of literature” (Wildridge et al., 2008). As wide and deep these literature reviews obviously are – 

the aforementioned draws largely on the resources available in the King’s Fund Library mainly on health 

– no single systematic review on the topic was found, whereby they are positioned as authors’ personal 

reviews.  

      In summary, these practical challenges to SRs proved very congruent with the researchers’ findings 

described earlier. These non-exhaustive limitations evidenced a significant risk to miss the inherent 

benefits of SRs of eliminating bias and creating clarity. It would have carried the unproductive 

complexity of SRs in our ‘social sciences’ case (as opposed to the medical research) and would have 

failed to segregate the correct base sampling population. This later gap is particularly acute in this 

research, given the multiple and therefore distorting meanings or ways of expressing partnerships – such 

as PPPs, professional associations or different cultural concepts and meanings. These inter-related scholar 

and practical limitations led to conclude that SR was not the best-fit literature review model - as this 

research is not of the nature of one specific question focusing primarily on experimental studies, such as 

randomised clinical trials.      

      3.5.23 Pragmatist Integrative Review (PIR) – Alternatively, the selected form of literature review 

should embrace the core principles inherent to this research: 

• Its purpose to explore culture cognitive elements (Ref. Paragraph 1.6) 

• Its philosophy of critical realism (Ref. Paragraph 3.2) 

• Its methodology of Van de Ven Engaged Scholarship (Ref. Paragraph 3.4). 

      The integrative review allows the inclusion of diverse methods, hence is the most comprehensive 

methodological approach to reviews. It allows leveraging experimental and non-experimental studies to 

fully understand the phenomenon analysed. It also combines data from the theoretical and empirical 

literature. The broad sample, together with multiple proposals, should create a consistent and 

comprehensive panorama of concepts, theories or problems (De Souza et al., 2010). 

      The defining characteristic of pragmatism lies in its privileging of practice, as the bedrock and testing 

ground of knowledge (Brinkmann, 2013). The practice is empirical, experiential, contextual and 

historical. Pragmatism prioritises ‘journeys’ over ‘maps’ (Nolas, 2014). Work of social science to 

understand, explain or change must have its foundations firmly rooted in skilled working with ‘mess’ 

(Cornish, 2015). 

      Consequently and confronted with reviewing a considerable mass of apparently relevant literature – 

while aspiring to prevent inevitable biases, prejudices, and stereotypical perspectives that one risks 

bringing to the analytic situation – our practice of searching and sampling the considered literature 

followed the following five principles of integrative reviews and pragmatism: 
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      Firstly, the search in databases is pursued in a very broad manner, including the search in electronic 

databases, manual search in journals, book references in studies, contacts with researchers and others as 

appropriate. It assures representativeness of the sample (De Souza et al., 2010). 

      Secondly, inclusion and exclusion criteria inform the answer to the Pragmatists’ question: does this 

knowledge accurately reflect the underlying reality? Moreover, does this knowledge serve our purpose? – 

A consequence of these questions being the value put in illuminative case studies and other methods that 

provoke novel and liberating figurations (Rorty, 1999).  

      Thirdly and consequently, in practice, the researcher selected literature on their direct usefulness to 

progressing the exploration of the research successive abductions. And included a variety of researches 

available rather than excluding potentially informative studies because they do not fit the highly 

restrictive methodological criteria traditionally applied in systematic reviews (MacLure, 2005).   

      Fourthly, another key inclusion or exclusion criteria for selecting literature is the vital importance of 

context to the Pragmatists. An intervention might work in the presence of certain supportive conditions 

(Kippax, 2012), whereby the absolute truth of SR might declare the intervention inconclusive.  

Consequently, the researcher excluded significant literature on the basis of an irrelevant context. Inversely, 

a few studies were included that were lateral to the research concepts but greatly informative to the 

research question.    

      Fifthly, a key inclusion and exclusion criteria for knowledge basis is the Pragmatists’ belief that the 

tools for actions are not theories with universal claims but expertise grounded in experience (Flyvbjerg, 

2001). Flyvbjerg’s argument is that it is through expert judgment in context that experience from one 

setting is made relevant and applicable to a new setting (e.g. a partnership to another partnership). Dewey 

(1925, p.383) claims that what is needed is “discriminating judgment”.  

      Consequently and in practice, the researcher accepted Dewey and Flyvbjerg’s arguments in favour of 

expert human judgment and applied skilled consideration to the relevance of literature to the research 

question.  

      As mentioned earlier, the researcher had the opportunity of testing the methodology considerations 

directly with Professor Van de Ven over an extensive exchange. Van de Ven was generally comfortable 

regarding the Pragmatist Integrative Review of literature and sampling, as reflected in the following 

extract of the conversation: 
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      Professor Andrew Van de Ven – 17 September 2018, with his approval. 

      With the confidence that evidence is not abstract, disinterested or disembodied, the researcher selected 

literature and knowledge from a vast base through the three lenses of an evidence user (Cornish, 2015). In 

this research and as described above, these lenses are respectively usefulness, relevance and expert 

contribution.    

      3.5.3 Searching and Sampling Literature 

      Consequent with the adopted form of Pragmatist Integrative Literature Review and as reflected in the 

knowledge references below, the research considered a vast amount of broad and diverse literature 

sources and practitioner cases, including books and studies dedicated to the research concepts. Van de 

Ven (2007) names the used sources as follows: survey questionnaires, interviews with key managers, 

direct observations, documents and reports from the news or organisational archives. 

      The literature search was conducted along with the following criteria, to represent the Pragmatist 

Integrative Review method: 

• A broad sampling scheme – notably not focused on ‘project management’; random in a population 

of relevant articles or books  

• A large sample – so the results are more generalizable and with statistical significance 

• Heterogeneous – extreme situations; polar types; high experience levels of the phenomena (our 

prevailing lens); access (Pettigrew, 1990). 

I do not advise a comprehensive in-depth literature review on one subject. My first point is to let your 
research question, or let your problem dictate what problems, what theories, what design and what 
problem solving approaches you will take. And the literature exists not for you to be a librarian but 
rather to guide you in an intelligent way to understand what we know at each of the steps of Engaged 
Scholarship. And this approach to literature review provides me a relatively good summary of the body 
of knowledge about any of these particular steps.  
My second point is that all research, all literature, all of us are biased. There is no way to avoid it! We 
are creatures of our own cultural experiences, upbringing, disciplines. That being the case, what we 
need to do is to be reflexive: who are we doing this for and what point of view are we 
taking? Otherwise, we're being asked to do the impossible. Some people honestly believe that social 
science or a social scientist is free of bias, can take all points of view into account, and can be 
impartial and impersonal by looking and seeing what's going on in the world like God would. But we 
don’t have that capability. 
Your approach is the approach that I’ve been recommending in Engaged Scholarship. Now, you might 
consider recognizing that there are other approaches to doing the literature review and other parts of 
this research. And say, “There are other approaches, and they include this, would incorporate this kind 
of body of literature, but I don't use that here because I'm focusing more on this pragmatic question.” 
So one way of addressing the challenge is to admit that it is acceptable, and appropriate, but that's not 
the choice that you are taking. Because there are many different approaches you can take. 
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      The core-selected literature is recorded in Figure 3.5.3 and further described below.   

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 3.5.3 – Core Selected Literature.  

      3.5.31 Literature for Partnering Practice and Culture 

      Over 300 comprehensive references on partnering – books, articles, researches were selected against 

the criteria defined earlier among the most recognised publications on the research-focused subject.   

      The practitioner experience and data were also brought through hundreds of cases reflected in 

literature and in expert books, media, consulting publications.  

      Among these, a source of data for the research is to study and code a set of 200 cases involving 472 

organisations globally, whose profile is summarized in the pie charts of Figure 3.53.1. They were selected 

randomly on their visibility in global economic media. Alike other sources, they inform the research 

activities, both qualitatively – M2-1, M2-4 M2-5, M3-1 and quantitatively – M2-2, M2-6.  

PARTNERING 
1. Over 300 selected references, drawing in 100’s cases – mainly books, studies and articles 
2. Over 200 partnership cases involving 472 organisations 
3. Extensive diversity   

 
NATIONAL CULTURE 

1. 15 selected books and data base. Over 100 selected studies and articles 
2. 13 specific country research 
3. Covering all most recognized researchers: Hofstede, Trompenaars and Hampsen-Turner, 
Globe, Schwartz, Gesteland, their interpreters and challengers 
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      Figure 3.53.1 – Sample of 472 organisations into partnerships    
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      3.5.32 Literature for National Cultures 

      The sampling of literature for national cultures is somewhat straight forward, and the search identified 

and selected 15 most cited and comprehensive books on the matter, from the most recognised researchers: 

Hofstede, Trompenaars and Hampsen-Turner, Globe, Schwartz and Gesteland.       

      Over 100 comprehensive references on national cultures – articles and researches were added to the 

books and interpretations of the five main models against the criteria defined earlier.    

      These prevailing sources provide deeply developed and tested models, as well as an extensive 

database on national culture. The main aspects of these models are described below.  

      3.5.33 Literature Review – A Practical Example 

      Using ‘Trust’ as an example of how literature is reviewed: some country cultures are characterized as 

high-trust…and they would more easily grant trust to others. The Chinese concept of ‘xīn fù’ represents 

one of the highest aspirations for an individual or organisation in relation to another, which is to become 

the most trusted person, the trusted aide, the confident and reliable agent.   

      But if others live and work in low-trust country cultures - such as Turkey or Brazil (Ref. Chapter 6.6) -, 

trust might be withheld (Zaheer and Zaheer, 2006). People from high-trust country cultures might not be 

accustomed to making or be motivated to make large relational investments to explicitly build interpersonal 

trust in business relationships…Such cross-cultural differences can lead to trust asymmetry…which when 

present, raise coordination difficulties (Jarvenpaa and Keating, 2011)…where one group might accuse the 

other of opportunism, sabotage…and the other might fear being deceived or being easily replaced (Harris 

et al., 2004; Renzl et al., 2008).  

      Some aspects of cultural-cognitive institutions have received more attention because of the influential 

work of Hofstede (1984, 191). Hofstede suggests that countries differ in their modal value orientations 

across several dimensions (Scott, 2011). Binder (2007) made use of Hofstede's dimensions, together with 

others proposed by Trompenaars and Hampsen-Turner (1998) to suggest various modes of cross-cultural 

collaboration within global projects.   

      The research inventories and studies the main ‘regional/country’ cultural models, including Hofstede, 

Gesteland, Trompenaars and Hampsen-Turner, Schwartz and Globe’s cultural dimensions, in order to 

assess their relevance and impact on core partnering activities. 

      3.5.34 Literature Review for National Cultures and Partnerships 

      In the Introduction Chapter - Paragraph 1.4.3, key gaps are identified as the lack of knowledge on the 

link between national cultures and partnerships. More precisely, no literature has been identified that 

provides a systemic and integrative theory on the impact of national culture to strategic partnerships. 
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      Some studies/cases exist on cross-cultural partnerships. Pritchard and Skinner (2002) researched on 

how a cross-cultural awareness programme between home and international students enabled a series of 

joint activities that would not have occurred otherwise. Barkema and Vermeulen (1997) analysed what 

differences in the cultural backgrounds of partners are detrimental for international joint ventures.  

      Taking a more comprehensive perspective, only few integrative researches and scholar studies have 

been identified through the IPR of literature. The short list of such examples is provided in Figure 3.5.41. 

They constitute part of the integrative knowledge which theory can be built upon and which informs the 

gaps to be worked on in the thesis.   

 

      Figure 3.5.41 – Identified integrative literature linking national culture and strategic partnerships 

      It is the purpose of the research to build on and increase the limited existing knowledge on the impact of 

national cultures to strategic partnerships, throughout their life cycles.     

      3.5.5 Primary Data 

      ‘Literature is my data’ is predicated on the considerable extent of academic literature and practitioner 

knowledge available on partnerships and national cultures – making a limited number of new studies 

much less encompassing than a comprehensive PIR literature review.   

      Consequently, the use of primary research and data was limited to the following instances: 

																																	CATEGORIES	OF	LITERATURE	USED	IN	THE	RESEARCH	THROUGH	THE	INTEGRATIVE	
																																									LENS	BETWEEN	CULTURE	AND	INTERORGANISATIONAL	ASSOCIATIONS	

																				Category	2		-	Examples Literature	that	researches	on	the	culture	impact	to	interorganisational	associations

APPROACH THEORY PRACTICE	/	CASES	/	SPECIFIC	LENS	

From	the	Cultural	Angle Trompenaars	and	Asser	(2012) Kensey	and	Spanjers	(2004)
(Organisational	or	National) Barkema	and	Vermeulen	(1997) Wong	(2018)

Yitmen	(2013) Södeberg,	Krishna	and	Bjorn	(2013)
G.J.Hofstede	(2010) Peck	and	Dickinson	(2009)
Ulijn,	Duysters	and	Fèvre	(2010) Pritchard	and	Skinner	(2002)

Cullen	and	al.	(2000)
Zaheer	(2000)

From	the	Interorganisational	Angle Morisini	and	Singh	(1994) Binder	(2007)
(Co-operations,	M&	or	Projects) Morosini	et	al.	(1998) Kale,	Singh	and	Raman	(2009)

Terrinkangas	and	Very	(2012)
Trompenaars	and	Woolliams	(2010)

From	the	Partnership	Angle Kumar	and	Das	(2010) Biggs	(2006)
(Partnerships	and	Organisational	Culture)	 Kumar	(2014)

Agnostic	and	Integrative Ulijn,	Duysters	and	Meijer		(2010) 																																X
(Partnership	and	National	Culture)
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• Research activity M.2.6 - Five experts reviewed and validated the relevance of the quantitative 

weighting of the linkages between the 57 partnering cultural traits and the 11 core partnering 

activities 

• Cross- border partnering practitioner interviews - The research undertook a few semi-

structured interviews to test the overall relevance of the approach and the partnering culture 

model. They are presented as vignettes in Paragraph 8D.   

      The researcher’s continuous engagement with academics, practitioners and experts - as makes the 

relevance of ‘Engaged Scholarship’ - occurred mainly through the literature and broader knowledge base.    

However, the researcher reached out in person and on a regular basis over the three years to multiple 

experts to obtain their feed back at the various stages of theory building and inform his judgment - Van de 

Ven, the supervisors, the school faculty, experts, practitioners in firms and government, culture validators. 

As infinitely valuable these exchanges, they did not result into a structured formalised primary data base.      

3.6. Pattern of Reasoning 

      The research pattern of reasoning is primarily abductive – although it goes through successive loops 

of abductive, deductive and (limited) inductive reasoning, as this combination is core to Van de Ven’s 

Engaged Scholarship methodology as represented in Figure 3.61  

 
      Figure 3.61 – Van de Ven Patterns of Reasoning, Mälardalen University Sweden (2018) 

      Abductive – An abductive approach is adopted to understand the apparently disconnected interactions 

of partnering cultural traits, partnering activities and national cultural traits. This approach helped to 

direct the empirical work and define how literature could be used to understand the problem better and 

which linkages could deliver improvements.  

      For Van de Ven, abduction is the first step of theory building (Van de Ven, 2007). The research is 

abductive through real-world observation and framing the literature, to conceive and formulate the theory 

– in our case and as in social science, the theory resulting in the model. The consideration starts with 

numerous anomalies regarding partnerships – for example, the more organisations practice them, the 

1.  Discover phenomena by abduction (for AMD) 
•  Observe a phenomenon and stumble upon an anomaly, 

puzzle, breakdown, or problem 
•  Ground anomaly with empirical evidence and relevant 

literature. 
•  Conceive of a plausible hunch that dissolves anomaly 

 
2.  Develop theory through deduction (for AMR) 

3.   Test theory through induction (for AMJ) 
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harder they find it to do; the more international organisations are engaged into partnerships, the more their 

national culture prevails (Laurent, 2008). 

      Our central abduction leading to theory building starts with the scholar learning and practitioner 

experience that partnering is practiced as an art, not a science. For example, getting to greater scale relies 

on people’s intuitive talent and therefore goes with considerable variations and uncertainties; or 

partnering organisations operate from the stand-point of their respective cultures and, faced with culture 

incompatibilities, ‘raise barricades’ – as people and organisations revert back to who they deeply are in 

crisis or conflicts; and so on.     

      Our theory is that a rigorous operating model for partnering, especially regarding cultures, would 

resolve these anomalies to a very large extent. And the research question is whether such an approach and 

ideally such a model might exist – or not; and if it did, what it might be.  

      The central abduction and theory building for the research needs to be broken up into four building 

block questions: 1) Mix of culture traits to succeed with partnerships 2) Partnership core practices 3) 

Success factors for each core partnering practice, 4) Correlation between partnering and national culture 

traits. The research formulates an abductive hypothesis for each and subsequently builds theory 

deductively in four research ‘loops’.         

      Deductive – Concurrent with Van de Ven’s approach, the research is deductive, as the theory is 

constructed and mobilised around each of the four building block questions. Assuming the abductive 

hypothesis is correct – and therefore, a partnering culture model exists –, deductive theory building 

implies and gathers what its components, aspects and definitions would be. For example: what are the 

required capabilities to succeed with partnerships? Or what are the national cultural traits that might derail 

partnerships? The research gathers evidence, develops intermediate patterns as input to the next steps and 

concludes on each step based on the previous one(s). 

      Additional specific inductive inferences are hardly necessary for justifying and evaluating the theory, 

as they are self-contained and inherent to the process of developing theory from the evidence provided by 

others through ‘Literature is my data’ and the use of a statistically meaningful sampling.    

      Qualitative and Quantitative 

      The research alternates mutually reinforcing quantitative and qualitative methods at the various steps 

of the research, as defined in Figure 36.2. 
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      The Van de Ven methodology typically uses, alternates and mutually reinforces the use of a 

combination of quantitative and qualitative methods and databases. As none of them suffices to resolve 

the questions, a key activity of the research is to bring the relevant databases together – as the research 

benefits from extensive quantitative and qualitative databases. A process is designed and applied to do so, 

as detailed later in this chapter. 

      On a step-by-step basis, the whole research weighs and decides on using qualitative, quantitative or a 

combination of both methods, using mainly the McLeod (2008) lenses captured in Figure 36.2. 

      As for the usage of qualitative methods, the guidelines in Figure 3.63 were found particularly relevant 

to support the research activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Illustration	- Qualitative	vs.	Quantitative	Research
Research	Methods	&	research	data	in	psychology	can	be	placed	into	two	basic	categories:	

quantitative	or	qualitative	

Figure	36.2:	Qualitative	vs.	Quantitative,	Saul	Mc	Leod,	2008

Qualitative	 Quantitative	

Conceptual	 Concerned	with	understanding	
human	behavior	from	the	
informant's	perspective

Assumes	 a	dynamic	and	
negotiated	reality

Methodological Data	are	 collected	through	
participant	observation	and	
interviews

Data	are	 analysed by	themes	
from	descriptions	by	informants

Data	are	 reported	in	the	
language	of	the	informant

Concerned	with	discovering	facts	
about	social	phenoma

Assumes	 a	fixed	and	measured	
reality

Data	are	 collected	through	
measuring	things	

Data	are	 analysed through	
numerical	comparisons	and	
statistical	inferences

Data	are	 reported	through	
statistical	analyses

Source:	Adapted	from	Minchielloet	al.	(1990,	p.5)

Because	of	close	researcher	involvement,	the	researcher	gains	an	
insider's	view	of	the	field.	This	allows	the	researcher	to	find	issues	that	
are	often	missed	(such	as	subtleties	and	complexities)	by	the	scientific,	
more	positivistic	enquiries.	
	
Qualitative	descriptions	can	play	the	important	role	of	suggesting	
possible	relationships,	causes,	effects	and	dynamic	processes.	
	
Qualitative	analysis	allows	for	ambiguities/contradictions	in	the	data,	which	
are	a	reflection	of	social	reality	(Denscombe,	2010).		
	
Qualitative	research	uses	a	descriptive,	narrative	style,	this	research	
might	be	of	particular	benefit	to	the	practitioner	as	she	or	he	could	
turn	to	qualitative	reports	in	order	to	examine	forms	of	knowledge	that	
might	otherwise	be	unavailable,	thereby	gaining	new	insight.	
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      Figure 3.63 – Guidelines for Qualitative Methods.  

      Objective, Subjective 

The research is conducted using an objective approach. However, a couple of steps require a combination 

of objective and subjective approaches.    

3.7. Thesis Structure and Research Phasing 

      The concept of the research is to connect and compare: 

• The vital cultural traits required for successful strategic partnering, as arising from the selected 

references and multiple other literature sources…with  

• The regional/country key cultural traits.   

      The research methodology follows the 4 phases of Van de Ven’s approach through the ‘Grounded 

Theory’ research steps – as described and represented in the flow chart in Figure 3.71. It is broken down 

into four research steps developed in nine thesis chapters. 
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       Figure 3.71 – Research and Thesis Structure 

      Based on the presented methodology, the structure of the present thesis is broken down into the 

following chapters: 

PHASE	1:	
PROBLEM	

FORMULATION	

PHASE	2:	
RESEARCH	
DESIGN	

PHASE	3:	
THEORY	
BUILDING	

PHASE	4:	
PROBLEM	
SOLVING	

							PARTNERING
		

NATIONAL	CULTURES		

Problem	Formulation	
Aims	&	Objectives	
Research	Question	

Research	Philosophy	
Research	Design	

Research	Methodology	&	
Methods	

Partnering	Literature	
Data	Structuration	

National	Culture	Literature	
Data	Structuration	

Main	National	Cultural		
Model	

Critical	cultural	traits	to	
improve	partnerships	

Core	activities	required	to	
develop	partnerships	

Ideal	mix	of	partnering	traits	
for	each	core	partnership	
activity	

Chapter	2	

Connecting	partnering	and	
national	cultural	data	

Establishing	a	cultural	
partnering	model	

Systematically	improve	
partnerships	
•  ”Ideal”	partnering	profile		
•  Country	partnering	profiles	
•  Cross-country	profile	

comparisons		
•  Predictive	&	active	

improvement	

Chapter	3	

Chapter	4	 Chapter	5	

Chapter	6	

Chapter	7	

VAN	DE	VEN		
PHASES	

RESEARCH	STRUCTURE	

Chapter	8	
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      The following sections describe the key research phases and chapters in sequence and the practice 

employed for each: 

Phase 1 – Chapter 2. Problem Formulation, Aims and Objectives; Research Question 

      Based on literature and practitioner experience, evidence arises which shows that: 

• Partnerships usually do not succeed, especially when they are cross-border 

• National cultures have a considerable impact on organisational cultures 

      A number of apparent paradoxes also emerge, such as: the more organisations practise partnerships, 

the more challenging and disappointing they find them (Laurent, 2008). The issue resulting from this is 

the high loss of value and risk profile associated with such a challenge to develop partnerships.  

      The aim of the present research is to consider whether a different approach and practice might resolve 

or at least alleviate parts of the issue. It is then to attempt transforming this novel approach into a 

systematic practice.  

      The research starts with a theory formulation resulting from abductive reasoning: 

• Partnerships usually do not succeed because they are approached as an art rather than a science 

• A model might/could/should exist and be developed to systematically improve partnerships 

• The model would be built upon four main abductive hypotheses, to be developed and proven (or 

not) through theory building: 

o Certain critical cultural traits improve partnerships 

o Some core activities are required to develop partnerships 

o There is an ideal mix of partnering cultural traits for each partnering activity 

o A correlation exists between partnering and national culture traits   
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      The application of Van de Ven’s methodology enables the exploration of these abductions and to link 

the contributions of scholars and practitioners.  

Phase 2 – Chapter 3. Research Philosophy, Design and Methodology 

      This chapter develops and presents the context underpinning the methodology and its successive 

steps.    

Phase 3 – Chapter 4. Research and Literature Review on Partnering Culture   

      Determining the partnering culture and practice starts with an abductive theory that a specific culture 

might exist which strengthens the ability to develop partnerships. The theory is explored in Chapter 4 

through a succession of deductive and adequate inductive leverage of literature and practitioner 

experience. This exploration follows the detailed sequence shown in Figure 3.72. 

      By conducting a literature review and gathering experience and data from multiple partnership cases 

and testimonies, the research identifies a map of key partnering cultural traits that any organisation would 

need to exhibit to develop partnerships adequately. 

      The research on partnering culture, namely the key partnering cultural traits, requires four research 

activities labelled M2.1 to M2.4 as shown in Figure 3.72. Each of them is described in the following text.  

 

      Figure 3.72 – Flow of Research Steps to Determine a Partnering Culture Model  
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      Research Activity M2.1 – Inventorying all Partnering Cultural Traits   

      The purpose of this step is to research, define and select key cultural traits essential for 

transformational and successful strategic partnerships.   

      The research first identifies the cultural ‘traits’ required to succeed with partnerships. Cultural traits 

have been defined in paragraph 2.5.2 as patterned ways of doing things that exist in identifiable form over 

extended periods of time; particular characteristics that can produce a particular type of behaviour.  

      The methodology to select the key partnering cultural traits is quantitative: from selected literature, it 

does automatic count to determine the most frequently used key words associated with partnerships – an 

internet-based tool counts the occurrence of a specific word, with a selection criteria that words need to 

appear more than 100 times.  

      This process inventories 51 partnering cultural traits with over 100 occurrences. It also retains six 

additional traits with lower counts as exceptions, on the grounds that they appear repeatedly, although at a 

lower frequency, but bring relevant, important and distinctive contributions to forming a partnering 

culture. The 57 selected traits are shown in Figure M2.1 in Chapter 4.       

      The auto-count collation of the 57 traits leads to observe that these keywords contain synonyms and 

antonyms. In Van de Ven’s language, practitioners’ experience tells that any trait and its polar are both 

needed in variable proportions for successful partnerships. The quantitative research methodology 

confirms these expert views and validates that successful partnerships need the conjunction of polar traits: 

e.g. intuitive versus processed behaviours; long-term focus versus short-term orientation. 

      Moshe Farjoun (2010, p.202) makes a strong case that “to survive and prosper, organisations must 

reconcile stability, reliability and exploitation with change, innovation and exploration”. These 

imperatives and the mechanisms that support them are generally seen as incompatible and mutually 

exclusive. He revisits this duality and “offers theoretical and pragmatic opportunities to dissolve and 

transcend their paradoxical relationship”. 

      This is a key discovery from and into the research. Additional background and evidence from other 

studies and partnership cases behind this essential finding are provided in Chapter 4 – as it applies to 

partnering cultural traits.   

      Consequently and because any such trait and its opposite are both needed in variable proportions, the 

research plots an early version of a profile of the ‘ideal’ strategic partnering organisation.   

      Research Activity M2.2 – Grouping and Polarizing Cultural Traits  

      The research now clusters the uncovered cultural traits to successful partnering by using the following 

methodology:  
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• Grouping the traits with similar definitions by using ‘collocation of notions’. Various methods are 

available and have been used: 1) Basic identification of the similar definitions in the Cambridge 

Dictionary; 2) COCA [Corpus of contemporary American English] ‘collocation’ tool; 3) Wordnet. 

Expert judgment was provided on the appropriateness of the ‘collocation’ to strategic 

partnerships.    

• Observing the antonyms – The same method and reference sources as above were used and 

concluded on the resulting polarised groups – the assurance source used in identifying the similar 

definitions remains the Cambridge Dictionary. 

      The research develops the clusters and organises them in seven pairs of polarised groups as shown on 

two examples on Figure M2.21 – Extract: ‘Great Listeners, Start with Others’ vs ‘Individual’; and 

‘Ambiguity Management/Intuitive’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’. The full framework with the seven pairs of 

grouping is shown in Chapter 4, Figure M2.21 – Full. 

      The research assigns a temporary ‘group title’ to each grouping by auto-counting the most frequently 

mentioned words in the definitions and/or the highest frequency counts and degree of overlap between 

individual searches – they are the underlined traits in Figure M2.21.  

 
      Figure M2.21 – Extract – Partnering Cultural Traits Grouping: Two Examples 

      Research Activity M2.3 – Calculating Ideal Percentages for each Polarised Group  

      The research takes the average numbers in each traits grouping and can quantitatively establish the 

ideal percentages of each polarised group (rounded to the next fifth). They appear in Figure M2.31 for our 
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earlier examples in Figure M2.21 for the ‘Great Listeners, Start with Others’ vs ‘Individual’ and 

‘Ambiguity Management’ vs ‘Rationality, Certainty’ clusters.   

      All such weighting is calculated and provided in Chapter 4 of the thesis.  

 
Figure M2.31 – Ideal Percentages for Each Polarised Group – Extract 

      Research Activity M2.4 – Developing Partnering Definition to Each Polarized Group   

      The project now captures the essence of each of the seven polarised groupings and labels them with a 

key whole-encompassing culture concept. The method used for this requires making the distinction 

between collective entities and individuals, because: 

      “A collectivity has its own ways of thinking and feeling to which its members bend but which are 

different from those they would create if they (each member) were left to their own devices” (Durkheim, 

1886, p.17). 

      “Because CQ (Cultural Intelligence) on the individual or group level is based on the domain of 

intelligence (Ang, Van Dyne and Koh, 2006; Ang et al., 2007; Earley and Ang, 2003; Earley et al., 2006), 

the domain of CQ on the organisational level is organisational capability” (Yitmen, 2013, p.8). 

      It will also be noted in Chapter 5 on national cultures that the main models from Hofstede and peer 

researchers are about nationwide and collective cultural dimensions. Focusing partnering culture on 

organisations makes it like for like.    

      An important aspect of the approach is to make the difference between what any cultural trait means 

and how it manifests, on the one hand, on an individual basis and, on the other hand, on a 

collective/organisational basis.  

      To define individual and organisational behaviour for each group usefully and accurately, the research 

uses ‘literature as its data’ – specifically, by reviewing the most cited publications and articles on 

organisational/individual behaviour containing the keywords included in each grouping. On that basis, the 
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research compiles the definitions for individual/organisational behaviour by using qualitative data 

analysis and defines the seven strategic partnering polarised groups accordingly. An example of such 

definition is shown in figure M2.41, for the polarised ‘Starting from Others’ versus ‘Starting from Self’ 

traits. The detailed analysis of all culture trait groupings is provided in Chapter 4 of the thesis.  

 
Figure M2.41 – Example of Partnership Cultural Trait Definition at Individual and Organisational Levels  

      By codifying 14 trait groupings, the research has now built a theory on its first abductive hypothesis – 

that a positively contributing culture to partnering exists and that one of the forms it might take is 

apprehended in this framework.  

Phase 3 – Chapter 4. Research and Literature Review on Core Partnering Activities 

      The research attempts next to build a theory on its second abductive hypothesis that improved 

partnerships go through consistent and inescapable steps, and that success of the partnership is dependent 

on how well these core activities are performed.    

      Research Activity M2.5 – Codifying Partnering 

      This is an essential part of the research, where the concept of partnering is codified and leveraged. 

Little academic knowledge or practice is available that ‘dissects’ and ‘orders’ in a comprehensive manner 

the critical steps and activities of partnering which organisations would need to perform well at to 

develop their partnerships – and then analyse the different cultural traits required to be successful with 

each.  

      This research phase starts with an abductive theory that some core partnering activities are widespread 

across most or all partnerships and that practising these well strengthens the ability to develop 

partnerships. This theory is explored with a succession of deductive and adequate inductive leverage of 

literature and practitioner experience and follows the sequence shown in Figure 3.72. 
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      The research activities use literature review and practitioner cases – specifically and for consistency 

purposes, mainly the same as in the earlier research activities M2.1 to M2.4. They are the most cited 

academic publications and articles on strategic partnerships, the most read business articles on strategic 

partnerships and the highest rated books on strategic partnerships.  

      Using ‘Literature is my data’, the research identifies eleven core activities / key success factors for 

successful strategic partnerships, as shown in Figure M2.51. To this end, it uses qualitative research – as it 

applies most productively here and is referenced in Figure 3.62, ‘Qualitative vs Quantitative’ (McLeod, 

2008). Indeed, and in reference to McLeod, determining the core activities / key success factors cannot rely 

on the fact that the design of the study is fully determined before it begins. 

   

      Figure M2.51 – Eleven core partnering activities 

      Literature and practitioner cases are convergent on how the absence or insufficient practice of these 

core activities (or their variations and combinations) constitute major limitations to the development of 

partnerships; and inversely, how systematic practice of these activities might lift the quality and 

sustainability of co-operations.    
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      The aim of an additional extensive literature review is to extract a matrix of subset activities for 

partnerships. The matrix needs to be developed in line with Van de Ven’s methodology, allowing some 

innovative outcome and construction from the overlaps of individual searches (Van de Ven, 2007).   

      A comprehensive framework is developed using this approach and underpins the list of eleven core 

partnering activities with their related specific key success factors.  

      A sample of this framework is shown in Figure M2.52 – Extract on the ‘Selection of Best Partners’ 

and ‘Best Fit Human Capital’ core partnering activities. The full detailed analysis for each core activities 

is provided in Figure M2.52 – Full in Chapter 4.   

      In essence, this constitutes a possible framework for systematic partnership management.  

 

      Table M2.52 – Extract – Successful Partnering Key Activities and Key Success Factors 

Phase 3 – Chapter 4. Linking the Two Inventories [Partnering Cultural Traits with 
Partnering Key Activities] to Build a Partnering Culture Model 

      The research explores and builds a theory on a third abductive hypothesis that a culture might exist 

that improves the development and success of partnerships. In application to Van de Ven et al., (2012) 

and Creswell (2013) methods, the approach consists in attempting to link the key partnering cultural traits 

with the core partnering activities. 
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      Research Activity M.2.6 – Linking Partnering Activity with Partnering Culture 

      The research develops a matrix by linking each partnering activity and its key success factors with the 

partnering cultural traits. The X-axis of the matrix references the 57 partnering cultural traits identified in 

earlier research activity M2.1 and listed in Figure M2.1; the Y-axis presents the eleven core partnering 

activities and their related individual success factors resulting from earlier research activity M2.5. 

      A quantitative approach is undertaken to weight the linkages, as they arise from screening relevant 

literature references. In practice, a ‘yes’ sign is marked when that partnering cultural trait is relevant for 

the corresponding partnering key success factor, and the sum of yes’s provides the quantified relevance of 

a particular trait to a particular partnering activity. 

      An illustrative sample of this linkage matrix is provided on Figure M2.61 - Extract, for one of the 

eleven core activities, ‘Selection of Best Partners’, its five identified main success factors and a rating for 

these for 17 out of the 57 partnering cultural traits (on the X-axis).   

           Figure M2.61 – Extract. Key Activity Matrix and Partnering Cultural Traits  

      In line with the methodology, the research adds an experience-based approach and engages five 

business experts to assess and validate the relevance of the ‘yes’s’ – the selection criteria for these 

business experts is at least ten years of active involvement in strategic partnerships. 

      A valid challenge to this specific methodology resides in that there might not be only one kind of 

successful partnering culture – in which case it would be impossible to absolutely identify success factors 

and associated partnering cultural traits. Literature and practitioners seem to suggest possible variations to 

the performing partnering culture rather than radical alternatives. Even if such a different paradigm 

existed, the research does not aim to identify all successful partnering cultures but determine whether one 

exists and if so, define it.    

      Research Activity M.2.7 – Ideal Partnering Culture  

      Developing the matrix results into an ideal mix/profile of traits (%) for successful partnerships, at core 

partnering activity level. It provides a detailed level benchmark to measure any particular gaps or 

strengths vs. the ideal partnering profile. 
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      The method is purely quantitative, by simply counting the total number of ‘yes’s’ and correlating them 

with the personal traits for each core partnering activity. The percentages shown in table M2.71 result 

directly from this count.  

      The activity culminates into the ideal cultural profiles by core partnering activity. An example of the 

‘Selection of Best Partners’ core partnering activity is shown in Figure M2.71 – Extract. The full table for 

the eleven core partnering activities is presented in Chapter 4.  

      As mentioned before, this is a fundamentally novel outcome from the research. At any essential stage 

of a partnership life cycle (a core activity), each partner will be able to assess their own cultural fitness – 

and this of their counterpart – on every important culture trait. The in-depth diagnosis and pointing to 

issues or opportunities would enable early intervention and to markedly reduce risk and increase the 

potential for the partnership success. 

 

      Figure M2.71 – Extract. Ideal Mix at Partnering Key Activity Level – Example  

      Research Activity M.2.8 – Building a Partnering Culture Model  

      From the outputs of research activities M2.1 to M2.7, the project establishes a Partnering Culture 

Model that defines and connects: 

• 14 polarised Partnering Cultural Trait Groups – Figure M2.41. 

• 11 Strategic Core Partnering Activities and their main Success Factors – Figure M2.71. 

      Building a Partnering Culture Model is a vital step in Van de Ven’s Diamond Model – Research 

Design, as presented earlier in Figure 3.41. The Partnering Culture Model is a framework that enables the 

research to define a strategic partnering ideal profile – altogether and by core activity. This profile aims to 

provide a basis to identify relative cultural advantages or disadvantages of certain regions/countries on 

their propensity and ability to partner successfully. In essence, this defines their ‘partnering fitness’.  

      With the research theory that country performances on partnering could be assessed and compared if a 

method was found to correlate partnering cultural traits with national culture traits, ‘Solve the Problem’ 

would result from drawing a ‘national partnering profile’ – strengths and weaknesses – for each studied 
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region/country of how some regions and countries are perhaps more or less predisposed to succeed with 

developing transformational partnerships. 

      To this intent, the next phase of research is designed to understand and research national traits, build a 

correlation with the partnering cultural traits – if it exists and as appropriate – which would build the 

theory and validate the main abduction of this research. The solution would be a systematic methodology 

to measure a country partnering fitness and act on it, to raise the chances of success of partnerships in this 

particular cultural environment.  

Phase 3 – Chapter 5. Research and Literature Review on National Culture   

      A similar approach is used to identify the relevant national culture traits to partnering and, subject to 

the abductive theory being proven, connect both into a cross-border partnering culture model.    

      The research activity flow is represented in Figure 3.73. From the extensive literature review, the 

research inventories and studies the most recognised main ‘regional/country’ culture models – including 

Hofstede, Schwartz, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, Gesteland and Globe – on their relevance to a 

partnering culture. In practice, the research process aims to identify the most relevant national culture 

traits for the project purpose among these models.  

 

      Figure 3.73 – Flow of Research Steps to Determine a Partnering Culture Model  

      Research Activity M3.1 – Research National Cultural Models 

      A summary of the cultural dimensions framework is represented in Figure M3.11 for the four models 

that have been the most quantified through extensive global researches over time – Hofstede, Schwartz, 
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Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner and Globe.  

 

             Figure M3.11 – Polarised traits in the four prevalent national culture models 

      A detailed literature-based analysis for each of these most recognised universal cultural models is 

developed and provided in Chapter 5 of the thesis:  

! Hofstede – ‘Cultural Dimensions’  

! GLOBE – ‘International Management Research’   

! Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner – ‘Cultural Dimensions’   

! Schwartz – ‘Values Theory’   

! Gesteland – ‘Patterns of Cross-Cultural Business Behaviours’ 

      The key outcome of this in-depth review takes the form of granular definitions for each of the cultural 

dimensions in these models (in total 35), as relevant and applicable to partnerships. An example of such 

definitions is provided in Figure M3.12 for Hofstede’s ‘Masculinity’ and ‘Femininity’.  

Fons	Trompenaars

Hofstede	

Schwartz

Globe

• Assertiveness
• Future	Orientation
• Gender	differentiation
•Uncertainty	avoidance
• Power	distance
• Individual/collectivism
• In-group	collectivism
• Performance	orientation
• Humane	orientation

The	GLOBE
Framework

for	
Assessing
Cultures
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Figure M3.12 – Example of Granular Definitions of Cultural Dimensions in the Main National Culture 
Models 

      Research Activity M3.2 – Integrating the five cultural models 

      The next step in the research attempts to create a linkage and integration methodology between each 

partnering cultural trait and some cultural traits/values in the five national models – if any exists. This is a 

high-uncertainty step, when the main abduction into the research will prove correct or wrong. A lack of 

potential connectivity between some partnering cultural traits and national culture dimensions would 

mean an incorrect initial main abduction that a culture model to improve cross-border partnerships might 

exist – at least resulting from this research’s approach.  

      In the Van de Ven framework, it is one of the most critical steps when ‘Theory Building’ might fall 

apart (Ref. Figure M3.42).  

      The methodology consists in: 

1. Carefully examining the meaning, business and social implications of each dimension in the 

national models by using qualitative research technique  

2. Developing a matrix accordingly (Ref. Figure M3.41) showing each partnering cultural trait group 

and how they might be correlated to some relevant national traits from some or all of the five 

national culture models. 

      The research screens the authors’ own definitions in their publications by using the following 

techniques of qualitative research (Johnson and Christensen, 2008): 

• Educational research: Quantitative, qualitative, and mixed approaches (Lichtman, 2006).  

• Qualitative research in education (Lichtman, 2013). 
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      Consequently and in practice, the screening applies the following lenses:   

• Variables: Study the whole not variables in line with the qualitative approach – for example, the 

research considers not just the simple definitions of national traits, but also the evolution, business 

and social implications of each national model trait in order to benefit from a quality view across 

the whole picture. 

• Focus, wide-angle lens: Examine the breadth and depth of the phenomena – for example, the 

research uses extensive references and different points of view to embrace the full contribution 

and appreciate the potential limitations of each national model. 

• Scientific method, exploratory or bottom-up: The research generates a new hypothesis and theory 

from the collected data. In our case, national traits that are correlated with partnering cultural 

traits become part of the scientific method - and the ones without any correlation are excluded 

from the model.  

      An example of this association process is provided in Figure M3.21 for the partnering cultural trait 

4A – ‘Caring’. As the right-handside column of the table shows, the research identifies six national 

traits offering some level of connectivity with ‘Caring’: one from Hofstede, one from Schwartz, one 

from Trompenaars, two from Globe and one from Gesteland.  

 
          Figure M3.21 – National/Partnering Cultural Traits Matrix. Example of trait 4A – ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’  

Phase 3 – Chapter 6. The Cross-Border Partnering Model Knowledge  

      The research now attempts to correlate the partnering and national cultures, by establishing 

consistently and as appropriate, a ‘perfect’ or ‘high’ overlap between the partnering and national cultural 

traits – if any exists. The cross-border partnering culture model would emerge from the successful 

correlation across the fourteen polarised traits. This would become the source of ‘science’ and give access 

to numerical data to be used throughout the ‘Problem-Solving’ phase. 
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     Research Activity M3.3 – Identifying ‘Perfect’ or ‘High’ Correlated National Traits with Partnering   
Cultural Traits – If Any Exists 

      The research adds another level to the qualitative analysis and uses a ranking method to: 

• Identify the highest correlated national trait for each partnering cultural trait group criteria 

• Test the quality of correlation (selection levels are ‘Perfect’, ‘High’, ‘Moderate’ and ‘Low’) 

• Select the best national/ partnering cultural trait fit (selection criteria: ‘Highest’ quality of 

connectivity among all) 

• Conclude if the fit with this best-connected trait is ‘Perfect’ or ‘High’ – the only condition when it 

would be validated into the final model. 

      The project uses both top down and bottom up approaches to test these correlations. 

      In the example used before in Figure M3.21 - Group 4 A, ‘Caring’ presents some level of correlation 

with Hofstede’s ‘Femininity’; Schwartz’s ‘Egalitarian’; Trompenaars’ ‘Synchronous Time’; Globe’s ‘In-

Group Collectivism’; Globe’s ‘Human Orientation’; and Gesteland’s ‘Relationship Focus’. 

      Which of these – if any – presents a ‘Perfect’/‘High’ correlation with ‘Caring’? With the same method 

used in research activity M3.2, the research concludes that of the six options, 1) the ‘Best’ and 2) a ‘High’ 

correlated national trait with partnering group 4 A is Hofstede’s ‘Femininity’ (Ref. Definition in Figure 

M3.12).  

      Its polarised trait 4 B of ‘Result First’ is explored through the same approach and presents 1) the 

‘Best’ and 2) a ‘High’ correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Masculinity’. 

      As both correlations are ‘High’, the linkage between partnering cultural trait ‘Caring’ and national 

culture trait ‘Femininity’ is established. And the same can be concluded for their respective polar traits, 

‘Result First’ and ‘Masculinity’.  

      The previous example is now represented in Figure M3.31, where the overall picture is provided on 

the ‘Caring’ and ‘Result First’ partnering cultural traits. All other groupings are presented similarly in 

Chapter 5. This association of traits and their strongly connected definitions form the base of the 

partnering national culture model, the existence of which the research was testing.    
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Figure M3.31 – ‘Perfect’ or ‘High’ Correlation Between Partnering and National Culture Traits – Groups 4 A and 
4 B Example 

      Research Activity M3.4 – Combine the Ideal Partnering Culture with its Correlated National Culture  

      This is a critical step in the research and by iterating the process to each partnering cultural trait and 

assessing precisely the correlation with national traits, Chapter 6 of the research can identify ‘Perfect’ or 

‘High’ correlations and draw out seven pairs of partnering – national culture traits. In essence, there was 

no case when the research was unable to create strong connectivity between the partnering and national 

cultures.  

      The superposed partnering and national traits are captured in the summary table M3.41, in their ideal 

proportion.   

 

                  Figure M3.41. – Partnering and National Culture Traits Correlation 
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      This positive discovery brings back to the research question and its original main abductive theory 

that country fitness and performance on partnering could be assessed and compared if a method could be 

designed to correlate partnering cultural traits with national culture traits. And it would be the knowledge 

base of a potential model to do so, in case the correlation works in effect.  

      Using a combination of theory and considerable scholar and practitioner knowledge and data, the 

research has been able to build and justify the correlation. This outcome validates the initial main 

abductive theory, justifies and enables the model and creates the path to the solution. 

      The identified correlations complete the ‘Theory Building’ phase of Van de Ven’s “Engaged 

Scholarship” approach – as it is recalled in figure M3.42.  

 

       Figure M3.42. Van de Ven – Theory Building and Justification 

      The uncovered model becomes the partnering national culture map and the source of knowledge to be 

used throughout the next steps of the project. 

      Research Activity M3.5 – Accessing the Statistical Base 

      The source of new knowledge lies in the model as it arises from Figure M3.41 and the associated 

granular integrated trait associations in Figure M3.31 – and alike for the six other pairs of traits. 

      Through the literature review and ‘Literature is my data’, the research on national culture gives access 

to considerable quantitative data that measure national traits at the country/region level. By direct 

translation, these quantified national profiles provide the statistical base for the partnering cultural traits. 
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      The research can now combine qualitative and quantitative techniques to access and leverage the 

available statistical national culture measures for determining partnering profiles. It uses these statistical 

data to quantify the partnering profile of each considered country/region. 

      This considerable and comprehensive statistical base can be used in the subsequent research phases, 

when it comes to any selected partnering cultural trait for any selected country.  

      As a matter of illustration, Figure M3.52 shows an example of Hofstede’s measures as they relate to 

the earlier example of the ‘Caring’ and ‘Result First’ traits – now associated respectively with 

‘Femininity’ and ‘Masculinity’. The traits are assessed across a number of national cultures.  

      ‘Caring’ (‘Femininity’) ranges from 95 for Sweden to zero for the Slovak Republic. Among the top 

five economic powers, Japan is 95 on the ‘Result First' (‘Masculinity’) scale. These cultural 

characteristics have a considerable impact on their partnering fitness and practice.  

             

Figure M3.52 – Hofstede ‘Masculinity’ vs ‘Femininity’ Country Index (Minkov and Hofstede, 2013) 

Phase 3 – Chapter 6. The cross-border partnering model practice 

      Having now identified and defined its model, the research can progress towards the ‘Solution / 

Problem Solving’ in developing two sets of analytical tools. This corresponds to research activities M4.1 

and M4.2 represented in Figure M4.01.  
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      Figure M4.01 – Research activities to finalise the partnering national culture model 

      Research Activity M4.1 – Developing Country Analytical Graphics for Partnering 

      To make the model impactful and to spread its use, it requires simplicity and ‘tools’. The research 

considered several options and elected two complementary forms of devices: analytical graphics and gap 

matrices.  

      The research develops ‘region/country’ partnering culture graphics to exhibit the strengths and gaps 

between any particular country partnering profile and the ‘ideal’ in a simple, highly visual manner. The 

following relates to the overall partnering culture profile of any country organisation.  

      The method consists of using the national culture database and plots a graphical representation of how 

the studied region/country scores on its partnering profile. The ideal partnering culture line can be added 

in the same manner and on the same graphic. So any country partnering culture graph would include two 

lines:  

• Line 1 – The ideal partnering culture profile, as developed in the research step M2 (Ref. Chapter 4). 

• Line 2 – The country partnering profile as it results from the correlation and statistical base 

developed in step M3 (Ref. Chapters 5 and 6). 

      Figure M4.11 represents the example of the overall partnering culture profile for French organisations 

(mid-blue) versus the ideal (dark-blue).  

      The lines represent measures arising directly from: 1) the ideal partnering profile (Ref. Figure 
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M3.41); 2) the national cultural model measures for France - in this example - for each cultural trait 

(Ref. Paragraph M.35 and example on Figure M3.52). These sources of data are the same for all 

‘region/country’ partnering culture graphs throughout the thesis.       

 
Dark Blue line – Ideal partnering profile (This research, 2019); Mid-Blue Line – France Partnering Profile (Minkov and    
Hofstede, 2013) 

     Figure M4.11– France Country Profile vs Ideal Profile – Overall  

      The French profile as represented means that in a partnership, organisations from this culture should 

consider and actively work on their balance between ‘Starting from Self’ vs ‘Starting from Others’ and 

their extreme cultural bias towards ‘Rationality’ vs ‘Intuition’ – just to mention two areas where 

significant gaps appear between the national and ideal cultural profiles. Partner organisations should 

equally take into account the strong likelihood that their French counterpart will be prioritizing their own 

interests, imposing ponderous structure and processes, being little trustworthy or trusting and operating in 

a centralised manner. 

      Each of the strengths is an opportunity to support the success of partnerships. The gaps are, at a 

minimum, areas to watch and manage when getting into a partnership; in a deeper way, they are usually 

the cultural traits to work on, manage pro-actively and enduringly and where to consider culture change 

over time in a structured manner.  

      Research Activity M 4.2 – Partnering Culture by Core Partnering Activity  

• Partnering Culture Graphs – The project can apply the graphical model and analytical graphics at a 

core partnering activity level (Ref. Paragraphs M2.5 and M2.6). This provides a detailed analysis of 
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where the country stands for each partnering key activity vs the ideal profile – their cultural fitness for 

this particular partnering activity.  

      In real life, this knowledge is unique and invaluable as it guides the organisation from a given country 

culture to leverage (in case of a strength) or carefully manage (in case of a deficit) their cultural strength 

at each critical step and for each activity of the partnership development.    

      Building on the earlier example of France and zooming in for a partnering key activity detailed 

analysis, Figure M4.12 shows that on the ‘Transforming L/T Performance’ trait, the gap deepens further, 

notably, on ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ compared to the overall profile (+49 vs +38). Without close and 

active management of this major difference, the leadership practice of French culture-based organisations 

could well derail the partnership at the ‘Transform L/T Performance’ stage of its development.  

 

Dark Blue– Ideal partnering profile – overall; Black – Ideal partnering profile for ‘Transform L/T Performance’; Mid-Blue– 
France Partnering Profile for ‘Transform L/T Performance.’  
Figure M4.12 – France Country Profile vs Ideal Profile – Activity Level: ‘Transforming L/T Performance’ 

• Partnering Culture Competency Matrix – The equivalent analysis can be run for all eleven core 

partnering activities. The research aims to develop the final analytical tool that would provide an overall 

partnering national culture map in one place, i.e. a national partnering competency map. To do this, the 

tool would collect all national culture impacts for all core partnering activities in one place.  

      Among other alternatives, the research concluded in a matrix form, with core partnering activities on 
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the Y-axis and partnering culture traits on the X-axis. Any cell in the matrix would represent the impact 

of that particular partnering culture trait (X) on that particular core partnering activity (Y).  

      As the research progressed, an improvement was brought to the matrix aiming to make it a more 

readily actionable instrument. Rather than absolute culture values in the cells, they can be replaced with 

the value of the gap between the ideal and actual country values.  

      Continuing with the French culture example, the France partnering culture competency matrix is shown 

in Figure M4.22.  

 
       Figure M4.22 – France Partnering Culture Competency Matrix  

      For the sake of clarity, the numbers represent the difference between: 1) the ideal partnering profile 

(Ref. Figure M3.41 and all equivalents to M4.12); 2) the national cultural model measures for France - 

in this example - for each cultural trait (Ref. Paragraph M.35 and its equivalents for each cultural trait). 

These sources and meaning of data are the same for all Partnering Culture Competency Matrix 

throughout the thesis.       

      The France matrix shows the strengths and weaknesses vs the ideal profile for each partnering 

activity. In this example, the ‘L/T Strategic’ and ‘Caring’ traits are usually fit across the key partnering 

activities. ‘Starting from Others’ is patchy, and the French culture organisation will be less vulnerable on 

developing ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ activity (-17%) than developing ‘Partnerial Enterprise 

Relationships’ (-48%).   
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      Other traits present wide gaps from what they should ideally be for a naturally strong partnering 

practice, which will require deliberate approaches to strengthen them. A country partnering culture guide 

gets into providing advice on how to do this for that particular culture.  

      As the research designs a national partnering culture profile – strengths and weaknesses – for each 

studied region/country, it draws practical conclusions and provides advice to organisations from a given 

country culture to plan and practice their partnering approach in considering deeply and thoroughly the 

partner organisation’s national culture.   

      The model’s graphics and matrix guide practically how a company with prevailing culture of a 

region/country performs versus the strategic partnering ideal profile.  

      To our earlier example, they inform on the key considerations and practice a French company that 

partners should try to reduce its gaps versus the ideal profile: 

• Firstly, overall – as shown in research activity in relation to the profile (Ref. Figure M4.1).  

• Then for each core partnering activity, as shown in the research activity related to competencies – 

(Ref. Figure M4.2).  

      Drawing one out of many possible conclusions, how should this organisation impinged in its French 

culture work on its ‘Collaborative Leadership’ practice at the ‘Transform / LT Performance’ stage of the 

partnership development (-49%) and consequently improve its connectedness, effectiveness and minimise 

risks with its partner?  

      Research Activity M4.3 – Developing the Partnering Culture Model Tools for Selected Countries 

      The model can be applied to develop similar graphical models for any country. The ones for Brazil, 

China, France, Germany, Great Britain, India, Israel, Japan, Russia, Singapore, Turkey and the USA are 

presented in Chapter 6 – as some of the main cultures involved in major partnerships, M&A activities or 

infrastructure projects and presenting extreme and interesting characteristics on their partnering culture 

profile. 

      As further detailed in Chapter 6, the contrasts and commonalities among the 12 country profiles 

contribute to knowledge and provide a solid evidence-based platform to enter the ‘Problem Solving’ 

phase (Van de Ven, 2007) – notably as an input to the selection of countries for developing country 

guides.   

Phase 4 – Chapters 7 and 8. ‘Problem Solving’: Improving Bi-Cultural Partnerships  

      This phase follows a three-step sequence, using and combining qualitative and quantitative methods, 

as summarised in Figure M5.0.  
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      Figure M5.0 – Flow of Research Steps to Finalize The Partnering Culture Model  

      The next step of the research consists in developing individual country partnering guides for a couple 

of selected countries.   

Chapter 7 – Applying the Model to Develop Country Partnering Guides (Research Activity M5.1&2) 

      The research structures its ‘Problem Solving’ methodology, so it becomes useful both for scholars and 

practitioners and can be replicated and expanded consistently and easily to multiple countries. This is 

done in the form of country partnering culture guides.  

      Research Activity M5.1– Select High Interest Country Pairs and Study their Cultural Fit 

      The research uses multiple sources – e.g. Foreign Direct Investment Figures; Ernst & Young; 

Deloitte, Price Waterhouse Coopers annual foreign investment reports and others to identify high interest/ 

high potential country pairs. The selection takes the lens of major construction projects into account.  

      Among the twelve national cultures studied in the research – Brazil, China, France, Germany, Great 

Britain, India, Israel, Japan, Russia, Singapore, Turkey and the USA – a number of countries are 

discounted for the intuitive bias which some readers might have towards their culture (e.g. the USA, UK, 

Russia, Germany). Others are not preferred as they present ‘extreme’ profile types (e.g. Japan, Israel, 

Singapore). And finally, significant access to partnering and culture data needs to be available for the 

selected pair.  
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      After extensive consideration of all lenses, a final judgment was made that France and Turkey’s 

partnering culture profiles would be worth studying in absolute (the individual partnering culture guide) 

and in contrast and combination (the cross-border partnering culture guide). 

      Research Activity M5.2– Develop Individual Partnering Culture Guide 

      The methodology to develop each country partnering culture guide is as follows: 

• Use the statistical database to quantify the seven polarised partnering groups for that particular 

country (reference M3.3) 

• Plot the graph to identify the overall partnering cultural gaps and fit (reference M4.1). 

• Repeat the above step adding core partnering activity level (reference M4.2). 

• Form a key competency matrix showing the strengths and gaps vs the ideal profile. The matrix is a 

straight outcome of the statistical base (example Figure M4.22). 

• Assess and analyse the overall partnering culture fitness – Point to key findings on the strengths 

and gaps vs the ideal profile for each partnering cultural trait. 

• Assess and analyse partnering culture fitness for core activities – Deepen the study and repeat the 

above step in a core partnering activity context, to provide a detailed analysis of where the country 

culture stands on each core activity vs the ideal profile – the epi-centre of ‘Problem Solving’ and 

‘Contribution to Knowledge’. 

• State and leverage specific country findings into corrective points and recommendations all along 

data collection and analysis.  

      The research develops country guides for France and Turkey as replicable examples to other country 

cultures. It also progresses work for a few other countries, which is not reported in the thesis to avoid 

confusion but is available for further work.  

Chapter 8 – The Partnering Culture Model for Cross-Border Partnerships (Research Activity M5.3)   

      The project pairs France and Turkey as countries of interest to analyse the bilateral cultural partnering 

gaps and alignments. 

      The methodology used for developing the cross-border partnering culture guides is as follows: 

• Use single country statistical figures, graphs and guides as a base input (Ref. M3 and M4). 

• Plot the overall bi-country graphs to identify the partnering areas of gaps and fit vs the ideal 

partnering profile vs each other. The France and Turkey example is provided in Figure M5.21.  

• Repeat the above step applied at each core partnering activity level. The France and Turkey 

example is provided in Figure M5.22. 

• Develop the overall bi-country partnering culture map – Express and analyse the findings on 

convergence and gaps vs the ideal profile and vs each other for each partnering cultural trait. 
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• Activity bi-country partnering culture map – Deepen the study and repeat the above step by 

adding a key activity context. This provides a detailed analysis of where the organisations stand 

on each key activity vs the ideal profile and relative to one another – the heart of ‘Contribution to 

Knowledge’ and the essence of the model. 

• State findings and recommendations for the organisations, each impinged in their respective 

national culture, to leverage the common areas of strengths and reduce the major gaps for 

partnering – both relative to the ideal profile and to each other.  

      Here are a few insights from Figures M5.21 and M5.23 on how the model might be used to improve 

the partnership between two different cultures – as a matter of illustration and ahead of Chapters 7 and 8 

more extensive analysis. They suggest the following areas as cultural leverage opportunities or gap 

closing requirements.  

      Overall Fitness Profiles – The overall partnering culture fitness for France and Turkey presents the 

high-level gaps and similarities described below, among others. It will be the purpose of Chapter 8 to 

complete, analyse and consider possible counteracts to improve partnerships between these two cultures.  

       Figure M5.21 – France-Turkey Country Profiles vs Ideal Profile – Overall 

A summary of the overall fitness gaps and strengths for partnerships can take the form of a partnering 

diagnosis culture matrix, as shown in Figure M5.22 - where the X-axis represents the difference between 

France and Turkey’s cultures (from none to major) and the Y-axis represents the level of fitness (from 
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low to high or ideal). From a methodology standpoint, this matrix presents the merit of offering two levels 

of enquiry: 1) Positioning and analysing each culture trait on their own; and 2) Linking traits and 

analysing their interplays.   

  

      Figure M5.22 – Partnering Diagnosis Culture Matrix. Example of ‘Overall’ France and Turkey 

• Together fit – The ‘Caring’ trait is fit for both countries in absolute and as they compare (Box 1on 

Figure M5.22). 

• Together similar but unfit – Although France and Turkey have similar profiles for ‘Collaborative 

Leadership’, ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ and ‘Formalized Relationship’, both countries present a 

considerable deficit vs the ideal profile. Country cultures having similar profiles on some traits does 

not mean that the partnership will be smoother and successful – and the gap with the ideal will need 

to be worked at actively and jointly by both (Box 2 on Figure M5.22).  

• One is fit; the other is unfit – France presents a major gap vs the ideal profile on ‘Starting from 

Others’ while Turkey benefits from an healthy balance on this cultural trait (Box 3 on Figure 

M5.22).  

      Fitness by Core Activity – Zooming in on core partnering activities, the example on graph M5.23 

relates to ‘Delivering S/T Performance’.  
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Figure M5.23 – France-Turkey Country Profiles vs Ideal Profile –Partnering Activity ‘Deliver S/T 
Performance’  

      Among multiple other insights, the core partnering activity measures show, for example:  

• An even increased gap than in the overall for ‘Rationality/ Certainty’ vs the ideal profile (+50). 

The risk is that both organisations get fixated with every detail of short-term performance, 

whereby delivering it will require some flexible navigation as this activity will almost invariably 

be undertaken and most relevant in the early days of the partnership.  

• The ideal profile moving towards the Turkish profile for the ‘S/T Quick Win’ culture trait – since 

short-term actions and quick wins are crucial to the ‘Short-Term Performance’ core partnering 

activity. 

      These limited examples of describing insights from the partnering culture model are only indications of 

how it can be used when organisations bedded into their national cultures are considering their partnership 

or intending to deepen it throughout its life stages. The bilateral/cross-border guides aims at including a 

wealth of analysis and advice to reduce risks and deliver consistent improvement to the partnerships. In the 

Van de Ven approach, these guides are ‘The Solution’.  

      The purpose of the guides is precisely to provide detailed analysis and resolutions to all types of 

configurations. In this example, both organisations with their own culture need to undertake specific 
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actions to mitigate and improve against their gaps. The bilateral guides provide insights and advice on 

how to consider doing this for both cultures, as it is detailed in Chapter 8 of the thesis.    

      The research includes a full cross-border cultural partnering guide for organisations from France and 

Turkey. Any combination of other countries can be developed similarly by replicating the guide.  

Phase 4 – Chapter 8 (Ctd.) Testing the Cross-Border Partnering Guides 

      By design and essence of the Van de Ven research approach and of ‘Literature is my data’, the 

inductive and validation steps do not require being extensive by design – as the guides provide most of 

the substantiation. As the model was born from a deep literature review and 100’s practitioner cases, its 

validity is far stronger and auto-verifying than the alternative method of using limited primary research or 

interviews. The ‘Solution’ includes the ‘Reality’ in Van de Ven’s methodology.  

      However, the research ran a small number of interviews with academic leaders, business experts and 

practitioners who have deep cross-border strategic partnership experience. This validation research 

through interviews was undertaken with organisations from France, Turkey, UK and China.  

      For each of the four selected countries, the research combines a country data review, an interview and 

its interpretation through the following action flow:   

• Country total investment inflow/outflow numbers 

• Breakdown by industry 

• Identification of specific case examples; selection of interview targets and engagement  

• Simple straight forward interview to test ideal country scores for each polarised trait by asking the 

interviewee’s own scores and discussing specific examples from his/her own experience 

• Comparison with the finding in the guides 

• Feedback report to the interviewees 

      Examples of this validation are provided in Chapter 8D of the thesis in the form of vignettes.   

      Ultimately, the relevant country – and potentially bilateral – guide was tested through the actual 

experience and feedback from these interviews. A blueprint for repeating the exercise is made available to 

anybody who would want to do so, for a given single country, a country couple and for any core 

partnering activity.   

      Throughout the research and consistently across the thesis, limitations and possible challenges to the 

model are considered and tested. A query came from Van de Ven during our review conversation with the 

following question, right at the heart of the research: “You are working on inter-

organisational relationships and strategic alliances. That's all anonymous. I have been working on that 

with Peter Ring since the 1980s. This has been an ongoing interest of mine. 
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      Your dissertation sounds very persuasive. Of course, the critical questions are: Do you have data that 

actually substantiates these proportions, and how do I know an ideal? Do you have some kind of a 

measure of the ideal compared to different kinds of countries? If you do, this is very persuasive” (Van de 

Ven, 2018). It is hoped that the thesis addresses this interest to some extent in a contributive manner.  

      Building on Van de Ven’s query, some of the main potential challenges to the research methodology 

and some of its assumptions will now be considered and discussed.  

3.8. Testing Potential Limitations of The Research 

      No research can cover the infinite complexity of such questions as those making the purpose of this 

thesis. Hence it includes assumptions and simplifications, some of which are laid down and tested here. 

Further and additional challenges or potential limitations are raised and discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.  

      3.8.1 Is National Culture Actually Prevailing? 

      The main limitation for the research project might lie in the simplifying assumption that the native 

national culture of an organisation plays a largely prevailing role in this organisation’s partnering profile 

and cultural fitness. In M&A, Terrikangas and Very (2012, p.394) note, “cultural diversity in all M&A 

exists at the subcultural, functional, organisational and industrial levels of analysis, in addition to regional 

and national cultures in the case of cross-border transactions”. 

      The project does not attempt to consider variations or sensitivity analysis in any great depth arising 

from: 

• The organisation’s sector – are construction companies’ partnering profiles inherently different to 

let’s say of those from the oil and gas industry?  

• The organisation’s varied international experience – i.e. are true multi-national organisations 

largely exempt of their native national culture?  

      These ‘simplifications’ are validated by research and real-life experience. André Laurent’s research 

(INSEAD, 2008) observes that national cultural traits manifest even stronger in people working for 

international companies and day-to-day with international colleagues.  

      Hence the research assumes that the partnering profile and fitness of the immense majority of 

organisations are largely driven by their national culture. And this simplification allows delivering the 

intended value of the research project that contributes to knowledge in any context anyway.   

      Accepting this appropriate simplification, it was observed that there is almost universal and 

considerable interest from global organisations and companies in this question – because global teams 

and individuals who do not know how to effectively communicate, identify with, and solve conflicts 

across cultures are likely to be in danger of pitfalls such as losing cross-cultural business opportunities, 
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encountering reluctance to share valuable ideas when a culture is not understood, and potentially losing 

revenue (Janssens and Brett, 2006). 

      3.8.2 Is There Such a Thing as a National Culture? 

      It is very arguable and recognised that major cultural differences exist within a country and among 

individuals in a given country and organisation. For example, and as mentioned in an interview, there is 

no doubt that an American Texan can be culturally very different from an American Californian.  

      Having deeply considered this reality, the research concluded that: 
 
      Firstly, it would focus on an organisational culture rather than individuals’ values and behaviours 

(which could not be done anyway) under the assumption and observation that collective culture would 

often end up driving decisions and behaviours. 

      Secondly, the national culture models ala Hofstede and Schwartz have been proven largely correct, 

and the research would rely on and use them rather than questioning them fundamentally. This does not 

ignore the critiques of these models (see for example McSweeney, 2002) but, by accepting them, the 

research can fill a major gap – described by Terrinkangass and Very (2012, p.419) for M&A as 

“alarmingly, research on cultural change following acquisitions exist largely for domestic, less for cross-

border deals. As a result, our understanding of the fine-tuned ways in which organisational and national 

cultures, intertwined, come to affect M&A, remains scarce”.  

      Thirdly, the research advises individuals to consider which national culture they relate to and use the 

model from this start point rather than literally driven by where they live.    

      Fourthly, the application of the partnering and national culture model creates valuable insights, but 

judgment on the context and reality would still need to be applied before taking action.    

      Extensive enquiry and documentation from literature are developed in Chapter 5.   

      3.8.3 Are Organisational Size or Type of Relevant Importance? 

      The research extracts knowledge, experience and data from extensive literature and a vast amount of 

diverse partnership cases. On the later source, the diversity of practitioner cases is reflected in the data in 

Figure 3.83.  
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      Figure 3.83 – High Diversity of Case Sources from Literature 
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      It was considered whether any of the following was introducing a meaningful difference and 

concluded from the evidence that it did not:     

• The variety of co-operation forms being studied, from acquisition to voluntary partnerships 

• Big and small 

• Public, private and others  

      3.8.4 Are Literature and/or are Practitioner Cases Culturally Biased?  

      National culture authors have been challenged continuously on this point well before this thesis. As 

early as in the 1980s, Hofstede and Bond were concerned that the distinction in four dimensions might be 

the result of a biased ‘western mindset’. They subsequently used a questionnaire developed by Chinese 

scientists (Barkema and Vermeulen, 1999). Their followers embraced the concern and practice to ensure 

unbiased ways of questioning, measuring and concluding.     

      The thesis uses a considerable diversity of sources in the literature review and case sampling. This 

takes the form of a vast amount of broad and diverse scholar literature sources and practitioner cases. 

Among these, 200 cases were studied involving 472 organisations globally, whose selection was made 

randomly over the years on the criteria of their meaning to global economy.  

      3.8.5 Are the Author and/or the Research Process Culturally Biased? 

      Doing all the possible to reduce the risk and impact of the potential subjectivity of the author and or 

the research process was central to the methodology design - and tested continuously over the three years 

of the PHD process. A number of practice to combat a potential unduly bias were used and are 

summarized under the six measures below:  

       No motivation - By running a demanding PHD process, the researcher was genuinely looking for a 

solution to the research question, which he did not think could be accessed otherwise. It took over a year 

to see the possibility that relevant theory could be built. Any bias would have been detrimental in 

potentially closing valuable paths to a solution and limiting the chance of developing a plausible model.  

      Process - Not being a native scholar, the candidate followed rigorously the research methodology, 

notably Van de Ven ‘Engaged Scholarship’ (2007), the Grounded Theory Research steps, the Pragmatist 

Integrated Literature Review (PIR) and other related methods. This offered rigour and did not allow for 

much biased interpretations.   

      Literature Sampling - Consistent with the Pragmatist Integrative Literature Review method, the 

literature search was conducted along the criteria of: 1) a broad sampling; 2) a random population; 3) a 

very large sample, so it is statistically significant; 4) heterogeneous sources and angles. Specifically on 

national cultures, the sampling was comprehensive as it embraced the diversity of the most recognised 

researchers.   
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      Literature selection judgment - The main challenge was with the ‘Partnership’ literature – as the use 

of the relevant ‘National Culture’ literature was comprehensive. A framework of criteria was used 

including: 1) Key words; 2) Relevance of concept; 3) Novelty of knowledge versus already selected 

literature; 4) Diversity.     

      Diversity of points of view - On any selected piece of knowledge, the researcher searched for the 

opposite thesis and counter argument.    

      Independent scrutiny - The research practice and terms to support independence were closely 

scrutinised by the author’s supervisors. 

As much as a wide scale and scope of literature review and working principles were applied, a potential 

culture bias can not be entirely precluded. But these dispositions should have made the risk of bias 

somewhat reduced. 

      Consequently, the research outcomes have the potential of wide relevance, applicability and 

significant impact when published, notably: 

• In the countries that were studied, with their country governments, business councils, academics, 

NGOs and other institutions. 

• With selected companies in each country, notably in the construction sector and the 500 top global 

companies.  

      It should help these organisations to advance their knowledge about strategic partnerships and 

progress their most needed co-operations – and, by analysing the deep culture of countries and their target 

organisations, identify invaluable opportunities to grow the impact of their strategic alliances.   

Conclusion 

      The scope of ‘Problem Solving’ using the to-be-developed strategic partnering culture model is 

extensive and notably includes partnerships, major M&A or infrastructure projects. Specifically, major 

projects require selecting, gathering and assembling multiple different organisations from around the 

world, to bring their specific capabilities and give their best to the common good for a limited period of 

time. It also requires these organisations to masterly manage their relations and co-operations with the 

multiple governmental organisations often involved in the major project.  

      Getting organisations in their cultures to adhere and practice as much as possible as one, as fast and 

for as long as possible will be a major focus of applying the cross-border partnering culture model.   

       The methodology developed in this chapter will now be applied, starting with the literature review on 

partnering.    
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CHAPTER 4. LITERATURE REVIEW ON PARTNERING PRACTICE 
AND CULTURE 

	
	
 

 

      Chapter 4 makes part of phase 3 of the research, ‘Theory Building’. Strictly following the 

methodology defined in the previous chapter, it aims at defining an ‘improved’ partnering practice and the 

cultural traits that support the development of successful strategic partnerships. Integrating one with the 

other would form a ‘partnering culture model’.  

4.1. Research Process on Partnering Practice and Culture 

      The approach starts with an abductive theory that specific culture attributes might exist that strengthen 

the ability to partner. The research to potentially identify accretive partnering cultural traits to partnerships 
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is undertaken through four successive research activities labelled M2.1 to M2.4 – as shown in Figure 

4.1.1.  

      Another abductive hypothesis is made that the life cycle of partnerships goes through fairly 

standardized steps and core activities, forming a largely ordered partnership practice. The exploration of 

this abduction is labelled M2.5 in Figure 4.1.1.   

      These two abductions are explored and tested through a succession of deductive and inductive (if and 

as required) research loops which leverage literature and practitioner experience from multiple 

partnership cases and testimonies (Ref. References List for Selected Sources). 

 

      Figure 4.1.1 – Flow of Research Steps to Determine a ‘Partnering Culture Model’  

      Subject to the outcome of the abductions exploration, the research would be able to connect the two 

inventories of ‘partnering culture’ and ‘partnering practice’ to provide an ideal mix of partnering cultural 

traits for each core activity of the partnering practice. This would form a ‘partnering culture model’ 

resulting from and represented in research activities M2.6 and M2.7 (Ref. Figure 4.1.1).   

      The following represents the details of each research activity and its outcomes.   

4.2. Inventorying Partnering Cultural Traits (Research Activity M2.1)   

      The purpose of this research activity is to systematically create an inventory, select and finally define 

the key cultural traits mentioned in the literature and by practitioners, as having an influence or an impact 

on the formation or development of partnerships. As detailed and discussed in Chapter 2 - Paragraph 
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2.5.2, cultural traits have been defined as patterned ways of doing things that exist in identifiable form 

over extended periods of time; particular characteristics that can produce a particular type of behaviour.  

      Inventorying and selecting the key partnering cultural traits was ran quantitatively. The methodology 

specificity in this work is the large extent of the reviewed literature that includes hundreds of studies, 

books and articles from academics and practitioners. This scale supports that ‘Literature is my data’.  A 

few examples of how literature guides to and informs on cultural traits that impact partnerships are 

provided below: 

      A composed culture – Yitmen (2013) notes that successful alliancing requires creativity, trust, 

commitment, interdependence, co-operation, open communication, goal alignment, and joint problem 

solving (Howarth, Gillin and Bailey, 1995; Hampson and Kwok 1997; Peters, Walker and Hampson, 

2000; Rowlinson and Cheung, 2004).  

      Understanding – Partners need to understand each other’s organisational framework, culture, values, 

and approach. Partners also need a clear understanding of individual members’ roles, responsibilities, and 

what the partnership’s division of labour will be (Publow et al., 2010). 

      Respectful – A partnership is a mutually respectful relationship based on sharing responsibilities, 

costs, and benefits, leading to outcomes that are satisfactory to all partners. …Attributes contributing to 

successful partnership... include ability to build respectful relationships (Macaulay et al., 1999). 

      Great Listeners, Start with Others – “Collaborative leaders... integrate listening and talking at a very 

high level...They listen carefully because they respect the specialised knowledge others have, and they are 

eager to integrate the best ideas into the product” (Linden, 2003).  

      Global, Culturally Aware – “Strategic alliances are a logical response to intense changes in economic 

activity, technology, and globalisation, all of which have cast many corporations into two competitive 

races: one for the world and the other for the future. Globalisation opened the race for the world as firms 

entered once-closed markets and pursued untapped opportunities. The race for the future compels firms to 

discover new market opportunities, ...new answers to poorly met need... Alliances now play a central and 

strategic role in a growing number of companies…One of the big problems of bridging differences in 

organisational context is that so few managers understand their own organisational culture...Some 

companies explicitly allocate time to learning about their partner’s ways of functioning” (Doz and Hamel, 

1998, p.154, 155). 

      Strategic – When two or more firms combine their assets for strategic reasons (e.g., complementary 

skills, economies of scale), they must build an alliance organisation to manage these combined assets 

(Cullen et al., 2000). 
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      Learning – “Transparency determined the potential for learning. Some partners were... more 

transparent than others. Of course, every partner intended to share some skills with its opposite number... 

Some degree of openness was accepted as the price for enticing the partner into the relationship and 

successfully executing joint tasks…Concerns arose where managers believed their partner’s learning had 

gone far beyond what was deemed essential for the successful performance of joint tasks” (Hamel, 1991, 

p.11). 

      Empathy – Alliances Require Empathy, Strategy, and Patience. Alliances combine different 

individuals from varying organisations who have no clue about each other or their experiences. This is 

why Andreas speaks many different languages... He is able to connect on a sincere level with a variety of 

colleagues. Andreas uses this empathy from a high-level context all the way through to how he conducts 

meetings (Hoehnen, 2018). 

      Ambiguity Management – Ambiguity is an intrinsic aspect of strategic alliances and effective 

management of it determines how well the partners are able to make the alliance work (Kumar, 2014). 

Tolerance for ambiguity will be crucial, and is defined by INCA (2012) as the ability to accept ambiguity 

and lack of clarity and to be able to deal with this constructively.   

      A process of finding the order, forming collective patterns of interpretation and creating a frame of 

reference or an identity for the venture is critical to the early stages of cooperative venture because it 

reduces ambiguity and facilitates action (Büchel et al., 1998). 

      Innovation – “The integration of innovation presents significant potential for improved partnership 

outcomes and can help address complacency and the problems of limited effectiveness that plague much 

social alliance activity” (Jamali, Yianni, and Abdallah, 2011). 

      Flexible – Learning through alliances: An alliance is a flexible organisational mode that allows firms 

to bring complementary strengths together in order to experiment with new technological and 

organisational ideas (Mody, 1993). 

      Creative – “The discipline of collaboration: collaborative leaders are passionate about achieving the 

desired outcome. It is that passion that creates much of their persistence and that moves them to seek 

other talented people who have creative ideas to contribute" (Linden, 2003, p.44). 

      Intuitive – Trustworthiness, risk and the transfer of tacit and explicit knowledge between alliance 

partners: tacit knowledge is defined as knowledge that is non-verbalized, intuitive and unarticulated 

(Becerra, Lunnan and Huemer, 2008). 

      Structured – A strategic alliance must be structured so that it is the intent of both parties that it will 

actually succeed – through the need for speed, adaptation, and facilitated evolution. The foundation of a 

successful strategic alliance is laid during the internal formation process (Lorange et al., 1992). 
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      Rigorous – Putting partnering to life: partnerships are best when there is a rigorous and transparent 

selection process of partners. The ideal is for potential partners to choose each other (OECD, 1998-2001).  

      Analytical – “Analytical models for partner evaluation range from simple weighted scoring models to 

complex mathematical programming approaches. The most common approaches and methods for supplier 

selection include difference MCDM methods such as AHP and analytical network process...” 

(Büyüközkan, Feyzioğlu and Nebol, 2008). 

      Certainty – While you can never predict with certainty that your partner(s) will always conduct 

themselves in an ethical fashion, you can mitigate the possibility by researching their history and 

reputation ahead of time, particularly someone unfamiliar to you (Ward, 2018). 

      Trust – Trust is the key to a successful partnership... It begins at the very start of the relationship with 

your partner. If you do not have trust, you shouldn’t be doing business with that partner (Tate, 1996). 

      Trust between alliance partners reduces the need for continuous cross-monitoring of one’s behaviour 

reduces the need for formal controls and the tensions created by short-term inequities. It allows the 

partners to focus on the long-term business development as well as cutting down cost and time outlays. 

Without trust, there would not be sharing of resources and knowledge: without trust, there would be 

hidden agendas and closed communication (Rowlinson and Cheung, 2005). 

      Competency Driven – More companies are forming strategic alliances. These are formed to bring 

together competencies...Companies are generally not interested in forming alliances for their core 

competencies...In light of their limited resources, companies are required to focus on their core 

competencies to ensure maximum returns. Through alliances, they can avoid spreading their resources 

over all their various activities, including those related to non-core competencies (Wildeman, 1998).  

      Technology Driven – “Transitory Alliances: an instrument for surviving turbulent industries? The vast 

economic and technological developments in the last decade have overthrown traditional thinking about 

alliances. Today, knowledge acquisition has become the predominant motive to engage in alliances to 

build up knowledge about what may be technologically possible” (Duysters and De Man, 2003, pp.49, 52, 

53). 

      Long-Term Perspective – An alliance with long-term goals may emphasise building trust and 

commitment to carry the marriage through the inevitable rough times (Cullen et al., 2000). 

      Long-term partnering is not always the best way to cope with the complexity of the technological 

environment. In the approach to partnering, there is a need to distinguish between ‘elephants’ and ‘fruit 

flies’. This means the need to clarify the difference between key strategic partners – elephants – and 

partnerships that only serve narrow technological objectives – fruit flies (Duysters, Kok and Vaandrager, 

1999). 
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      Short-Term Orientation – Although a balance between short-term and long-term orientation is more 

desirable, in reality, partners will sometimes lean markedly toward one orientation or the other...  When 

the partners have a short-term orientation for the alliance, more rigidity will lead to a higher level of co-

operation. That is, structural rigidity enhances co-operation when both partners have a short-term 

orientation (Das, 2012). 

      High-impact, revenue producing partnerships with specific target dates or other objectives tend to be 

short-term… Short-term partnerships are created to support a specific goal or event. A joint development 

fits into this category, when a new product is being developed, bringing two or more partners together for 

the initiative. When two small companies work together, the partnership is over once the product is 

completed (Gerdes, 2018). 

      Deal-Focused – Relationship-Focused or Deal-Focused? Resources used by companies to build and 

strengthen interpersonal bonds within business relationships may be categorised according to the 

dimension of a deal-focused approach. In the companies analysed, some symptoms of changes towards a 

deal-focused approach were observed (Glinska-Newes et al., 2018). 

      Personal Commitment – Commitment of the senior management of all companies involved in the 

strategic alliance is a key factor in the alliance’s ultimate success... In many companies, the employees at 

all levels may tend to view alliances as not as important or as worthwhile as the organisation’s core 

business. By demonstrating a commitment to the alliance, management can minimise this viewpoint 

(Elmuti and Kathawala, 2001). 

      Giving (or generous) – We need generosity for strong partnerships. A diverse and expanding 

collaboration of leaders from all walks of life is gathering behind her (leader) emerging vision. “By 

reciprocating her generosity with just a bit of my own, I felt I was helping to establish a currency – or 

maybe even a culture – that would enable not only our relationship but also her partnership” (Bell, 2016). 

      Loyalty – Finding a way to motivate your partners is just like motivating any team. Vendors can 

achieve their goals and their partner’s goals if they keep in mind five motivating factors for building 

partner loyalty (Morris, 2017). 

      Goal Oriented – Any partnership, big or small, will work best when there is a shared goal. 

Establishing a common purpose... acts as the glue holding the partnership together…The PayPal Canada 

and Canada Post partnership was built on the common shared goal of helping small businesses grow their 

operations and harness e-commerce as part of their business strategy (Parishi, 2017). 

Alliance orientation concerns the ultimate goal for which the alliance has been formed (Das and Teng, 

1998). 

      Performance Driven – The advertising landscape is littered with traditional agencies struggling to 

transform their business models. Agencies that provide integrated services, versatile talent, value-based 
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pricing, and measurable results are the future. However, these firms are in short supply. During the 

vetting process, [look for] performance-driven partners…and work with an agency that cares as much 

about performance and success as you do (Beshore, 2014). 

      Relationship Focus – [Relationships] require special attention because they are often overlooked as 

casual in nature, and not necessarily as critical to alliance management... Positive relationship 

management can often contribute to an alliance project by having the right emphasis placed on personal 

interaction often leading to stronger commitment (Stanek, 2004, p.189). 

      Reliable – Gulati et al. (2012) note that organisations may seek out high-status partners not only 

because their position can serve as a signal of reliability (Cable and Shane, 1997; Podolny, 1994) but also 

because reputational damage would be particularly punitive for these actors (Robinson and Stuart, 2007). 

      Firms often seek a form of endorsement in the market by engaging in alliances with partners of high 

status (Glaister et al., 2004, p.37). 

      Legal Mindset – Strategic alliances may be formed under a spectrum of legal structures, ranging from 

a licensing agreement to a merger of corporations…It has been argued in most successful alliances, value 

creation takes at least a decade. Also, while conventional partnerships serve defined objectives and are 

clearly bounded, the objectives and boundaries of strategic alliances may evolve. Therefore, 

renegotiations may be ongoing, making the legal structure all the more important (Szto, 2003). 

      Formal – When entering into an alliance it is essential that the mind-sets of parties break away from 

the traditional ‘adversarial’ approach... Alliancing is now recognised as a formal contracting arrangement 

(Davis and Love, 2011, p.445). 

      While formal written contracts offer some specific benefits... their use is not universal. The complex 

and dynamic nature of alliances makes dependence on detailed written contracts difficult to develop and 

maintain. Often, informal social contracts serve a more critical role in developing long-term commitment. 

Most importantly, trust and managerial judgement can provide a more flexible means to ensure alliances 

success over the long run (Frankel et al., 1996).  

      Leading without Managing – Partnership Managers are pictured in a supportive role…while their 

significance does stem from their formal position at the centre of collaboration; they are usually appointed 

to organise the collaborative activities. Strictly, therefore, they report to (rather than direct) the members, 

so cannot lead through the exertion of formal position of power – even though they sometimes have job 

titles such as Chief Executive or Director of the XXX Alliance (Vangen and Huxham, 2003). 

      Teamwork – Good relationships between companies are of crucial importance. They represent the 

effective teamwork that allows partners and alliances to create value for customers and shareholders that 

could not possibly be created by individual firms (Gibbs and Humphries, 2009). 
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      Cooperative – Strategic alliances are inter-firm cooperative arrangements aimed at achieving the 

strategic objectives of the partners... Because strategic alliances essentially involve coordinating two or 

more partners to pursue shared objectives, satisfactory co-operation is vital to their success (Das and 

Teng, 1998). 

      Hierarchical – Merger or acquisition is not an alliance. By definition, if one firm is absorbed into 

another, such that its people and processes are subject to the authority of the other firm’s hierarchy, there 

is no longer a voluntary cooperative partnership (Lincoln, 2009). 

      Studies dealing with alliance structure have distinguished among formal structures of alliances in 

terms of their degree of hierarchy and associated coordination and control features... Hierarchical controls 

enable a firm to manage uncertainty (Rahman and Korn, 2010). 

      Conformity – Firms that rely on alliance relationships are more likely to conform to decisions and 

agreements that have a consensus and to share information with their partner firms (Yang, et al., 2008). 

      Firms perceiving the heightened societal pressures of complex environmental problems as being a 

threat are more likely to implement exploitation learning to increase their stability, certainty and 

conformance... We suggest that this sort of learning is borne out of alliances that form from legitimacy-

oriented motivations (Lin and Darnall, 2014, p.555). 

      Resilient – Creating a partnering culture positions an organisation to accrue four chief benefits: 

Openness, creativity, agility, and resiliency. These chief benefits enable business transformation and thus 

impact the bottom line (Dent, 2006).  

      Enthusiastic – Relationships between companies begin, grow, and develop – or fail – much like 

relationships between people... ‘Love at first sight?’ ‘The company of our dreams?’ In fact, many 

executives use romantic analogies to describe the enthusiasm that accompanies their discovery of a new 

corporate partner... Such analogies are appropriate because business pairings aren’t entirely cold-blooded 

(Kanter, 1994, p.99). 

      In order to generalise the examples, select the relevant traits and provide a quantification of their role, 

the researcher counted the number of occurrences for each specific culture notion associated with 

partnerships mentioned in the selected literature – using an auto-count internet based search tool. 51 traits 

were selected on the criteria that they appeared more than 100 times. Six lower frequency traits were also 

retained as directly connected with other highly cited words or representing unique and essential cultural 

concepts. The resulting list of the 57 selected partnering cultural traits is shown in Figure M2.1.  
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      Figure M2.1 – Most Frequently Mentioned Cultural Traits for Successful Partnerships 

      The detailed analysis of the selected keywords led to the following discoveries:  

• The quantitative literature review identified an inventory of 57 key cultural traits which can 

improve or arm the development of partnerships. This inventory contains synonyms and 

antonyms.  

• This inventory contains synonyms or analogous notions. Hence the 57 traits important to 

partnerships represented much fewer converging cultural spaces. Synonyms and associated 

keywords could and would be grouped into 14 coherent clusters of traits.  

• Both a synonym and its antonym would be positively or negatively contributing to partnerships. It 

is also practitioners’ and experts’ experience that any impactful trait and its polar are both needed 
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in variable proportions for successful partnerships. Examples of these are: ‘intuitive’ AND 

‘processed’ behaviours; ‘long-term focus’ AND ‘short-term delivery’.  

      These are very significant findings, as no other research before seems to have formalised (and 

quantified) the respective contribution of a precise set of cultural traits and rationalised that opposed traits 

are required for the development of strategic partnerships. Following the steps of Van de Ven’s Grounded 

Theory research (2007, 2018 and Ref. Paragraph 3.43), a deductive quantitative research results in three 

novel theory outcomes.  

      Here are three illustrations of one of the findings, that is how polarised traits and realities are jointly 

required in adequate proportions to reach strong results with partnerships.   

      In their work, Le Ber and Branzei (2010, p.141) quoted, “Many regard social value creation as the 

raison d’être of cross-sector partnerships (Alvord, Brown and Letts, 2004; Teegen, Doh and Vachani, 

2004) and suggest, “Relational processes enable or hinder social innovation” (Seitanidi and Crane, 2009). 

Le Ber and Branzei (2010, p.142) also suggest, “Innovation and processes are complimentary traits and 

even root cause of each other in value creation”.  

      Marvel and Visa jointly developed a unique comic book addressing money management issues, 

starring The Avengers and Spiderman. “One of our measures of success involved changing the way 

children thought of money management”, says Alderman, senior director of global corporate relations at 

Visa. “We recognise that validating this measure will take some time”. While Visa is committed to 

measuring this change over the long term, they and Marvel were able to monitor the uptake for the comic 

book as a short-term measure en route to the long-term strategic metric (Financial Post, 2012). 

      Moshe Farjoun (2010, p.202) makes a strong case that “To survive and prosper, organisations must 

reconcile stability, reliability and exploitation with change, innovation and exploration. These imperatives 

and the mechanisms that support them are generally seen as incompatible and mutually exclusive”. He 

revisits this duality and offers theoretical and pragmatic opportunities to dissolve and transcend their 

paradoxical relationship. 

4.3. Grouping and Polarised Cultural Traits (Research Activity M2.2)   

      Because any trait and its opposite are both needed in variable proportions, the research plots the 

cultural attributes of the ‘ideal’ strategic partnering organisation. As a reminder of Chapter 3, the 

methodology consists of clustering the selected cultural traits contributing to successful partnering in two 

steps:  

• Grouping the traits with similar definitions by using ‘collocation of notions’. Various methods are 

available and were used: 1) Basic identification of the similar definitions in the Cambridge 

Dictionary; 2) COCA [Corpus of contemporary American English] ‘collocation’ tool; 3) Wordnet. 
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Expert judgment was provided on the appropriateness of the ‘collocation’ to strategic 

partnerships. 

• Observing the antonyms. The same method and reference sources as above were used and 

concluded on the resulting polarised groups.  

 

      Figure M2.21 – Partnering Cultural Traits Grouping 

      Figure M2.21 represents 14 identified and relevant cultural trait clusters. The underlined traits are the 

highest occurrence ones, which will be used for now as short hands for their grouping. The left and right-

hand side clouds display the antonyms. Hence the figure shows seven pairs of antonymic cultural traits 

grouping which markedly impact partnerships.       

4.4. Ideal Percentages for each Polarised Group (Research Activity M2.3)   

      Using the quantitative data available for each trait, the research is able to quantitatively establish the 

ideal mix of traits in each polarised group – by using the average number for each trait grouping. The 

resulting quantified optimum is shown in Figure M2.31 (rounded to the closest fifth).  

      By way of illustration of the findings and the figure, the ‘trust, relationship focus, reliable’ cluster is 

antonymic to ‘legal mindset, formal’. Best partnerships would be a combination of both, with a 70% bias 

to ‘relationship’ versus a 30% mobilisation of ‘legal’. This very much corroborates researchers’ and 
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practitioners’ views in literature – including the research by Frankel et al. cited earlier (1996, p.55, p.61): 

“While formal written contracts offer some specific benefits... their use is not universal. The complex and 

dynamic nature of alliances makes dependence on detailed written contracts difficult to develop and 

maintain. Often, informal social contracts serve a more critical role in developing long-term commitment. 

Most importantly, trust and managerial judgment can provide a more flexible means to ensure alliances 

success over the long run”. 

      How do leaders in partnerships split their relationship vs legal effort 70% – 30%? Of course, the 

quantification of behaviours and actions in social science and management practice cannot and will not be 

that precise – but getting close to this proportion as it arises from research should improve the partnership 

approach and outcomes.  

      In real life, some cultures are extremely legalistic and hardly succeed with partnerships. The 

researcher has seen and learned about many partnerships that the involved parties attempted to 

‘contractualise’ in details and consequently failed.        
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      Figure M2.31– Ideal Percentages for Each Polarized Group 

4.5. Partnering Definition to Each Polarised Group (Research Activity M2.4)     
      Learning from multiple similar approaches, the research now captures the essence of each of the 

seven polarised groupings and labels them with a core whole-encompassing cultural notion. The method 

used for this requires making the distinction between collective entities and individuals, because: 

• “A collectivity has its own ways of thinking and feeling to which its members bend but which are 

different from those they would create if they (each member) were left to their own devices” 

(Durkheim, 1886, p.17). 
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• “Because CQ (Cultural Intelligence) on the individual or group level is based on the domain of 

intelligence (Ang, Van Dyne and Koh, 2006; Ang et al., 2007; Earley and Ang, 2003; Earley et 

al., 2006), the domain of CQ on the organisational level is organisational capability” (Yitmen, 

2013, p.8). 

      An important aspect of the approach is therefore to make the difference between what any trait means 

and how it manifests - on the one hand on an individual basis; and on the other hand on a 

collective/organisational basis.  

      To define individual and organisational behaviours for each group, the research uses ‘Literature as its 

data’ – specifically, by compiling the identified qualitative data from the most cited publications and 

articles on organisational/individual behaviour, where the keywords included in each grouping are being 

addressed. This analysis is detailed below for each partnering cultural polarised group.  

      Group 1: ‘Starting From Others’ (60%) vs ‘Individual’ (40%).  

      Successful collaboration between stakeholders starts with what social psychologists call perspective 

taking: the ability to see the world through someone else’s eye (Audia, 2012). 

      Brightman (2012) adds: “The process of defining individual and shared success metrics is a critical 

part of understanding your alliance partner and how they make difficult decisions”. Of course, each 

partner will have its own measures but, “By sharing with your alliance partner how your key measures are 

chosen, weighed and prioritised, you will increase their motivation to help you achieve your goals”.  

      In the context of strategic alliances that involve competitive collaboration, the competitive advantage 

of a firm can be protected only through its capability to accumulate invisible assets by a carefully planned 

and executed process of organisational learning (Pucik, 1988). 

      Co-operation is essential if the alliance is to achieve its objectives, and each party strongly needs to be 

mindful of their partner’s behaviour, as well as to provide for their own internal safeguard against 

opportunism. The cooperative-competitive tension in an alliance has the potential of giving rise to 

unfavourable process and outcome discrepancies.  

      For example, Jay Chai, a then executive vice-president of C. Itoh & Co, facilitated alliance 

negotiations between General Motors and Toyota. He supported communication, but most of all, helped 

each party to look at the situation from the other party’s perspective and in doing so, brought the parties 

closer together (Kumar, 2014). 

      The key actions of successful partnerships emerging from the cultural traits and literature evolve to a 

combination of ‘Starting from Others’ and ‘Starting with Self’. The research insights guide to the simple 

definitions captured in figure M2.4A.  
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      Figure M2.4A – Partnership Definition – ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ 

      Group 2:  ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ (60%) vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ (40%) 

      While alliances offer organisations the opportunity to benefit from asset complementarity, the 

realisation of the potential benefits depends on the effective management of ambiguity - which is a 

characteristic feature of an alliance…Alliances are originally formed for strategic reasons, but their 

longevity and success depend very much on how skilfully they are managed by the partner firms over 

time. Alliance managers at all levels in the organisation must come to recognise that ambiguity is a 

defining feature of a strategic alliance and must be managed in a pro-active way if the alliance is to realise 

its full potential. As ambiguity cannot be completely eliminated, managers can build up a mindset and 

devise mechanisms to handle ambiguity more effectively (Kumar, 2014). 

      Intercultural competence consists of six different dimensions, as defined by the INCA assessor’s 

manual, tolerance for ambiguity, behavioural flexibility, communicative awareness, knowledge 

discovery, respect for otherness, and empathy…Tolerance for ambiguity is the ability to accept ambiguity 

and lack of clarity and to be able to deal with this constructively (Yitmen, 2013).  

      The research insights guide to the simple and widely supported definitions for ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ 

versus ‘Rationality/Certainty’ as they arose from the initial literature and are described in Figure M2.4.B.   
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      Figure M2.4.B – Partnership Definition – ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ 

      Group 3:  ‘Long-Term Perspective’ (60%) vs ‘Short-Term Orientation’ (40%)  

      Although short-term orientation could be negative for an alliance, long-term orientation that ignores 

prompt results could bring trouble as well (Das and Teng, 1997). 

      The partnership performance metrics should reflect its goals. Alliances can serve a wide variety of 

purposes; for example, they can help companies gain a toehold in new markets and product spaces, solve 

research and development problems, and rapidly acquire the knowledge and resources they need to 

comply with regulatory requirements in foreign countries. Clearly articulated goals help the partners 

identify the most useful alliance performance measures… What's more, the alliance's goals must change 

as the partnership evolves (Sammer, 2004). 

      The partnership metrics must take into account the element of time. For example, if the main purpose 

of the alliance is rapid penetration of a new market, the metrics it selects should reflect precisely that goal 

and its urgency – short-term... But an alliance with a long-term goal might be a low performer or even a 

loss maker for a period of time, and it would need very different measures. 

      Practitioners’ experience and academic research on successful partnerships point to the absolute need 

of the right combination of short-term wins to keep the partners’ energy behind the alliance and long-term 

perspective to give it its true opportunity to transform strategically and financially. This balance is 

represented by the concepts of ‘Long-Term – Strategic Win’ and ‘Short-Term – Quick Win’ defined in 

Figure M2.4.C.  
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            Figure M2.4C – Partnership Definition – ‘L/T Strategic Win’ vs ‘S/T Quick Win’  

      Group 4: ‘Caring’ (50%) vs ‘Result First’ (50%) 

      The question is frequently asked when entering an alliance on whether organisations and people aim 

to deliver results or build a partnership. The former will focus attention on performance (often short-

term). The later focuses efforts on building both individual and collective caring, respectful and emphatic 

relationships.  

      The Amphion Consortium was formed from the membership of several registered social landlords 

(RSL) and championed long-term success partnering as a mechanism to achieve radical change in the 

construction industry. The initiative monitored and recorded the performance of 12 housing development 

projects and the roles played by a complex team network in contributing to an innovative partnering 

agreement. Relevant KPIs, benchmarks, data collection and a site monitoring system were developed. A 

range of workshops, surveys, detailed interviews with key project personnel, the examination of site 

meeting notes and feedback reviews were undertaken to gather data and as research tools. An attempt was 

made to identify the softer and qualitative issues that are more difficult to grapple with normal numerical 

data collection methods (Kaluarachchi and Jones, 2007).  

      Two of the key findings were: 
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• The contractor needs to be involved from a very early stage to forecast realistic estimations so that 

the cost and time performance targets can be achieved (Results).  

• The key players in the team, including the RSLs, the contractor and the consultants and 

professionals have to be committed to the partnering process (Caring).  

      This is one of the multitude examples showing how the polarised traits of ‘Caring’ and ‘Result First’ 

as defined in Figure M2.4D need to complement each other in successful partnerships. 

 
      Figure M2.4.D – Partnership Definition – ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ 

      Group 5: ‘Trustful’ (70%) vs ‘Formalised’ Relationship (30%) 

      To develop a shared purpose, trust is essential. High level of trust favours engagement and teamwork, 

and this is made all the more acute in the fourth industrial revolution, where collaborative innovation is at 

the core (Schwab, 2016). 

      Two alternative and competing ways of guarding against undesired knowledge transfer are 

hierarchical controls (Gulati and Singh, 1998) and relationship capital (Baker, 2000; Kale et al., 2000). In 

the former, protection is afforded by dependence on the governance structures, contracts and formal 

agreements; while the latter is based upon mutual understanding and trust. Data from multiple studies 

suggest that respondents place more reliance on informal relationships and networks that develop trust 

and commitment, rather than on the formal mechanisms. 

      All possible legal agreements and safeguards can be developed when forming an alliance, but these 

are not what makes the co-operation work well nor protect the partners best. It is the day-to-day 

interactions, the extent to which one trusts the person they deal with. An alliance being like a marriage, 
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partners cannot run back to a contract or a rulebook every time an answer to a question is needed. It is 

about ‘give and take’, relying on the will, judgment and integrity of the partners. If the alliance is 

dominated by legal agreements and reporting structures, it becomes sterile and not the living organism it 

should be. Absence of trust will lead to divorce (Taylor, 2005). 

      “Trust between alliance parties is essential in order to share information, compete against common 

threats, and develop joint products…Co-operation between alliance partners is enabled through both 

formal control mechanisms and trust, and the former cannot serve as a substitute for the latter…Trust 

represents an expectation on the part of each firm that the other will not act opportunistically, but it 

cannot prevent them from doing so. For this reason, many firms begin an alliance relationship with a 

clearly defined contract. The contract functions to directly control behaviour and mitigate the firms’ risk, 

allowing both parties to cooperate openly and make themselves vulnerable to each other  -  even if little 

trust exists…Even contracts have shortcomings, though, because not every possible opportunistic 

behaviour can be addressed by formal policies or procedures” (Augustine and Cooper, 2009, p.42). 

      The research defines his required co-existence and the correct balance between trust and formality, in 

Figure M2.4E. The need for trust is prevailing…but is not natural to individuals and even less to 

organisations. Culture gaps will often be the root cause of high gaps between realities and requirements.     

 

 

Figure M2.4E – Partnership Definition – ‘Trustful Relationships’ vs ‘Formalised Relationships’ 

      Group 6: ‘Collaborative’ (70%) vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership (30%) 

      (In the Fourth Industrial Revolution) successful organisations will increasingly shift from hierarchical 

structures to more networked and collaborative models… This suggests that business will become 

increasingly organised around distributed teams, remote workers and dynamic collectives (Schwab, 

2016). 

      Senior managers have a variety of formal process planning tools they may use if necessary, such as 

Galbraith’s RACI responsibility chart. The RACI chart (an acronym for ‘responsible, accountable, 
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consulted or informed’) is a matrix in which rows reflect decisions that need to be made (e.g., product 

development, product price, package price) and columns include all the positions potentially involved in 

the organisation (e.g., sales, finance, manufacturing). Using the matrix, management can clarify where 

responsibilities lie to the various involved and affected roles.  

      Alternatively, senior managers may desire a more interactive approach, and the matrix can be used for 

this purpose as well. In this case, senior managers would first ask all parties to fill out the chart, indicating 

their perception of which decision each group has responsibility for (R), must approve (A), should be 

consulted on (C), or must later be informed of (I) – sometimes a fifth category of ‘no formal role’ is also 

included. Disagreements would be noted and resolved in an iterative process, until all parties were clear 

on their role for each type of decision (Augustine and Cooper, 2009).  

      Hierarchical versus collaborative leadership plays a defining role in alliances. Some cultures are very 

pyramidal and give a lot of A, C and I to management. Others are flatter and favour R with less A or C. 

Partnering between the two types of leadership requires considerable consideration and adaptive practice, 

as related in the definitions in Figure M2.4.F.   

 
Figure M2.4.F – Partnership Definition – ‘Collaborative Leadership’ vs ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ 

      Group 7: ‘Conformity’ (15%) vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ (85%)  

      Virgil uses fatum to “justify the ways of God to men” and establishes the divine providence through 

which the mighty Roman imperium was to be established (Miller, 1928, p.29). 

      Aeneas’ steadfast vision to find a new home for his displaced people, while overcoming a series of 

obstacles and sacrifices, is an arching theme throughout the epic (Ahn, Ettner and Loupin, 2012). 

      Fatum is deeply anchored in the culture of some religious backgrounds. Conformity is equally 

embedded in the cultures of structured, hierarchical and regulated countries or communities. Fatum and 
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conformity need to be fully recognized and pro-actively managed, as they are naturally present in the 

partnering organisations - given the religious orientation or belief system of the people. 

      Evidence of such proactive management lie in the profiles requested by organisations in their 

recruitment. For example, the Uber job posting below (Ref. Figure 4.5A) represents how the company is 

seeking for ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ type of traits when developing capabilities in their strategic 

partnering organisations. 

 
      Figure 4.5A – Uber Job Post – Strategic Partner Manager (Uber, 2017) 

      As with other traits, both ‘Conformity’ and ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ are needed in variable 

proportions for successful partnerships, as represented and defined in Figure M2.4G. 

 
      Figure M2.4G – Partnership Definition – ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ 

      The research loop of activities M2.1, M2.2, M2.3 and M2.4 was engaged into under the abductive 

proposition that specific culture attributes might exist that strengthen the ability to partner. The four-step 

research loop aimed to potentially identify accretive partnering cultural traits through mainly quantitative 

deductive literature review (Van de Ven, 2007, 2018, par. 3.43 and 3.61). The novel outcome is a set of 

14 polarised cultural clusters – as summarized in figure M2.41 with a defining impact on the success of 

Strategic	Partner	Manager,	
Uber	Everything,	San	Francisco	
Business	Development,	Business	&	Sales	in	San	Francisco,	CA	
	
	
	
	
	
	

This	is	a	unique	opportunity	to	be	a	founding	member	of	the	Uber	Everything	
business	organisation.	We	need	a	highly	motivated	self-starter	who	thrives	in	
a	team	environment	and	is	excited	to	create	in	new	business	within	Uber.	
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partnerships. These clusters are broken down into 57 traits (M.2.2); their relative importance has been 

quantified (M.2.3); their role to partnerships has been defined with some precision (M.2.4).  

 
      Figure M2.41– Summary of 14 Polarised Cultural Clusters with Defining Impact on Partnerships 

      The research will now focus on the partnering key activities, so it perhaps can assess the impact of 

culture on each step of a partnership life cycle.  

4.6. Determining Core Partnering Activities (Research Activity M2.5) 

      This is an essential part to the research, where the concept of partnering is codified and leveraged. Little 

academic knowledge or practice is available that ‘dissects’ and ‘orders’ the critical steps of partnering which 

organisations would need to perform well on to develop their partnerships  – and then analyse the different 

cultural traits required to be successful with each of them.  

      4.6.1 Core Partnering Activities (Research Activity M2.51) 

      This research phase starts with an abductive theory that some core partnering activities are widespread 

across most or all partnerships and that practising these well strengthens the ability to develop 

partnerships. This theory is explored with a succession of deductive literature reviews and practitioner 

experiences and follows the sequence shown in Figure 37.2. 

      The research activities use literature reviews and practitioner cases – specifically and for consistency 

purposes: the ten most cited academic publications and articles on strategic partnerships, the three most-

read business articles on Strategic Partnerships and the five most highly-rated books on Strategic 

Partnerships.  

      The current study uses qualitative research – as it applies most productively here and is referenced in 

Figure 36.2, ‘Qualitative vs Quantitative’. Determining the core activities / key success factors cannot 

rely on the fact that the design of the study is fully determined before it begins (McLeod, 2008). Rather, 

at this stage of the project, the matrix needs to be developed in line with Van de Ven’s research approach, 

allowing some innovative outcome and construction from overlaps of individual enquiries.  
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      The comprehensive literature review and methodology guides the researcher to identify and select 

core practices and essential steps to develop a partnership. Identifying and using this knowledge will help 

go through the partnership development process and avoid the pitfalls mentioned in Kelly’s research,  

“Recent surveys indicate that executives... consider strategic alliances to be central to their competitive 

strategies. Yet the barriers to successful alliances are formidable. In many instances, these barriers 

develop in the early stages of an alliance” (Kelly et al.,2002, p.11). And Bardin et al. (2013, p.74) provide 

that “a strategic partnering system entails a number of key components”.  

       Each of these core practices as identified from the literature can now be examined in some details.  

      1. Selection of Best Partners. When attempting to obtain a capability, a resource, a new source of 

development from a partnership, which couldn't be achieved on one's own, any organisation needs to look 

at other institutions that can provide this resource or capability. Stanek (2004) notes from diverse research 

sources that at the most fundamental level, alliances are formed because positive economic results are 

anticipated (Hagedoorn and Schakenraad, 1994). Clearly, the mutual benefit must exist for all parties 

entering into the arrangement (Frankel and Whipple, 2000). Participants expect to get better payoffs than 

they would without the alliance (Gulati et al., 1994). Some of the most often cited reasons for alliance 

formation include risk sharing (Alter and Hage, 1993), access to markets (Kogut, 1988), competitive pre-

empting (Segil, 2000), and fast and flexible ways to access resources (Dyer et al., 2001).  

      Very often, there are several possible partner options and selecting the right one is defining. 

Executives often compare true strategic partnerships with a marriage... and the partner selection needs to 

be approached and managed so comprehensively that the success rate is.... as close to 100% as possible” 

(Bardin et al., 2013).  

      They not only need to be able to provide the required resource or capability but also be disposed and 

experienced to practice partnerships in such ways that will take mutual value generation to another place 

over time. Gulati et al. (2012, p.11) suggest, “Organisations may seek out high-status partners not only 

because their position can serve as a signal of reliability (Cable and Shane, 1997; Podolny, 1994) but also 

because reputational damage would be particularly punitive for these actors (Robinson and Stuart, 2007)”. 

      The literature refers to processed methodology with rigour and milestones to select the best partner. 

This is an activity which is practised insufficiently well by most organisations, who usually put 

inadequate resources and focus upfront and very often remain intuitive or opportunistic rather than 

pragmatic and systematic. “No matter how much attention is paid to the strategic and structural design 

aspects of the alliance, the actual ‘take-off’ stage is likely to be a challenging experience for most 

companies” (Kelly, et al., 2002, p.12). 

      A focused and disciplined selection process should remove most of the equivalent risk to falling in 

love without adding the concrete thinking to the relationship.   
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      2. Best-Fit Human Capital. A common experience in developing successful partnerships is that they 

require time and effort; they do not happen overnight…A planned and phased approach is necessary” 

(Wildridge et al., 2008, p.9) Hence the partnership will develop over a significant period, sometimes over 

a very long time.  

      It needs to be championed and supported continuingly by a number of people in the involved 

organisations. “Sufficient emphasis cannot be placed on the importance of having the people responsible 

for the alliance involved in the alliance from its conception” (Stanek, 2004, p.186). This comment applies 

particularly to bigger organisations for big partnerships – but even smaller ones will need to set up lasting 

enduring leadership for the partnership. It is explained that certain companies “showed themselves 

capable of systematically generating more alliance value than others. How do they do it? By building a 

dedicated strategic alliance function. The companies... appoint a vice president or director of strategic 

alliances with his own staff and resources” (Dyer et al., 2001, pp.37-38). 

      Most often, this accountability is given to individuals in roles related to the issue or the opportunity 

covered by the partnership. But these people do not have necessarily the traits, the experience, and the 

future longevity in their role to be good and productive leaders and supporters of the partnership 

development. Even more risky to the partnership is mentioned by Dyer et al. (2001, p.43) who explain 

that certain companies “bury the leadership of strategic alliances within a particular division or relegate 

them to low-level support within business development…keeping them away from the strategy making 

processes”.  Organisations who avert these risks will draw out significant reward.  

      The partnership champion teams will operate the co-operation with and through many more people 

than themselves across the organisations. Careful consideration needs to be given about whom to involve 

and the need of internationally oriented top and middle managers with the ability to act as boundary 

spanners (Yagi and Kleinberg, 2011) and a bridge across perceived differences...The number of years of 

international business experience is not necessarily a good measure of cultural sensitivity (Shapiro et al., 

2008). They should be selected for their high degree of empathy, mental flexibility and their pronounced 

skills in negotiating, building trust, managing people... and being able to deal with clients’ feelings and 

immediate reactions (Søderberg, et al., 2013). 

      Therefore, being clear and competent in selecting these partnership leaders is very important to 

success. And precise criteria need to be defined and searched for in any candidate. Boswell and Cannon 

state, “Three elements, specifically networking, leadership, and vision, are identified in the literature as 

necessary for the development of successful collaborative efforts” (Boswell and Cannon, 2005). 

      3. Co-operating Framework and Processes. The partner organisations need to develop joint co-operating 

methodologies. “To ensure progress is maintained as they develop, partnerships must find effective means of 
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making decisions and of ensuring accountability…A successful partnership will keep its principal focus on 

process and outcomes rather than structure and inputs” (Wildridge et al., 2008, p.7).  

      Researchers observe that enterprise relationships offer “Formalised procedures for problem solving, 

decision making, and conflict resolution, which can enhance the predictability of interactions and give 

partners a sense of procedural justice (Luo, 2005): problems and tensions are resolved according to 

mutually agreed-on rules and procedures, which over time encourage partners to extend the scope of their 

co-operation” (Gulati et al., 2012, p.52). 

      A common vision stands amongst the top critical success factors…but vision needs to be allied to 

very practical processes such as planning and monitoring (Wilson and Charlton, 1997). 

      There are stages to a (partnership) development which need to be gone through in turn, laying down 

the necessary foundations. A planned and phased approach is necessary…Partnership life cycles bear a lot 

in common as the principles are generally applicable even if the implementation for individual 

partnerships is contextual and specific (Wildridge, 2008).  

      4. Partnerial Enterprise Relationships. Very often, a partnership is based on one or a few individual 

relationships which carry and incarnate the partnership. There are a number of challenges to this reality: 

one of them is that at some point these people will move roles and it is very often observed that it causes a 

major disruption to any partnership. Seitanidi and Crane (2009, pp.419-420) offer the observation that 

“An important element of the partnership design is establishing a ‘virtual team’, related to the structure of 

the relationship... The virtual team’s role is also to introduce and understand each other’s organisation... 

The virtual teams in each organisation developed close relationships that sometimes extended to the 

personal level”.  

      Another gap lies in the relationship between the two partners, which is random as opposed to 

structured – with everybody in the organisation ‘A’ talking to people in the organisation ‘B’ in an 

unstructured manner. “That... requires a clear understanding of each partner’s organisational structure, 

policies and procedures, and culture and norms. The partners should use that understanding to establish 

guidelines for working together” (Hughes and Weiss, 2007, p.37). 

      Based on these two and more threats, best practice is to structure and install an enterprise relationship 

– which goes with rigorous contact maps, relationship processes, dual tagging for any important 

individual in the partner’s organisation and other key processes. Gulati et al. (2004, p.33) observe a 

reinforcing learning effect in that, “Partners’ experiences of misunderstandings resulting from poor 

informal communication in prior alliances may prompt them to formalise information-exchange 

provisions in their subsequent alliance contracts”. 

      Enterprise relationships need foundations. "Successful, long-term cross-cultural business relationships 

are based on shared frames of meaning. But such frames do not just exist a priori; a common 
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understanding must be developed through negotiations, for example, among the strategic partners, and 

preferably be negotiated face-to-face" (Søderberg et al., 2013, p.350). 

      These shared joint rules of the game need to extend to performance. Dyer et al. (2001, p.41) share 

that, “A 1999 survey by Anderson Consulting (now Accenture) found that only 51% of companies that 

form alliances had any kind of formal metrics in place to assess alliance performance. Of those, only 

about 20% believed that the metrics they had in place were the appropriate ones to use”. 

      5. Partnerial Individual Relationships. As much as it is critical to develop a partnerial enterprise 

relationship, this will be broken down and materialise in the form of a large number of individual 

relationships. “Over time, individuals within the alliance function develop networks of contacts 

throughout the organisation” (Dyer et al., 2001, p.41).  

      Once again, these can be handled randomly in their style and practice, based on the personality of who 

is involved. Or they can be handled following a defined framework, practice and style – for example, 

using the guidance to only initiate an interaction behind or to support a business objective.  

      To reach this position, “Many companies provide training in relationship skills to their alliance 

managers. But Aventis and Millennium went beyond that: To encourage collaboration at the individual 

level, they jointly created a list of behavioural protocols. Although these protocols weren’t incorporated 

into the formal agreement, managers at the two companies regularly checked to see that they were being 

followed” (Hughes and Weiss, 2007, p7). 

      This codification and enforcement of ways of working for individuals in the relationship make an 

obvious major difference to the overall performance of the partnership. For example, “Successful 

alliances depend on the ability of individuals... to work almost as if they were employed by the same 

company. For this kind of collaboration to occur, team members must know how their counterparts 

operate: how they make decisions, how they allocate resources, how they share information” (Hughes and 

Weiss, 2007, p.7). 

      The codification and clarity will also provide the required openness and fluidity in the inter-personal 

relationships: “Information in alliance networks should be open and free-flowing after protected 

information has been identified, with frequent meetings between the partners’ top management... to 

further mutual understanding” (Stanek, 2004, p.187-188). 

      6. Mission, Destination, Plan. “Partnerships can, if successful, achieve more than individual agencies 

working alone” (Wildridge et al., 2008, p.4). They exist for organisations to align their resources and 

capabilities to reach objectives which they couldn't obtain on their own. And there “is an important step 

when organisations of different background formally sign an agreement to reach out across their 

respective responsibilities and interests and to co-operate on certain issues, especially when non-formal 
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partners... are involved. To do this, partners have to share a vision. However, to succeed they also have to 

share a strategy...” (Bradstetter et al., 2006, p.5).  

      Therefore, there needs to be an objective(s) to a partnership – or at a greater level, an ambition, a 

vision, a mission, a destination to refer to close-by notions used in literature.  

      Mission and destination for the partnership need to be supported by a thorough plan. Hughes and 

Weiss (2007, p.3) underline that “Companies have learned the hard way not to enter into an alliance 

without a detailed business plan and contract”. Frankel and Whipple (2000, p.26) add: “Alliance success 

requires the establishment and execution of clearly defined goals, and to achieve these goals, well-defined 

procedures must be clearly communicated to the managers involved in the alliance”.   

      But this is not always the case, and inversely, organisations very often enter into a partnership 

intuitively. They omit to be jointly aligned on a very precise set of objectives and steps in the delivery of 

these objectives, in other words, the plan. “A common experience in developing successful partnerships is 

that they require time and effort; they do not happen overnight...A planned and phased approach is 

necessary” (Wildridge et al., 2008). A core partnering activity is to run joint events to design mission, 

destination, plan and rules carefully until joint satisfaction and shared ownership are attained.  

      7. Value Proposition / Offer Development. Partners will bring a contribution to the other partner in 

support of their joint objective to achieve something mutually valuable. Organisations negotiate what they 

are willing to contribute (time, resources, market access, others) to get what they want (new IP, more 

efficiency, enhanced legitimacy, others) from the alliance (Gulati et al., 2012). 

      This is the respective value proposition, and every organisation should be infinitely clear about the 

value they bring to their partner – now and in the future, so it is enduring. “Given the importance of 

compatibility, alliances built on the expected synergistic benefits of complementarities – value-creating 

differences in partners’ resource endowments – can represent a particular coordination challenge. A 

higher level of complementarity implies a more complex division of labour because the tasks of each 

actor become more specialised, increasing interdependence and thus the need for greater coordination” 

(Becker and Murphy, 1992 in Gulati et al., 2012, p.16). 

      This is their value proposition, and very often organisations are negligently mainly intuitive, tactical 

and unclear on the substance, reality and longevity of their value proposition to the other party (otherwise 

often referred to as a source of value – SoV). “Joint development work requires (for example) more and 

earlier involvement in new product development” (Hall and Andriani, 1999, p.60).  

      Concretely, the value proposition needs to be translated into an ‘offer’ and organisations should be 

very thorough in the development of this ‘offer’ – so that they understand themselves what aspects and 

contributions their value proposition brings. They should ensure their partner also understands and values 

what they get and can rely on, as a base to their mutual effort. This will drive to a lasting balance of 
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expectations, whereby Frankel and Whipple (2000) observe, “In an alliance, both partners have 

performance expectations and focusing on only one party’s performance creates potential conflict”.     

      8. Navigation. As very often relationships are incidental and not structured and processes are not 

established, people from the organisation ‘A’ reach out to people from the organisation ‘B’ tactically and 

randomly to serve immediate objectives rather than walk through well thought through steps.  

      Kumar (2014, p.83) stresses “The impact of the non-productive randomness, given the inherent 

ambiguity to partnership development: ...while alliances offer firms the opportunity to benefit from asset 

complementarity, the realisation of the potential benefits depends on the effective management of 

ambiguity that is a characteristic feature of an alliance”.  

      “By failing to plan, or failing to adjust to each other’s practices and structures, and by adopting rigid 

roles, procedures, and interfaces that prevent ad-hoc responses to emerging problems, partners may 

jeopardise the attainment of alliance goals. All alliances face coordination challenges since, by definition, 

they involve some division of labour and thus, some task interdependence among partners” (Gulati et al., 

2012, p.13). 

      Well considered and executed navigation is the best practice of planning the engagement and 

interaction, so that the relationship is progressed to the best outcome – both from a relationship-building 

standpoint and from a substance progression. Being very considerate and structured in the progression of 

the steps of the partnership is one of the most ignored and challenging parts of developing a successful 

co-operation. Hughes and Weiss (2007, p.3) place good quality engagement as the first principle of 

successful partnership, using a Schering-Plough example, “...it maps out the key decisions that are likely 

to arise and specifies who on the alliance team will make them; who those people should consult with; 

which ones will need to be separately approved by senior executives at the partner companies; and so on. 

The resulting clarity has led to faster decision making, reduced frustration, and better follow-through once 

decisions have been made”. 

      9. Deliver Short-Term Performance. Short-term performance delivery ‘on the way’ is very important: 

firstly, on its own sake and for the respective benefits to the partners; and also because short-term gains 

are an indicator of the appropriateness of the common journey and inform the path to longer-term, 

transformational performance. 

       Beyond being valuable proof points of heading in the right direction, the evidence of value creation 

provides short-term bulletins of success and value to organisations – and helps to increase the 

believability, adherence and support to the partnership from the teams.  “Small changes to how things run 

can make a difference, and may help maintain participants’ commitment, which is another key success 

factor. All partners must feel involved if they are not to become disengaged. Celebrating and publicising 

success can counter scepticism” (Wildridge et al., 2008, p.7). 
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      Kelly et al. (2002, pp.13-14) add, “When it comes to implementing a new venture, there is typically a 

desire on the part of the partners to get moving quickly and to start demonstrating results... Market 

pressures require rapid action...whereas relationship building is a time-consuming activity”. 

      Those involved in partnerships can comment that little has been achieved. People complain that they 

are forever attending meetings but that there is little in the way of material output. Where achievements 

are made, comments can be made that the process of getting there has been slow and painful - in the sense 

that the parties have found it difficult to agree on actions, responsibilities, and so on. It is also not 

uncommon for people to argue that the positive outputs have happened despite the partnership rather than 

because of it. This phenomenon is called collaborative inertia (Huxham and Vangen, 2002; Huxham 

1996b). 

      For these reasons, a lot of organisations will be deeply influenced from the short-term delivery, early 

performance and efficiency, as the pursue their partnership and put resources behind it - which makes 

reaching them such an important partnering activity.  

      10. Transform Long-Term Performance. Almost by definition, a strategic and successful partnership 

is transformational. It converts what an organisation would not have been able to achieve on its own into 

something major that it is now doing because of the others’ contribution. Child and Faulkner (1998, 2005) 

discuss in depth the development stages for managing alliances in the business field...and how to do so, 

“Where the last stage is the maturing relationship, organisational learning; evolving the partnership 

leading to extension, separation or divorce” (Wildridge et al., 2008, p.10).  

      A successful partnership evolves into a transforming space, which is not only the purpose of the 

partnership but also the ways of operating of each of the organisations. Doz and Hamel (1998, p.xv) stress 

the importance of these changes, “No matter how carefully organisations strategize about partner 

selection and the initial governance setup, many scholars believe that managing the alliance relationship 

over time is usually more important”. 

      Therefore, a partnership should be about transformative value creation and setting up joint  ‘ways of 

working’ on the value transformation – the later almost being the measure of productive partnerships. 

      11. Cultural Readiness. According to Stanek (2004, p.188), “Alliance failures have often been 

attributed to cultural distance, leading to disagreement about objectives, poor communication and 

partnering opportunities (Dunning and Gugler, 1993)”. 

      Cultures and their impact is the purpose of this research. Many organisations do not know what 

cultural readiness means or consist for partnerships – as they do not consider the question upfront and as 

such, “Many companies...used their M&A due diligence processes in the evaluation of their alliance 

partners.... and these were quantitative criteria. On the other hand, the relationship aspects, e.g. culture, 
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chemistry, were more qualitative... very few companies felt capable of evaluating them in a thorough and 

structured way. As a result, they tended to be...ignored” (Kelly, et al., 2002, p.13). 

      Organisations who do not apprehend the vital importance of culture cannot leverage their own cultural 

traits that are naturally supportive and positive to partnerships. Nor are they aware of and can they 

prevent the cultural traits that can be counterproductive to the partnership’s development. 

      Gulati et al. (2012, p.9) explain, “Coordination failures can be caused by cultural differences between 

partner organisations. Given the unique organisational, industry, or national cultures, the administrators of 

the alliance may utilise different and potentially incompatible practices” (White, 2005, p.17).  

      Indeed, cultural differences can make cognitive differences between these boundary spanners more 

likely (Berends, Garud, Debackere and Weggeman, 2011): they may hold different conceptions of the 

required tasks and of the alliance environment; they may disagree about which task is the most important, 

about how much alignment is required or desirable, and about when the right level of alignment has been 

achieved (Alter and Hage, 1993; Gerwin, 2004).  

      This scenario suggests that individuals participating in an alliance are likely to experience 

significantly more equivocality - that is overlapping and conflicting views - about key inter-organisational 

coordination decisions than about intra-organisational coordination decisions (Daft and Weick, 1984; de 

Rond and Bouchikhi, 2004; Thomas and Trevino, 1993).  

      “These disagreements can exacerbate alliance administrators’ existing cognitive limits, and cause 

omissions of critical actions and incompatibility of efforts intended to be complementary” (Gulati et al., 

2012, p.17).  

      Most scholars and practitioners tend to agree on that the culture of an organisation is indeed…the 

culture of that organisation. And that it has an overwhelming impact on what the organisation is in 

essence and how it acts – with effects such as “Culture eats strategy for breakfast”, per the quote 

attributed to Peter Drucker and popularised by practitioners like Mark Fields at Ford Motor Company and 

authors such as Ruiz (2015, p.1).         

      This is not to say that organisations have pure monocultures and no subcultures; or that project teams 

would not have aspects of their own cultures, especially when comprised of multi-organisational 

members. But it remains defining to the partnership success to be as clear as possible on the 

organisation’s core culture – with its pluses and minuses – in order to progress and interact with the 

partner in the most appropriate and productive way in the context of each other's culture.  

      The eleven core partnering activities 

      Among several options for naming these practices, the literature review went to their core, defined 

what they are and selected a designation for each. Accordingly, the eleven core activities / key success 
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factors for successful strategic partnerships identified from the literature sources are shown in the 

summary Figure M2.51.  

 

       Figure M2.51 – 11 Core Partnering Activities 

      Having identified, described and defined each of the eleven core partnering activities, the research is 

next analysing the key success factors behind each of them.  

      4.6.2 Key Success Factors For Each Core Partnering Activities (Research Activity M2.5.2)  

      Literature and practitioner cases are convergent on how the absence or insufficient practice of these 

core activities (or their variations and combinations) constitutes major limitations to the development of 

partnerships; and inversely, how systematic practice of these activities lifts the quality and sustainability 

of co-operations. Literature review and practitioner experience now lead the research to identify a set of 

key success factors behind each core partnering activity – which literature and expert tend to converge on. 

Here are in turn, the selected representations and definitions from the fuller research of some of these key 

success factors for each of the core partnering activities. 

      Core Partnering Activity 1 – Selection of Best Partners 
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      Processed; experienced – One of the most important determinants of alliance success (and on a firm’s 

ability to form new alliances) is prior and/or on-going alliance experience. Simonin (1997) found that 

“Greater alliance experience is linked with firms’ abilities to effectively select alliance partners...” (Kale, 

Dyer and Singh, 2002, p.749; Harbison and Pekar, 1993). 

      Factors of experience appear central to the success of a partnering strategy, as “Firms capture and 

accumulate knowledge about alliance management by effectively using their experience with alliances 

and by translating this experience into knowledge... Through their experience with alliances, firms learn 

how to manage such arrangements, and they develop AMC as a result” (Niesten and Jolink, 2015, p.72). 

      Strategic – The degree to which the partner can enhance the financial value of the alliance and provide 

the resulting strategic advantages, which also enhances the attractiveness of the partner in the selection 

process (Shah and Swaminathan, 2008; Dong and Glaister, 2006; Tatoglu and Glaister, 2000). 

      Strategic management scholars suggest, “The selection of the right partner is a key determinant of 

strategic alliance success”. And, “Strategic motives shape the selection criteria used by firms considering 

strategic alliances” (Solesvik and Westhead, 2010, p.842, p.844). 

      “Partner complementarity alone is insufficient for alliance formation and success. A partner firm must 

be compatible with the focal firm…and committed to the relationship” (Kale and Singh, 2002, p.47). 

      Culture compatibility – Partner selection is crucial for alliance success... Alliance success depends on 

a high level of fit among partners... Partner compatibility refers to partners’ cultural and organisational fit. 

Cultural fit means that the partner is sensible toward different cultures and willing to find integration 

between the elements of distance (Child et al., 2005). Cultural resistance creates conflicts that could 

jeopardise the alliance success (Russo and Cesarani, 2017; Faulkner, 1995).  

      Firms have problems whenever there are too many differences in strategic orientations, technological 

systems, corporate cultures, risk perceptions, and managerial practices (Das and Teng, 2003; Susini, 

2004). 

      Culture compatibility is not a static or eternal certainty. Organisations’ cultures can evolve; key 

partnership team members can leave the team. Hence, long-term alliances require continuing attention to 

the partnering cultural fitness of the participating institutions.   

      Vision and L/T perspective – Comparing short/medium-term alliances with long-term alliances 

revealed the inherent differences between alliances due to their time frame. Firms involved in 

short/medium-term alliances exchange resources for a prearranged time period to achieve a specific 

objective and separate at the end of that time period. While, in long-term alliances, there is no clear time 

horizon, and the alliance is dependent on relational parameters such as trust and reputation of the partners 

(Jalali, 2017; Bierly and Gallagher, 2007). 
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      According to Bignoux (2006), it is important to consider the differences between short/medium-term 

and long-term alliances, since the short/medium-term cooperative agreements prevent partners from 

establishing trust or reputation capital needed in the long-term ones, though much more attention is paid 

to a partner’s assets and resources. 

      Lasting ‘give and take’ strategic value – Strong norms of reciprocity develop in the relationship where 

there is a sense of give and take between the alliance partners. Mutual commitment and the resulting 

norms of reciprocity hold the relationship together…It is highly contributive for partners to respectively 

and gradually reveal their short and longer-term goals for the alliance. Mutual revelations of goals for the 

alliance is a crucial step in the trust-building cycle. This allows partners to realise early in the relationship 

whether they can accept each other’s strategic goals and begin at least calculative commitment (Cullen, 

Johnson and Sakano, 2000; Lorange and Roos, 1990; Mohr and Spekman, 1994; Young-Ybarra and 

Wiersema, 1999). 

      Is trust calculative? Economists tend to say it is, whereas sociologists and others tend to say it is more 

intuitive. To the economists’ view, a transparent give and take of value should help grow and cement the 

partnership.     

      Self and mutual awareness – Relationships get off to a good start when partners know themselves and 

their industry, when they have assessed changing industry conditions and decided to seek an alliance. It 

also helps if executives have experience in evaluating potential partners (Kanter, 1994). Not that 

executives would or could have a full view of the partner – those managing specific joint tasks will have 

their own – but too often, limited perspectives by leadership handicap partnerships.    

      Successful companies never forget that their new partners may be out to disarm them. They enter 

alliances with clear strategic objectives, and they also understand how their partners' objectives will affect 

their success (Hamel et al., 1989). 

      Core Partnering Activity 2 – Best-Fit Human Capital   

      Independent selection panel – Third-party professionals – lawyers, investment bankers, and their staff 

– play their most important roles at [the early stage] in the process. But if they dominate, the relationship 

can become too depersonalised and lose the leaders’ vision. It is important to remember that outside 

professionals do not have to live with the results of their work (Kanter, 1994, p.99). 

      A separate organisational unit to manage alliances, commonly referred to as a ‘dedicated alliance 

function’ is vital for building an organisation’s alliance capability (Dyer, Kale and Singh, 2001; Kale et 

al., 2009). 

      Capability of SPM (Strategic Partnership Manager) – “Mutual interdependence leads to shared control 

and management of the collaborative arrangement... The frequent simultaneous co-operation and 
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competition between partners create additional complexity for firms facing mutual interdependence. Thus, 

effective management of alliances is necessary for their benefits to be realised” (Ireland et al., 2002, 

p.414).  

      Top management support is crucial in building a strategic consensus. It demonstrates commitment and 

facilitates positive perceptions during negotiations (Kumar, 2014). 

      Capability of Offer Managers (VOM) – The VOM authority and impact will come mainly from their 

functional capabilities and their ability to get teams to join forces to achieve a common goal... They are to 

a very large extent, the human centre of a strategic partnership...Hence, it is better to go with nobody 

rather with an unfit VOM (Bardin, 2013). 

      Build on strengths – One of the key determinants of alliance performance is the collective strength of 

the partner firms...The principal rationale for forging alliances is, after all, to combine the resources of 

partner firms to exploit opportunities which a single firm would be unable to do on its own. The more 

collective strengths an alliance accumulates, the better its chances for satisfactory performance. Luo 

(1997) found that the various strengths of local partners in international joint ventures are precursors of 

better alliance performance (see also Das and Teng, 2003; Beamish, 1987).  

      Everyday learning by doing (continuous improvement) – Implicit feedback from alliance experience 

helps build alliance management skills through tacit ‘learning by doing’ (Kale et al., 2009).       

      According to Kale and Singh (2009, p. 51), “A firm can develop its alliance capability by having 

greater experience in forming alliances. Implicit feedback from alliance experience helps build alliance 

management skills through tacit learning by doing”. 

      Research suggests that alliances based on complementary resources contribute more strongly to firm 

learning than alliances created to develop economies of scale. Because resource complementarity results 

in less overlap between partners’ knowledge bases, more significant opportunities surface to learn new 

capabilities... Alliances can produce several forms of learning, including understanding how to manage 

alliances to achieve desired goals... Furthermore, firms participating in international strategic alliances 

can learn how to create value by competing across national boundaries and in foreign markets (Duane et 

al., 2002; Doz, 1996; Barkema et al., 1997; Ireland et al., 2002).  

      Core Partnering Activity 3 –Cooperating Frameworks and Processes 

      Jointly developed – The structural perspective emphasises the capacity of establishing clear authority 

relations and formalise organisational activities – such as standard operating procedures and hierarchical 

control (Gulati et al. 2012; Heimeriks and Schreiner, 2002).  

      Accepted by all as the ways of working – Vision needs to be allied to very practical 

processes…establishing ownership in all stakeholders (Wildridge et al., 2008).  
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      The design, adoption and application of joint processes and ways of working will require 

conscientiousness and resilience. As mentioned earlier, each involved organisation will enter the co-

operation with their own culture and ways “things are done here” (Deal and Kennedy, 1982, p.15). Each 

party will need to evolve into a joint practice that can be in some ways different to theirs and even include 

some counter-cultural aspects.           

      Enduring – To avoid that organisations find themselves spending more time on the mechanisms of 

partnership working than on achieving outcomes (Hardy et al., 2000; Rummery et al., 2002).      

      Core Partnering Activity 4 – Partnerial Enterprise Relationships  

       “Teams are used in organisations in most sectors and industries due to the recognition that they can 

out-perform individuals acting alone, especially when performance requires multiple skills and 

judgements” (Baiden and Price, 2011, p.130). The development, progress and endurance of the 

partnership will be largely dependant on building and managing the cross-organisation relationship 

through “Relationship management systems, procedures to address types, continuity and coordination of 

relationships and behavioural codes of conduct to establish norms and specific guidance on behaviour” 

(Smyth, 2015, p.71). An immediate positive effect of such systems shows in the partners’ ability to 

sustain their partnership and relationship in the case of critical personnel changes.      

      Strategic Partnership mind-set owned by all involved – “According to our study of alliance 

management success factors, more than 70% of companies have developed formal management systems 

for at least some of their alliances, but fewer than 10% have initiatives to promote the type of 

collaborative behaviour we have described. This is all the more surprising given that 90% of alliance 

managers cite a collaborative mind-set and behaviours as critical to success” (Hughes and Weiss, 2007, 

p.7; Echavarria, 2015). 

      “Successful alliances depend on the ability of individuals on both sides to work almost as if they were 

employed by the same company. For this kind of collaboration to occur, team members must know how 

their counterparts operate: how they make decisions, how they allocate resources, how they share 

information” (Hughes and Weiss, 2007, p.123). 

      Building an enterprise-wide structure – Companies that make proactive investments in establishing a 

formal structure and systems to manage their alliance activity are better positioned to enjoy greater 

alliance success and value creation with their alliance portfolio (Kale et al. 2001; Petruzzellis et al., 

2016). 

      Governance structure separate from operational management – An important element of the 

partnership design is establishing a ‘virtual team’, related to the structure of the relationship... The virtual 

team’s role is also to introduce and understand each other’s organisation... The virtual teams in each 
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organisation developed close relationships that sometimes extended to the personal level (Seitanidi and 

Crane, 2009). 

      Alliance structure serves the purpose of control in alliances, which is critical because of the shared 

nature of alliance governance (Das and Teng, 1999; Gulati, 1998; Barringer and Harrison, 2000). 

      Joint processes and practices, for example day-after-day practice – Joint program management 

requires more coordination than comparable internal activities because two sets of hierarchies are 

involved, and new understandings must be developed…Day-to-day work should be managed by a team in 

each firm responsible for meeting its commitments. Having appropriate multilevel teams also reduces the 

need for coordinating committees above them (Lewis, 2002; Kim and Kang, 2008). 

      Relationship participation framework – Synergy is the proximal outcome of partnership functioning 

that makes collaboration effective…The framework can be used to strengthen the management of 

partnerships (Lasker et al., 2001; Lasker and Weiss, 2003; Jones and Barry, 2011). 

      Core Partnering Activity 5 – Partnerial Individual Relationships  

      Comprehensive contact maps – Smyth (2015, p.94) cites Caruso and Salovey, “Team performance 

depends upon interpersonal relationships”.  

      Relationships are often taken for granted... But successful relationships are hard work regardless of 

their type. Supplier-customer, strategic alliance relationships... all demand a lot of attention, 

communication and work to stay healthy.  

      There are many tools to support individuals in the management of their strategic relationships. One of 

the first... is the functional mapping or peer to peer mapping tool... The idea behind the functional 

mapping tool is to use it to map out the functional relationships between one’s organisation and its 

partner’s organisation. Functional mapping is based on the fact that organisations are different, and hence, 

your peer may be on a different organisational level than at first would be expected (Simoons, 2012). 

      Such contact maps are frequently used by dedicated partnering teams, such as Key Account Managers 

(KAMs) or others.  

      Clear practice, for example two persons for each contact – Inter-firm contacts must be held directly 

between people with relevant technical, market or other information… Direct person-to-person links are 

essential for rapid communication, easy issue spotting and to grow real trust. Full participation also 

promotes internal acceptance by team members (Lewis, 2002). 

      Selection of ‘who gets involved’ – Levina (2006) found that the boundary spanning practices of 

middle managers with an inclination to engage and an ability to identify with the interest of both groups 

were critical for effective collaboration and relationship management of off-shoring outsourcing project. 
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      “Both parties agreed to a considerable extent that the responsibility for the alliance is at the proper 

level of management in both their firm and their partner's firm. This provides evidence that senior 

management has... supported the proper allocation of responsibility...” (Frankel and Whipple, 2000, p.25; 

see also Ellram, 1995; Lehtonen and Salonen, 2006). 

      Core Partnering Activity 6 – Mission – Destination  - Plan   

      Intent and ability to build a thorough process – The greater the processes capability in organisations, 

the stronger the influence of processes capability on cross-cultural competence and the higher their 

international strategic alliance establishing capability (Yitmen, 2013; Holmberg and Cummings, 2009). 

      Joint ethos and integrated approach – “Strategic alliances are a viable option only when substantially 

beneficial in partially integrating two firms; otherwise, they should be avoided because of their 

managerial complexity” (Das and Teng, 1997, p.52; see also Park and Ungson, 2001). 

      Self and mutual awareness – That... requires a clear understanding of each partner’s organisational 

structure, policies and procedures, and culture and norms. The partners should use that understanding to 

establish guidelines for working together (Hughes and Weiss, 2007, p.123; see also Parise and Casher, 

2003). 

      Ability to create a joint transformational winning plan – It is essential that businesses enter into 

strategic alliance arrangements with a comprehensive plan outlining detailed expectations, requirements, 

and expected benefits. Strategic alliance partners should be selected based on their expertise in the 

operation and their cultural fit with the firm (Elmuti and Kathawala, 2001; Vaishnav and Altinay, 2009). 

      Enduring value creation – The destination of the vast majority of partnerships is joint and mutual 

value creation, arguably value of strategic significance and importance to the involved parties. “We 

define collaborative value as the transitory and enduring benefits relative to the costs that accrue to 

organisations, individuals, and society” (Austin et al., 2012, p.728; see also Seifi and Crowther, 2018). 

      Hence, core-partnering activity 6 aims to define the main sources of co-created value and to plan the 

activities accordingly to deliver them.  

      Core Partnering Activity 7 – Value Proposition - Offer Development   

      Ability to define transformational/‘hook’ Source of Value – “Some analysts seek to link alliance 

characteristics to various firm economic indicators such as stock prices, profits, productivity, market 

shares. A more difficult task is to demonstrate that alliances produce substantial... transformational 

outcomes, such as enhanced organisational credibility” (Todeva and Knoke, 2005, p.138). 

      Set of rules/actions to include lessons learnt from failures – Clearly, some relationships last. How can 

a company ensure that its affiliations lead to golden anniversaries? A good way to understand what makes 

relationships work is to learn what causes them to fail. When dealing with relationships, partners should 
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remember that each one is unique... There isn’t a single set of rules for doing this, but there are certain 

behaviours to avoid (Sonnenberg, 1992; Parkhe, 1993a; Simonin, 1997; Park and Ungson, 2001). 

      Joint innovation and advanced technology – The advantages of co-operation are increasing in the 

open innovation era. As the focus shifted from purely internal R&D activities, the academic community 

started emphasising that the firms should be open to outside innovation. “Not all the smart people work 

for us; we need to work with smart people inside and outside our company” (Chesbrough, 2003, p.xxv; 

see also Enkel, Gassmann and Chesbrough, 2009). 

      Enduring cross-functional teams; Workstreams – In the Renault-Nissan Alliance, cross-functional 

teams (CFTs) worked separately in both companies prior to the Alliance formation and were brought 

together in 2010 to investigate potential common initiatives outside the synergies already established 

within the Alliance... CFTs have a role to play in each company, but also at the Alliance level (Renault-

Nissan Alliance, 2010). 

      Although cross-functional teams have improved new product processes in many organisations, not all 

work equally well, nor are all equally collaborative... Collaborative behaviours are difficult to learn, 

seldom result from mere membership on teams. Some teams consist of representatives from R&D, 

production, marketing, and other functional groups transform and adopt collaborative behaviours and 

accelerate new product development processes. Others are challenged by issues of interpersonal 

interaction and committing to a common agenda (Jassawalla and Sashittal, 1999; Donnellon, 1993; 

Holland et al., 2000). 

      Access to knowledge/capability of partners and industry – Several studies of strategic alliances have 

identified the sharing of knowledge (including technology, know-how and organisational capability) as 

their dominant objective. Among these studies, the great majority have adopted an organisational learning 

perspective, assuming that the goal of strategic alliances is to acquire the knowledge of alliance partners 

(Grant and Baden-Fuller, 2004; Kalaignanam, Shankar and Varadarajan, 2007). 

      Imbalance needs to be avoided and reciprocity of accessibility enabled. In one case the customer 

could access the supplier at any level in the organisation, whereas the supplier was limited to a small 

group in the customer’s organisation (Hall and Andriani, 1999; Christopher and Jüttner, 2000). 

      Core Partnering Activity 8 – Navigation   

      Ability to knockdown functional-organisational barriers – Remove administrative and organisational 

barriers to collaboration. Emphasise to unit managers that it is their responsibility to become a partner, 

not an obstacle, to those doing cross-boundary work (Linden, 2003; O’Flynn, 2011; Williams, 2013). 

      Performance driven approach – Practitioners and researchers alike are intrigued by the question of 

alliance performance...They propose an integrated framework that evaluates prospective alliance 
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performance through an analysis of the partner firms and the alliance conditions, drawing upon and 

integrating the two main approaches in the strategy literature – competitor analysis and the resource-

based view of the firm... This defines alliance performance as the degree to which both partner firms 

achieve their strategic objectives in an alliance (Das and Teng, 2003; Anderson 1990). 

      Researchers have investigated the relationship between experience levels, achieved learning in 

alliance management, investments in specialised resources and mechanisms and alliance performance 

(Dyer, et al., 2001; Kale and Singh, 1999; De Man et al., 2001; Reuer et al., 2002; Heimeriks and 

Schreiner, 2002). 

      Multiple skills mobilisation, e.g. active management and strategic thinking – Alliances provide firms 

with a unique opportunity to leverage their strengths with the help of partners. In bringing together firms 

with different skills and knowledge bases, alliances create unique learning opportunities for partner firms 

(Inkpen, 1998; Anand and Khanna, 2000). 

      Other research infers, “Firms enter into different types of alliances depending on the type of 

knowledge that they are seeking to acquire. Firms can enter into upstream alliances to explore new 

opportunities, while downstream alliances are undertaken to exploit an existing capability” (Hess and 

Rothaermel, 2011, p.896). 

      Differentiated approach top-down and bottom-up – There are two main alternative paths for the 

development of a strategic partnership, a ‘top-down enterprise navigation path’ and a ‘bottom-up 

enterprise navigation path’. Different starting points will trigger different itineraries (Van der Voort et al., 

2009; Bardin, 2013; Kolk et al., 2016). 

      Core Partnering Activity 9 – Deliver Short-Term Performance  

      Clearly defining short wins – Small changes to how things run can make a difference and may help 

maintain participants’ commitment, which is another key success factor. All partners must feel involved if 

they are not to become disengaged. Celebrating and publicising success can counter scepticism 

(Wildridge et al., 2008, p.7). 

      In alliances, there are more decision makers and centres, consequently taking more time to resolve 

complex and controversial issues while pressures for results are often more short-term (Stanek, 2004; Das 

and Teng, 1999). 

      Core Partnering Activity 10 – Transform Long-Term Performance   

      Process performance tracking system – Despite the ubiquity of alliances...very few companies 

systematically track their performance. To get a better grip on performance, companies must develop a 

more structured approach to evaluating the health of their alliances. Doing so is not a straightforward task. 

To overcome these difficulties, companies must assess the performance of their alliances on three levels, 
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each focusing on different aspects of the problem and prompting distinct managerial responses (Bamford 

and Ernst, 2002). 

      Translating strategy into performance managed milestones and metrics – A set of metrics is developed 

which the manager of a product development alliance can use to review the health of the alliance and act 

accordingly to improve its chances of being successful. Quite a lot of research needs to be dedicated to 

how the alliance is set up to maximise the odds of success (Bailey, Masson and Raeside, 1998; Hakanson 

1993).  

      For alliance managers to decide whether and when to implement one, another or a few types of 

control mechanisms... they normally try to address the following five issues: the motives of the partner in 

the alliance; the partner’s capabilities; its resources; its development processes; and its culture (Bamford 

and Ernst, 2002; Bititci et al., 2006; Kaplan and Norton, 2006; Kennerley and Neely, 2000; Yeung et al., 

2006). 

      Accountability in partnerships is a key factor for long-term success...There are mechanisms to 

monitor progress, evaluate partner actions and enable accountability that help to make sure the 

partnership is achieving its goals. It is also important to establish a framework that lays out milestones, 

target achievements, and performance measures (KPMG, 2016). 

      Strategic – “Strategic choices are determined by the perceived benefits from future activities. 

Strategic decisions involve both company policies and the resource investments necessary for their 

implementation, treating the perceived future benefits as expected returns on those investments” (Todeva 

and Knoke, 2005, p.129). 

      Self and Mutual Awareness – Companies that have maintained long-term relationships tend to have 

certain rules that govern their activities... “One of the rules is that each side should take the time to 

understand the other’s culture... spend time learning their inner workings, understand the vantage points 

from which they see things; discover their priorities” (Sonnenberg, 1992, p.51). 

      Other researchers state that to succeed with its partnerships, an organisation should know its strategic 

goals and those of its partner (Cullen and Parboteeah, 2013).  

      Core Partnering Activity 11 – Cultural Readiness  

      Ability of both cultures to combine for success; compatibility – “Many scholars argue that we need to 

go beyond national differences and consider the multiple levels of culture that are at play in global 

business collaboration” (Søderberg et al., 2013, p.350). 

      The study aims to get better understanding of why culture is a critical driver of success and alliance 

formation and how implementing a strategic alliance based on culture compatibility could contribute to 

successful alliances...We can conclude that culture compatibility is important, if not imperative, 
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throughout international alliance formation and a driver for successful integration (Sobhi and Grande, 

2012; Martin, 2002). 

      Active culture awareness – A company that has leaders who are culturally intelligent will have 

individuals who are highly motivated and have the necessary skills and abilities to develop cross-cultural 

interpersonal relationships (Alon and Higgins, 2005).  

      Some experience and evidence in partnering – There is ample anecdotal and case evidence suggesting 

that based on repeated experience in managing certain organisational forms, some firms have developed 

superior capabilities at managing them (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Kale, Dyer and Singh, 2002; Ziggers and 

Duysters, 2004).  

      From their research, Niesten and Jolink (2015, p.74) infer, “General Alliance Management 

Capabilities are based on alliance management knowledge that is obtained from experience with different 

partners and that may be useful in future alliances regardless of the type of partner”.	 

      365/24 personal attention – All of the activities associated with partnership require sensitivity and 

attention to detail (Carley and Christie, 1992; Huxham, 1996b; Webb, 1991). Because of the dynamics, 

this can never be relaxed, which means accepting that significant resources and personal energy need to 

be allocated to the partnership (Vangen, 2012).  

      Summary of Key Success Factors For Each Core Partnering Activities 

      Figure M2.52 connects the eleven core partnering activities with their 61 related specific key success 

factors. The substance of this novel matrix was developed in line with Van de Ven’s methodology, 

allowing some innovative outcome and construction from overlaps and integration of individual searches 

(Van de Ven, 2007; Hughes and Weiss, 2007). 
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      Figure M2.52 – Core Partnering Activities and 61 Key Success Factors 

      The research loop of activities M2.51 and M2.52 was initiated under the abductive theory that some core 

partnering activities are widespread across most or all partnerships and that practising these well strengthens 

the ability to develop partnerships. The novel outcome from deductive literature reviews and practitioner 

experiences is a set of eleven core partnering practices, their definition (M2.51) and their underpinning key 

success factors.  

      The final research activities on partnering (M2.6 and M2.7) aim to respond to the question: how does 

partnering culture interact and impact with the core partnering activities and influence their critical success 

factors – positively or negatively?  

4.7. Linking the Two Inventories (Research Activity M2.6)   

      To respond to the question, research activity M2.6 is initiated under the abductive theory that cultural 

traits impact the ability to practise the core partnering activities and deliver their key success factors. The 

impact of each cultural trait would differ among core partnering activities. The research activity aims to 

test whether this is the case and how – and if so, assemble the key components of a tentative Partnering 

National Culture Model. 

      In the application of Van de Ven et al. (2012) and Creswell (2013) methods, the research approach 

consists in linking the identified key partnering cultural traits with the core partnering activities – if such a 

link can be identified. 

      The research develops a matrix of each core partnering activity and its key success factors with the 

partnering cultural traits. Figure M2.61 is an illustrative extract of this linkage matrix, where the X-axis 

references the 57 partnering cultural traits and the Y-axis the eleven core partnering activities and their 

related individual success factors. The full version of this matrix being very extensive was not copied in 

the thesis to avoid excessive space allocation but is available upon request.   
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Figure M2.6.1. Linking Core Partnering Activity Matrix and Partnering Cultural Traits (Extract)  

      A detailed quantitative approach is undertaken to weight the linkages, as they arise from screening the 

relevant literature references. In practice, a ‘yes’ sign is marked when that partnering cultural trait is 

relevant for the corresponding partnering key success factor. The sum of ‘yes’s’ provides the quantified 

relevance of a particular trait to a particular core partnering activity. 

      In line with the methodology, the research adds an experience based approach and engages five 

business experts’ views to assess and validate the relevance of the ‘yes’s’– the selection criteria for these 

business experts is at least ten years of active involvement in strategic partnerships. 

4.8. Building a Partnering Culture Model (Research Activity M.2.7)  

      Developing the matrix results into an ideal mix/profile of traits for successful partnerships at core 

partnering activity level. It provides a detailed level benchmark to measure any particular gap or strength 

vs the ideal partnering profile – for each core partnering activity. The research can now mechanically 

capture these individual linkages into a summary table.   

      4.8.1 Ideal Mix of Cultural Traits for Each Core Partnering Activity (Research Activity M2.7.1) 
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        The method is purely quantitative, by simply counting the total number of yes’s and correlating them 

with the personal traits for each core partnering activity. It results into the ideal cultural profiles by core 

partnering activity, as shown in Figure M2.71.  

         As mentioned before, this table represents a fundamentally novel outcome from the research, as it 

provides a guide on the impact of individual cultural traits on individual core partnering activities – with 

each of these two inventories being novel by themselves.      
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     Figure M2.71 – Ideal Cultural Mix at Core Partnering Activity Level 
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      4.8.2 Building a Partnering Culture Model (Research Activity M.2.7.2) 

       Using Van de Ven approach to research and a Pragmatist Integrative Literature Review, this chapter 

is contributing to defining both the cultural traits and the core partnering activities required to develop 

strategic co-operations.       

      From the outputs of research activities M2.1 to M2.7, the project establishes a Partnering Culture 

Model which defines and connects: 

- Seven polarised Partnering Trait Groups – M2.4 

- Eleven Strategic Core Partnering Activities and their main Success Factors (Ref. M2.7). 

Conclusion and Next Steps 

      Building a Partnering Culture Model as it arises from this Chapter is a vital step in Van de Ven’s 

Diamond Model – Research Design, which was presented earlier in Figure 3.41. The Partnering Culture 

Model is a framework that enables the research to define a strategic partnering ideal profile – all together 

and by key activity.   

      This profile aims to provide the basis to identify the relative cultural advantages or disadvantages of 

certain regions/countries on their propensity and ability to partner successfully, their ‘partnering fitness’.  

      With the ‘Research Theory’ that country performances on partnering could be compared if a method 

was found to correlate national cultural traits with the partnering cultural traits, ‘Problem Resolution’ 

(Van de Ven et al., 2007) would result from drawing a ‘national partnering profile’ – strengths and 

weaknesses – for each studied region/country. This would determine how some regions and countries are 

perhaps more or less predisposed to succeed in developing transformational partnerships.     

      Hence the next phase of research is designed to understand and research national cultural traits and 

hopefully build a correlation with the partnering cultural traits – if it exists and is appropriate – which 

would prove the ‘Theory’. The ‘Solution’ would be a systematic methodology for measuring a country 

partnering fitness and acting on it, to raise the chances of success with partnerships.  
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CHAPTER 5 – LITERATURE REVIEW ON NATIONAL CULTURE 
	
	

 
 
      A similar approach is used as in Chapter 4 to identify the national cultural traits potentially relevant to 

partnering. The abductive proposition to be tested and related theories to be developed is whether 

connectivity can be established between the cultural traits required for partnering – as identified in 

Chapter 4 - and the national culture traits. If that were to be the case and by straight transition, the 

research would have determined the impact of national culture traits on partnerships. It would prove the 

original abduction that defines the ‘Research Question’ and provide a path to a partnering national culture 

model.  

      The pursued research activity flow is represented in Figure 3.73.  
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      Figure 3.73 – Flow of Research Steps to Determine a Partnering National Culture Model 

5.1. Which National Culture Traits Going Forward? 

      There is considerable literature on whether national cultures exist and how cultures are constituted. 

Several typologies of nation-level values have been developed over the past 40 years. The seminal work 

by Hofstede (1980, 2001) has been followed with other studies such as the GLOBE project (House, 

Javidan and Dorfman, 2001); The World Value Survey (Inglehart, 1997; Inglehart and Baker, 2000; 

Minkov, 2007); Smith, Dugan and Trompenaars (1996); The Schwartz Cultural Values Model (2004).   

      Among these and others, the five most researched and up to date nation-level orientation frameworks 

are used in this thesis as the definition and source for national cultures. The study now interrogates 

the validity of using these to represent how organisations - and to a certain extent individuals  - from 

various national backgrounds would think, decide and behave when getting into a partnership and 

developing it over time. 

      5.1.1. Using Five Selected National Culture Models          

      The first supporting argument resides in that mapping national groups around the world using 

multiple researches results in consistent and insightful groupings of nations - which are largely 

independent of the specific theory and methods used to derive them. This attests to the robustness of the 

national value differences (Knafo et al., 2011; Schwartz, 2004, 2010).  

      The second argument is inferred by Knafo et al. (2011), who state that the meaning of the ten value 

types is similar across most cultures. This finding has been further strengthened by other recent works 
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such as by Hanel et al. (2018). It has crucial implications for cross-cultural research in that, because a 

value (e.g. freedom) has the same meaning in most cultural groups, it makes it possible to compare 

different groups with regards to that particular value (Davidov, Schmidt and Schwartz, 2008; Schwartz 

and Sagiv, 1995; Spini, 2003).   

      The third positive rationale stands in the stability of values. Barkema and Vermeulen (1997) note that 

various researchers have endorsed the popular notion that cultures are converging (e.g. Ohmae, 1985, 

Levitt, 1983, O’Reilly, 1991) and have cast doubt on the explanatory power of Hofstede’s dimensions, 

notably arguing that they are four decades old. Indeed, people from different nations are unmistakably 

converging in terms of clothing (Levi’s jeans), food (McDonald's), beverages (Coca Cola), for example. It 

could be argued that these three examples (and Hofstede’s work on IBM) involve American companies 

that are all influenced by the US military where they try to replicate the same structures and processes 

wherever they go. And the same argument could validly add that this is not the way all companies work 

and that therefore, the research needs to be careful that its findings are not too much based on a North 

American benchmark and mindset for analysis. This imperative for diversity in the research and how it is 

arguably provided is discussed and tested a number of times throughout this thesis (Ref. Paragraphs 3.5.3, 

3.8.3, 5.1.1).  

      In fact and perhaps counter-intuitively, the strong versions of American-type apparent cultural 

convergences – such as the ones mentioned above – reinforce Barkema and Vermeulen’s argument 

(1997) on the stability of values. Their data spanning three decades suggest that such changes concern 

convergences in the so-called practices, superficial appearances of cultures rather than convergence in the 

values embedded in national cultures. They – and other similar researches – conclude that the impact of 

cultural distance in international joint venture survival – measured by Hofstede’s dimensions – has not 

disappeared over time despite some forms of superficial standardisation...and even probably the opposite.     

      The fourth and final motivation for adopting our work option is that values show substantial, if not 

considerable similarity well beyond chance levels, across individual and country levels – although 

isomorphism is not met (Schwartz, 1994; Fisher et al., 2010). This research being about organisational 

culture makes the similarity a motivation instead of the partial dissimilarity a handicap.  

      5.1.2. Challenges to using the five selected national culture models 

      There are valid challenges to the decision for this research option, and they are largely inherent to the 

questioning of the main cultural nation-level value frameworks. 

      5.1.21 The first argument is to suggest that value dimensions are not enough and need to be 

complemented with norms of behaviours to predict the actual problems emerging from business and 

management encounters (Fink, Meierewert, 2001; Thomas, 1996, 2003). Practitioners have to deal with 

specific problems in intercultural interactions (Fink et al., 2005). For example, the ‘Power Distance’ value 
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dimension can find its expression among others in the hierarchy, status orientation, respect of the 

achieved positions, formal distance and title emphasis. These would be – and are – the real actions and 

reactions which need to be anticipated, understood and managed to develop a successful partnership.  

      The researcher agrees with this challenge – and in fact, notes that values differ from attitudes, beliefs, 

traits and norms (Schwartz, 2012) - which are all important to the development of cross-culture 

partnerships and the management of incidents. However, the researcher is mostly comfortable that the 

value dimensions are the higher-ground main drivers versus the norms of behaviours and are very largely 

sufficient, if not perfect, for the research question. The challenge is about complementing those rather 

than replacing them. Also, the norms of behaviour are more about individuals – whereby this thesis is 

mainly grounded in organisations and the collective. Finally, the 57 selected and studied traits to make up 

the seven culture clusters largely take into account the challenge on completeness.   

      5.1.22 The second main argument from scholars lies with the potential heterogeneity of values within a 

given nation, arising from an individual’s unique social experience, distinct genetic heritage and different 

socio-economic situations (Knafo and Spinath, 2011; Schermer et al., 2008). This is again undeniable and a 

limitation to the universality of the thesis’ conclusions will have to be accepted on this ground. But 

researchers often balance the individuals’ specific cultural drivers with those values that are a product of 

cultural socialization: societal members are socialized in, and have to adapt to cultural institutions (e.g. 

educational, legal, media, market and governmental systems), whose norms and practices share, to some 

extent, the same underlying, cultural value emphases (Sagiv and Schwartz, 2007). This latter argument is 

inherent to this research, as it focuses on organisational culture whereby organisations will have their own 

‘socializing-in’ dynamics arguably deeply influenced by their national culture of origin.       

      Consequently and among these ‘regional/country’ cultural value models, the research undertakes a 

detailed literature review to study the most recognised and cited ones including Hofstede, Schwartz, 

Trompenaars, Globe and Gesteland. The researcher is satisfied that this is abundant given the consistency 

between these frameworks and sufficiently comprehensive to benefit from their differences and respective 

originalities.  

      The utilisation of this extensive and detailed knowledge consists in potentially identifying the most 

relevant national cultural traits to any partnering cultural trait. In case such linkage would prove non-

existent, the original main abduction to the research would reveal wrong or non-conclusive and the thesis 

abandoned or redesigned. It took over a year into the research to progress knowledge to the point of proof 

– with the outcome remaining very uncertain for the whole of that time.     

5.2. National Cultural Models (Research Activity M3.1) 

      Knafo, Roccas and Sagiv (2011) infer that, at the national level, values characterise groups and 

societies and allow for comparison across cultures (Hofstede, 2001; Inglehart, 1997). The national-level 
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values are shared, such as abstract ideas of what is good, right, and desirable in a society (Williams, 

1970). They are reflected in societal institutions and in the shared symbols, rituals, norms, and practices 

that these institutions develop and reinforce (Sagiv and Schwartz, 2007).  

      Using a comprehensive literature review, the research studies the most cited and referred to 

‘regional/country’ cultural models; Hofstede, Schwartz, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, GLOBE and 

Gesteland.  

      Below is a summary of these most recognised universal cultural models as it results from the literature 

review.   

      5.2.1. Hofstede – Cultural Dimensions 

      Hofstede's model focuses on understanding different cultures and continues to be updated and 

expanded to be applicable to multiple companies across countries. The background, methodology, 

progress and current developments of Hofstede’s model are summarised in Figure M3.1.11 (Hofstede, 

2001; Hofstede 2010; hofstede-insights.com). 

 
      Figure M3.1.11. Hofstede Model Developments Over Time  

      Hofstede’s cultural model consists of six traits as summarised and defined in figure M3.1.12 

(Hofstede, 2001; Hofstede 2010; Minkov and Hofstede, 2013; Hofstede-insights.com). In this 

quintessence, the research literature review attempts to extract the potentially most relevant traits (and 

behaviours) to partnering.      

	Model	Created	By	 																																		Methodology	 																				Subsequent	Developments	on	the	Model	

Hofstede,	1970s	
	
Founder	of	the	
personnel	research	
department	of	IBM	
Europe	
	
Professor	of	
organisational	
anthropology	and	
international	
management	

					While	working	with	IBM,	Professor	Hofstede	
noticed	that	cultural	differences	among	employees	
from	different	countries	and	regions	varied	a	lot	
even	within	one	company.	He	explored	the	
differences	in	thinking	and	social	interaction	that	
existed	among	members.		
					The	database	complied	paper-and-pencil	survey	
results	collected	within	IBM	subsidiaries	in	more	
than	70	countries	and	regions	covering	primarily	
questions	about	values.	The	survey	was	conducted	
twice	between	1967	and	1972	producing	a	total	of	
more	than	116,000	questionnaires.		
						Hofstede	analysed	this	large	database	of	
employee	values	scores	collected	across	IBM	and	
formed	his		cultural	framework	accordingly.		

				In	the	further	editions	of	his	work,	scores	are	enlisted	for	74	
countries	and	regions	partly	based	on	replications	and	
extensions	of	the	IBM	study	on	different	international	
populations	in	various	organisations.		
					Subsequent	studies	validating	the	earlier	results	have	included	
commercial	airline	pilots	and	students	in	23	countries,	civil	
service	managers	in	14	countries,	“up-market”	consumers	in	15	
countries	and	”elites”	in	19	countries.		
						His	work	was	updated	and	expanded	in	1991,	2001,	and	2005	
and	continues	to	be	widely	cited	and	used	by	scholars	and	
management	practitioners.		
					In	October	2010,	the	Maastricht	University	School	of	Business	
and	Economic	launched	the	Geert	Hofstede	Fund,	aiming	at	
encouraging	activities	around	multicultural	interactions	and	
research	about	the	impact	of	cultural	differences.		
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      Figure M3.1.12 – Hofstede – Cultural Model Summary  

      When applied to collect data from questionnaires and studies in various countries, the model enables 

to compare and contrast different national cultures in respect to their position on each of the six traits. An 
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example of the respective national positions for ‘Uncertainty Avoidance’ is shown in Figure M3.1.13, for 

the countries explicitly studied in the thesis (Hofstede, 2010).  

      Looking at some of the extremes in this table and picking an example: when working together in a 

long-held partnership, the neighbouring Singaporeans (8) and Japanese (92) will need to consider their 

difference for the inherent tension it creates – innovation vs perfectionism…and find structural ways to 

seize the opportunity of their complementary strengths.  

      Without anticipating the next steps of the research on consequences, one of the partners’ possible real-

life decisions might reside in the allocation of roles, whereby the Singaporeans would lead on innovation 

(which requires the acceptance of ‘Uncertainty’) and the Japanese on perfecting the value proposition and 

offer (which mainly requires ‘Rationality’). 

 

      Figure M3.1.13 – Hofstede – Example of National Positions for ‘Uncertainty Avoidance’ 

      5.2.2. Schwartz – Values Theory  

      The sociologist Schwartz developed a model on cultural values first in the 1990s. The background, 

methodology, progress and current developments of his model are summarised in Figure M3.1.14 (Schwartz, 

1992; Schwartz and Sagil, 1995; Schwartz, 1999; Schwartz, 2004; Schwartz, 2006a; Schwartz, 2006b; 

Schwartz, 2011; Knafo, Roccas and Sagiv, 2011; Schwartz, 2012). 
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Figure M3.1.14. – Schwartz – Cultural Model Summary from a Detailed Study of the Selected Literature 

      Schwartz ran a very comprehensive quantitative research across countries and identified seven 

cultural value orientations, as summarised in Figure M3.1.15. In this quintessence, the research literature 

review attempted to extract the potentially most relevant traits and behaviours to partnering, building on 

Schwartz’s synthesis (Schwartz, 2008).    

Shalom	Schwartz	
	
1992,	1994	

					Schwartz	used	the	‘Schwartz	Value	Inventory’	(SVI)	with	a	wide	survey	of	
over	60,000	people	to	identify	common	values	that	acted	as	‘guiding	
principles	for	one's	life’.	
						His	theory	is	based	on	several	cultural	value	orientations	that	form	his	
model’s	cultural	value	dimensions.	To	validate	the	theory,	he	analysed	data	
from	73	countries,	using	two	main	different	instruments.		
							Through	ten	individual	values	and	seven	societal	culture	orientations,	he		
he	generated	a	worldwide	map	of	national	cultures	that	identifies	
distinctive	cultural	regions.	He	then	addressed	the	question	of	the	
antecedents	that	give	rise	to	national	differences	on	the	cultural	value	
dimensions.	Finally,	he	examined	some	consequences	of	prevailing	cultural	
value	orientations	on	attitudes	and	behaviours	within	countries.		
						The	approach	derives	the	ten	cultural	orientations	from	a	priori	
theorizing	and	then	testing	the	fit	of	these	orientations	with	empirical	data.	

Schwartz	continues	expanding	his	theory	
with	subsequent	publications,	including:	
		
A	Theory	of	Cultural	Values	and	Some	
Implications	for	Work,	1999	
	
An	Overview	of	the	Schwartz	Theory	of	
Basic	Values,	Shalom	H	Schwartz,	2012	
	
	

Model	Created	By	 																																				Methodology	 		Subsequent	Developments	on	the	Model	
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      Figure M3.1.15. – The Seven Schwartz Cultural Value Orientations 

      Schwartz’s extensive studies of multiple countries generated considerable data to compare and 

contrast different national cultures in respect to their position on each of the seven orientations. An 

example of respective national positions for ‘Hierarchy’ is shown in Figure M3.1.16, for the countries 

explicitly studied in this thesis (Schwartz, 2008). 
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      At the extremes of this table and as a way of illustration of the insights available from Schwartz’s 

findings, the Chinese (3.49) and the European Nordics (Norway: 1.49) working in partnerships will need 

to consider and find ways to reconcile their managerial differences – whereby much goes to and from the 

boss in China and through and with teams in Northern Europe.  

      An example of practical decisions the partners might consider about this major difference resides in 

core partnering activity 3, their ‘Co-operating Framework and Processes’. On the one hand, they would 

structure strong top-to-top governance and relationship practice (to accommodate the Chinese cultural 

requirement); on the other hand, they would break up the co-operation management into well-structured 

deployed workstreams (to benefit the Norwegian decentralised expertise and decision making).          

 
      Figure M3.1.16 – Schwartz – Example of National Positions for ‘Hierarchy’  

      5.2.3. GLOBE – Global Leadership and Organisational Behaviour Effectiveness   

      GLOBE's major premise (and finding) is that leader effectiveness is contextual, in that it is embedded 

in the societal and organisational norms, values, and beliefs of the people being led (Hoppe, 2007).  

      The background, methodology, progress and current developments of GLOBE’s model are 

summarised in figure M3.1.17 (House et al., 2004; Chhokar, Brodbeck and House, 2007; Shi and Wang, 

2010; Venaik and Brewer, 2008). 
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      Figure M3.1.17 – GLOBE Model Developments Over Time 

    GLOBE’s model outlines nine cultural dimensions as shown and defined in Figure M3.1.18, using 

Hoppe’s summary (2007).  

 
      Figure M3.1.18 – GLOBE Cultural Model Summary  

      GLOBE major studies (2004, 2007, 2014, 2020) in multiple countries generated extensive data to 

compare and contrast different national cultures in respect to their position on each of the nine traits. An 

example of respective national positions for ‘Human-Oriented’ is shown in Figure M3.1.19, for the 

								Model	Created	By	 																																Methodology	 Subsequent	Developments	on	the	Model	

GLOBE		(Global	Leadership	and	
Organizational	Behavior	
Effectiveness)	
	
						1991,	2004,	2007,	2014		
	
An	organization	dedicated	to	the	
international	study	of	the	
relationships	among	societal	
culture,	leadership	and	
organizational	practices.		

								The	GLOBE	2004	study	was	the	culmination	of	a	ten	
year	quantitative	survey-based	study	of	societal	culture,	
organisational	culture,	and	attributes	of	effective	
leadership	in	62	societies	around	the	world.		
	
							The	project	features	results	based	on	data	from	
17,300	middle	managers	in	951	organisations	in	the	food	
processing,	financial	services	and	telecommunication	
industries-		as	well	as	archival	measures	of	country	
economic	prosperity	and	the	physical	and	psychological	
well-being	of	the	cultures	studied.	

In	the	latest	2014	published	study,	more	
than	70	researchers	collected	data	from	
over	100	CEOs	&	5,000	senior	executives	
in	corporations	in	a	variety	of	industries	
in	24	countries.	
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countries explicitly studied in the thesis (House, 2004). From these measures, the French (3.29) relative 

indifferent approach to individuals will sound cold, dismissive and arrogant to Chinese (5.40) and 

American (5.19) partners. 

      An example of practical decisions French and Chinese or French and American partners might take 

about this major difference relates to core partnering activity 5, ‘Partnering Individual Relationships’, in 

that routines of in-person interactions could be made an essential part of the co-operation practice.        

 

      Figure M3.1.19 GLOBE – Example of National Positions on ‘Humane-Oriented’  

      5.2.4. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner – Cultural Dimensions  

      The two researchers spent ten years sampling and analysing the preferences and values of people in 

dozens of cultures around the world and developed an associated model. The background, methodology, 

progress and current developments of Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s model are summarised in 

figure M3.1.20 (Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, 2012, 2014, 2017; Trompenaars and Asser, 2012). 
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      Figure M3.1.20 – Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner – Cultural model development over time 

       According to Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, what distinguishes people from one culture to 

another is where their preferences fall in one of the seven cultural dimensions shown and summarised in 

Figure M3.1.21.As for the earlier models, this quintessence of the research literature review attempts to 

extract the potentially most relevant traits and behaviours to partnering.  

Model	Created	By	 	Methodology	 	Subsequent	Developments	on	the	Model	

Trompenaars	&	Hampden-Turner	
																				
																						1998	
	
Dr.	Fons	Trompenaars,	a	Dutch-French	
organisational	theorist	and	
management	consultant.	
	
Charles	Hampden-Turner,	a	British	
management	philosopher	and	senior	
research	associate	at	the	Judge	Business	
School	at	the	University	of	Cambridge.	

						Trompenaars	and	Hampden-Turner	collected	
data	over	10	years	using	a	method	that	relied	on	
giving	the	respondents	dilemmas	or	contrasting	
tendencies.		
						Each	dilemma	consisted	of	two	alternatives	
and	they	were	interpreted	as	indicators	for	basic	
cultural	attitudes	and	values.		
							The	questionnaire	was	sent	to	over	15,000	
managers	in	28	countries.	At	least	500	usable	
responses	per	country	were	received,	enabling	
the	two	authors	to	make	substantiated	
distinctions	between	national	cultures.	

THT	(Trompenaars	and	Hampde-	Turner	
Consulting)	
	
						Provides	training	and	consulting	
services	to	public	and	private	sectors	
	
						Data	collected	from	their	clients	keep	
adding	to	their	research	and	database	
(approximately	100,000	records).		
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Figure M3.1.21 – Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner – Cultural Model Summary from a Detailed 
Study of the Selected Literature.  

     Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner extensive research and consulting in multiple countries continue to 
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generate extensive databases and enable to compare and contrast different national cultures in respect to 

their position on each of the seven cultural dimensions.  

      An example of respective national positions for ‘Universalism vs Particularism’ is shown on figure 

M3.1.22, for the countries explicitly studied in the thesis. Within the major economies, little wonder on 

why the South Korean (37) approach to business seems so unpredictable and fluid to many, including to 

the Swiss (97) and Americans (93).   

      A practical decision South Korean and Swiss partners might take about their major difference relates 

to core partnering activities 3, ‘Co-operating Framework and Processes’ and 4, ‘Partnering Enterprise 

Relationships’, in that enough structure and routines could be built in the cross-functions and cross-levels 

relationship management that the Swiss party keeps confidence in the co-operation.    

 

 Figure M3.1.22 – Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner – Example of National Positions for ‘Universalism 
versus Particularism’ [Low numbers mean low ‘Universalism’/high ‘Particularism’] 	

      5.2.5. Gesteland – Patterns of Cross-Cultural Business Behaviour 

      Gesteland’s research extended 30 years and focused on understanding human behaviour (Mulder, 

2017), observing and influencing cross-cultural negotiations, marketing and management practices. The 

background, methodology, progress and current developments of Gesteland’s model are summarised in 

Figure M3.1.23 (Gesteland, 1999, 2001, 2005, 2012). 
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      Figure M3.1.23 – Gesteland Model Developments Over Time 

      Gesteland developed four patterns of cross-cultural business behaviours, as summarised in Figure 

M3.1.24, and ran extensive applications of these across cultures. In this quintessence, the research 

literature review attempts to extract the potentially most relevant traits and behaviours to partnering, 

building on Gesteland (2012, back page) belief that “International managers’ challenges have changed. 

Just a few years ago, managers around the world were mainly interested in how to communicate and 

negotiate with overseas partners. They now find that their toughest challenges are how to manage 

overseas subsidiaries, strategic alliances and international partnerships”. 

 

								Model	Created	By	 																																Methodology	 Subsequent	Developments	on	the	Model	

							Gesteland		
	
								1996,	1999	
	
Globalization	Consultant	and	
Speaker	
	
Founder	of	Global	Management	LLC		

							Gesteland	learned	by	doing	(Zeeman,	2018),	working	
in	international	organisations	and	contexts	over	many	
years.	He	established	Global	Management	LLC	in	1994	
and	continued	developing	knowledge	and	experience	
through	their	consulting	activities.				
	
							Gesteland	developed	expertise	in	negotiating,	selling,	
marketing	and	managing	across	cultures..	He	originated	
the	concept	of	‘patterns	of	cross-cultural	business	
behavior’	(Zeeman,	2018)		

				Gesteland’s	latest	2012	book		‘cross-
cultural	business	behavior,	a	guide	for	
global	management’	provides	a	
comprehensive	update	of	his	four	
patterns	and	their	meaning	and	
application	to	management	structured	in	
cultural	clusters.										
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Figure M3.1.24 – Gesteland – Cultural Model Summary from a Detailed Study of the Selected 
Literature. 

      As mentioned earlier, other insightful and valuable national cultural models exist. But the research 

focuses on these five, as they are universally referenced as the most relevant, well researched and better 

quantified. This choice does not infer that theories are better because they are popular or widely used – 

and the thesis discusses alternative cultural models later (Ref. Chapter 9) as the basis for further research.     

5.3. Linking the Five Cultural Models to the Partnership Cultural Traits 
(Research Activity M3.2) 
	
      The next step in the research attempts to explore potential linkages, overlaps and connectivity 

between each partnering cultural trait and some cultural traits/values in the five national models – if any 

exist.  
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      This is a high uncertainty step, when the main abduction into the research will prove correct or not – 

as a lack of potential connection between the partnering and national cultural models would make the 

original abduction incorrect that a model to improve partnerships would exist – at least resulting from this 

research’s approach. In the Van de Ven framework, it is one of the most critical steps when ‘Theory 

Building’ might fall apart (Ref. Chapter 3, Figure M3.4.2).  

      The methodology consists in: 

• Carefully examining the meaning, business and social implications of each national cultural 

model by using qualitative research technique to review the extensive literature references.   

• Developing matrices accordingly, with each partnering cultural trait cluster as key entry, and 

researching how each might be correlated to some relevant national cultural traits from some or 

all of the five national cultural models.  

      The research uses the authors’ own definitions from their publications by practising the following 

techniques of qualitative research (Johnson and Christensen, 2008): 

• Educational research: quantitative, qualitative, and mixed approaches (Lichtman, 2006) 

• Qualitative research in education (Lichtman, 2013) 

      Consequently and in practice, the screening applies to the following lenses:   

• Variables: study the whole, not variables in line with a qualitative approach. For example, the 

research not only considers the simple definitions of national traits, but also the evolution, 

business and social implications of each national model in order to develop a quality perspective 

of the whole picture. The analysis looks mainly for concrete connectivity and overlaps rather than 

conceptual strengths.     

• Focus: wide-angle lens. The research examines the breadth and depth of the phenomena - for 

example, by using extensive references and different points of view from the literature to embrace 

the breadth and depth of each national cultural model. 

• Scientific method: exploratory or bottom-up. The research generates a new hypothesis and theory 

from the data collected. In our case, national traits that are correlated with partnering cultural 

traits become part of the scientific method and the ones without any correlation are excluded from 

the tentative model.  

      Through these methodologies, the research develops seven matrices, one for each partnering cultural 

trait. The right-hand side column of each matrix shows national culture traits offering some level of 

connectivity with the partnering cultural trait being examined.  

      5.3.1 ‘Starting from Others’ – ‘Starting with Self’ 

      Using the methodologies and lenses described above, the one by one detailed examination of the 

national culture models against ‘Starting from Others’ – ‘Starting with Self’ shows some meaningful 
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connectivity and overlaps between these partnership cultural traits and a few particular national cultural 

traits and respectively with: 

• Trompenaars – ‘Collectivism’, Trompenaars – ‘Outer Direction’, Globe – ‘Institutional 

Collectivism’, Globe – ‘Low Assertiveness’, Hofstede – ‘Collectivism’. 

• Trompenaars – ‘Individualism’, Trompenaars – ‘Internal Direction’, Globe – ‘High 

Assertiveness’, Schwartz –‘Mastery’, Hofstede – ‘Individualism’.  

      Figure M3.21A synthesises the reference definitions of the partnering cultural cluster ‘Starting from 

Others’ – ‘Starting with Self’ developed in Chapter 4. The combination of these definitions, their 

equivalent for the national cultural traits (Ref. Figure M3.21B) and their extensive underpinning in 

literature form the background for the connectivity with the identified national cultural traits mentioned 

above - and noted in the right-hand side column of the matrix.  

 
            Figure M3.21A – Partnering and National Culture Traits Matrix ‘Starting from Others’ – ‘Starting with Self’   

      Figure M3.21B synthesises the references of the national culture traits developed earlier in this 

chapter that show some level of connectivity with the partnering cultural traits ‘Starting from Others’ – 

‘Starting with Self’. This table results from a comprehensive literature review of the books and cases on 

national cultures.   
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Figure M3.21B – National Culture Traits Showing some Connectivity with ‘Starting from Others’ – 
‘Starting with Self’. 

 
      It is the purpose of the next research activity to assess the quality and intensity of the connectivity, 

ideally establishing a strong overlap between ‘Starting from Others’ – ‘Starting with Self’ and one or a 

number of the identified national cultural traits.  

      The same approach and in-depth literature reviews are repeated for each partnering cultural cluster. 

Details of this work are not written up here to keep the thesis at a reasonable size but available separately.     

      5.3.2 ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ – ‘Rationality/Certainty’ 

      The examination of the national culture models against ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ – 

‘Rationality/Certainty’ shows some meaningful connectivity and overlaps between these partnership 

cultural traits and a few particular national cultural traits, as represented on Figure M3.22 and respectively 

with: 

• Hofstede – ‘Low Uncertainty Avoidance’, Trompenaars – ‘Diffuse’, Globe – ‘Low Uncertainty 

Avoidance’, Gesteland – ‘Fluid Time’. 

• Hofstede – ‘High Uncertainty Avoidance’, Trompenaars – ‘Specific’, Gesteland – ‘Rigid Time’.    
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Figure M3.22 – Partnering and National Culture Traits Matrix ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ – ‘Rationality / 
Certainty’  

 
      5.3.3 ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ – ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ 

      The examination of the national culture models against ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ – ‘Short-Term 

Quick Win’ shows some meaningful connectivity and overlaps between these partnership cultural traits 

and a few particular national cultural traits, as represented on Figure M3.23 and respectively with: 

• Hofstede – ‘Long-Term Orientation’, Trompenaars – ‘Achievement’, Trompenaars– ‘Synchronous 

Time’, Globe – ‘High Future Orientation’, Hofstede– ‘High Uncertainty Avoidance’. 

• Hofstede – ‘Short Term Orientation’, Globe – ‘High Uncertainty Avoidance’, Globe – ‘Low 

Future Orientation’, Trompenaars – ‘Sequential Time’. 

 

 
      Figure M3.23 – Partnering and National Culture Traits Matrix ‘L/T Strategic Win’ – ‘S/T Quick Win’  

      5.3.4 ‘Caring’ – ‘Result First’ 
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      The examination of the national culture models against ‘Caring’ – ‘Result First’ shows some 

meaningful connectivity and overlaps between these partnership cultural traits and a few particular 

national cultural traits, as represented on Figure M3.24 and respectively with: 

• Hofstede – ‘Femininity’, Schwartz – ‘Egalitarian’, Trompenaars – ‘Synchronous Time’, Globe – 

‘In Group Collectivism’, Globe– ‘Humane Orientation’, Gesteland – ‘Relationship Focus’. 

• Hofstede – ‘Masculinity’, Trompenaars – ‘Achievement’, Trompenaars – ‘Sequential Time’, 

Globe – ‘Performance Orientation’, Gesteland– ‘Deal Focus’. 

 
      Figure M3.24 – Partnering and National Culture Traits Matrix ‘Caring’ – ‘Result First’  

      5.3.5 ‘Trustful Relationship’ – ‘Formalised Relationship’  

      The examination of the national culture models against ‘Trustful Relationship’ – ‘Formalised 

Relationship’ shows some meaningful connectivity and overlaps between these partnership cultural traits 

and a few particular national cultural traits, as represented on Figure M3.25 and respectively with: 

• Trompenaars – ‘Particularism’. 

• Hofstede – ‘Restraint’, Trompenaars – ‘Universalism’, Trompenaars – ‘Neutral’. 
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Figure M3.25 – Partnering and National Culture Traits Matrix ‘Trustful Relationship’ - ‘Formalised 
Relationship’   

      5.3.6 ‘Collaborative Leadership’ – ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ 

      The examination of the national culture models against ‘Collaborative Leadership’ – ‘Hierarchical 

Leadership’ shows some meaningful connectivity and overlaps between these partnership cultural traits 

and a few particular national cultural traits, as represented on Figure M3.26 and respectively with: 

• Hofstede – ‘Low Power Distance’, Schwartz – ‘Harmony’, Globe – ‘Low Power Distance’, Globe 

– ‘Institutional Collectivism’, Gesteland – ‘Informal (Egalitarian)’. 

• Hofstede – ‘High Power Distance’, Schwartz – ‘Hierarchy’, Trompenaars – ‘Ascription’, Globe – 

‘High Power Distance’, Gesteland – ‘Formal’. 

Figure M3.26 – Partnering and National Culture Traits Matrix ‘Collaborative’– ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership 	
	
      5.3.7 ‘Conformity’ – ‘Master of Your Own Fate’   

      The examination of the national culture models against ‘Conformity’ – ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ 

shows some meaningful connectivity and overlaps between these partnership cultural traits and a few 

particular national cultural traits, as represented on Figure M3.27 and respectively with: 

• Schwartz – ‘Embeddedness (Conservatism)’. 

• Schwartz  – ‘Mastery’, Schwartz – ‘Intellectual Autonomy’,  Trompenaars – ‘Emotional’,  

Gesteland – ‘Expressive’. 
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      Figure M3.27 – Partnering and National Culture Traits Matrix ‘Conformity’ – ‘Master of Your Own Fate’   
 

      The research has now identified a number of national cultural traits from the main cross-nations 

culture value dimensions frameworks with some level of connectivity and overlap with the seven 

partnering cultural clusters. This doesn’t indicate the quality of overlap and linkage between partnering 

and national cultural traits yet, but provides an encouraging base to assess and test that quality – which 

will be the purpose of next step M3.3 of the thesis work.  

      For the avoidance of doubt, the remaining uncertainty in the quality of overlap and linkage between 

partnering and national cultural traits at this stage is by design of the sequenced research - as the research 

did not want to take a risk on rigour by trying to achieve two complex steps at the same time:  the 

identification of culture linkages (the just completed work) and the assessment of their strength (the next 

chapter’s work). 

      Before moving to this next step, some additional limitations to the research will be firstly examined, 

which the researcher has acknowledged but judged non-threatening to the ‘Theory and Model Building’. 

5.4. Further Limitations to The Thesis Approach to Culture 

      At the end of Chapter 3, the thesis tested several aspects of methodology, of which: ‘Is national 

culture actually prevailing versus organisational or sector culture’ (Ref. Par 3.8.1)? Or, ‘Is there such a 

thing as a national culture’ Ref. Par 3.8.2)? 

      At the start of this chapter, the research examined the background and significant - although largely 

mitigated - simplifications made with adopting the best researched cross-nation culture value dimensions 

frameworks as the representation of national cultures. Our intent is not to repeat these questions here but 

add to them by addressing a couple of additional aspects of the approach that might temper the 
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universality of the literature review and deductive ‘Theory Building’ – and which leaders and 

practitioners can consider to apply judgment as they develop their partnerships.  

      5.4.1. Culture Heterogeneities  

      The first additional limitation (to Chapter 3) is an extension of the earlier point on the culture 

heterogeneities within a nation. This point needs to be widened to the heterogeneities within 

organisations, creating non-stop culture clashes - not simply the cultures of different nations but those of 

different disciplines, functions, genders and classes (Trompenaars and Woolliams, 2010); and those 

between business, public and not-for-profit organisations, because of the different professional languages 

and associated values they work with (Vangen, 2002). This point has been raised before.  

      A large resolution of this reality lies in the scope of this research: it considers long-lasting 

partnerships. For this to happen, it is universally accepted that partnerships will not take care of 

themselves but require a dedicated form of management (Hall and Andriani, 1999; Gulati, 1994). In other 

words, organisations with high cross-cultural learning would consistently monitor routines or patterns of 

their current practice and learning during intercultural interactions and adapt their practice or structures to 

match the requirements of a changing environment. In practice on-the-ground, a partnering national 

culture model would offer standard and systematic practice to deal pre-emptively and in real-time with 

upcoming or on-going misalignments.   

      Hence process capability is positively associated with cross-cultural competence and international 

alliance (Luo, 2000; Yitmen, 2013). And, even if they are not perfect, the realities of process and 

adaptability from the tentative model reduce culture clashes from arising diversity.  

      5.4.2. Specificities of Each Partnership 

      The second additional caution lies in the inherent specificities of each partnership. The many 

dilemmas and challenges that individualise the merger (partnership) process make each merger 

(partnership) unique. These particular cultures and dilemmas need to be acknowledged while providing a 

consistent, reliable and repeatable process to drive success.  

      All sustained arguments for the selected research options, literature and mitigations, which the 

research includes in ‘Theory Building’ do not compensate fully for these limitations to make the research 

universally applicable. When applied to specific partnerships between specific cultures, the tentative 

partnering national culture model – subject it arises from the next steps of the research – will carry a high 

probability of validity and relevance…whilst still be associated with a requirement to apply judgment, 

taking into account the specifics of the partnerships, those of the individuals involved and the on-the-

ground realities.  

Conclusion 
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      Having studied five of the most extensively built up and tested models for national cultures, Chapter 5 

developed a national cultural framework. It was also conducive to identifying some level of overlap 

between selected national and partnering cultural traits. This convergence was an imperative pre-

condition to the existence of a potential partnering national culture model – although it does not fully 

prove its existence nor answer the main thesis abduction yet.  

      By design of the staged research, the remaining unknown in the work at this stage remains the 

strength (or lack of it) of these connectivities and overlaps.  

      With the understanding between validity and appeal to judgment, the research now intends to 

integrate the partnership and national culture literature domains in leveraging and connecting the findings 

of Chapters 4 and 5. To this extent, it proceeds to test the quality of correlation between partnering 

cultural trait clusters and the identified national cultural dimensions.  
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CHAPTER 6 – THE CROSS-BORDER PARTNERING MODEL 
	
 

 

      The research now attempts to progress to the next steps of ‘Theory Building’ (Van de Ven, 2007; 2018 

– Ref. Paragraph 3.43). Having established some meaningful connectivity between the seven partnership 

culture clusters and a number of identified national cultural traits, the remaining question to the original 

abduction is on the level of quality of this connectivity. A cross-border partnering national culture model 

would emerge from a strong correlation between the partnering and national cultures across the seven 

polarised clusters. This would become the source of ‘science’ and give access to quantified data to be used 

throughout the ‘Problem-Solving’ phase. 
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6.1. Testing the Correlation between National and Partnering Cultural 
Traits (Research activity M3.3) 
  
      Research activity M3.3 progresses along the methodology flow described in Figure 3.73. It practises 

the literature-based qualitative analysis by using a ‘ranking’ and ‘rating’ method to: 

• Ranking – Among the cultural traits connected with any partnering cultural trait – reference to 

the right-hand side column of Figures M.3.21 to M.3.27 -, identify the highest correlated national 

cultural trait for each partnering grouping. Others being weaker will then be discounted.   

• Rating – Although being the highest among others, the selected ‘best’ national cultural trait might 

still offer a weak connectivity with its partnering cultural trait connection. Hence, the research 

tests the quality of correlation, with assessment levels being: ‘Perfect’, ‘High’, ‘Moderate’ or 

‘Low’. In case the fit is ‘Perfect’ or ‘High’, that national trait will be retained in the final model.  

      The same literature review methods are used as in research activity M3.2. The approach is to screen 

for differences and similarities in the literature sources between each partnering cultural trait and any of 

their potentially correlated national cultural trait – in every detail, including constituent cultural traits, 

definitions and examples. The researcher notably studied the multiple concrete examples provided by the 

national culture authors in their books to test the reality of the correlations, if and when any.     

      Each of the partnering cultural clusters is now analysed accordingly: 

      6.1.1 ‘Starting from Others’ – ‘Starting with Self’   

      As identified in Chapter 5, partnering cultural trait 1A – ‘Starting from Others’ – present some level 

of correlation with the following national traits: Trompenaars – ‘Collectivism’; Trompenaars – ‘Outer 

Direction’; Globe – ‘Institutional Collectivism’; Globe – ‘Low Assertiveness’; and Hofstede – 

‘Collectivism’. 

      Which of these – if any – presents a ‘Perfect’/‘High’ correlation? Using the described methodology, 

the research concludes that, of the five options, 1) the Best and 2) a ‘High’ correlated national cultural 

trait is Hofstede’s ‘Collectivism’.  

      A summary background of this assessment is provided in Figure M3.31, where the left-hand side 

columns that define the ‘Starting from Others’ partnering cluster and its component-traits (Ref. Chapter 4) 

prove highly congruent with the right-hand side columns defining the Hofstede – ‘Collectivism’ national 

cultural trait (Ref. Chapter 5). 

      A specific of ‘Starting from Others’ is that three other national cultural traits were attributed a ‘High’: 

Trompenaars – ‘Collectivism’; Trompenaars – ‘Outer Direction’; Globe – ‘Low Assertiveness’. They will 

be valuable sources of knowledge in the development of the cross-border guides in phase 4 of the 
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research, ‘Problem Solving’. Hofstede – ‘Collectivism’ was selected on the ground of a ‘Perfect’ for its 

polarised trait.     

      Trait 1B – ‘Starting with Self’ is explored using the same approach against its potential national 

cultural traits pairing. It presents 1) Best and 2) a ‘High-Perfect’ correlation with Hofstede 

‘Individualism’ – which enables the research to adopt the linkage.  

 
Figure M3.31 – Partnering Cultural Traits ‘Starting from Others’ – ‘Starting with Self’ and National 
Traits Hofstede ‘Collectivism’ – ‘Individualism’ 

 
      The same approach is repeated for each partnering cultural cluster.  

      6.1.2 ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ – ‘Rationality/Certainty’ 

      Partnering cultural trait 2A – ‘Rationality/Certainty’ presents some meaningful connectivity with the 

following national cultural traits: Hofstede – ‘Low Uncertainty Avoidance’, Trompenaars – ‘Diffuse’, 

Globe – ‘Low Uncertainty Avoidance’, Gesteland – ‘Fluid Time’. The research concludes that of the four 

options, 1) the Best and 2) a ‘High’ correlated national trait is Hofstede – ‘Low Uncertainty Avoidance’. 

A summary background of this assessment is provided in Figure M3.32 and points to the strong 

associations on ‘innovation’, ‘short-run’, ‘flexibility’, ‘ambiguity and uncertainty’.  
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      Gesteland – ‘Fluid Time’ was also attributed a ‘High’. The researcher ultimately selected Hofstede – 

‘Low Uncertainty Avoidance’ given the stronger availability of country numerical data in his work. 

      Its polarised trait 2B – ‘Starting with Self’ is explored through the same approach against its potential 

national cultural traits pairing of: Hofstede – ‘High Uncertainty Avoidance’, Trompenaars – ‘Specific’ 

and Gesteland –‘Rigid Time’. It presents, 1) Best and 2) a ‘High’ correlation with Hofstede –‘High 

Uncertainty Avoidance’.  

 
Figure M3.32 – Partnering Cultural Traits ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ – ‘Rationality/Certainty’ with 
national traits Hofstede ‘Low Uncertainty Avoidance’ – ‘High Uncertainty Avoidance’    

 
      6.1.3 ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ – ‘Short-Term Quick Win’    

      Partnering cultural trait 3A - ‘Long Term Strategic Win’ presents some meaningful connectivity with 

the following national cultural traits: Hofstede – ‘Long-Term Orientation’, Trompenaars– ‘Achievement’, 

Trompenaars– ‘Synchronous Time’, Globe– ‘High Future Orientation’, Hofstede– ‘High Uncertainty 

Avoidance’. The research concludes that of the five options, 1) the Best and 2) a ‘High – Perfect’ 

correlated national trait is Hofstede – ‘Long-Term Orientation’. A summary background of this 

assessment is provided in Figure M3.33 and points to a straightforward overlap through the prevailing 

common traits of ‘Long-Term’ and ‘Strategic’. 

      Gesteland – ‘Fluid Time’ was also attributed a ‘High’. The researcher ultimately selected Hofstede – 

‘Low Uncertainty Avoidance’ given better availability of country numerical data in his work. .    
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      Its polarised trait 3B – ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ is explored through the same approach against its 

potential national traits pairing of: Hofstede – ‘Short-Term Orientation’, Globe – ‘High Uncertainty 

Avoidance’, Globe – ‘Low Future Orientation’, Trompenaars – ‘Sequential Time’. It presents, 1) Best and 

2) a ‘High’ correlation with Hofstede – ‘Short-Term Orientation’.  

 
Figure M3.33 – Partnering Cultural Traits  ‘L/T Strategic Win’ – ‘S/T Quick Win’ with National   
Traits Hofstede ‘L/T Orientation’ – ‘S/T Orientation’  

      6.1.4 ‘Caring’ – ‘Result First’   

      Partnering Cultural Trait 4A – ‘Caring’ presents some meaningful connectivity with the following 

national traits: Hofstede – ‘Femininity’, Schwartz – ‘Egalitarian’, Trompenaars – ‘Synchronous Time’, 

Globe – ‘In Group Collectivism’, Globe – ‘Humane Orientation’, Gesteland – ‘Relationship Focus’. The 

research concludes that of the six options, 1) the Best and 2) a ‘High’ correlated national cultural trait is 

Hofstede – ‘Femininity’. A summary background of this assessment is provided in Figure M3.34, where 

the traits of ‘Caring’ and ‘Nurturing Relationships’ are strong shared drivers in partnering and national 

cultures.  

      Globe – ‘Humane Orientation’ and Gesteland – ‘Relationship Focus’ also attracted a ‘High’. 

Gesteland’s designations and underpinning of ‘Relationship’ vs its polar trait ‘Deal’ are extremely 

efficient in the real world, where organisations often question if their partnership targets primarily a 

relationship (as an enabler) or a performance (as a proof). In the marriage analogy, does one focus on 

words of love or proofs of it? The deep-seated focus beyond romantic love is on the other party rather 

than solely ‘Starting from Self’ – hence is similar to the earlier orientation on partnering and is now 

reinforced with these traits.      
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      Its polarised trait 4B – ‘Result First’ is explored through the same approach against its potential 

national cultural traits pairing of: Hofstede – ‘Masculinity’, Trompenaars – ‘Achievement’, Trompenaars 

– ‘Sequential Time’, Globe – ‘Performance Orientation’, Gesteland – ‘Deal Focus’. It presents, 1) Best 

and 2) a ‘High’ correlation with Hofstede – ‘Masculinity’.  

 
Figure M3.34 – Partnering Cultural Traits ‘Caring’ – ‘Result First’ with National Traits ‘Femininity’ 
– ‘Masculinity’ 

      6.1.5 ‘Trustful Relationship’ – ‘Formalised Relationship’  

      Partnering cultural trait 5A – ‘Trustful Relationship’ presents some meaningful connectivity with the 

national cultural trait Trompenaars – ‘Particularism’. The research concludes that these partnering and 

national traits are ‘Highly’ correlated, being both defined by acquired and earned ‘Trust’ through a focus on 

‘Relationships’, ‘Reliability’ and ‘Honouring Commitments’. A summary background of this assessment is 

provided in Figure M3.35.  

      Its polarised trait 5B – ‘Formalised Relationship’ is explored through the same approach against its 

potential national cultural traits pairing of: Hofstede– ‘Restraint’, Trompenaars – ‘Universalism’, 

Trompenaars – ‘Neutral’. It presents, 1) Best and 2) a ‘High’ correlation with Trompenaars – ‘Universalism’.  
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Figure M3.35 – Partnering Cultural Traits ‘Trustful Relationship’ – ‘Formalised Relationship’ with 
National Traits Trompenaars– ‘Particularism’ – ‘Universalism’ 

      6.1.6 ‘Collaborative Leadership’ – ‘Hierarchical Leadership’   

      Partnering cultural trait 6A – ‘Collaborative Leadership’ presents some meaningful connectivity with 

the following national cultural traits: Hofstede – ‘Low Power Distance’, Schwartz – ‘Harmony’, Globe – 

‘Low Power Distance’, Globe – ‘Institutional Collectivism’, Gesteland– ‘Informal (Egalitarian)’. The 

research concludes that of the five options, 1) the Best and 2) a ‘High’ correlated national trait is Hofstede 

– ‘Low Power Distance’. A summary background of this assessment is provided in Figure M3.36 and 

reflects the joint drivers of ‘Collaboration’, ‘Inversed/Flat Pyramids’, ‘Motivation and Satisfaction’.  

      Globe – ‘Low Power Distance’ also receives a ‘High’ and is close to Hofstede’s equivalent trait. 

Definitions, examples and numerical data from the Globe works will be useful in the next steps of the 

research.    

      Its polarised trait 6B – ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ is explored through the same approach against its 

potential national cultural traits pairing of: Hofstede – ‘High Power Distance’, Schwartz – ‘Hierarchy’, 

Trompenaars – ‘Ascription’, Globe – ‘High Power Distance’, ‘Gesteland’ – Formal. It presents, 1) Best 

and 2) a ‘High’ correlation with Hofstede – ‘High Power Distance’  
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Figure M3.36 – Partnering Cultural Traits ‘Collaborative Leadership’ – ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ 
with National Traits Hofstede – ‘Low Power Distance’ – ‘High Power Distance’.	

      6.1.7 ‘Conformity’ – ‘Master of Your Own Fate’   

      Partnering Cultural Trait 7A – ‘Conformity’ presents some meaningful connectivity with the national 

cultural trait of Schwartz – ‘Embeddedness (Conservatism)’. The research concludes on a ‘Moderate - 

High’ correlation between the two traits. A summary background of this assessment is provided in Figure 

M3.37. The ‘Moderate’ part of the rating originates from some of Schwartz’s definitions which appear 

more focused on the embeddedness mechanisms (mainly societal norms), than on their effect of ‘Fatum’. 

The ‘High’ part of the rating originates from the almost unique and to the point way in which Schwartz 

defines the singular, secular and major impact of conformity and belief in destiny in many cultures.    

      Its polarised trait 7B – ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ is explored through the same approach against its 

potential national cultural traits pairing of Schwartz  – ‘Mastery’, Schwartz – ‘Intellectual Autonomy’, 

Trompenaars – ‘Emotional’, Gesteland – ‘Expressive’. It presents, 1) Best and 2) a ‘High’ correlation with 

Schwartz – ‘Mastery’, based on a strong overlap of ‘Self-Assertion’, ‘Independence’, ‘Self-Belief and 

Fearlessness’. 
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Figure M3.37 – Partnering Cultural Traits Matrix ‘Conformity’ – ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ with 
National Traits Schwartz ‘Embeddedness’ – ‘Mastery’  

 
      At this critical step in the research, by iterating the process with each partnering cultural trait and 

assessing precisely their potential correlation with national cultural traits using considerable scholar and 

practitioner knowledge, the research was able to find ‘Perfect’ or ‘High’ correlations for each. In face of 

this discovery, the purpose of the next research activity M3.4 is to go back to methodology and combine 

the key findings so far.  

6.2. Combining the Partnering Cultural Traits with their Correlated 
National Culture Traits (Research Activity M3.4)  
      The research could draw out seven pairs of partnering – national cultural traits and their ideal mix to 

improve partnerships - as represented in Figure M3.41. This forms the basis of the partnering national 

culture model, the existence of which the research was attempting to determine. 
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                   Figure M3.41. Partnering and National Cultural Traits Correlation Summary Map 

      This major finding brings back to the research question and the main original abductive theory that 

country performances on partnering could be assessed and compared if a method could be found to 

correlate national cultural traits with partnering cultural traits. And in case this correlation exists and can 

be established, a model might be developed to assess and improve the overall fit of national and 

partnering cultures as well as their fit at the level of each core partnering activity’ (Ref. Section 3.7 – 

Various Phases).  

      Two main outcomes have now been generated to inform the research question: 

• The ideal culture mix at core partnering activity level – Chapter 4, Figure M2.71 

• The partnering and national cultural traits correlation map – Chapter 6, Figure M3.41 

      These outcomes result from the several abductive - deductive loops that make up the research methodology. 

They validate the thesis main abduction, build the ‘Theory’, give access to the ‘Model’ and create a path to 

‘Resolution’. It largely completes the three steps of ‘Engaged Scholarship’: ‘Problem Formulation’, ‘Research 

Design’ and ‘Theory Building’, as recalled in figure M3.42 (Van de Ven, 2007; 2018). 

      Figure M3.42. Van de Ven – Theory Building and Problem Solving 

1.  Identify research 
2.  problem/question 
with stakeholders 
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Innovation: Order out of chaos 
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      From this stage, the research moves to the final step of ‘Problem Solving’ in the ‘Engaged 

Scholarship’ framework (Ref. Figure M3.42)  - or equivalently, to the ‘New Plausible Model’ research 

step 6 in the ‘Grounded Theory’ framework (Ref. Figure 3.4.3).  

      The partnering and national cultural traits correlation map becomes the main source of knowledge to 

be used throughout the next steps of the project.  

6.3. Accessing the Statistical Base (Research Activity M3.5) 

      The source of new knowledge lies in the model as it arises from Figure M3.41 and is summarised in its 

simplified application form in Figure M3.51. 

 

      Figure M3.51– Partnering Cultural Traits in Ideal Proportions 

      The extensive literature review on national cultures gives access to considerable quantitative data that 

measures national cultural traits at the country/region level – as ‘Literature is my data’. By direct 

translation, these quantified national cultural profiles provide the statistical base for the correlated 

partnering cultural traits. 

      The research can now combine qualitative and quantitative techniques to access and leverage the 

available statistical national cultural measures for determining the partnering cultural profiles of any given 

country. It uses these statistical data to quantify the partnering profile of each considered country/region. 

      Figure M3.52 is a vignette aiming to illustrate how to utilize the acquired knowledge. By accessing 

and applying statistical national cultural data to partnering between China and Great Britain, it shows the 

potential consequences to a partnership of their different position on ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ 

leadership. Being about a single cultural trait and general - as opposed to specific on core partnering 

activities -, it is somewhat oversimplifying but hopefully sufficiently representative.  	
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VIGNETTE – Collaborative vs Hierarchical Leadership – China and Great Britain        

The Partnering ‘Collaborative Leadership’ culture trait is correlated with Hofstede ‘Low Power distance’.  
Hofstede’s model provides statistical data, and below is an extract on the countries explicitly studied in the 
thesis, plus the countries that got the lowest and the highest rating (Minkov and Hofstede, 2013). 

The first high-level insight would be that, with a score of 80, China’s hierarchical system is not naturally 
predisposed to partnering under this cultural lens, whereby Great Britain would be more so.  

 
The opportunity from the thesis model is to recognise and structure the organisational relationship running to 
mitigate the risk. For example, structured jointly agreed contact maps and processed peer-to-peer meetings 
would support the naturally diffused British culture. An unusual intensity of meetings between bosses and 
leaders of both parties will reassure the Chinese partner.         

As organisations from the Chinese (80) and the British cultures (35) 
enter a partnership, most decisions will likely be made by a few 
authorised people in China – who will need to control or feel they 
control the important information. More people at various levels 
will participate in the running, opinion formation and decision 
making in a British organisation. If it is acceptable in the early part 
of the relationship, this unmitigated difference should bring 
considerable risk notably to L/T performance delivery – as we will 
observe later through core partnering activity numbers.   

      Figure M3.52 – Vignette China and Great Britain – ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership  

      Having now identified and defined its model, the research can progress towards ‘Problem Solving’ in 

developing tools that would make the model easily accessible and usable by further researchers or in the 

world of practitioners.  

      After consideration of different options, such as spider maps or others, the researcher opted for two 

forms of tools for the model: 

• Country partnering culture graphics for the overall partnering and for each core partnering activity 

• Country partnering culture matrices.  

      Developing these tools involves research activities M4.1, M4.2 and M4.3 as represented in figure 

M4.01. 
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      Figure M4.0.1 – Research Activities to Finalise the Partnering National Culture Model 

6.4. Developing Country Partnering Culture Analytical Graphics (Research 
Activity M4.1) 
      The research develops ‘region/country’ partnering culture maps and diagrams to exhibit the strengths 

and gaps between any particular country partnering culture profile and the ideal in a simple highly visual 

manner.  

      Adding to and using the relevant national culture databases, a graphical representation of where each 

studied region/country stands on the seven partnering cultural traits can be plotted – and the ideal 

partnering culture profile can be represented on the same graphic. So any country partnering culture graph 

would include two lines:  

• Line 1 – The ideal partnering culture profile, as developed in the research step M2 (Ref. Chapter 4). 

• Line 2 – The country partnering profile as it results from the correlation and statistical base 

developed in step M3 (Chapters 5 and 6). 

      As an example, Figure M4.11 represents the partnering culture profile for French organisations (mid-

blue) versus the ideal (dark-blue).  

      The French profile means that in a partnership, organisations impinged in this culture would tend to 

balance ‘Long’ and ‘Short-Term’ wins as well as ‘Goals’ and ‘Relationships’ appropriately.  

      But they would be likely to present significant or major gaps to being good partners in prioritising 

their ‘Own Interests’, imposing ponderous ‘Structures and Processes’, being ‘Little Trustworthy or 
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Trusting and operating in a ‘Centralised’ manner. 

      Each of the strengths is an opportunity to support the success of partnerships. The gaps are, at a 

minimum, areas to watch and manage when getting into a partnership; more deeply, they are usually the 

cultural traits to work hard on, manage pro-actively and enduringly and where to consider culture change 

over time in a structured manner to succeed with partnerships.  

 
                Figure M4.11 – France Country Profile vs Ideal Profile – Overall  

      The model can develop similar graphical models for any country. The ones for Brazil, China, France, 

Germany, Great Britain, India, Israel, Japan, Russia, Singapore, Turkey and the USA are presented later in 

this chapter – as some of the main cultures involved in major infrastructure and construction projects or 

presenting extreme characteristics on their partnering culture profile. 

6.5. Partnering Culture by Core Partnering Activity (Research Activity 
M4.2) 
      At a country culture level (cross-country to be built later), this research is unique as it offers a data-

driven predictive and resolution model to improve the inescapable eleven core activities of a partnership 

development over its life cycle by managing the way national cultural traits can impact each of these 

activities. The present research activity 4.2 is where this differentiated contribution is presented.  

6.5.1 – Cultural Analytical Graphics for Each Core Partnering Activity (Research Activity M 4.21)  

      The methodology now pulls the outcomes of all steps of the research together.  It uses the same 
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graphical representation as in research activity M.41 before but now applies it to individual core 

partnering activities - rather than to the overall country partnering culture. Each graph presents three 

lines: 

• The ideal partnering culture profile for the specific core partnering activity being considered - as 

developed in Chapter 4 – Figure M2.71  

• The general ideal partnering culture profile, as developed in Chapter 4 – Figure M2.41 

• The partnering culture profile for the country from the main research databases (Minkov and 

Hofstede, 2013; Trompenaars, 2013; Schwartz, 2008).  

      Using the databases, the research develops the graphical model at the core partnering activity level. 

This provides a detailed analysis of where the country culture stands on each core partnering activity vs 

the ideal profile, i.e. their cultural fitness for this particular partnering activity.  

      For practitioners, this knowledge is uniquely valuable as it guides the organisation from a given 

country culture to leverage (in case of a strength) or carefully manage (in case of a gap) their cultural 

profile at each critical step and for each unavoidable core activity of the partnership development.    

      Building on the earlier example of France and zooming to a core partnering activity level for the sake 

of example, Figure M4.21 illustrates the ‘Transform L/T Performance’ trait. As can be observed, this core 

partnering activity requires even less Group 6 – ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ (19) compared to the overall 

ideal profile (30) – common sense would indeed suggest that only devolved authority would support 

continuous delivery from the partnership over the long run. With its rating of 68, which represents its 

hierarchical culture, the leadership style and practice of French culture based organisations could very 

well derail the partnership at the ‘Transform L/T Performance’ stage of its development.  

      Hence the French organisation and its partners should enact close and active management of this 

major gap from early on in their partnership. 
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Figure M4.21 – France Profile vs Ideal Profile – Activity Level: ‘Transform L/T Performance’ 

      The equivalent analysis can be run for all eleven core partnering activities. 

      6.5.2 – Core Partnering Activity Culture Analytical Matrices (Research Activity M 4.22)   

      The research now aims to develop a final analytical tool to provide an overall partnering national 

cultural map in one place - or otherwise said, a national partnering competency map. To do this, the tool 

would collect all national culture impacts for all core partnering activities in one place.  

      This map takes the form of a matrix, with the core partnering activities on the Y-axis and the 

partnering cultural traits on the X-axis. Any cell in the matrix represents the impact of that particular 

partnering cultural trait (X) on that particular core partnering activity (Y).  

      As the research progressed, the matrix was improved with the aim to make it a more readily 

actionable instrument. Rather than inputting absolute culture values in the cells, they were replaced with 

the value of the gap between the ideal and the country values.  

      Two examples of Partnering Culture Competency Matrices are shown on Figure M4.22, respectively for 

Russia and Great Britain – the former being one of the least naturally advantaged cultures for partnering and 

the latter one of the most culturally naturally able.  
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      Colour code: light blue – gap of 10 or under; mid-blue – gap of 11 to 20; dark blue – gap of over 20 

     Figure M4.22 – Russian and British Partnering Culture Competency Matrix  

     As the research designs a national partnering profile – strengths and weaknesses – for each studied 

region/country, it draws practical conclusions and can provide insights to organisations from a given 

country culture to plan and practice their partnering approach better: 

1. Firstly, on the overall profile – as presented in research activity M4.1. It is illustrated by the 

French example on Figure M4.11, notably pointing to high overall cultural biases towards ‘Self-

Centeredness’ (delta=31), ‘Rationality’ (delta=46), ‘Formality’ (delta=33) and ‘Hierarchy’ 

(delta=38). 

2. Then by core partnering activity - as presented in research activity M4.21. It is illustrated by the 

French example on figure M4.21, notably pointing to a major risk to the delivery of ‘Transform 

L/T Performance’ given a strong cultural bias to ‘Hierarchical Management’ (delta=49).    

3. Finally, in considering the partner organisation’s national culture - the example in Figure 

4.22 shows major differences between Russia and Great Britain. They suggest highest risks to the 

‘Deliver S/T Performance’ and ‘Transform L/T Performance’ core partnering activities, especially 

on the grounds of extremely polarised approaches to ‘Ambiguity’ and ‘Hierarchy’ between the 

two national cultures (cultural clusters 2 and 6).  

      In summary, the model’s analytical graphics and matrices are easily interpretable and actionable guides 

on how a company with a prevailing culture of a given region/country performs versus the strategic 

partnering ideal cultural profile and this of their partner, in general and for each core partnering activity.  

6.6 Partnering Culture Profiles for 12 Countries (Research activity M4.3)  
      Finalising the ‘Theory Building’ phase, the research develops the partnering culture profiles for 

twelve economies: the first eight global economic powers – USA, China, Japan, Germany, UK, France, 

India, Brazil; and four other high-interest countries especially for the extremes they present on some of 

their partnering cultural traits – Russia, Turkey, Israel and Singapore.        
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USA  
 
The USA overall gap to the ideal partnering profile is 21.  

- Its main areas of cultural challenge for partnering are fewer than most but highly exacerbated, 
with strong biases on ‘Starting with Self’, ‘L/T Strategic Win’ and ‘Conformity’. The US culture 
organisations can build on the four other trait groupings.    

- The core partnering activities that are most at risk with US partners: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 
‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’, ‘Transform L/T Performance’ and ‘Cultural Readiness’.  

 
USA vs Ideal Profile  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
USA Activity Matrix 
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CHINA 
 
China overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is 24.  

- Its main areas of cultural challenges for partnering lie with biases on low ‘S/T Quick Win’, high 
‘Formalised Relationships’ and very high ‘Hierarchical Leadership’.    

- The core partnering activities most at risk with Chinese partners are: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 
‘Best Fit Human Capital’ and developing ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’.  

 
China vs Ideal Profile  
 

 
 
China Activity Matrix  
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GERMANY  
 
Germany overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is 19.  

- Its main areas of cultural challenge for partnering lie with biases on high ‘Starting with Self’, high 
‘Rationality’ and low ‘S/T Quick Win’.  

- The core partnering activities most at risk with German partners are: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 
‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’ and ‘Cultural Readiness’.  

 
Germany vs Ideal Profile 
  

 
Germany Activity Matrix 
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JAPAN 
 
Japan overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is a high 29.  

- The Japanese culture is one of extremes when it applies to partnering, with very high biases for 
‘Rationality’, ’Result Orientation’ and ‘L/T Strategic Win’.  

- The core partnering activities most at risk with Japanese partners are: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 
‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’, ‘Deliver S/T Performance’ and ‘Cultural Readiness’.  

 
Japan vs Ideal Profile  
 

 

Japan Activity Matrix  
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INDIA 
 
India overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is 19.  

- Its main areas of cultural challenge for partnering are fewer than most but highly exacerbated, 
with strong biases on high ‘Certainty’, a very high ‘Hierarchy’ and ‘Conformity’. India culture 
organisations can build robustly on the four other trait groupings.    

- The core partnering activities most at risk with Indian partners are: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 
‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’, ‘Transform L/T Performance’ and ‘Cultural Readiness’.  

India vs Ideal Profile  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

India Activity Matrix  
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FRANCE 
 
France overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is a high 28.  

- Its main cultural challenges lie with biases on high ‘Starting with Self’, very high ‘Rationality’, 
high ‘Formalised Relationships’ and ‘Hierarchical Leadership.    

- The core partnering activities most at risk with French partners are: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 
‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’, ‘Transform L/T Performance’ and ‘Cultural Readiness’.  

France vs Ideal Profile  

 

France Activity Matrix  
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UK 
 
UK overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is 18.  

- Its main areas of cultural challenge for partnering are fewer than most but highly exacerbated, with 
strong biases on very high ‘Start with Self’, a high ‘Result Orientation’ and a level of ‘Conformity’. 
The British culture organisations can build robustly on the four other trait groupings.    

- The core partnering activities most at risk with British partners are: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 
‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’, ‘Transform L/T Performance’ and ‘Cultural Readiness’.  

UK vs Ideal Profile  

 

UK Activity Matrix 
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TURKEY 
 
Turkey overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is a high 29.  

- Its main areas of cultural challenge for partnering are highly exacerbated, with strong biases on 
very high ‘Certainty’, ‘Formality’, ‘Hierarchy’ and ‘Conformity’ – making the Turkish culture 
one of the most coherent and challenging for partnerships.  

- The core partnering activities most at risk with Turkish partners are: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 
‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’, ‘Navigation’, ‘Transform L/T Performance’ and ‘Cultural 
Readiness’.   

Turkey vs Ideal Profile 

 
Turkey Activity Matrix  
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SINGAPORE 
 
Singapore overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is a high 26.  

- It has a contrasted partnering culture profile versus most of the main economic nations, with low 
‘Starting from Self’, ‘Rationality’ but high ‘Formality’ and very high ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ 
and ‘Conformity’.  

- The core partnering activities most at risk with Singaporean partners are: ‘Partnerial Individual 
Relationship’, ‘Deliver S/T Performance’ and ‘Transform L/T Performance’.   

Singapore vs Ideal Profile  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Singapore Activity Matrix 
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ISRAEL 
 
Israel overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is 21.  

- Its main areas of cultural challenges for partnering lie with biases on high ‘Starting with Self’ (as 
54 is a mix of extremes between in- and out-group), high ‘Rationality’, low ‘Hierarchical 
Leadership’ and high ‘Conformity’.    

- The core partnering activities most at risk with Israeli partners are: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 
‘Navigation’ and ‘Cultural Readiness’.  

Israel vs Ideal Profile  

 

Israel Activity Matrix  
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RUSSIA 
 
Russia overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is a very high 35, making Russia’s culture one of the 
least naturally fit to partnering.  
- Its main cultural challenges lie with biases on very high 'Rationality’, ‘Formalised Relationships’ 

‘Hierarchical Leadership and ‘Conformity’.    
- The core partnering activities most at risk with Russian partners are all eleven, with an even spread of 

risk intensity throughout.   

Russia vs Ideal Profile  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Russia Activity Matrix 
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BRAZIL 
 
Brazil overall gap from the ideal partnering profile is a high 26.  
- Its main areas of cultural challenge for partnering lie with strong biases on high ‘Rationality’, 

‘Formalised Relationships’, ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ and ‘Conformity’.    
- The core partnering activities most at risk with Brazilian partners are: ‘Selection of Best Partners’, 

‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’, ‘Navigation’, ‘Transform L/T Performance’ and ‘Cultural 
Readiness’.  

Brazil vs Ideal Profile  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brazil Activity Matrix 
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      Developing individual country partnering culture profiles for the twelve key countries exhibits the 

communalities and differences in the impact of the respective national cultures on the individual 

inescapable core partnering activities. It offers a solid database for the upcoming ‘Problem Solving’ 

phase (Van de Ven, 2007) and ‘Contribution to Knowledge’. 

6.7 – Introducing ‘Problem Solving’ (Research activity M5)  

      Phase 4 and the final one in Van de Ven’s research process is the leverage, application and testing of 

the partnering culture model to provide a ‘Solution’ to the initial problem – so that it becomes useful both 

for scholars and practitioners. It takes the form of cultural guides applied to and impacting the 

development of partnerships. As represented in Figure M.51, the research develops two types of guides: 

• Individual country partnering culture guides (Research Activity M5-2)  

• Bi-lateral cross-border partnering culture guides (Research Activity M5-3)  

 

       Figure M.51. Problem Solving Phase Research Activities 

      In practice, the thesis includes archetypes of each sort of partnering culture guides - which can be 

replicated and expanded consistently and easily to multiple countries. The next research activity aims to 

select two countries for the guides.        

      6.7.1 – Selection of High-Interest Countries (Research Activity M5.1)  

      A number of countries were considered within the twelve whose partnering profiles have been 

developed and presented earlier. A few selection lenses were used, including profile complexity, future 

significance, extensive literature and ability to interpret it, no excessive bias from readers – many  people 
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might have rather firm views on the US, China or the UK with the risk to lose the ‘science’ for personal 

experiences and views.   

      The research used multiple sources, including Foreign Direct Investment Figures, Ernst & Young, 

Deloitte, Price Waterhouse Coopers annual foreign investment and other reports to identify high-

interest/high-potential country pairs. The selection considered the lens of major construction projects.  

      On the basis of these criteria and data gathering, the final selection was made for France and Turkey – 

as both of them are meaningful economies and potentially attract fewer pre-conceptions than several other 

countries. 

       6.7.2 Applying the Model to Develop Country Partnering Culture Guides (Research Activity 
M5.2) 

      The methodology to develop country partnering culture guides is as follows - and is presented here in 

some detail, so that it can be replicated to other countries: 

1. Use the statistical databases to quantify the seven polarised partnering groups for that particular 

country (Ref. M3.5). 

2. Plot the analytical graphics to identify the overall partnering cultural gaps and fit (Ref.  M4.1). 

3. Repeat the above step adding the core partnering activity level (Ref. M4.21). 

4. Form the key competency matrix showing the strengths and gaps vs the ideal profile (Ref. M4.22). 

5. Assess and analyse the overall partnering fitness. Point to key findings on the strengths and gaps 

vs the ideal profile for each partnering cultural trait – combining literature review and research 

analysis. 

6. Assess and analyse individual core partnering activity fitness. Deepen the study and repeat the 

above step in a core partnering activity context – both from literature and analysis. This provides a 

detailed diagnosis of where the country culture stands on each core partnering activity vs the ideal 

profile – the epi-centre of ‘Problem Solving’. 

7. State and leverage the specific country findings into possible corrective points and 

recommendations to improve partnerships.  

      The research developed country guides for France and Turkey as reproducible examples, which are 

presented in Chapter 7 and Appendix 1 of the thesis. It also progressed work on several other countries, 

which is not reported in details in this document but is available for further work.  

       6.7.3 Applying the Model to Develop a Bi-Lateral Cross-Border Partnering Culture Guide 
(Research Activity M5.3)   

      This research activity builds on the previous methodology, the partnering culture model and its 

component-frameworks to create a bi-lateral cross-border culture guide.  The guide includes the analysis 

and core recommendations to reduce the gaps of cultural differences and leverage areas of cultural 

alignment, as they apply to partnering and contribute to improving co-operations.  
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       The methodology to develop the bi-lateral cross-border partnering culture guide is as follows: 

1. Use the single country statistical figures/graphs and booklets as a base input (Ref. M3 and M4). 

2. Overall bi-lateral partnering culture map  - Plot the bi-country analytical graphics to identify the 

partnering areas presenting gaps and areas of fit – 1) versus the ideal partnering profile; and 2) 

versus each other.  

3. Core partnering activity bi-lateral map - Repeat the step above for each core partnering activity, 

combining	literature	review	and	researcher	analysis.	This	provides	a	detailed	analysis	of	

where	the	organisations	stand	on	each	core	partnering	activity	vs	the	ideal	profile	and	

relative	to	one	another.	

4. Define areas of consideration, findings and recommendations for the two organisations, each 

influenced by their own country culture, to leverage the common or complementary areas of 

cultural strengths and reduce the effects of major gaps on their partnering endeavour, both relative 

to the ideal profile and versus each other.  

      At this stage, a couple of vignettes were developed to illustrate the overall bi-lateral partnering culture 

graphics - one between the UK and China and the other between the UK and the USA. As represented on 

Figure M5.31, they show very different opportunities and issues for an organization impinged in the 

British culture wanting to partner with respectively a Chinese or a US counterpart.            

 
 
 
Generalising the earlier vignette in Figure M3.52 on ‘Collaborative’ 
vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership – UK, China, major culture gaps 
appear on high UK ‘Starting from Self’, ‘S/T Quick Win’ and 
‘Collaborative Leadership’ vs China. They reflect very different 
partnering culture profiles which require proactive continuing 
management throughout the partnership life cycle.  

 

Differently to the polarised UK-China, UK-USA present very similar 
partnering culture profiles. One amplifies another on some traits – 
notably the US culture is higher on ‘S/T Quick Win’. Consequently, 
the main risk to their partnership is not one of alignment but gaps with 
the ideal partnering culture profile. Both are very high on ‘Starting 
with Self’, ‘S/T Quick Win’, ‘Result First’ and ‘Conformity’ vs 
benchmark.         

      Figure M5.31 – Vignettes UK – China, UK – USA Partnering Culture Profile Gaps  

Conclusion 

      The research develops a bi-lateral France-Turkey partnering culture guide in Chapter 8 of the thesis. 
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The guide provides insights and advice on how to improve their cross-border partnerships consistently 

throughout their life cycles in the context of their respective cultures.  

      These guides are examples of how this thesis’ partnering national culture model can be used when 

organisations impinged into their national cultures are considering their partnership or intending to 

deepen it throughout its life stages. The bi-lateral cross-border guide aims at including a wealth of 

analysis and advice to reduce risks and deliver consistent improvement to the partnerships. In the Van de 

Ven’s approach, they represent ‘The Solution’.  

       Any combination of other countries can be developed similarly by replicating the archetype.  

      The according research will now be developed in Chapters 7 and 8.  
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CHAPTER 7 – FINDINGS: INDIVIDUAL COUNTRY PARTNERING 
CULTURE GUIDES 

France and Turkey 
	

	
      The research question is whether a model might exist and could be designed to improve the 

development and running of cross-border partnerships. And in case such a model would exist, what could 

be one of its forms. 

      Contribution to Knowledge - In case such a model exists – perhaps among other ones to be 

developed –, the research’s contribution to knowledge would reside in a new and systematic ability to 

capture cultural differences for their impact on partnerships, offer predictive perspectives on potential 

issues for partnerships, pave the way and provide guidelines to the resolution of issues and challenges. Its 

application would provide guidance on how to pro-actively manage cultural strengths, gaps and 

differences to improve cross-border co-operations. As much as the learning and practice would not be 
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perfect, benefiting from such guidelines would go a significant way beyond the current limited 

considerations held by scholars and practitioners – as it would offer them to contextualize, reflect and 

operate using proactive contingencies and reaching some level of optimisation. 

      Contribution to Knowledge would be incomplete if the model was not applied to provide real findings 

to real issues – the ‘Solution’ in Van de Ven’s research methodology – In this thesis, the ‘Solution’ takes 

the form of a template case which can be generalised and is expandable to any partnership between any 

organisation from any nation. 

      Country Partnering Guides – France and Turkey – The purpose of Chapters 7, 8 and Appendix1 is 

to provide such a template case, which is presented in the form of cross-border partnering culture guides. 

Similar guides can then be developed and replicated infinitely for any type of partnership between any 

organisations from any national culture. 

      Among the many possible nations and after extensive consideration, the research selected France and 

Turkey as the ‘Solution’ case. They are major nations, with salient similarities and differences in their 

partnering culture profiles. As meaningful as they are on the world scene, they are not overly commented 

upon - unlike the USA or China for example – and therefore carry less risk of undesirable although 

unconscious biases. Part of the decision was also guided by the literature reviews, whereby the research 

could access extensive data on these two countries – both from scholar and practitioner sources. 

      The findings are captured in Chapter 7 and Appendix 1, which make up individual country partnering 

culture guides, respectively France and Turkey. Chapter 8 presents the ultimate outcome of the research, 

the ‘Solution’, through the cross-border France – Turkey partnering culture guide. 

       Country Partnering Guide Structure –The main novel contribution of this thesis is the systematic 

knitting of partnering cultural traits with core partnering activities. For the sake of rigour and 

completeness, each guide is structured into two main parts, each aiming to contribute an angle of the 

research question: 

• Part 1 - How do partnering national cultural traits impact the core partnering activities? With the 

national cultural traits as the main entry criteria, the thesis explores their consequences on each 

step of the partnership development. In the France guide, this stands in sections 7.1B and 7.1C.  

• Part 2- How are core partnering activities impacted by individual national cultural traits - or a 

combination of them? With the core partnering activities as the main entry criteria, the thesis 

explores risks and opportunities for each activity from the country culture they are impinged in. In 

the France guide, this is section 7.1D.  

      These sections might present some elements of repetition - notably on cultural route causes -, as they 

are two angles of the same question. These repetitions are deliberate so that each enquiry provides a full 

picture and can be used by scholars and practitioners on its own and for its own purpose.       
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								7 – PART 1 – FRANCE PARTNERING CULTURE GUIDE 

7.1A] Background 

      France is one of the most modern countries in the world and is a leader amongst European nations. It 

plays an influential global role as a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council, NATO, 

the G-8, the G-20, the EU and other multilateral organisations. France re-joined NATO’s integrated 

military command structure in 2009, reversing De Gaulle’s 1966 decision to withdraw French forces from 

NATO.  

      Since 1958, it has constructed a hybrid presidential-parliamentary governing system resistant to the 

instabilities experienced in earlier, purely parliamentary administrations. In recent decades, its 

reconciliation and co-operation with Germany have proved central to the economic integration of Europe, 

including the introduction of a common currency, the Euro, in January 1999.  

      Location – Western Europe, bordering the Bay of Biscay and English Channel, between Belgium and 

Spain, southeast of the UK; bordering the Mediterranean Sea, between Italy and Spain. France has eight 

border countries: Andorra 55 km, Belgium 556 km, Germany 418 km, Italy 476 km, Luxembourg 69 km, 

Monaco 6 km, Spain 646 km, Switzerland 525 km. 

      Ethnic groups – Celtic and Latin with Teutonic, Slavic, North African, Indochinese, Basque 

      Languages – French (official): 100%. Rapidly declining regional dialects (Provencal, Breton, 

Alsatian, Corsican, Catalan, Basque, Flemish). 

      Religions – Christian (Roman Catholic majority) 66%, Muslim 8%, Jewish 0.7%, Buddhist 0.7%, 

other 0.8%, none 25%. France maintains a tradition of secularism and has not officially collected data on 

religious affiliation since the 1872 national census. 

      Population – 66, 553, 766 (July 2015 est.); country comparison to the world: 22nd in rank. 
 
      Age structure (CIA World Fact book)  

    0-14 years: 18.66% (male 6, 350, 008 / female 6, 066, 407) 

    15-24 years: 11.82% (male 4,025,283 / female 3, 842, 989) 

    25-54 years: 38.31% (male 12, 823, 675 / female 12, 671, 013) 

    55-64 years: 12.48% (male 4, 008, 672 / female 4, 294, 218) 

    65 years and over: 18.74% (male 5, 360, 078 / female 7, 111, 423)  
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7.1B] France – Cultural Partnership Profile  

      7.1B1) France Partnering Profile 

      Every country has its own diverse way of approaching partnerships. The graph in Figure 7.1B1.1 plots 

France (mid-blue line) against the ideal partnering culture profile (dark-blue line). The closer a country 

culture stands to the ideal line, the higher the likelihood is to develop partnerships well. The following 

sections of this booklet identify the specific strengths, gaps, weaknesses and improvement opportunities 

for the French culture to improve at the partnering practice. 

 
      Figure 7.1B1.1. France Partnering Profile versus Ideal  

      Overall, Figure 7.1B1.1 reveals that organisations with a French culture - or those who want to partner 

with French organisations - need to consider how to improve some traits structurally or actively 

compensate for the existing s. Main challenges stand with: ‘Starting from Others’ (Delta=31), ‘Intuition 

and Ambiguity Management’ (Delta=46), ‘Collaborative Leadership’ (Delta=38) and ‘Master of Your 

Own Fate’ (Delta=31).  

      The table in Figure 7.1B1.2 provides additional quantification of the gaps between the ideal and 

France profiles for each partnering cultural trait. The partnering cultural traits will now be analysed 

consistently one by one. 
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       Figure 7.1B1.2. France Partnering Profile versus Ideal, for each Partnering Cultural Trait 	

      7.1B2) GROUP 1: ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=31]  

      Figure 7.1B2.1 recalls the definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits comprehensively, 

from both the organisational and individual perspectives – and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s 

‘Collectivism’ vs ‘Individualism’ and Globe’s ‘Low/High Assertiveness’ national culture traits.  
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      Figure 7.1B2.1. GROUP 1: ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ 

      7.1B 2.1) 29 - ‘Starting from Others’ vs 71 - ‘Starting with Self’ 

       Figure 7.1B2.1.1 ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’, Group 1 Calculation 

     Gap to ideal: 31 – The French culture is strongly biased to ‘Starting with Self’ (Hofstede, 2010) – 

which can be explained by the following: 

     An elitist education – The French education system is very competitive. Its fundamental belief is that 

children and students will study better and learn more in an ultra-competitive environment. “The 

educational philosophy emphasises...individual competition including an absolute grading system (no 

grading on the curve); stress on analytical thought and rote learning, as opposed to creativity; generally 

high academic expectations” (Expatica, 2018). 

      Later in the curriculum, the ‘Grandes Ecoles’ system is even more selective and is often criticised for 

nurturing pure elitism. Managers having graduated from a given ‘Grande Ecole’ tend to hire and prefer 

working with people from the same ‘Grande Ecole’. “Corporate recruiters prefer the products of the 

‘Grandes Ecoles’ to graduates of ordinary universities, for the schools’ seal of approval endorses the 
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individual’s capacity for rapid learning and intellectual virtuosity…The ‘Grandes Ecoles’ provide alumni 

with a readymade and influential network of contacts... These networks can dominate French companies” 

(Barsoux and Loescher, 1991, p.5-6). Barsoux also quotes Pascal Eyt-Dessus, a senior executive at L’Air 

Liquide as he observes, “Ninety per cent of the population want to abolish the Ecole Polytechnique, but 

they all also want their sons to go there”.  

      Highly status-conscious individuals – The level of education, along with the family background and 

wealth, largely determine one’s status. Graduates of the very selective ‘Grandes Ecoles’ hold most of the 

top government and business positions. Three out of four top managers of the 200 largest French 

companies come from wealthy families, whereas in Germany the figure is one out of four and in the U.S 

about one out of ten (Gesteland, 2012). 

      ‘Starting with Self’ applies across the whole of the French society. Section 7.1B7 discusses how 

strongly hierarchical the French culture is – people will obey when the ‘Patron’ is here… but prefer to 

follow their own path when the boss is away. 

      The French often display a strong self-assurance – some would say arrogance – based on their 

certainty to be better than others because more intelligent and logically structured. “French managers see 

their work as an intellectual challenge, requiring the remorseless application of individual brainpower. 

They do not share the Anglo-Saxon view of management as an interpersonally demanding exercise, 

where plans have to be constantly ‘sold’ upward and downward using personal skills…The bias is for 

intellect rather than for action. People who run big enterprises must above all else be clever - that is, they 

must be able to grasp complex issues, analyse problems, manipulate ideas, and evaluate solutions” 

(Barsoux and Loescher, 1991, p.60). A positive side of this can be a sense of ‘grandness’, giving some 

individuals a differentiated ability to conceive grand and ambitious schemes.       

      Practising public confrontation – “Challenging in public is not considered offensive. Criticising 

someone’s work is not considered to be lacking respect. People will try to defend their idea, and will 

usually speak up in business meetings. Confrontations are usually welcomed, as they allow for better 

results and understanding. When grievances are expressed, the French often do so in no uncertain 

manner” (Chhokar et al., 2007, p.567).  

“A disagreement can be considered stimulating to a French person... The French tend to think that 

such arguments are interesting and stimulating. It is also a meaningful outlet for tension…On the political 

scene, the French people are known for complaining and seem continuously restless, verbally criticising 

the government, institutions, capitalism and the peopled they live with... The mentally vigorous French 

have been aptly described as combative libertarians; that is, they appreciate strong argument and 

contradiction” (Harris et al., 2004, p.448). 
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      Straight communication – “In every day’s life, to be able to say what one exactly means or feels, in 

a concise, direct or forthright manner, tends to be prized” (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007, p.567).  

      Relationships are more aggressive than in many other societies. Moreover, this style is considered 

normal, and even desirable. The taste for verbal confrontations and sparring corresponds to what has 

sometimes been presented as ‘French Rationalism’. It also results from the educational system where 

persuasive writing (la ‘Rhetorique’) and debating are systematically practiced. (Chhokar et al., Globe 

2007, p.567). “Americans are often blindsided by their outwardly polite and socially aware French 

bosses’ savage critiques” (Meyer, 2015, p. 7).  

      Limited discipline – In France the warm-up chat is likely to last a long time. As if there was no 

agenda at all, the conversation may start with item 5, proceed to item 2 and then wander off in several 

different directions at once. “Polychromic meetings tend to follow more their own inner logic than a fixed 

outline. The important thing is that everyone has his or her say” (Gesteland, 2012, p.70).  

      Individualist culture – Activities and actions are not often self-started. The employee will not do 

something that is out of his/her area of expertise unless specifically told by their manager – even if it 

benefits the team. People tend to act in their own territories/in silos. Entrepreneurs have a tendency to 

claim that everything is their own results rather than depending on others. “In many cases the internal 

communication in French enterprises is horizontal and very formal” (Hall, 1999, p.35). High hierarchical 

structure results in dislike for passing the information and empowering the subordinates (Trompenaars 

and Hampden-Turner, 1998).   

       Employed personnel are expected to act relationally according to their own interests, although they 

have to find out how their interests and their managers’ interests will coincide (Hofstede, 2010).  

      The community is France, the family and only a few groups – Out of these circles - one of grand 

and ideological scale and the others of a more intimate nature, the French become individualists in other 

social encounters (Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, 2012; Ref. Paragraph 7.1B 5.1). 
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7.1B 2.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’– Consequences and 
Recommendations 

	
      Figure 7.1B2.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ 

      Considering how deeply these two traits influence partnering activities, there is generally a big gap 

with the ideal profile throughout the core partnering activities. This high divergence requires considering 

improved ways of running the core partnering activities with French organisations -rather than remain 

passive and suffer from the damaging effects of a high ‘Starting with Self’: 

       Cultural readiness [Gap=51] – A prevailing ‘Starting with Self’ bias makes the French culture a 

low natural fit for strategic partnering.  As the French always come first, they do not tend to ask for help, 

work easily in a group or feel as ‘One Team’.  

        The expected language is much preferably French, firstly as some are hampered by the lack of 

language skills (Lewis, 2010) - although French organisations can show two faces, as many business 

people speak English well (Gesteland, 2012). In case you do not offer to speak French, you appear to be 

Anglophile, which is not a good start in their eyes (Lewis, 2010). “Do not expect deep appreciation of 
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your own culture, as history lessons in their education system tend to concentrate on French history” 

(Lewis, 2010, p.256, 259). 

       Mission, destination and plan [Gap=31] – When starting negotiations, the French will look for 

what they can gain from the partnership. The question will be ever present in the back of their mind, in 

every activity and discussion. In a meeting, they will often try to push deals in their favour rather than 

look for mutual advantage. Consequently, when starting negotiations with a French organisation, the 

value proposition must clearly emphasise what both parties would gain from the partnership. They have 

to be convinced about their own benefit. There needs to be a compelling case why working together 

would help them – so both parties are enabled to achieve the best outcomes.  

“French people may be unwilling to agree with compromises unless it is their only option to keep the 

negotiation from getting stuck. In addition, negotiators may be very passionate and can appear outright 

aggressive. The French may not always show a win-win attitude, especially if they believe that ‘logical’ 

reasons support their position” (Katz, 2017, p.3). 

      Cooperating framework and processes [Gap=47] – As they will attempt to extract the best from the 

opportunity, negotiations need to be turned into dialogue and not be rushed – so the French get convinced 

on their share of value within the mutual context. Investing time internally first to carefully define value 

propositions and hooks for both parties will help to get the French understand how the full mutual picture 

provides the value they want.  

They arrive at the negotiation well informed – although seeing things through the French ‘spectacles’ 

often blinds them of the international implications (Lewis, 2010). Using a French version of the 

presentation/report creates the comforting sense that their partner is looking at things from their 

perspective and that their specificities are being acknowledged. “Having your English-language handout 

materials translated to French is not a must, but it will be noted very favourably” (Katz, 2017, p.3).  

      Partnerial enterprise relationships [Gap=48] – An individualistic, self-confident and well-educated 

elite tends to want to do it alone. The required counteracting mechanism within France itself is a high 

degree of centralisation (Lewis, 2010). A partner to the French will have to consider exactly the same, i.e. 

having a centralised, driving and processed way of running the partnership.  

      Partnerial individual relationships [Gap=17] – It is recommended to show understanding of their 

culture, company and industry. This will greatly help making them feel that individuals in the partner 

organisation are a part of their group. While not indispensable, having a French (or French speaking) 

person in the partnership management team – possibly the value and offer manager or a workstream 

leader – would help bridge the gap between the in-group and out-group.  

      Best-fit human capital [Gap=25] – The team they will choose is usually composed of people who 

are the least inconvenient for leadership. As a partnership requires people strongly fit to the required traits 
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and capabilities, and without appearing intrusive, the partner should find ways to influence who joins the 

partnership management group and workstreams. 

      Delivering performance – They will often consider delivering what is most advantageous for them. 

As mentioned earlier, extensive preparation to be able to demonstrate their part of value from the mutual 

activities will prove essential throughout.  

      7.1B3) GROUP 2: ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ (Gap=46) 

      Figure 7.1B3.1 recalls the definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the 

organisational and individual perspectives  - and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Low vs High 

Uncertainty Avoidance’ national cultural traits. 

      Figure 7.1B3.1. GROUP 2: ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality / Certainty’  

      7.1B 3.1) 14 - ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ vs 86 - ‘Rationality / Certainty’ 

            Figure 7.1B3.1.1 ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality / Certainty’ Group 2 Calculation  

      Gap to ideal: 46 – The French culture is considerably biased on ‘Rationality / Certainty’ (Hofstede, 

2010) – which can be explained by the following: 
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      Methodology is key – The French educational system focuses on methodology. The elite trained in 

‘Grandes Ecoles’ receive generalist rather than specialist training. “French education favours the 

presentation of knowledge in a way that favours deductive reasoning: first, the abstract and theoretical 

framework is established and then specific cases are used as illustration” (Culturewise, 2015). French are 

mainly taught new methods to solve problems, and teachers expect method over results from students in 

an exam. Methodology and the capability of approaching problems methodically is a key expectation 

from employers. “French managers have less specialisation than U.S. or British managers, but they 

generally have wider horizons and an impressive grasp of the many issues facing their company” (Lewis, 

2010, p. 113). 

     The focus on methodology means that design of procedures is central. The French would develop 

sophisticated and complex processes…which often can be so elaborate that others cannot follow them. 

And they would consider that once the procedure is in place, results are already delivered and they can 

move on to do something else – as opposed to focus on the operational execution. Under uncertainty, 

people will most likely still look for procedures rather than search for what the factual substance is 

revealing – hence appearing to be largely theoretical rather than practical to others. 

      Highly regulated… and regulating – France is a highly regulated country and has one of the largest 

numbers of laws in the world. Governments are known for their output of negative regulations, which 

highlight what must not be done rather than what should be done (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). As political 

power often switches between the left and the right wing, the new reigning party fast adopts multiple new 

legislations and tax rules that are rationally built on their electoral programme and annul the ones taken by 

the previous party. These constructs are often detached from the real issues and lacking pragmatism.    

      Rationality is deeply cultural – Maths is king in French education. No talent in maths, no ‘Grande 

Ecole’. It results from or marries well with ‘l’Esprit Cartesien’, which was rationalised by the French 

philosophes in the 17th century, whereby logic and rigorous theoretical reasoning are considered the essence 

of human quality and performance.  “French managers excel in their capacity for quantitative thought and 

expression and in the numerate dimension of strategy formulation” (Barsoux and Lawrence, 1991, p.60). 

      The French mathematical school is still considered one of the best in the world. Many French people 

would be found in financial institutions to develop complex math-based algorithms. “French school 

children who aspire to management careers are encouraged in high school to renounce vocational 

preferences in favour of disciplines such as mathematics and physical sciences. Bruno de Fongalland, a 

Carrefour Director, calls this “Mathematical Darwinism – the survival of the most numerate” (Barsoux 

and Lawrence, 1991, p.62).	

      Intellectual, over-intuitive, emotional and concrete – The French will approach situations, issues 

and risks with their mind rather than their heart. They pride themselves on quickness of mind, but dislike 
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being rushed into decisions. For them, negotiation is not a quick procedure (Lewis, 2010). And it is often 

more important to win the negotiation debate rationally than to get the best concrete outcome out of it.  

      They would prefer data driven analytics and key metrics as a major factor in decision-making, 

especially if data can be modelled, logically ordered and rigorously processed. Data gathering would 

become thorough. As they take pride in their analytical and mathematical skills, the French give virtue to 

decisions that are backed up by data processing. They would often omit to step back and assess the 

soundness of their decision… because ‘data have talked’. Michel Bonny, from Michelin U.K. noted 

British managers’ discomfort at putting figures to proposals, whereas “in France, we won’t make a 

decision unless we have confidence in the numbers” (Barsoux and Loescher, 1991, p. 60). 

      A bias towards technology – Technology used in French businesses is advanced. In fact, many 

French multinational companies have resisted the many changes and failures of the recent legislations, 

thanks to the technology they use. “The post-war period was the emergence of various high-tech industry 

and product success stories... These have now become familiar success stories, such as the TGV high-

speed train, civil and military aviation, helicopters, high-tech armaments, telecommunications, rocket 

launching, nuclear power, and so on.  They do represent a new development in the second half of the 

century and they impact substantially and favourably on the image and reputation of France” (Barsoux 

and Lawrence, 1997, p.4). 
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7.1B 3.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality / Certainty’ – Consequences and 
Recommendations 

 
       Figure 7.1B3.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality / Certainty’ 

      There is a considerable gap with the ideal profile throughout the core partnering activities. This high 

divergence requires considering and identifying ways to better run the core partnering activities with 

French organisations in the context of their strong bias towards ‘Rationality / Certainty’:     

      Selection of best partners [Gap=57] – The massive gap to the ideal profile refers to the challenge 

and tortuous nature of this core partnering activity for French organisations. For them, selecting a partner 

is either a fast process and quick decision, based on the ‘Starting with Self’ leader’s intuition; or it will be 

very long and complex, as the focus on procedures, logic and data will mean that progress and decisions 

will take a lot of time at every step of the way. They will methodically think through every possible risk, 

and “Tend to relish finding fault in the logic of others” (Gesteland, 2012, p.280). 

       Overall, very high ‘Rationality’, ‘Starting with Self’ and other key cultural traits do not predispose 

French organisations to partnering. Statistical evidence refers to a lower number of strategic partnerships 

than for many other developed country cultures. But as we will uncover from their ‘Long-Term’ and 
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‘Caring’ traits, once agreed, partnerships can last long, usually longer than in comparable countries 

(Saussier and Tran, 2012).      

       A good practice to partner with a French organisation is to support early the development of a 

decision-making model and the rapid collection of abundant data and proof points to feed the model – 

notably on partnering fit, sources of value, respective hooks and a transparent deal navigation. The 

language should be rational and include as many apparent certainties and data as possible. Any hard 

bargaining will be completely ineffective: “The French are generally suspicious of hype and 

exaggerations and may respond negatively to a ‘hard sell’ approach that might be effective in the United 

States” (Katz, 2017, p.3). 

      Co-operating framework and processes [Gap=37] – The French orientation towards rationality and 

logical processing will be a positive when developing the co-operation framework and the partnership 

processes. The majority of French managers excel in a formal educated cleverness – good at mastering 

complicated issues quickly; good at developing arguments and articulating them; good at sequence, 

inference and logical consistency; good at a rational appraisal of proposals and documents.   

    They are also numerate – the tyranny of maths...French managers are distinguished by their use of 

language (Barsoux and Lawrence, 1997). Even if their partner’s culture does not naturally give precedent 

to this approach, it is advised to spend the time early on to develop jointly the rules of the game and 

procedure construct. A French partner will find considerable comfort to progress with the co-operation 

logically and orderly, ‘as planned’. “Stick to logic at all times... If you contradict anything you said even 

months earlier, a French person will pounce on the contradiction” (Lewis, 2014, p.257). 

Investing in frameworks and processes will seem to take a long time in the navigation and deal 

making phases. But it will enable much smoother progress and performance delivery. Having somebody 

in the Strategic Partnership team to define and monitor actions might save a lot of time, as adapting to and 

following their procedures can be demanding.   

      As it is important to the French perspectives on process, get comfortable that after negotiations, 

significant time will be spent to follow the internal administrative procedures and make sure their senior 

management reviews and accepts the terms. 

      Navigation [Gap=44] – Navigation is among the most needed yet ambiguous core practices in 

developing partnerships – hence one of the least comfortable for the French. One should have a very 

detailed perspective of what the flow of future steps should be. Given their high ‘Uncertainty Avoidance’, 

the French people are resistant to change and it will make a hard time convincing them, except if the 

change appears logical and confidence is built through underpinning data. 

      The French do not like surprises. Structure and planning are required. Before meetings and 

negotiations, they like to receive all necessary information (Hofstede, 2010). During negotiations, their 
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counterparts should be prepared to answer very detailed questions.  

      French partners will want to be comfortable that all risks have been identified and can be managed, 

hence agreements might take a very long time. “Although the senior member of the French team is likely to 

make most of decisions, it does not mean those decisions will be made quickly. Expect decision-making to 

take longer than in deal-focused business cultures” (Gesteland, 2012, p.280). 

      French tend to make situations and conversations a ‘fight’, wanting to win the rational battle and 

theoretical argument. “If you encounter forceful disagreement on some points, be prepared to respond with 

factual counter-arguments. Vigorous disagreement with specific issues does not necessarily signal lack of 

interest in your overall proposal" (Gesteland, 2012, p.280). Best practice here is to embed concrete aims 

within the theoretical frame, so that when the French win the abstract argument, their partner wins the 

practical substance. 

      Deliver short-term performance [Gap=50]  – This will often be of the highest importance for a 

French partner, not principally for the delivery itself, but because it will validate (or invalidate) the whole 

co-operative theoretical model. And they will not naturally deliver this themselves, as they place planning 

over execution and theory over practice. A focus on driving actions to secure the planned early wins will 

be very well invested effort.   

      7.1B4) GROUP 3 – ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=3] 

      Figure 7.1B4.1 reminds us of the definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both 

the organisational and individual perspectives - and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Long-Term’ 

vs ‘Short-Term’ national culture traits.  
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       Figure 7.1B4.1. GROUP 3: ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ 

7.1B 4.1) 63 - ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs 37 - ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ 

	
       Figure 7.1B4.1.1 ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ – Group 3 Calculation 
 
      Gap to ideal profile: 3 – This healthy combination can be explained by the following: 

      Long-Term (L/T) – Structured problem solving is ingrained in the culture, which allows the French 

to be foresighted and look at the bigger picture. As they build grand theories and develop sophisticated 

constructs, they need to take time into account and embrace long-term perspectives. “The French often 

focus on long-term objectives and expect to establish strong relationships over the course of their business 

engagements. This takes time and effort” (Katz, 2017, p.1). Their analytical capability will help them to 

see the pathway and develop activity flows from now to the further-out realisation of their grand schemes.  

“People believe that truth depends very much on situation, context and time. They show an ability to 

adapt traditions easily to changed conditions, a strong propensity to save and invest, thriftiness, and 

perseverance in achieving results” (Hofstede, 2010).  

This goes well with some grandness (Ref. ‘Starting with Self’) which results into the ideation, 

conception and design of long-term ambitious projects – the Versailles castle was not built quickly, nor 

the nuclear network, train system or sporting infrastructure… but they are there.           

      Short-Term (S/T) – If building a strong market position in business would often look even more 

important than short-term bottom line results, short-term will be critical to the French - as a proof point 

that the grander plan and intellectual frame are correct. Actual short-term delivery will help removing the 

undesired and unsettling ambiguity.  

      Short-term will also be essential to give comfort to individual people and satisfy their ‘Starting with 

Self’ needs. Managers in particular will find considerable encouragement in being able to look and talk 

around, reflecting on ‘their’ success – which has many fathers in France. They would comment how 

correct they were from the start and how appropriate it is to continue working towards the final goal.  
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7.1B 4.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ – Consequences 
and Recommendations  

 
      Figure 7.1B4.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ 

      There is a generally good alignment of the French culture with the ideal profile on the balance between 

the ’‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ and ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ cultural traits. This helpful convergence 

guides to review how this helps to run the core partnering activities with French organisations:     

      Cultural readiness [Gap=25] – The gap to the ideal profile on this core partnering activity is the 

highest for the ‘L/T’ vs ‘S/T’ cultural trait. In fact, the French are not naturally and immediately ready for 

L/T partnerships. They will need to ‘see it before’ by intellectualising, structuring and processing the idea 

upfront. “The French have an intellectual and theoretical approach to business and may need time to 

express their ideas clearly and understand the reasoning behind yours. In these circumstances the best 

way to influence decision-making is to come fully prepared to negotiations and presentations, and to 

spend time responding to complex and rigorous questioning” (Culturewise, 2015.) Hence and except in 

the case of a few CEO–driven intuitive joint ventures, the process to agree and enter into a strategic 

partnership will be deeply searching and heavy.  

      Best practice is to spend the time and provide the front-loaded intensity. Because they are highly 

capable of ‘seeing’ the case; and once established and tested for a period within a logical and structured 
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frame, French corporations are inclined to continue with their existing partners into the L/T – and 

potentially ‘Transformational L/T’. 

      Selection of best partner [Gap=17] – Foresighted companies tend to focus more on the long-term 

when selecting a partner. This is vital, as a strategic partnership is by definition, a long-term enterprise – a 

marriage. 

      French counterparts will usually be amenable to the concept of the importance of a long-term vision 

in choosing a partner. However, the 17 gap recalls that the case still needs to be made strongly and won - 

by giving a well-structured and logical argumentation about the long-term benefits. At the same time, 

planned context should be set to allow flexibility in the initial steps to deal with uncertainties and changes 

– so the French remain positively engaged and not destabilised by unavoidable changes to their 

intellectual frame.  

      Mission, destination and plan [Gap=7]; Value proposition, offer development [Gap=4] –There 

are minimal gaps to the ideal profile in these essential strategic areas of the partnership. This is because 

these are intellectual and rational activities and the French are effective in fleshing out long-term goals 

and deliverables, as well as intellectualizing how to get there – including the required shorter-term 

milestones.  

      Leveraging appropriately the French L/T – S/T balance is a major opportunity for a potential partner. 

“Show you are thinking long-term rather than short-term. The French are much more relationship-

oriented than deal-oriented” (Lewis, 2010, p.257). If a partner’s culture is from a pragmatic, short-term, 

immediate-delivery type, they will need to adjust to the French longer-term approach – but also strive and 

plan to benefit from their skills on vision and plan structuration, to complement the concrete realism 

about the required activities. If the two partners are of a similar type, it will reveal very rewarding to 

engage into the joint design of these five pillars early in the life cycle of the aimed partnership.   

      Best-fit human capital [Gap=11]; Co-operating framework and processes [Gap=12]  – The 

combination of ‘Rationality / Certainty’ (Ref. Previous Section) and a true long-term orientation are 

defining to their methodology when creating human capability and preparing frameworks.  

      These cultural orientations can be leveraged to best advantage to build strong foundations to the 

partnership – whilst it is important not to get these basics wrong, as changing them later would be a 

challenge and onerous.   

      Deliver S/T performance [Gap=17]; Transform L/T performance [Gap=19] – There is a strong 

focus on the end result – because the methodology they use is tailored to that end. For the French, 

attaining immediate objectives is secondary to the ascribed reputation of the organisation and its socio-

political goals. “The French love talking about decisions, which may or may not be made in the future. If 
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their reasoned arguments do not produce what is a logical solution in their eyes, then they will delay 

decisions for days or weeks if necessary” (Lewis, 2010, p.170).  

       It does not mean that preliminary activities and S/T performance are not important, as they build up 

confidence and assert their strategy, framework and choices. Robust MIS system is recommended: since the 

power of superiors is largely based on the control of uncertainties, it is important to provide the right 

information and feedback to top managers so they draw the right conclusions. French like to control... They 

teach their employees how to manage risks... and plan how to reduce certain risks (Hovland, et al., 2013). 

A partner to the French should aspire to get the performance management mapping – the combination 

of L/T transformation and S/T delivery – as accurate as possible from the start. This will help preventing 

later resistance to the unavoidable changes in the initial goals when trying to deliver a quick-win – which 

is not something French organisations tend to care much about whilst they struggle with the ambiguity of 

measurement changes. This should be structured for the rigorous use of performance management, KPIs 

and tracking tools, split into S/T and L/T milestones and roadmaps.   

      7.1B5) GROUP 4 – ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap=7]  

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Femininity vs Masculinity’ national 

culture traits are recalled in Figure 7.1B5.1	

 
      Figure 7.1B5.1. GROUP 4: ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ 
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      7.1B 5.1) 57 - ‘Caring’ vs 43 - ‘Result First’  

             Figure 7.1B5.1.1 ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ – Group 4 Calculation 	

      Gap to ideal profile: 7 – This is another apparently healthy combination, which actually reflects a 

considerable and central tension in the French culture.  It is extensively studied in the cultural models 

(Hofstede, 2011) and can be defined as follows: 

      ‘Result First’ – Performance is very important for the French. As most people in the world, they 

thrive on success and advancement. In fact, they need success even more than most, given their unique 

combination of ‘Starting from Self’, need for ‘Certainty’, aspiration to ‘Long-Term’ and deeply 

‘Hierarchical’ mindset. This combination means, “The French are self-motivated to be the best in their 

trade. They, therefore, expect respect for what they do, after which they are very much willing to serve 

well... They also show perseverance in achieving results” (Hofstede, 2010). 

      ‘Caring’ – As almost another extreme, the French culture is extremely caring (Hofstede, 2010). With a 

catholic cultural background, their intuitive ‘Conformity’ is a very high 46, which will be commented 

further in section B.18. As mentioned before, the French create their own communities – families, ‘Grande 

Ecole’ old boys, unions and other groups – and within these, act as extremely solidary individuals. “People 

trust completely only those they know best: family and one or two close, lifetime friends. And potentially 

show limited trust based to mutual dependence to colleagues and acquaintances” (Lewis, 2010, pp.145-

146). 

      Consequently, France remains one of the most ‘socialist’ and unionized cultures in the world, when 

the defence of individual interests is deeply intricate with the defence of community interests.   

7.1B 5.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ – Consequences and Recommendations 
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      Figure 7.1B5.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ 

      The minor gaps versus the ideal profile in this cluster are the reflection of two very polarised and 

extreme cultural traits. So, what is expected and what should and can be done in a partnership context?   

      Cultural readiness [Gap=0] – It appears perfect, with a zero gap to the ideal profile. But the 

existence of two extreme and polarised traits makes it much more a risk and a challenge than an 

opportunity for the partnership than it might appear at first sight.  

What should be expected is the French potentially shifting from strong ‘Caring’ to extremely hard 

nose ‘Result First’ (and vice versa) very suddenly and without anybody could really anticipate. In this 

context, developing a strong enduring partnership will require building deep, almost irreversible anchors 

for the co-operation. And the main destination is to become ‘part of the family’ as ‘Partnerial Enterprise’ 

and ‘Individual’ relationships are being developed.  

      Partnerial individual relationships [Gap=17] – France is a country of personal networks and 

connections. The French ‘horizontal’ networking and bonding is as important as the more visible 

hierarchical structure (Chhokar et al, Globe 2007). Harris characterizes France with as a ‘high context – 

networking culture’ (Harris et al., 2004). 
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Best practice is to combine high ‘Result First’ and equally high ‘Caring’ to achieve goals – through 

the quality of contacts. In the ‘Navigation’ preparation phase, it will prove invaluable to identify the 

correct person(s) for the correct task(s) – in general, the highest ranked individual(s) for that particular 

stream of tasks and develop strong relationships with them.   

Partners should be ready for a significant personal investment. The strong combination of ‘Results 

First' and ‘Starting with Self’ (Ref. Section 7.1B2.2) makes the French start with themselves and not be 

ready to be ‘Caring’ immediately. They are suspicious of early friendliness and in the discussion, dislike 

first names, removal of jackets, and disclosure of personal or family details...Their objectives are long-

term and they try to establish firm personal relationships through evidences of shared values and expected 

behaviours (Lewis, 2010). Hence it will take time for them to become loyal and ‘Giving’ to others – but 

the relationship will become very sustainable once their trust has been earned. 

      Partnerial enterprise relationships [Gap=11] – In essence, this core partnering practice consists in 

developing a wide, integrated and processed cross-organisational relationship that involves multiple 

people and layers. Being thorough at this approach will get the partner’s organisation into the French eco-

system and ‘family’. Once established and tested for a period, the French are often inclined to continue 

with their existing partners into the long-term.  

Building extensive and comprehensive contact maps is very useful. Contacts need to be master 

minded and nurtured between the involved stakeholders in both parties to manage the relationships 

systematically across both organisations. The connected individuals or teams should deliver the joint 

activities and sources of value from well-structured workstreams. To succeed over the long-term, the 

scope of the relationship between the connected individuals and the expectations from these contacts 

should be made very clear. 

      Before doing this and in case a firm is new to a targeted French partner, a good approach is to be 

introduced by an intermediary such the country’s embassy, chamber of commerce, trade association or an 

international bank, law or accounting firm – which is trusted by the potential customers, distributors and 

partners (Gesteland, 2012, p.278). Because cold calls are very unlikely to work in a French culture. 

      Navigation [Gap=14] – More than with most cultures, it is key to consider and define the co-

operative navigation very thoroughly. One of the most critical partnering practices is to appoint and 

empower a strong Strategic Partnership Manager (SPM) in each organisation. This will prove central with 

a French partner and Gesteland (2012, p.278) notes, “In France you get things done much more quickly 

by working through inside contacts rather than by going through channels”. One of the main roles of the 

SPM will be to become the champion and the voice of the partner within his/her own organisation and 

consequently make decisions and progress simpler.     
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      7.1B6) GROUP 5 – ‘Trustful Relationships’ vs ‘Formalised Relationships’ [Gap=33] 

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Trompenaars’ ‘Particularism and Universalism’ 

national culture traits are recalled in Figure 7.1B6.1. 

        Figure 7.1B6.1. GROUP 5: ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships 

      7.1B 6.1) 37 - ‘Trustful Relationships’ vs 63 - ‘Formalised Relationships’ 

 
Figure 7.1B6.1.1 ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships, Group 5 Calculation  

      Gap to ideal: 33 – The French culture is considerably biased to ‘Formalised Relationships’, which 

can be explained by the following: 

      ‘Formalised Relationships’ – Formal deals, contracts, rules, laws, respecting hierarchy and 

following expected formalities are all-important to the French culture. There is a strong need for laws, 

rules and regulations to structure life (Hofstede, 2010). As Lewis (2014) observes, the French political, 

military and economic strengths may no longer predominate as they once did, but the French perceive no 

diminished status to their moral and didactic authority.  

      Their inclination to ‘Starting with Self’ and ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ often manifests into formal 

behaviours with bosses - and expecting the same from subordinates. ‘Rationality / Certainty’ leads to 
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wanting clear deals and contracts, as well as operating processes. ‘Results First’ requires formal 

methodologies to capture and interpret performance.  

      ‘Trusted Relationships’ – Building trust will be a desired outcome, as the progress of the partnership 

and the development of the ‘Partnerial Individual’ relationships can helpfully rebalance the cultural 

requirement for ‘Formality’ towards ‘Trusting’, ‘Caring’ and ‘Collaborative’. But it is likely to take time. 

      7.1B 6.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships – Consequences and 
Recommendations 

 
      Figure 7.1B6.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships 

      There is a considerable gap with the ideal profile on the ‘Trust’ cultural trait throughout the core 

partnering activities. This high divergence requires considering and identifying ways to better run the core 

partnering activities with French organisations in the context of their strong bias towards ‘Formalized 

Relationships’: 

      Cultural readiness [Gap=63] – The major gap highlights how remote the French culture is to 

enabling and easing-up the development of partnerships through ‘Trusting’, simplifying relationship 

building, betting on and building on people. France’s focus on tradition and its culture hinder 

organisations and people from being culturally ready and disposed to easily build a relation with a 
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partner. Van der Walt (2010, p.19) observes, “It is clear that there are numerous differences between the 

French and Western cultures that may create a range of stumbling blocks when cross-cultural negotiations 

are entered into between these two equally powerful, yet vastly differing world powers”.  

      It does not mean that the French are incapable of deep trusting relationships. On the opposite, many 

aspire to ‘Trust’ but have all sorts of cultural barriers that need to be overcome before getting there. Any 

partner would absolutely want to go through the steps of building trustful relationships with their French 

counterparts as fast as possible and appropriate, as the source of major simplifications and value. For 

example, since legal frameworks and contracts are very important to the French, excessive legalistic 

issues can make negotiations last forever. Established ‘Trust’ would turn negotiations into dialogue and 

complex contracts into simpler frameworks. 

      Selection of best partner [Gap=49] – The French tend to be more formal and rigid than most in the 

partner selection process. When considering potential partners, they will go through numerous external 

filtering by looking at risks, strategic importance, complexity and other lenses, with a natural inclination 

to find the fault. 

      Partnerial individual relationships [Gap=30]  – “When e-mailing employees in Paris, I have often 

had the experience that people do not respond to my e-mails. I hadn’t made the connection, but in 

considering it now, I realize that this happens only when I haven’t established a relationship with that 

person” (Meyer, 2014, p.193). 

Partners should give relationships time and proper space to evolve from formal to more relaxed and 

open. In the early stages, they should remain focused on the business motives of the interaction and centre 

the exchanges on substance – remembering that the French are intellectual and like to win the rational 

argument. Time should be used patiently and to best advantage, letting the French counterparts open 

rather than forcing relationships. Strong informal relations will emerge eventually and help the 

cooperative cause greatly. 

The French culture values good manners and traditions highly. It is counter productive to attempt 

getting more relaxed too fast by asking personal questions quickly; instead, it is advisable to discuss more 

mundane topics, including French history or politics, food, wine and sports. According to Gesteland, “The 

French pride themselves in their logic thinking and tend to relish finding fault in the logic of others... One 

should be prepared for frequent interruptions… But perhaps displaying some knowledge of French 

history, literature, art and philosophy could help build rapport” (2012, pp. 278, 280). 

      Partnerial enterprise relationships [Gap=26] – The French will be expecting that relationships are 

developed in service of substance and real business. This is best practice of partnership building 

altogether and therefore a cultural expectation which can be helpfully leveraged. At the start and for a 

while, no contact would be made without a clear business purpose. Added to a good governance structure 
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and contact map, both parties would reach the desired goals, build mutual confidence and earn access to 

the sweet spot of combining rigour and trust.   

      7.1B7) GROUP 6 – ‘Collaborative Leadership’ vs ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ [Gap=38]  

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Low vs High Power Distance’ 

national culture traits are recalled in Figure 7.1B7.1. 

	
      Figure 7.1B7.1. GROUP 6: ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership 

      7.1B 7.1) 32 - ‘Collaborative Leadership’ vs 68 - ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ 

	
Figure 7.1B7.1.1. ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership – Group 6 Calculation  

      Gap to ideal: 38 – The French culture is considerably biased towards ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ 

(Hofstede, 2010). The boss and the relationships to the boss are defining drivers to the French society and 

organisations. This can be defined and explained as follows: 

      ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ – The French culture has a Napoleonian perspective of leadership, 

placing devotion into the ‘providential’ leader. French organisations probably have the most hierarchical 

structure in Europe. Each person operates according to his or her relative status. Hofstede clarified this 

deep reality by observing, “Comparative studies have shown that French companies have normally one or 

two hierarchical levels more than comparable companies in Germany and the UK. Superiors have 

privileges and are often inaccessible. CEO’s of big companies are called Mr. PDG, which is a more 
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prestigious abbreviation than CEO, meaning President Director General. These PDGs have frequently 

attended the most prestigious Grandes Ecoles” (Hofstede, 2010).   

      All other cultural traits coherently contribute to building strong pyramidal hierarchies: ‘Starting with 

Self’ and ‘Certainty’ get leaders to want being recognized and treated as such; ‘Result First’ will get 

leaders to want to know and control everything; ‘Formalised Relationships’ will establish the codes of 

distant interactions; and high ‘Conformity’ will get people to accept that ‘the boss is the boss’.  

      ‘Collaborative Leadership’ – The ‘Cultural Readiness’ gap to collaborative leadership is a high 51. 

Leaders are not naturally inclined towards collaboration, neither with their bosses nor with their team 

members. As the same gap applies between peers, French organisations are often siloed and ran along 

closely managed vertical lines. “French companies contain many social reference groups that are 

mutually exclusive. Tight reins of authority are needed to ensure adequate job performance. A low 

emphasis on delegation of responsibility limits accountability and contributes to a more rigid 

organisational structure. As a consequence, decision-making is more centralised in French companies” 

(Harris et al., 2004). And Barsoux and Loescher add, “Large French organisations are not only 

hierarchical but also compartmentalized. Vertical differentiation is often quite literal” (1991, p.61). 

      7.1B7.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership – Consequences and     
Recommendations. 

	
      Figure 7.1B7.2.1. Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership 
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      There is a considerable gap with the ideal profile on the ‘Collaborative’ cultural trait throughout the 

core partnering activities. This high divergence requires considering and identifying ways to better run the 

core partnering activities with French organisations in the context of their strong bias towards 

‘Hierarchical Leadership’: 

      Transform L/T performance [Gap=49] – The very high gap to the ideal profile constitutes a 

meaningful warning to any partnering intent. Ample economic and statistical evidence refer to the wide 

spread challenge of French businesses to scale up ideas (Radjou, World Economic Forum, 2017).  There 

is a strong risk that the partnership with a French counterpart stagnates after a while not because of wrong 

intents – the French like, aspire to and are able of long-term thinking – but because of gaps in practice.  

This originates largely from hierarchical leadership. Complex big enterprises / partnerships require 

devolved authority, cross-functional collaborations… in short, dynamics where the boss cannot control 

everything and take every decision. Given the French culture, these requirements will be much harder to 

fulfil than in most other cultures.  

      ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ is a mark of fabric of French organisations. The country has a long tradition 

of centralisation and of individual respect for authority. French company law resembles the country’s 

constitution in conferring power on a single person. At the helm of French companies is the PDG, who 

decides, executes, and controls company policy (Barsoux and Loescher, 1991). This centralised authority 

will not be changed at once on the back or for the purpose of a partnership.  

But with clear intent, the negative effects from the strong hierarchical culture can be largely 

mitigated in structuring and running the other core partnering activities as argued below.  

      Best-fit human capital [Gap=31] – As discussions occur to set-up the co-operation, it is critical to 

search for and appoint the most empowered and senior Strategic Partnership Managers (and team) 

possible. This consistently boosts the chance of partnering success in countries with high hierarchical 

leadership. 

      Partnerial enterprise relationships [Gap=36] – Understanding early who the boss and decision 

makers are is very important – since the ‘bosses’ will always make the final decision. “In line with their 

hierarchical values, French bosses tend to run their companies in an authoritarian style. Managers are 

usually reluctant to delegate authority…and the senior member of the French team is likely to make most 

of the decisions” (Gesteland, 2012, pp.278-279). This understanding will help structuring the typical three 

organisation layers of a well-ran partnership adequately, ensuring that the bosses have a formal, involved 

and committed role in the governance and joint decision-making, as well as receive routinely organised 

flows of information.  
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      Even if and certainly in case a counterpart organisation is from a highly collaborative culture, 

developing a deep understanding of hierarchical leadership and mobilizing teams accordingly will go a 

very long way to compensate for the gap with the French and overcome some of its potential downsides.    

      To this extent, well-structured co-operating frameworks and processes will prove priceless. These 

would orchestrate that the final decision makers are either present at the relevant meetings or are kept close 

to the information and consultation loop. Otherwise, teams can lose significant time and effort and some 

directions or actions may be misleading since the boss may not approve what has been discussed and 

tentatively agreed in their absence. This particularly applies to the strategic substance of the partnership – 

mission, destination and plan, as the boss will feel that this is their natural space and role. Lewis’ studies 

explain, “French managers debate issues at length with their staff, often examining all aspects in great 

detail. The decision, however, is usually made alone and not always on the basis of the evidence. If the 

Chief Executive’s views are known in advance, it is not easy to reverse them” (Lewis, 2010, p.114). 

      Navigation [Gap=25] – It is important to allow for extra time for all the internal procedures in the 

French organisation when planning ahead. As mentioned previously, it is also strongly recommended to 

have someone in the team who understands their administrative procedures. 

      7.1B8) GROUP 7 – ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ [Gap=31]   

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Schwartz’s ‘Conformity vs Mastery’ national 

culture traits are recalled in Figure 7.1B8.1.	
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             Figure 7.1B8.1. GROUP 7: ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’.	

      7.1B 8.1) 46 - ‘Conformity’ vs 54 - ‘Master of Your Own Fate’. 

 
      Figure 7.1B8.1.1 – ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ – Group 7 Calculation  

      Gap to ideal: 31 – When compared to others, the French are among the highest ‘Conformity’ cultures 

– which can be defined and explained by the following: 

      ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ – When looked from the outside, with its secular system and ‘free spirit’ 

inherent character, France appears to be one of the least conformist cultures in the world. Innovation, self-

confidence, personal competence and human size entrepreneurship are all examples of a ‘Mastery’ 

culture. Hence there is a very strong reality of how the French deeply aspire to own their destiny…but 

this is balanced with how they leave it to the system or others to determine.  

      ‘Conformity’ – In his writings about France, Guy Spielman (Georgetown, 2015) states,  “Although 

ever-present official regulations and myriad laws seem to be routinely ignored or circumvented, the 

French society imposes a considerable amount of implicit conformity in all domains, from meal hours to 

the colour of clothes you can or cannot wear”. This comes from deep, and originates from a catholic, 
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monarchist, centralised, highly regulated, high tax, conservative and tradition-rich past that remains very 

current.    

        Restaurants provide a simple and relevant metaphor: in France, there is usually a large choice of 

dishes, but generally few or no options within each choice. If customers ask for substitutions, the waiter 

may look at them as if they were making a wildly eccentric request – and although there may be no 

technical reason why substitutions cannot be managed, the server (and the chef) tend to regard the given 

rule of order as immutable, as if it were sacred. Spielman explains: “If the benefits of change are not 

sizeable and immediately obvious, the status quo will nearly always be deemed preferable...For example, 

by asking the server to substitute rice for fries, you are disturbing the order of things for no good reason 

other than your own whimsy. A French person faced with the same predicament will likely not even 

entertain the thought of asking for a substitution: s/he will order the sirloin and not eat the fries...The most 

likely reason is that the French person has internalized the ‘prevailing order of things’ to such a degree 

that s/he feels intensely uncomfortable at the idea of challenging it, so that settling for a less-than-

desirable solution seems preferable” (Spielman, 2015). 

      7.1B 8.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ – Consequences and 
Recommendations  

	
      Figure 7.1B8.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master Your Own Fate’	
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      Transform L/T performance [Gap=32] – French might fight hard to develop the co-operation… 

and at some point, abruptly give up on the ground that ‘it will simply not succeed’. A partner needs to 

appreciate this sudden risk and pre-empt it by always making sure that a way out and path forward exists, 

is visible and understood.  

      Deliver S/T performance [Gap=31] – Once strategies, plans and structures are in place, the French 

would trust and rely on conformity and compliance to see targets being delivered rather than continue 

focusing on the daily intricacies of actual delivery.  

      An informed partner’s team should bring in the French counterparts to focus on execution and ensure 

that what defines delivery is executed upon, with each partner contributing their share, role and capability.    

      Co-operating frameworks and processes [Gap=25] – French organisations usually believe that 

systems, rules and practices provide the capacity to recover from difficulties in taking chance out of the 

context. “For an outstanding French leader, the many rules and regulations that outside observers usually 

consider as having a paralyzing effect are not perceived as constraints. Rather these rules constitute a 

framework that makes creativity and innovation possible” (Globe 2007, p.575).  

        In parallel, they have high confidence and belief that their own capabilities and determination will 

enable them to reach the destination. In France, ‘Conformity’ and ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ balance 

each other, hence the partnering frameworks, processes and relationships will need to, on the one hand, 

offer strong guidelines and on the other, leave adequate space to people.    

        The effects of a higher ‘Conformity’ than ideally required apply to all core partnering activities and 

essentially manifest in the ways the French do things, whereby they usually have a set way of attaining 

their goals and tend to stick to it. 

      Partnerial enterprise [Gap=34]; Individual relationships [Gap=46] – France is an open country 

and the French are not generally seen as conformist in relation to other cultures. However, internally, the 

culture is robust and conformist; there are many implicit rules in the French society in addition to the 

explicit ones.  

       Spielman advises: “Many aspects of French public life are characterized by formality, which could be 

defined as strict adherence to (mostly unspoken) rules of behaviour in a wider range of social situations. 

If you want to blend in, earn respect, or at least be taken seriously, you must do your best to figure out 

and abide by these rules. They may be difficult to grasp, partly because they are often implicit” 

(Spielman, 2015). It should be understood and consequences drawn from that the implicit rules underpin 

the formal aspects and cultural artefacts.  

       The French have high confidence and belief in their own capabilities and determination to enable 

them to reach the destination. Their high individualism and independence can sometimes take them away 
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from a ‘can do’ and ‘want to do’ attitude when it comes to mutually beneficial tasks and frameworks. The 

joint co-operating frameworks and processes should include forcing mechanisms to focus on the 

mutual and joint perspectives in every core partnering activity. 

      Having now analysed the French partnering cultural traits in their reality, background, effects and 

possible leverage or mitigation, the research studies their impact on each core partnering activity and 

advises on some best practice for a partner to improve the partnership and make it more successful. 

Paragraphs 7.1C and 7.1D attempt to codify this contribution to knowledge.     

7.1C Key Cultural Findings and Recommendations 

      The comprehensive picture of how the cultural traits essential to successful partnering play into the 

core partnering activities is provided from the model and shown on Figure 7.1C1. 

 
      Figure 7.1C1 Key Cultural Findings – Comprehensive Analysis  

      France presents an overall gap of 28 in the cultural partnering model (Ref. Paragraph 6.6). As 

evidenced from the matrix systematic analysis, there is a likely strong and inherent cultural weakness and 

limitation for organisations with a French culture to develop successful strategic partnerships. Four high-

level conclusions can be derived from the map: 

1. With their partnering cultural traits, French organisations lack readiness to implement 

transformational co-operations. They need to self-correct through adopting rigorous partnering 

approaches, notably related to ‘Starting with Others’, ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’, ‘Trusted 

Relationships’, ‘Collaborative Leadership’, and ‘Master of Your Own Fate’. 
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2. Developing productive strategic partnerships with organisations impinged in the French culture is 

nevertheless possible, as a number of these cultural gaps can be overcome through method and 

once the very high barrier of entry has been removed. Organisations who would like to partner 

with French companies need to be very determined, patient and well-structured – and be ready to 

deal with long and tedious ‘taming’ processes, strong bureaucracy and organic slowness.  

3. Organisations looking forward to partner with French culture companies need to become as 

‘native’ as possible, understanding their ways of working, traditions, culture and history. “When 

dealing with the French, you should behave much more formally than usual, using only surnames 

and showing almost exaggerated politeness to French senior executives…One should also stick to 

logic at all times, avoiding American-style hunches or British-style feel for situations” (Lewis, 

2010). 

4. The reward can be considerable as, once partners have become ‘part of the family’, they should 

benefit from above the norm loyalty, care, trust and collaborative engagement from the French.      

      Here is a summary of the top combined French cultural traits and their profound impact on the 

formation and development of strategic partnerships, as they result from the model:  

      Highly status-conscious individuals, an individualist culture and a hierarchical society require 

working intensely on the partnership before seeing it flourish. Partners will particularly need to:  

1) Ensure that the French target is the ‘Best Partner’, i.e. is truly worth the effort;  

2) Ensure strong mutual leadership through powerful ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’;  

3) Put in place extensive ‘Co-operating Frameworks and Processes’;  

4) Work hard and progressively on ‘Individual Relationships’, including developing significant 

familiarity;  

5) Pay deep attention to ‘Navigation’, to put development steps and people engagements in the right 

sequence.  

      Bias to ‘the family’ – The French build their own communities and allocate their extensive and full 

caring and supporting potential to those (Lewis, 2010). Throughout the fullness of the core partnering 

activities, aspiration should lie in becoming part of their close eco-system.    

      Rationality and methodologies – These are culturally key and mean considerable slowness at all 

steps, until a turning point is passed that frees up ‘Trusting’, ‘Collaborative’, Caring’ and ‘Long Term’ 

commitments and partnering approaches. Building to this ‘sweet spot’ will require to notably:   

1) Ensure expert mutual leadership through powerful ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’;  

2) Put in place well thought-through ‘Co-operating Frameworks and Processes’;  

3) Conduct ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ intellectually and with logic.   
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      Concepts and rules over practice – The French will often consider that once decisions are made and 

plans develop, delivery is achieved. Developing the partnership will require:  

1) Developing ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’ with a strong operational mindset  

2) Strongly embed activation into the ‘Co-operating Processes’  

3) Develop ‘Value Proposition and Offers’ to include their full operationalization  

4) Include delivery milestones in the partnership ‘S/T and L/T Performance’.  

      Long-term orientation – The French have a strong inclination and inherent capability for structured 

resolution of complex problems or successfully developing grand plans.  “The bias is for intellect rather 

than for action. People who run big enterprises must above all else be clever – they must be able to grasp 

complex issues, analyse problems, manipulate ideas, and evaluate solutions” 

(Barsoux and Loescher, 1991, p.60). As a partner, benefit can come from this ingrained capability across 

most of the core partnering activities.  

7.1D France Culture and Core Partnering Activities – Leveraging 
Strengths and Mitigating Weaknesses 
	
       Using the cultural partnering model, organisations aiming to partner with the French counterparts can 

be guided on how to improve their practice and aspired partnership. In case the other party is not French, 

finer guidance will be obtained in reviewing the two cultures’ alignments and gaps by replicating the bi-

cultural guide as in Chapter 8. 

       This section is a partnering core-activity by core-activity summary of cultural guidance on how to 

improve partnerships with French organisations. In order for the analysis to be comprehensive, it 

deliberately includes repetitions of some arguments and quotes from the earlier section – where the entry 

keys were the partnering cultural traits while, from now on, they are the core partnering activities. The 

model’s ability to connect both on a systematic basis, meaning to assess the impact of cultural differences 

at each step of the partnership development, is the main contribution to knowledge and practice of the 

research.            

      The chart legend on all graphics is shown on Figure 7.1D0.  

      Figure 7.1D0 Chart Legend – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core Activity France 
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      7.1D1. Core Partnering Activity 1 - Selection of Best Partners [Gap=37]  

      Figure 7.1D1 Selection of Best Partners – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core Activity France 

      ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality / Certainty' [Gap=57] – The massive gap to the ideal 

profile refers to the deep challenge of this core partnering activity to the French culture. For them, 

‘Selecting a Partner’ is either a fast process and quick decision, based on the leader’s ‘Starting with Self’ 

driven intuition; or it can be very long and complex, as the focus on procedures, logic and data will mean 

that progress and decisions will take a lot of time at every step of the way. The French will methodically 

think through every possible risk, and look for faults in the logic of others (Gesteland, 2012). Culturewise 

(2015) states that the French people have “a healthy desire to explore thoroughly all possible sides of an 

argument and a hesitance to make decisions on the basis of what might be called excessive intuition”.               

All together, very high ‘Rationality’, ‘Starting with Self’ and other key cultural traits do not 

predispose French organisations to partnering. Statistical evidence points to a lower number of strategic 

partnerships than for many other developed country cultures (Saussier and Tran, 2012). But given their 

‘Long-Term’ and ‘Caring’ traits, once agreed, partnerships can last longer than in comparable countries.      

In order to partner healthily with a French organisation, a key advice is to support the development of 

a decision-making model early and the rapid collection of abundant data and proof points to feed the 

model – notably on partnership fit, sources of value, respective hooks and deal navigation. The language 

should be rational and include as many apparent certainties and data as possible. Any hard sell techniques 

or hard bargaining will be completely ineffective. “Empirical evidence, logical arguments, and objective 

facts weigh much more strongly than personal feelings and experiences do” (Katz, 2017, p.5). 
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      ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised Relationships’ [Gap=49] – The considerable gap reflects how French 

organisations tend to be more formal and rigid than most in the partner selection process. When selecting 

partners, they will go through multiple external filtering by looking at risks, strategic importance, 

complexity and other lenses they consider relevant. A desiring partner should acknowledge this and be 

armed with patience whilst not interpreting distant, intense and cold interrogations as signs of disinterest.  

As a firm might be entirely new to its targeted French partner, cold calls are unlikely to work. A good 

alternative – as well as opportunity to somewhat reduce the intensity of scrutiny – is to be introduced and 

vetted by an intermediary such as the country’s embassy, chamber of commerce, trade association or an 

international bank, law or accounting firm – which is being identified as trusted by the potential partner. 

      ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=17] – As a general partnering good 

practice, foresighted companies need to focus more on the long-term when selecting a partner. This is 

vital as a strategic partnership is by definition, a long-term enterprise – a marriage between organisations. 

French counterparts will be amenable to the idea of the importance of the long-term vision in 

choosing a partner – at least intellectually. However, the gap to ideal remains 17, as the ‘Long-Term’ case 

will need to be made strongly and won by the partner, by giving a well-structured and logical 

argumentation about the long-term benefits. At the same time, planned context should be created to allow 

flexibility in the initial steps to deal with uncertainties and changes – so the French remain positively 

engaged into the longer-term destination despite unavoidable alterations to the planned navigation. 

      7.1D2. Core Partnering Activity 2 - Best-Fit Human Capital [Gap=27]  

       Figure 7.1D2 Best-Fit Human Capital – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core Activity France 
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       This core partnering activity is about identifying and developing the right talents with essential 

qualities for managing the partnership in both organisations. It is also about ensuring a strong fit between 

the people and the roles, which should be based on absolutely objective criteria – best practice is that the 

future boss(es) is (are) not involved in the ‘independent’ selection process, to avoid bias in the selection.  

      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ [Gap=31] – As the set-up of the co-operation is being 

discussed, good practice is to look for and appoint the most empowered and senior Strategic Partnership 

Managers (and team) possible. This consistently boosts the chance of success for the partnership in 

countries with high hierarchical leadership. 

      ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=25] – The gap reflects how the French leaders 

would often choose the team that is the least inconvenient for them. A partnership requires people 

strongly fit, not to say experts, to the specific and different required traits and capabilities – compared to 

general management. Without being intrusive, it would help considerably to find ways to influence who 

joins the partnership management group and workstreams so the fit is there.   

      ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=11] – The low gap reflects the 

French combination of ‘Rationality / Certainty’ and a true intuitive ‘Long-Term’ orientation. This duality 

can be defining to the methodology they will be inclined to adopt when creating human capability and 

preparing frameworks for the partnership.  

These cultural orientations of the French can be leveraged to the partnership’s advantage to build 

strong human foundations and make the right selection of people. The challenge will be to translate the 

intuitive appeal into practical decisions and actions. A failure on this critical step would prove onerous.   

      7.1D3. Core Partnering Activity 3 - Co-operating Frameworks and Processes [Gap=27]  
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Figure 7.1D3 Cooperating Framework and Processes – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core 
Activity France. 

       An aspiring partner should expect a lot of negotiating while discussing frameworks and processes in 

the French culture.  

      ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=47]. As the French will attempt to extract the 

best from the opportunity, negotiations need to be turned into dialogue and not be rushed. Being ‘Rational 

and Certain’, ‘Formalised’ and ‘Hierarchical’, they will usually have a clear perspective of the 

frameworks and processes they want to use in the running of the partnership - which they would like to be 

perceived as theirs. They will also arrive at the negotiations well informed and prepared on these matters, 

although seeing things through the French ‘spectacles’ will often blind them (Lewis, 2010). Taking this 

‘Starting with Self’ driven approach into consideration will guide to demonstrate a clear inclination to 

‘look from their perspective’ and acknowledge their sensitivities - so a greater chance is created for a 

better dialogue and to be heard.  

 Best outcomes might also arise from letting the French ‘win the debate’ on the strategic framing of 

the partnership modus operandi while their partner ‘wins the reality’ filling the framework with the real 

and practical processes.     

      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’[Gap=37] – The French orientation towards 

rationality and logical processing will be of potential help when developing the co-operation frameworks 

and the partnership processes. Even if their partner’s culture does not naturally give precedent to this 

approach, the 37 gap acts as a strong advice to spend enough time early in the partnering journey to 

develop the rules of the game and construct procedures jointly. The French side will find considerable 

comfort as progress is made with the co-operation that it has been done logically and orderly, as advised 

by Lewis (2014).    

Investing in Framework and Processes will seem to take a long time in the navigation and deal 

making, but it will enable much smoother progress and performance delivery. Having somebody in the 

Strategic Partnership Team to define and monitor actions might save ample time, as adapting to and 

following the French ponderous procedures can be demanding.   

As important specifics for the process, comfort should be gained that after negotiations, significant 

time will be spent to follow the French internal administrative procedures and make sure senior 

management fully accepts the agreed terms. 

      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=36] - “The continued paternalism in part of 

French business is reflected in words connected to management... ‘Le Patron’ (employer, company chief, or 

boss), or ‘le Grand Patronat’ (top business leaders)” (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007, p.551). Well-structured co-

operating frameworks and processes giving their full place to the ‘Patron’ will prove priceless.  
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These would include that final decision makers should be either present in the meeting and or be kept 

closely involved in the information loop through rigorous contact map and communication management. 

Otherwise, the team might lose considerable time and effort, as the boss might perhaps not approve some 

directions or actions – even if considered and agreed by the work teams. This particularly applies to the 

strategic substance of the partnership – ‘Mission, Destination and Plan’ – as the ‘Patron’ will feel that it is 

his/her natural space and role.   

      ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of your Own Fate’ [Gap=25] – French organisations usually believe that 

systems, rules and practices provide the capacity to recover from difficulties by taking chance out of the 

context – High ‘Conformity’.   

In parallel, they have high confidence and belief that their own capabilities and determination will 

enable them to reach the destination - High ‘Master of Your Own Fate’. In France, ‘Conformity’ and 

‘Master of Your Own Fate’ balance each other, hence the partnering frameworks, processes and 

relationships will need to offer both strong guidelines and also leave adequate space to people.    

A helpful way to apprehend and make the best of this polarisation was described by an interviewee in 

this research saying, “French have considerable belief in their own Fate and a deep sense of conformity 

for others than themselves” (Ref. Paragraph 8. 8D).   

       In essence, the significant 27 gap on most major key culture traits for setting ‘Co-operating 

Frameworks and Processes’ reflects the extent to which the French people are conformist in the way 

they do things, tend to have a set way of attaining their goals and stick to it. 

      7.1D4. Core Partnering Activity 4 - Partnerial Enterprise Relationships [Gap=29]  
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Figure 7.1D4 Partnerial Enterprise Relationships – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core 
Activity France. 

        Partnerships are largely defined by the processes and mechanisms used by the partners to work 

together and equally to govern their strategic co-operation.  

      ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=48] – “The French are very individualistic and 

self-confident. This, and a good education, encourages them to do it alone. This is counteracted within 

France itself by a high degree of centralisation” (Lewis, 2010, p.260).  

      A partner will usually observe similar cultural manifestations in the co-operation, resulting into a 

temptation of leading the partnership and operating under an over concentration of power and activity – 

all of which will require counteracting mechanisms. As much as appropriate and useful, it might be 

helpful practice to adopt a certain degree of centralisation, drive and processed way of running the co-

operation. This would satisfy the French concerns and ultimately enable more balance of power and 

shared resource deployment into the operations between the partners.  

      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=36] – Understanding early who the boss and 

the decision makers are, is very important – since ‘the bosses’ will always make the final decision 

(Gesteland, 2012). This understanding will help structuring the typical three organisation layers of a well-

ran partnership – Governance, Partnership Management and joint Workstreamed Operations, by ensuring 

that 1) the bosses have a formal, involved and committed role in the governance and joint decision 

making 2) clear roles, processes and flows of information are set for each organisation layer of the 

partnership and between them and 3) the operations leaders have the space, authority and support to run 

and succeed with the concrete partnership objectives.  

  Even and perhaps especially if an organisation is from a highly collaborative culture, the 36 gap 

guides to develop a deep understanding of hierarchical leadership and mobilizing teams accordingly. This 

comprehension and proactive handling will go a very long way to compensate for the gap and overcome 

some of its downsides with the French party.    

  To this extent and as mentioned earlier, well structured ‘Co-operating Frameworks and 

Processes’ [Gap=27] will prove priceless.  

      ‘Trustful ‘vs ‘Formalised' Relationships [Gap=26] – The French would be expecting that 

relationships are developed in service of substance and real business.   

This is best practice of partnership building altogether and therefore a cultural expectation which can 

be helpfully leveraged. At the start and for a while, no contact should be made without a clear business 

purpose. Added to a good governance structure and contact map, both parties would reach the desired 

early goals, build mutual confidence and earn the benefits of combining rigour and trust.   
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      ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap=11] – In essence, the core partnering practice of a structured and 

accretive ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationship’ consists in developing a wide, integrated and processed 

cross-organisational relationship that involves multiple people and layers. Being thorough at this 

approach will get the organisation into the French partner’s eco-system and ‘family’.  

Once established and tested for a sufficient and significant period, French corporations become 

inclined to continue with their existing partners into the long-term – in other words, to evolve from 

‘Short-Term’, ‘Result First’, ‘Starting with Self’ to ‘Longer-Term’ and inherently ‘Caring’.     

Building extensive and comprehensive contact maps is an important discipline and practice. Partner 

contacts are mapped between the internal stakeholders to manage the multiple relationships across both 

organisations in an orderly and productive manner. The network of contacts should deliver the joint 

activities and sources of value from well-structured workstreams. To succeed over the long-term, the 

scope of the relationship between and expectations from the multiple contacts should be made ever 

clearer. 

      7.1D5. Core Partnering Activity 5 - Partnerial Individual Relationships [Gap=27]   

Figure 7.1D5 Partnerial Individual Relationships – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core Activity 
France. 

      ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ [Gap=46] – France is an open country and not 

generally seen as conformist. However, there are many implicit rules in the French society – the formality 

described earlier by Spielman (2015). It is important for partners to understand these formal rules, which 

can be done to a large extent by studying their culture and history.  
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      The French people have high confidence and belief in that their own capabilities and determination 

will enable them to reach the destination. However, their high ‘Individualism’ – as it translates into a 

strong sense of independence – can sometimes take them away from a willing attitude towards others. 

They should therefore be reminded to consider and focus on mutual and joint perspectives in every core 

partnering activity and at each natural stage of the partnership development. 

      In essence, balanced personal relationships will require that the French give as much space for self-

determination to others as they like to experience themselves.    

      ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships [Gap=30] – “When e-mailing employees in Paris, I have 

often had the experience that people do not respond to my e-mails. I hadn't made the connection, but in 

considering it now, I realize that this happens only when I haven’t established a relationship with that 

person” (Meyer, 2014, p.193). 

Partners to French organisations should give relationships time and proper space to evolve from 

formal to becoming more relaxed, open and ‘Caring’. In the early stages, they should remain focused on 

the business reasons of the engagement and strictly relate conversations to those. They should also 

remember that the French are intellectual and like to win a rational argument. Time would be managed 

patiently and to best advantage, letting the French counterparts open up rather than force an undesired 

form of relationships. Strong informal relationships will emerge eventually and help the mutual 

cooperative cause greatly over time.  

France value good manners and traditions highly. It is not helpful to attempt breaking the ice too fast 

by asking personal questions too early – but instead, it is welcome to discuss more general topics, 

including French history or politics, food, wine and sports. Good preparation will prove invaluable – such 

as reading about French history, traditions and lifestyle (Gesteland, 2012). 

      ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=17] – It is recommended to show some 

understanding of their culture, company and industry. This will greatly help making them feel a sense of 

joint belonging and increasingly consider their interlocutor part of their group. While not indispensable, 

having a French (or French speaking) person in the team – possibly the value and offer manager or a 

workstream leader – would help bridge the gap between the in-group and out-group faster.  

      ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap=17] – France is a country of personal networks and connections. 

Horizontal networking and bonding is as important as the more visible hierarchical structure (Chhokar et 

al., Globe 2007). A reconciliation between and combination of strong ‘Result First’ and strong ‘Caring’ is 

a required way to achieve the partnership goals through the quality of contact making.  

      In the ‘Navigation’ preparation phase, it will prove invaluable to identify the best person(s) for each 

task(s) – in general, the highest ranked individual(s) involved routinely in this activity – and develop a 

strong relationship with them.   
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      An organisation aiming to enter and develop a partnership with a counterpart impinged in the French 

culture should be ready for a significant investment by many colleagues. “Their objectives are long-term; 

they try to establish firm personal relationships” (Lewis, 2010). The strong combination of ‘Results First’ 

and ‘Starting with Self’ means that early engagements with the French will appear very self focused and 

will not be ‘Caring’ immediately. It will take time for them to become loyal and giving  – but the 

relationship should become very sustainable once their trust has been earned.  

      7.1D6. Core Partnering Activity 6 - Mission, Destination and Plan [Gap=26]  

Figure 7.1D6 Mission Destination Plan – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core Activity France 

       There needs to be a meaningful destination for the partnership. In the absence of a robustly tested 

aspiration, the strategic partnership would lack drive and focus. The French will usually be positively 

receptive to designing an ambitious mission for the partnership – as well as establishing far reaching 

goals and structured strategic plans. But the 26 gap reflects challenges to translate this culture driven 

inclination into practice.    

      ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=31] – When starting negotiations, the French 

will look for what they can gain from the partnership in a myopic manner. The question of their own 

interests and benefits will be ever present in the back of their mind in every activity and discussion.  

      They will often try to push deals excessively in their favour rather than look for mutual advantage. 

Hence, when starting negotiations with a French organisation, the value proposition must clearly 

emphasise what both parties would gain from the partnership – so they can be convinced of their own 

benefit. A clear and well syndicated case of ‘why working together’ would help them to develop a sense 

of why the partnership is compelling – so both parties are enabled to achieve the best outcomes. 
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      To convince the French of their share of value within the mutual context, time should be invested 

internally first to define value propositions and hooks precisely for both parties. This clarity will help to 

engage convincingly and navigate tightly how the relationship should provide the value they are looking for. 

      ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=7] – There are minimal gaps to the 

ideal profile in this essential strategic area of the partnership. This results from the French culture which 

naturally guides them to want the combination of short-term delivery in the context and in pursuit of 

longer-term grander objectives. They will be amenable and rather effective in fleshing out and deciding 

on long-term goals and deliverables, as well as conceiving how to get there, including shorter-term 

milestones – to the extent they are ready to engage in detailed planning.    

       Leveraging the appropriate ‘Long-Term’ – ‘Short-Term’ balance of the French is a major opportunity 

for a partner. “Show you are thinking long-term rather than short. The French are much more 

relationship-oriented than deal-oriented” (Lewis, 2010, p.257).  

If a partner is from a pragmatic, short-term, immediate-delivery cultural type, it will need to adjust to 

the French longer-term approach. But it could also organize to benefit considerably from the French 

partner if they contribute their skills on the vision and plan structuration and the partner brings their 

inherent concrete realism and pragmatism into the core partnering activities.  

If a partner is of a similar type, it will find it very rewarding to engage into designing these pillars 

jointly early in the lifecycle of the aimed partnership.   

      7.1D7. Core Partnering Activity 7 - Value Proposition, Offer Development [Gap=24]   

       Figure 7.1D7 - Value Proposition, Offer Development – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core 
Activity France. 
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      ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality / Certainty’ [Gap=45] – The French very low tolerance to 

‘Ambiguity’ is unhelpful, as the joint development of sources of value and offers is a searching, uncertain 

and time-consuming effort. Not all information is available at the development stage; getting it right the 

first time is impossible; success can require multiple iterations. As offer development can be very 

ambiguous and uncertain, good practice is to work internally in parallel to the joint moments and at each 

step of the process, to create a simpler joint path to the development work. This practice of ‘double effort’ 

is counter-intuitive and resource intensive but provides some strongly needed additional clarity and 

certainty into the value creation process, especially with national cultures which don’t naturally live 

comfortably with uncertainty.    

      ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=7] – The French offer a good 

balance on the short-term / long-term vision – which is favourable as these ‘Value Proposition’ and ‘Offer 

Development’ activities will be the substance basis of the partnership throughout the years. 

      7.1D8. Core Partnering Activity 8 - Navigation [Gap=26]  

       Figure 7.1D8 Navigation – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core Activity France 

      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=44] – Navigation is among the most 

ambiguous core practices in developing partnerships, hence one of the least comfortable for the French. 

Partners should build a very detailed perspective of what the flow of future steps ought to be for the 

success of the partnership. Given their high uncertainty avoidance, the French people do not like surprises 

and are resistant to change (Hofstede, 2010). It will be hard earned to convince them, except if the change 

appears logical and underpinning data exist, to build their confidence about it.  
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Structure and planning are required. Before meetings and negotiations, the French like to receive all 

necessary information (Hofstede, 2010). During negotiations, a partner should be prepared to answer very 

detailed questions. The French side will want to be comfortable that all risks have been identified and are 

manageable – hence agreements might take a very long time. Although the senior member of the French 

team is likely to make most decisions, it does not mean they will be made quickly – hence expect 

decision-making to take longer than in ‘Deal-Focused’ business cultures (Gesteland, 2012). 

      It should be no surprise that they make it a ‘fight’, wanting to win the rational battle and theoretical 

argument. In case of forceful disagreement on some matters, an aspiring partner should respond with 

factual counter-arguments. “Vigorous disagreement on specific issues does not necessarily signal lack of 

interest in the overall proposal” (Gesteland, 2012, p.278). Best practice is to embed their concrete aims 

within the theoretical frame, so that when the French wins on the theory, the partner wins on the reality.     

      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=25] – When planning ahead, extra time should 

be allowed for all the internal procedures in the French organisation. As mentioned previously, it is 

strongly advised that someone in the team understands the French Partner’s administrative procedures well. 

       ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap=24] – More than with most other cultures, good practice is to 

consider and define the co-operative navigation very thoroughly. One of the crucially important partnering 

practices is to appoint a strong Strategic Partnership Manager in each organisation. This will prove central 

with any French partner, as Richard Gesteland notes, “In France you get things done much more quickly by 

working through inside contacts rather than by going through channels” (Gesteland, 2012).	

7.1D9. Core Partnering Activity 9 - Deliver S/T Performance [Gap=28]                                    

Figure 7.1D9 Deliver S/T Performance – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core Activity	France 
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      In strategic partnerships, true performance is only reached when the partners act as one team focusing 

on both short- and long-term delivery.  

      ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality / Certainty’ [Gap=50] – S/T Performance will often be of 

high importance to the French side, as it will validate (or invalidate) the whole cooperative theoretical 

model. But the 50 gap indicates they will usually not be naturally fit to deliver those themselves, as they 

place planning over execution and theory over practice. Their partner’s focus on driving actions to secure 

the planned early wins will be very well invested effort.   

      ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ [Gap=28] – Once strategies, plans and structures are 

in place, the French would trust and rely on ‘Conformity’ and ‘Compliance’ to see targets being delivered 

– rather than continue focusing on the daily intricacies of actual delivery.  

      An informed partner should bring in French counterparts to focus on joint execution and ensure that 

what defines delivery is executed upon.   

      ‘Starting with Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=19] – The French will often consider delivering 

what is most advantageous for them. As mentioned earlier, extensive preparation will be essential 

throughout, notably to be able to demonstrate their part of value from the mutual activities.  

      7.1D10. Core Partnering Activity 10 - Transform L/T Performance [Gap=31]   

Figure 7.1D10 Transform L/T Performance – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core Activity 
France. 

      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=51] – This very high gap to the ideal profile 

constitutes a meaningful warning to the partnering intent. Ample economic and statistical evidence refer 
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to the wide spread challenge of the French businesses to scale up ideas (Radjou, World Economic Forum, 

2017). There is a strong risk that partnerships with French counterparts stagnate after a while.  

This arises largely from ‘Hierarchical Leadership’. Complex big enterprises / partnerships require 

more devolved authority, cross-functional collaborations… in short, dynamics where the boss cannot 

control everything and take every decision. Not being culturally natural, these ways of working will be 

hard to enact and embed – while some other cultures would do more of the needed faster.     

      ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ is a mark of fabric of French organisations and won’t be changed at once on 

the back or for the purpose of a partnership. But negative effects can be largely mitigated in structuring 

and running core partnering activities as argued throughout this chapter.  

      ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ [Gap=32] – The French side might find it so 

challenging to develop the co-operation that at some point and without their partner saw it coming, they 

would suddenly give up on the ground that ‘it will simply not succeed’. Prospective or established 

partners need to appreciate this risk and pre-empt it by always making sure that a way out and a path 

forward is visible and understood - and like in marriages, contracts will play a role but not be the ultimate 

solution.   

      ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=19] – There is a strong focus on 

the end result – because the methodology the French use is tailored to that end. For them, attainment of 

immediate objectives is in theory secondary to the ascribed reputation of the organisation and its socio-

political goals.  

      It does not mean that preliminary activities and short-term performance are unimportant – in reality 

they are, as they build up confidence and assert their strategy, framework and choices (Ref. Previous 

Section). They like to control (Holland, 2013) – hence robust MIS system is recommended, as the power 

of superiors is largely based on the control of uncertainties. Providing the right information and feedback 

in an iterative and predictable manner to top managers will help that they come to the appropriate 

conclusions.  

      It will prove essential to the partnership to develop, set up and practise a strong and accurate 

performance management system – a combination of L/T Transformation and S/T Delivery – from early 

on in the relationship. Otherwise, the resistance of the French to change initial goals when trying to 

deliver a quick-win can have a disproportionate and arming consequence on the partnership development 

– because French organisations struggle with the ambiguity of changing measurement. The parties should 

therefore be organising a rigorous use of performance management, KPIs and tracking tools, split into S/T 

and L/T milestones and roadmaps.   
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      7.1D11. Core Partnering Activity 11 - Cultural Readiness [Gap=36]   

      Figure 7.1D11 Cultural Readiness – Overall Ideal vs Core Activity Ideal vs Core Activity France 

      Cultural readiness indicates if the country is pre-disposed to an endeavour such as partnerships. It has 

already been noted that France shows a lack of cultural readiness across the majority of the key partnering 

cultural traits –which is represented by the high overall 36 gap.  

      ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships [Gap=63] – This major gap highlights how remote the 

French culture is to enabling and easing up the development of partnerships through trusting, simplifying, 

‘betting’ and building on people. France’s focus on tradition and its implicit formality prevent 

organisations with its culture from being ready to build a close relationship with a partner. As Van der 

Walt (2010, p.19) infers, “It is clear that there are numerous differences between the French and Western 

cultures”. 

It does not mean that the French are incapable of deep trusting relationships. In fact, many aspire to 

these but have all sorts of cultural and practical barriers that need to be overcome before getting there.  

      Reaching a point of trustful relationships with French partners should prove highly valuable and the 

source of major simplifications. For example, since legal frameworks and contracts are very important to 

them, excessive legalistic issues can make negotiations last for a long time. A partner would want that at 

some point, the jointly earned ‘Trust’ turns negotiations into dialogue and complex contracts into simpler 

frameworks.  
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      By practitioner experience, the partnership might be the trigger point of culture evolution and partners 

would potentially unleash high value in climbing the trust ladder with their French partners.   

      ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting from Self’ [Gap=51] – A strong ‘Start with Self’ bias makes 

the French culture a low natural fit for strategic partnering. As the French always come first, they do not 

tend to ask for help, work easily in a group or feel as ‘One Team’.  

There is considerable evidence of cultural ‘isolation’: the prevailing language is much preferably 

French, despite the fact that many business people speak English well. “If you do not speak French, you 

appear to be Anglophiles, which is not a good start in their eyes. Do not expect deep appreciation of your 

own culture, as history lessons in their education system tend to concentrate on French history” (Lewis, 

2010, p.257). 

      ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=25] – The 25 gap to the ideal 

profile for Cultural Readiness is their highest for the ‘L/T vs S/T’ cultural trait. In fact, the French are not 

predisposed and immediately ready for L/T partnerships. They will need to see, evidence and test 

activities, relationships and performance before and then intellectualise, structure and process the longer-

term co-operation.  

      Hence and except in the case of a few CEO-driven intuitive partnering ventures, the process to agree 

and enter into a strategic partnership will be deeply searching and heavy. And for the ones resulting from 

top-down inspirations, practitioner experience is that embedment within the ‘troops’ might reveal almost 

‘mission impossible’ – still owning to the lack of culture readiness.  

The consideration is to spend the time, and front-load the analytical intensity – because the French 

are highly capable of ‘seeing’ the longer-term case. Once established and tested for a period within a 

logical and structured frame, French corporations are inclined to continue with their existing partners into 

the long-term and potentially progress towards and into transformational long-term joint activities. 

      ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap=0] – This balance appears perfect, with a zero gap to the ideal 

profile. But the co-existence of two extreme and polarised traits makes this combination both a risk and 

an opportunity.  

      What should be expected is French potentially shifting suddenly from strong ‘Caring’ to extremely 

hard nose ‘Result First’ (and vice versa) – without this change could really be anticipated. Hence 

developing a strong enduring partnership will require building deep, almost irreversible anchors for the 

co-operation. A partner should pursue diligently the main destination of becoming ‘part of the family’, as 

the parties develop  ‘Partnerial Enterprise’ and ‘Individual’ Relationships – so the risks of sudden shifts 

are largely mitigated.  
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Conclusion 

      By following the partnering national culture model and using its guidance as presented in this guide, 

French organisations engaging into partnerships or organisations from various national cultures engaging 

into partnerships with French organisations should be better able to anticipate cultural impacts, manage 

risks and leverage strengths.  

     The practical aspects of the mutually committed strategic partnering model will need to be tailored to 

each partner’s culture, with their own strengths and gaps in respect to forming and developing partnerships. 

By doing this systematically at each step and for each core activity of the partnership life-cycle, they 

should considerably enhance their ability to develop their strategic co-operations successfully. 

7 – Part 2 – Turkey Partnering Culture Guide	

        The purpose of section 7 – Part 2 is to provide an equivalent partnering culture guide to the French 

one, in this instance on Turkey. This research is captured and reported under an exact similar form to the 

France guide.  

       To this extent, there is nothing novel either in the methodology used to develop the Turkey guide or 

in its structure. Aiming to keep a more efficient flow to the thesis, it is attached in Appendix 1 rather than 

presented in the core text of the thesis.   

       However, the outcomes of the Turkey partnering culture study are indispensable and constitute a 

major input to Chapter 8, the ‘France – Turkey Cross-Border Partnering Culture Guide’. These insights 

and conclusions will be used extensively and can be referred to in Appendix 1.  

      The model now comes to full ‘Resolution’ in providing a cross-border partnering model which both 

partners could adopt to profoundly mitigate the risk and optimise their chance of a productive and 

enduring partnership.  

      The next section is the ‘France – Turkey Cross-Border Partnering Culture Guide’, as the ultimate 

objective of the thesis and ‘Solution’ to the research question: a cross-border partnering culture guide as 

an infinitely replicable example of such archetype to other cultures. 
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CHAPTER 8 – FRANCE - TURKEY CROSS-BORDER PARTNERING 

CULTURE GUIDE 
             How Do Organisations from France and Turkey Develop their Partnership  
 
 

 
 

      The purpose of this guide is to model how organisations from each country culture, France and Turkey, 

might improve their joint partnership approach. Leveraging the individual France and Turkey partnering 

culture guides, this is done through: 1) Assessing how fit – or not – each country’s culture appears to be on 

each partnering cultural trait relative to each other (Sections 8.A and 8.B); and 2) Establishing a one-by-one 

core partnering activity model to optimise the partnership between organisations from the two country cultures 

throughout its life cycle (Section 8.C). 
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8.A France and Turkey Cultural Partnership Profile 

      8.A1 France and Turkey partnering profile 

      French and Turkish organisations that want to partner with each other need to consider how to handle 

key cultural traits structurally and actively compensate for existing cultural gaps - in absolute terms and 

relative to each other, as represented in Figure 8.A11.  

      When two organisations (or more) from different countries form cross-border partnerships, it is 

important to understand and assess the weaknesses, gaps, strengths, leverage points and improvement 

opportunities between each other, as well as versus the ideal cultural partnering profile – so that the best 

possible can be achieved with and from the co-operation.  

     The closer a country culture stands to the ideal line, the higher the likelihood is to develop partnerships 

well. The following sections of this guide identify the specific strengths and also gaps, weaknesses and 

improvement opportunities for the French and the Turkish cultures to improve their joint partnering 

endeavour and practice. 

      8.A1.1. The France and Turkey partnering profiles in contrast 

      In their intent to develop cross-border partnerships, organisations from Turkish and French cultural 

backgrounds should run a dual scrutiny, as they arise from Figures 8.A11 and 8.A12.  

      Firstly, on how their cultures contrast with each other. At a high level, France and Turkey’s partnering 

culture profiles are not too dissimilar – in fact much less than many other country pairs (for example, UK 

and China, Ref. Figure M5.31). A simple way to visualize this general perspective is on the relative 

proximity of the France and Turkey lines on Graphic 8.A11 and the limited amount of black on Figure 

8.A12, column 7.  

      Their main areas of difference primarily revolve around traits that are somewhat more exacerbated in 

one than in the other culture. A more fundamental difference appears to exist on 'Starting with Self’ vs 

‘Starting from Others’.  

      Secondly, on how their cultures relate to the ideal partnering culture profile. Their main 

commonalities are often far from the ideal profile, as can be seen from the distance of the France and 

Turkey lines to the ideal one on Graphic 8.A11 and the large amount of black on Figure 8.A12, columns 5 

and 6.  

      The main gaps are for ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’, ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ 

Relationships, ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership and ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own 

Fate’. 
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       Figure 8.A11. France and Turkey Partnering Profile versus Ideal versus Each Other  

        

                  Figure 8.A12. France and Turkey Partnering Profile versus Ideal, for each Partnering Cultural Trait 

      8.A1.2 The France and Turkey partnering culture profiles in contrast 
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      The relative alignment of their partnering culture profiles and joint gaps with the ideal profile can be 

captured in the summary partnering diagnosis culture matrix in Figure 8.A121 - where the X-axis 

represents the extent of the difference between France and Turkey’s cultures (from none to major) and the 

Y-axis the level of fitness vs ideal (from low to high).  

       Figure 8.A121 – Partnering Diagnosis Culture Matrix – France and Turkey 

      The matrix provides an immediate and simple summary read of the contrasts and similarities between 

the French and Turkish overall partnering culture profiles, whereby they are:    

• Together Fit [Box 1] – The ‘Caring’ trait is fit for both countries in absolute vs the ideal and as 

they compare. This alignment is nevertheless not without its challenges, as Paragraph 7.1B5 

describes how the French scoring is the average of two extremes.  

• Together Similar but Unfit [Box 2] – France and Turkey have a fairly similar profile and 

considerable gaps vs the ideal profile for ‘Conformity’, ‘Trustful Relationships’, ‘Intuition / 

Ambiguity’ and ‘Collaborative Leadership’. Both countries ‘L/T’ vs ‘S/T’ cultural traits are also 

in a similar cultural zone away from the ideal and Appendix 1 describes additional requirements 

and possibilities grounded in how the Turkish scoring is the average of two extremes.  

      Country cultures having similar profiles on some traits does not mean that the partnership will 

be smooth and successful – and the gap with the ideal will need to be worked at actively and 

jointly by both.  
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• One Fit, the other Unfit [Box 3] – France presents a major gap vs the ideal profile and Turkey in 

‘Starting from Others’. This will be a high-risk cultural area requiring deeply attentive 

management for any partnership between French and Turkish organisations.  

      The remainder of Chapter 8 will be analysing the details behind the respective positions – gaps and 

alignment – of each organisation vis-a-vis the other, as well versus the ideal. Consequences will be drawn 

on how they need to anticipate and mitigate the risks and leverage the areas of fit to improve and ideally 

succeed with their joint partnering endeavours.  

8.A2 GROUP 1: ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=34]  

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and individual 

perspectives, and their strong correlation with Globe’s ‘Low/High Assertiveness’ and Hofstede's 

‘Collectivism’ vs ‘Individualism’ national culture traits are recalled in Figure 8.A2.1. 

 
      Figure 8.A2.1. GROUP 1: ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’  
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8.A2.1) France: 29 – ‘Starting from Others’ vs 71 – ‘Starting with Self’; Turkey: 63 – ‘Starting 
from Others’ vs 37 – ‘Starting with Self’. 

 

 
      Figure 8.A2.1.1 ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ – Group 1 Calculation. 

      With these traits, partners are faced with the selfish, competitive and forthright French culture versus 

the more distant Turkish one, where it is usual to sit back, not speak up and try to understand the ‘other 

party’ first. The gap between the two cultures is considerable altogether (Ref. Figure 8.A2.1.1) and across 

the core partnering activities (Ref. Figure 8.A2.2.1), which will require strong adaptations throughout the 

partnership development. The significant opportunity resides in Turkey’s cultural strength on ‘Starting 

with Others’, which might be ‘shocked’ with the extreme French opposite but can deeply contribute its 

strength to the joint endeavour.  

FRANCE TURKEY 

An elitist education – The French educational 

system is very competitive. It exposes French 

children and adolescents to competition very 

early (Harris et al., 2004).  

As a result, the managers having graduated 

from a given ‘Grande Ecole’ will tend to hire 

and work with people from the same school. 

A ‘WE’ education – The Turkish education 

system does not support individualism and self-

identity. Children learn to think in terms of 

‘WE’ (Hofstede and Minkov, 1997).  

 

Highly status-conscious individuals – One’s 

status is largely determined by the level of 

education along with family background and 

wealth. Three out of four top managers of the 

200 largest French companies come from 

wealthy families, whereas in Germany the 

figure is one out of four and in the US about 

one out of ten. (Gesteland, 2012).  

Personal relationships and in-group are 

largely defining people – There is commitment 

to unions, groups and teams, the in-group.  

The Turkish society is characterised by high 

levels of in-group collectivism in its societal 

practices and has one of the highest ‘AS IS’ 

scores among the GLOBE societies (Chhokar et 

al., Globe 2007). 

Like in France, the proportion of top managers 

who come from wealthy families is very high 

(Kabasakal and Bodran, 1998; Halub et al., 

2012) 
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Public confrontation is not considered 

offensive – People will try to defend their idea, 

and will usually speak up in business meetings.  

Confrontations are usually welcomed, as they 

allow for better results and understanding. The 

French people are also known for complaining.  

Criticising someone’s work is not considered to 

be lack of respect. The French sometimes 

disagree for the sake of discussion and to test 

conviction (Kuper, 2013). 

Limited public confrontation – This cultural 

preference reflects in the business behaviour.  

Opinions and actions are pre-determined by in-

group. People usually do not speak up in 

business meetings since confrontations are 

usually to be avoided.  

 

Straight communication – In everyday life, 

being able to say what one exactly means or 

feels, in a concise, direct or forthright manner, 

tends to be prized (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). 

Relationships are more aggressive than in many 

other societies (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). 

Moreover, this style is considered normal, and 

even desirable. 

The Turkish are usually good listeners – And 

are “wishing desperately to learn from their 

Western colleagues” (Lewis, 2010, p.392).  

Being good listeners will be helpful throughout 

the partnership development and offer an 

important advantage as they will ‘hear’ what 

the other party believes, wants and experiences. 

 

Individualist culture – Activities and actions 

are not often self-started. Even if it benefits the 

team, the employee will not do something that 

is out of his/her area of expertise unless 

specifically told by their manager. People tend 

to act in their own territories / in silos.  

Entrepreneurs tend to claim that everything is 

the result of their own actions, rather than 

owning to or depend on others. 

Employees perform best in-groups –

Activities and actions are not frequently self-

started; they are rather dictated by the role and 

the context; therefore, the outcomes are often 

slower.  

 

 

8.A2.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’– Consequences and 
Recommendations. 
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      Figure 8.A2.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self ‘ 

      Selection of Best Partners Cultural Readiness  

FRANCE TURKEY 

A strong ‘Start with Self’ bias makes the 

French culture a low natural fit for strategic 

partnering through this lens. As the French 

always come first, they do not tend to ask for 

help and are inclined to isolate themselves in 

close groups.  

“The prevailing language is much preferably 

French, despite the fact that many French 

business people speak English well” 

(Gesteland, 2012). 

In any key activity, it would be appreciated if 

two versions of the presentation/report were 

The Turkish culture is not a perfect natural fit 

for strategic partnering in respect to the 

‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ 

cultural traits, since their own group always 

comes first. Göregenli (1997) found Turkey to 

exhibit collectivist patterns in some areas. 

However, once the partnership is established 

and aligned, the gap closes since the partner is 

now in-group. This shows in a 9 gap only in 

‘Transform L/T Performance’ vs the ideal.  
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available, one in the partner’s language and one 

in French. The evidence that their specificities 

are being acknowledged will create a 

comforting sense to the French that their 

partner is looking at the relationship from their 

perspective.  

      Each party should do their homework in respect to the other and be prepared to frame ‘mutual ideal 

terms’ of the partnership. When doing this, it is recommended that they are given information about the 

cultural traits of the other – the strategic partnering seven polarised cultural clusters will help decoding 

country-specific expectations and behaviours during any dialogue.   

      Cooperating Framework and Processes  

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Negotiations need to be turned into dialogue and should not be rushed. Best practice playing well into 

both parties’ cultures is to work internally upfront to find out and characterize the sources of value from 

the partnership for both parties. This will help the aspiring partners to understand the full and joint picture 

and remove some ‘Ambiguity’ (respectively 46 and 45 gaps with ideal) and a culturally inherent deep 

lack of ‘Trust’ (respectively 33 and 51 gaps with ideal). 

      Partnerial Enterprise Relationships  
 
FRANCE TURKEY 

An individualistic, self-confident and well- Partnerial enterprise relationships will be 

FRANCE TURKEY 

As they will attempt to extract the best from 

the opportunity, negotiations need to be turned 

into dialogue and should not be rushed - so the 

French get convinced on their share of value 

within the mutual context.  

Investing time internally first to define value 

propositions and hooks carefully for both 

parties should be high return. This clarity would 

help the French understand how the full and 

mutual picture provides the value they want. 

The Turkish business will start the journey 

with ‘what’s in it for my group’ – focusing on 

their local business and community first. Best 

practice will be to pivot from ‘what’s in it for 

us/me’ to a joint mutually beneficial ‘sources of 

value’ approach. 

The transition from this ‘in-group’ approach to 

a wide integrated partnership will be a 

challenge – although a successful co-operation 

can be established once the value of the 

integration and partnership destination are 

clearly identified, presented and translated into 

co-operating framework and processes. 
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educated elite tends to want to do it all alone. 

The required counteracting mechanism within 

France itself is a high degree of centralisation 

(Lewis, 2010). Partners will have to consider 

the same, i.e. having a centralised, driving and 

processed way of running the partnership.  

 

challenging in the beginning since the Turkish 

will see the other party as not in-group. 

However, and as Turkey’s culture is generally 

group-oriented (Katz, 2017, p.1), once the 

understanding is established, the relationships 

will become stronger - as they are now more 

‘in-group’.  

Applying the strategic partnering model should 

reduce the in-group / out-group conflicts and 

distrust, notably as the parties put each other in 

their respective perspectives and develop their 

partnership objectives and joint value 

propositions.  

      Considering the Turkish and French in-group behaviours, a progressive and methodical approach will 

be required to move from ‘what’s in it for me / my group’ to mutual ‘sources of value’.  

      Mission, Destination and Plan 

FRANCE  TURKEY 

When starting negotiations, the French will 

look for what they can gain from the 

partnership in a myopic manner. Hence, the 

value propositions should be developed early 

and clearly and will need emphasising what 

both parties would gain from the partnership.  

The French have to be convinced of their own 

benefit. There needs to be a compelling case 

why working in the partnership would help 

them – so both parties are enabled to benefit 

from their respective capabilities and assets to 

achieve the best outcomes. 

Turkey will have a minimal gap to ideal, 

once ‘the value of the integration’ and 

‘partnership destination’ are clearly identified, 

presented and translated into co-operating 

framework and processes. 

Their cultural balance between ‘Self’ and 

‘Others’ should contribute considerably to the 

resilience required on developing robust and 

lasting mission, destination and plan.  

      The value of the integration and partnership destination needs to be clearly identified with a 

compelling case – so both parties are enabled to firstly ‘see’ the pathway to value and consequently 

mobilise to achieve the desired outcomes. 

      Delivering S/T and L/T Performance  
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FRANCE TURKEY 

They will often consider delivering what is 

most advantageous for them.  

As mentioned earlier, extensive preparation to 

be able to demonstrate their part of the value 

from the mutual activities will be essential 

throughout.  

 

By being less driven by ‘Self’ than the ideal 

profile, the individual will revert to the team 

and also not want to appear bold to the partner - 

which will limit and slow down delivery. 

Saying “No” in Turkey is considered as 

disrespectful and a sign of confrontation 

(Hofstede, 2001). 

Individuals tend to say "Yes, no problem” to 

even unrealistic deadlines or actions. The 

generally accepted track record is that targets 

are usually not achieved on time. Structured, 

rigorous project management tools are 

important to monitor and support the progress 

of agreed deliverables and ensure performance 

delivery. 

      A clear set of both S/T and L/T metrics and effective use of KPIs will make up a joint enabling and 

driving performance management. Fact-based performance and a feedback system are crucial in the two 

countries’ cultures, as a bridge between their very different interactive styles. 

8.A3) GROUP 2: ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=1] 

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Low vs High Uncertainty 

Avoidance’ national culture traits, are recalled in Figure 8.A3.1. 
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     Figure 8.A3.1. GROUP 2: ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’. 

8.A3.1) France: 14 – ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs 86 – ‘Rationality/Certainty’ – Turkey: 15 – 
‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs 85 – ‘Rationality/Certainty’  
 

 
      Figure 8.A3.1.1 ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ – Group 2 Calculation 

      In this cluster, both France and Turkey cultures present a considerable gap vs the ideal partnering 

profile altogether (Ref. Figure 8.A3.1.1) and consistently for all core partnering activities (Ref. Figure 

8A3.2.1) – being much closer to the ‘Rationality/Certainty’ side of the polarisation. Being similar 

[Gap=1] offers the opportunity of mutual understanding of their respective managerial and operating 

practice but will not take away the imperative to develop their partnerships closer to the ideal balance.  

      Both cultures show resistance to change, but the driving factors are different. Turkish organisations 

need clarity and certainty due to lack of data and assurance; whereas French organisations need clarity 

and certainty due to their methodological, processed and structured nature. 
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FRANCE TURKEY 

Methodology is key – The French educational 

system focuses a lot on methodology. This 

means that design of procedures is central. The 

French would develop sophisticated and 

complex processes which can be so elaborate 

that others cannot follow them. 

Solving pressing problems rather than 

developing long-run strategies – The Turkish 

culture has a strong tendency of avoiding to 

anticipate events in the distant future.  The 

practice of decision emphasises short-run 

reactions and short-term feedback. Better a 

‘certain’ issue than a ‘possible’ distant 

opportunity. 

Highly regulated… and regulating – This 

applies to the Government. France is a highly 

regulated country and has one of the largest 

numbers of laws in the world. The 

Governments are known for their inclination 

towards negative regulations, which highlight 

what must not be done rather than what should 

be done. (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). 

Tactical, compliance related and short-term 

orientated processes and procedures – Rules, 

procedures and analytical tools exist, although 

they are primarily used for legal or business 

compliance – to tick the box. Key drivers, root 

causes, preventive and detective mechanisms 

are often omitted or at least under-considered.  

A bias towards technology – Technology used 

in French businesses is advanced. Many French 

multinational companies have resisted the 

multiple changes and failures of the recent 

legislations, thanks to the technology they use.  

The TGV high-speed train, civil and military 

aviation, helicopters, high-tech armaments, 

telecommunications, rocket launching, nuclear 

power, and so on are among the best globally 

(Barsoux and Lawrence, 1997). 

In general, Turkish organisations are good at 

implementing/executing pre-designed 

processes and relatively less strong in creating 

innovative strategies, technologies, products or 

ways of working. 

Intellectual over intuitive, emotional and 

concrete – The French will approach situations, 

issues and risks with their mind rather than their 

heart. They pride themselves on the quickness 

of mind, but dislike being rushed into decisions. 

For them, negotiation is not a quick procedure 

(Lewis, 2010). 

Almost only known risks are taken – As it 

has been and remains a financially and socially 

volatile country with lots of unpredictable 

dynamics, people have learned to be wary of 

sudden changes - and only accept risks subject 

to building some defensive mechanisms, testing 

dynamics extensively with their network first 

and running other defensive actions.  
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In business, the Turkish are willing to take 

risks, though they exercise a natural caution 

when investing in new and sizable projects. 

(Lewis, 2010). 

 

8.A3.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ – Consequences and 
Recommendations 

 

 
      Figure 8A3.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ 

      Selection of Best Partners  

FRANCE TURKEY 

As an organisation wanting to partner with a 

French counterpart, a good practice is to 

support the early development of a decision-

making model and the rapid collection of 

abundant data and proof points to feed the 

model- notably on partnering fit, sources of 

To an organisation wanting to partner with a 

Turkish counterpart and similarly to France, a 

key advice is to conduct and support the early 

development of a decision-making model and 

the rapid collection of abundant data and proof 

points – notably on core partnering activities 
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value, respective hooks and a flow chart of deal 

navigation.  

Empirical evidence, logical arguments, and 

objective facts weigh much more strongly than 

personal feelings and experiences do…The 

French are generally suspicious of hype and 

exaggerations and may respond negatively to a 

‘hard-sell’ approach (Katz, 2017). 

such as ‘Best Fit Human Capital’, ‘Sources of 

Value’, ‘Understanding of the Respective Value 

Proposition and Hooks’ and a time and activity 

flow chart for the partnership ‘Navigation’.  

The language should be rational and include as 

many apparent certainties and data as possible.  

 
      Preparation will be key: both parties should get ready to answer very detailed questions, making the 

respective enquiries mutually beneficial.  

      They would want to be comfortable that all risks have been identified and can be managed; hence 

coming to an agreement might take a very long time between these two cultures. 

      The fact that ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ is low in both cultures is likely to lead to resistance to change. A 

clear and precise partnership model, with both L/T and S/T indicators supporting early decision making, 

will help both parties to reduce the stress from ambiguity.  

      The language should be rational and include as many apparent certainties and data as possible.  

      Best-Fit Human Capital  

      The conjunction of high ‘Certainty’, ‘Hierarchy’ and ‘Conformity’ in both cultures makes it a 

coherent self-reinforcing cultural ‘package’ in respect to its impact on strategic partnerships.  

      The single most important decision of aspiring or maturing partners in the French and Turkish 

cultures will be the appointment and empowerment of a strong and highly competent partnership team. 

Their capability – as well as this of the informal wider team who participate to the alliance activities and 

the Executive Champion – will play a key role in managing and reducing ambiguity in the eyes of each 

partner.  

      Co-operating Framework and Processes  
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FRANCE TURKEY 

As guided by Barsoux and Lawrence (1997), 

the French orientation towards ‘Rationality 

and Logical Processing’ will generally be a 

positive contributor when developing the co-

operation framework and the partnership 

processes. Even if the partner’s culture does not 

naturally give precedent to this logic-driven 

approach, it is advised to spend the time early 

on jointly developing the rules of the game and 

constructing procedures. 

The partner of a French organisation should 

stick to logic at all times (Lewis, 2014), as they 

will find considerable comfort in progressing 

with the co-operation that was done logically 

and orderly.     

Unpreparedness may lead to long inefficient 

meetings – For meetings, structured agenda 

with key expectations will be important to 

prevent considerable slowness and even 

counterproductive uninformed conclusions.  

Turkish are generally good at 

implementing/executing pre-designed processes 

and relatively less strong in creating innovative 

strategies, products or ways of working.  

Having somebody in the Strategic Partnership 

team to define and monitor actions might save a 

lot of time. 

 

 
      The parties should combat impatience and spend the time early on to jointly develop the rules of the 

game and construct due procedures.  

      Investing in frameworks and processes will seem to take a long time in the ‘Navigation’ and ‘Deal-

Making’ phases - but it will enable much smoother and assured progress and lead to stronger performance 

delivery.  

      A robust MIS system is required. Since the power of superiors depends on the control of uncertainties 

(Hovland, 2013), it is important to make the right information available to top managers for them to come 

to the right conclusions. They will also be less surprised and not react as negatively if some important 

feedback appears to flow horizontally rather than vertically (Culturewise, 2015). 

      Having somebody in the Strategic Partnership team to specifically define and monitor actions might 

save a lot of time  - as adapting to and following their respective procedures can be demanding.   

      Navigation 

FRANCE TURKEY 

Navigation is among the most challenging 

core practices in developing partnerships – 

hence, one of the least comfortable for the 

French. The partner should have a very detailed 

Navigation is key through a highly capable 

partnering team – This core partnering 

activity plays a particularly vital role. Since 

there is resistance to change – only one-third of 
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perspective of what the flow of future steps 

should be.  

The French are resistant to change, and it will 

be hard earned to convince them, except if the 

change appears logical and confidence is built 

on underpinning data.  

Structure and planning are required. Before 

meetings and negotiations, they like to receive 

all the necessary information (Hofstede, 2010). 

During negotiations, an aspiring or established 

partner should be prepared to answer very 

detailed questions 

all change attempts are successful (Ertürk, 

2008) – a well-thought navigation would prove 

crucial to the partnership.  

It requires the key skill set of internal 

navigation capability and the ability to 

knockdown functional organisational barriers. 

In most cases, this involves excellence in 

management by influence, a key role of the 

partnering team.  

Building this capability and providing training 

in systematic change management can prove 

invaluable for the involved teams. 

 
      Since there is strong resistance to change in both cultures, a shared ‘Navigation’ path will play a 

crucial role in aligning the organisations. Internal navigation capability and the ability to knockdown 

functional organisational barriers are key requirements in the selection and the development of the 

partnering teams.  

      As both parties tend to wary with what is different, it is recommended that each receives full 

information on the others’ cultural traits – this thesis model’s seven polarised cultural dimensions would 

help decoding the culture-specific issues and expectations and provide some comforting predictability.  

      Taking this step will help transparency and provide greater clarity to each party, as it minimises 

uncertainties. Once they have carefully studied how the other party apprehends and manages ‘Intuition 

and Ambiguity’, they will be better positioned to form a clearer partnership methodology – aligning ‘who 

does what’ in consideration of their respective strengths and weaknesses.  

      For example, since Turkish organisations are usually competent at implementing/executing pre-

designed processes and the French are better at forming the methodology, they could combine their 

capabilities and enact a productive complementary ‘One Team’ - whereby lead roles are attributed in such 

a way that each party contributes to its greater strengths.  

      Deliver Short-Term Performance  

FRANCE TURKEY 

This will often be of a high importance for a 

French partner, not principally for the 

delivery itself but because short-term 

performance will act as a demonstrator and 

This will often be of the highest importance 

for a Turkish partner. A robust MIS system is 

recommended.  
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validate (or invalidate) the whole cooperative 

theoretical model. 

The French will not be naturally best fitted to 

deliver those themselves, as they place planning 

over execution and theory over practice. 

Focusing on driving actions to secure the 

planned early wins will be a very well invested 

effort from the partner.   

Since the power of superiors depends on the 

control of uncertainties and claiming of 

success, it is important to provide the best 

information to top managers for them to ‘own’ 

short-term delivery.  

      The partners’ focus on driving actions to secure the planned early wins will be very well invested 

efforts– as both their cultures are strongly geared on this delivery although for different cultural reasons. 

       Making delivery happen will be a challenge between the two partners’ cultures and require 

determined handling by the partnering team, as: 

• Turkish organisations will focus on compliance-related processes and rules, and their efforts will 

be geared to procedures and analytical tools used for legal or business compliance (to tick the 

box) – rather than value creation key drivers, root causes, preventive and detective value inputs 

that are often omitted.  

• French organisations will consider that once the plan is defined and agreed, the delivery is 

‘automatic’  - with many involved leaders and staff having little interest in the practical 

executional tasks.  

      Cultural Readiness  

      One of the main disadvantages of joining two high ‘Rational’- low ‘Intuitive’ country cultures in 

partnerships is the risk of a low creativity level and consequent negative impact on ‘Value Proposition’ 

and ‘Offer Development’. The partners should be cognisant of this and determined to create space, 

encouragement and incentives to nurture more creative and flexible capabilities from their respective 

systems. 

8.A4 GROUP 3 – ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=17] 

The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the individual and organisational 

perspectives, and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Long-Term’ vs ‘Short-Term’ national culture 

traits – are recalled in Figure 8.A4.1. 
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       Figure 8.A4.1. GROUP 3: ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ 

8.A 4.1) France: 63 – ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs 37 – ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ – Turkey: 46 - 
‘Long Term Strategic Win’ vs 54 – ‘Short Term Quick Win’ 

 

 
      Figure 8.A4.1.1 ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ – Group 3 Calculation 

      The Turkish and French cultures differ on their essence to ‘Long-Term Strategic’ vs ‘Short Term 

Quick’ (Ref. Figure 8.A4.1.1). The French are close to ideal with a high propensity to projecting 

themselves and their partnerships into a distant future. Turkish organisations tend to be more ‘Short-

Term’ orientated. This difference extends to the core partnering activities (Ref. Figure 8.A4.21), with 

large gaps on some. The significant opportunity from their differences resides in ‘division of labour’, 

whereby each culture contributes its strengths to the joint endeavour.  

FRANCE TURKEY 

Long-term – Structured problem solving is 

ingrained in the culture, which allows the 

French to be foresighted and look at the bigger 

In Turkey, the low level of ‘AS IS’ future 

orientation score – on both an absolute and 

relative scale – reflects the fact that people 

accept status quo and take life events as they 
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picture.  

They often focus on long-term objectives and 

expect to establish strong relationships over the 

course of their business engagements. This 

takes time and effort (Katz, 2017). They show 

some ability to adapt traditions to changed 

conditions, a strong propensity to save and 

invest, thriftiness, and perseverance in 

achieving results (Hofstede, 2010) 

occur rather than plan for the future. (Chhokar 

et al., Globe 2007). 

There is a strong focus on the long-end result 

– because the methodology the French use is 

tailored to that end. For them, attainment of 

immediate objectives is secondary to the 

ascribed reputation of the organisation and its 

socio-political goals (Richard D. Lewis, 2010).  

The Turkish individuals and corporations “play 

chess like backgammon”, applying reactive 

tactics rather than longer-term strategic 

building.  

Partnering remediation to this character lies in 

focusing on organisational alignment and 

having a clear set of L/T performance metrics 

early in the partnership constitution. 

 
      The combination of high ‘L/T Strategic Win’’, ‘Formalized Relationship’ and ‘Hierarchical 

Leadership’ partnering cultural traits allow the French to be naturally foresighted and consider and 

rationalise the longer and bigger picture. As they build grand theories and develop sophisticated 

constructs, they need to take time into account and embrace long-term perspectives. Their analytical 

capability will help them to see the pathway and develop activity flows from now to the further-out 

realisation of their grand schemes.  

      Their almost ideal profile on ‘L/T Strategic Win’ (63 vs 60), which means 37 vs 40 on ‘S/T Quick 

Win’ suggests that they will often be able to also conceive the shorter-term steps to the longer-term 

destination.  

      The Turkish culture presents a lower inclination towards L/T Strategic win (47 vs 63).  In the 

partnership, they will be less inclined to think and act long-term. Their high ‘Starting from Others’ (63 vs 

29 French) should be leveraged to enable building compatibility with the French on long-term aspirations 

and planning 

8.A4.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ –   
Consequences and Recommendations  
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      Figure 8.A4.21. Partnering Matrix Table – ‘L/T Strategic Win’ vs ‘S/T Quick Win’ 

      In this dimension, the French culture is in general close to the ideal profile across the core partnering 

activities. Turkey presents significant gaps, especially for ‘Selection of the Best Partners’, ‘Partnerial 

Individual Relationships’, ‘Transform L/T Performance’ and ‘Cultural Readiness’. 

      Selection of Best Partners  

      Foresighted companies need to focus on the long-term when selecting a partner. This is vital as a 

Strategic Partnership is by definition, a long-term enterprise – a marriage between organisations. 

FRANCE TURKEY 

Structured problem solving is ingrained in the 

culture, which allows the French to be 

foresighted and look at the bigger picture. 

The culturally-led limitation of the French on 

‘Selection of Best Partners’ lies in the extreme 

caution and lengthy consideration of the 

potential partner, guided notably by their high 

Considering the selection of partners 

through the long-term transformational 

benefits lens will usually not be Turkish most 

natural practice. Implementing the structured 

strategic partnering approach to partner 

selection will prove invaluable and will need to 

include steps like partnership strategy design, 

cultural due-diligence and articulation of 
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‘Rationality / Certainty’.   fit/gaps – all making the selection more sound 

and L/T enduring. 

The Turkish will need to be patient with the 

French lengthy, formal and comprehensive 

consideration and investigation of their 

potential partner.   

 
      Both parties will need to be convinced by strong arguments supported by a well-structured and logical 

argumentation when choosing a partner – more about the long-term benefits and rational satisfaction for 

the French and direct in-group benefits for the Turkish.  

     The recognition of a gap in both cultures for ‘Selection of Best Partners’ guides to take strong steps to 

‘beat the odds’. A recommendation is to ‘process’ the discovery phase by jointly engaging on developing 

a structured strategic partnering approach – including early partnering strategy design, cultural due-

diligence, articulation of fit/gaps. Each of these areas of enquiry and work would be conducted primarily 

by the best placed partner for this area.   

      This would provide a response to the likely armful cultural package of ‘Certainty’, ‘Hierarchy’ and 

‘Conformity’ (Ref. Figure 8.A121) and reconcile some differences and gaps on the L/T trait – making the 

selection much more sound and L/T enduring. 

      Navigation  

FRANCE TURKEY 

The French culture is very close to the ideal 

profile. 

The 21 - gap in ‘Navigation’ can be mitigated  

- by thinking through and actively managing 

the various areas of substance and relationship 

with a L/T perspective. It will largely be the 

role of the French partner to take some guiding 

and supporting role through this lens - and 

provide clarity, visibility and endurance to the 

mutual sources of values, respective hooks and 

the efficient use of relationship contact maps. 

 
      There will be a strong mutual virtue from combining the navigation design with L/T cultural 

inclinations - the later unlocking some challenges with the former,  as a clearer navigation will take the 

partners along almost mechanically to progress/take the next step(s) and consequently provide a longer-

term approach to the co-operation.    

     In turn, thinking through and actively managing the various areas of substance and relationship with a 
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L/T perspective will inform the navigation.  

      This is where the process – the partnering culture model - can improve culture, or at least help 

mitigate some of its adverse effects. 

      Both L/T approach and structured navigation will be more natural to the French party. In a partnership 

where the parties would allocate roles to the best placed for that particular core activity, the French side 

could lead through this lens and provide clarity, visibility and endurance to the mutual sources of values, 

respective hooks and the efficient use of relationship contact maps to inform and define navigation. 

      Transform L/T Performance 

FRANCE TURKEY 

With a close to perfect ‘L/T Strategic Win’ 

cultural trait, French organisations present a 

counter intuitive 19 - gap on the Transform L/T 

Performance core partnering activity.  

The French build grand theories and develop 

sophisticated constructs. These need to be 

pursued through concrete actions- which will be 

culturally restricted by their low ‘Starting from 

Others’, ‘Ambiguity Management’, and 

‘Collaborative Leadership’.  

With a 36 – gap, Turkish individuals and 

corporations will be challenged to progress 

towards the Transform L/T Performance stage 

of the partnership.  

Focusing on organisational alignment and 

having a clear set of L/T performance metrics 

early in the partnership construction is 

recommended in pursuit of a L/T 

transformational strategic win. 

 
      The Turkish individuals and organisations generally apply reactive tactics rather than a long-term 

strategy building approach. The French will typically be strategically attuned but limited on their ability 

to navigate and realise the transformational value opportunity from the partnership.  

      The respective limitations will be a major challenge to the partnership altogether. The benefit of this 

thesis’ model is to guide both parties to recognize the high-risk profile early - and pro-actively and 

inherently counteract and manage it.     

      A similar and complementary approach to the one advised earlier on Navigation should result in some 

favourable progress. More generally, the partnering team will need to lead firmly with proper 

frameworks, processes and L/T performance metrics to focus and align both organisations.   

      Cultural Readiness  

FRANCE TURKEY 

With a high overall 28 - gap, French 

organisations are generally not culturally fit to 

L/T mentality can prove extremely 

challenging to Turkish organisations and 
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partnering. Even in cultural clusters of strength 

– such as ‘L/T Strategic Win’ –, Cultural 

Readiness presents a significant 25 - gap, 

whose background has been largely examined 

in the earlier paragraphs. 

A vital approach will be to recognise this 

inherent vulnerability early and plan and act for 

the long game. It will require to spend the time 

and provide front-loaded intensity to 

systematically mitigate the impacts of the 

cultural shortcomings on the fundamentals of 

partnership building.  

This approach should equally attempt to 

leverage some of the French cultural strengths: 

they are highly capable of ‘foreseeing’ and 

‘seeing’ the case; and once established and 

tested for a period within a logical and 

structured frame, they are inclined to continue 

with their existing partners into the L/T – and 

potentially towards Transformational L/T 

Performance . 

 

people - since the bias toward short-term is 

deeply ingrained in their culture. Therefore, 

organisations that aspire to partner with Turkish 

entities should implement extensive and tight 

mechanisms and structures to drive and monitor 

the L/T requirements. 

Efficient use of risk assessment tools and 

deep local knowledge is recommended – 

Forex fluctuations, political and economic 

instability, legislation changes can be used as 

‘excuses’ and bridges to explain the longer-

term performance gaps. And, in the Turkish 

business context, there is a high risk taking 

short-term KPIs at face value and as the true 

representation of reality - while  only  pairing 

the short-term measures with their long-term 

extensions will provide reasonable assurance,  

given that variances and results may look good 

for now but not reflect future liabilities.  

Organisations from different cultures may have 

difficulties in detecting these realities and 

threats. Working with tax and legal advisory 

firms that have this ‘local’ knowledge might 

prove invaluable. 

 
      In effect, both the Turkish and the French are not naturally and immediately ready for L/T 

partnerships. And there is almost no justification to the complexity of strategic partnership management 

without an aspiration to ‘Transform L/T’.  

      Against this deep and adverse cultural backdrop, the parties should make a real, underpinned and 

tested ‘Mission and Destination’ a pre-condition of their mutual selection and a continuing thread of the 

way they live and develop their partnership.    

      This will require spending the time and providing the front-loaded intensity to define and anchor 

mutual S/T and L/T sources of value and partnering strategy. 

8.A5) GROUP 4 ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap = 2] 
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      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Femininity’ vs ‘Masculinity’ 

national culture traits – are recalled in Figure 8.A5.1. 

 
      Figure 8.A5.1. GROUP 4: ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ 

      Common wisdom would suggest that the ‘Caring’ cultural trait is one of the least natural in business. 

Who would say that the key success factor of well-known CEOs is because of how much they care – 

except for the business perhaps?  

      Nevertheless, hardly any partnership can prosper without ‘Caring’ as, to borrow Theodore 

Roosevelt’s words: “Nobody cares how much you know, until they know how much you care”. 

      In support to their partnering intent, both the France and Turkey cultures include ‘Caring’.    
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      8.A 5.1) France: 57 - ‘Caring’ vs 43 - ‘Result First’ – Turkey: 55 - ‘Caring’ vs 45 - ‘Result First’. 
 

 
            Figure 8.A5.1.1 ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ – Group 4 Calculation  

     The balance between the ‘Caring’ and ‘Result First’ clusters is close to ideal in both cultures – and 

almost identical between them (Ref. Figure 8.A5.1.1). This alignment extends to nearly all core 

partnering activities (Ref. Figure 8.A5.2.1). It is an uncommon strength and opportunity for the French 

and Turkish partnering endeavours throughout the life cycle of their co-operations. 

FRANCE TURKEY 

A combination of two extremes: 

Performance / Result First is very important 

for the French – As most people in the world, 

they thrive on success and advancement. They 

need success even more than most, given their 

unique combination of ‘Starting from Self’, 

need for ‘Certainty’, aspiration to ‘L/T’ and a 

deeply ‘Hierarchical’ mindset.  

As almost another extreme, the French culture 

is hugely ‘Caring’ although almost uniquely for 

the inner circle. “People trust completely only 

those they know best: family and one or two 

close, lifetime friends. And potentially show 

limited trust based to mutual dependence to 

colleagues and acquaintances” (Lewis, 2010, 

pp.145-146). 

A balanced tendency towards ‘Caring’ and 

‘Result First’: 

The ‘Caring’ and ‘Result First’ traits are 

consistently well balanced across the core 

partnering activities and provide a true positive 

anchor to the Turkish partnering profile.   

In business, co-operation at work is as 

important as challenge and immediate 

performance. Individuals are ready to go the 

extra mile for others' satisfaction and personal 

faithfulness, especially when in-group. 

  

 

Richard Gesteland notes “In France, you get 

things done much more quickly by working 

through inside contacts rather than by going 

through channels” (Gesteland, 2012, p.278).  

Driven by achievement of goals and clear 

tangible outputs – Turkish organisations 

usually believe in building progressive soft 

inputs towards their objectives, mainly on 

relationships and mutual commitments. 

However, when doing this, organisations also 
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measure themselves on reaching clear and 

mainly financial hard outputs.  

 
      There is a considerable strength for partnering in both cultures in their aligned cultural inclination 

towards ‘Caring’ while providing an almost ideal balance with the equally required ‘Result Orientation’.  

      This cultural ‘muscle’ and almost ideal balance will provide continuous on-going benefits to the 

partnership development. Once established and tested for a period, corporations in both cultures will be 

inclined to continue with their existing partners into the long-term.  

      8.A 5.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ – Consequences and Recommendations. 
 

 
      Figure 8.A5.2.1. Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’  

      Co-operating Framework and Processes 

      In Turkey, apart from the multinational firms and some specific sectors like banking, insurance, oil 

and gas, there is a lack of corporate structure, clear roles and responsibilities. Structured contact maps, 

clear processes on ‘who gets involved’, regular follow up and governance events are recommended.  

      The 'Caring’ – ‘Results First’ balance should be leveraged as a catalyst to do the ‘right thing’ on 

setting up systems that are seen helpful to individuals in their role to the partnership. It should extend to 
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adopt somewhat feminine ways of working - to partly compensate the otherwise commonly shared 

hierarchical and masculine cultural inclinations.     

      This shared cultural trait should also incentivise and help the partnership to access differentiating, 

value added objectives and measures - for example, triple bottom line performance.     

      Partnerial Individual Relationships  

FRANCE TURKEY 

France is a country of personal networks 

and connections, a high context – networking 

culture (Harris et al. 2004). Horizontal 

networking and bonding is as important as the 

more visible hierarchical structure (Chhokar et 

al., 2007). 

Be ready for a significant personal investment. 

The strong combination of ‘Results First’ and 

‘Starting with Self’ (Ref. Section 7.3B2.2) 

points to the fact that the French tend to start 

with themselves and will not be ready to be 

‘Caring’ immediately.  

Their objectives are long-term; they try to 

establish firm personal relationships (Lewis, 

2010). Hence, it will take time for them to 

become loyal and giving, but the relationship 

will be very sustainable once their trust has 

been earned. 

Comprehensive contact maps and 

governance routine will be very useful since 

in Turkey, the bosses may suddenly change 

priorities and job descriptions - mainly driven 

by the hierarchical leadership style (Ref. 

Section 7.3B.7).  

This may lead to significant confusion in who is 

doing what and when and disruptions in 

relationships with the partner’s opposite 

numbers. 

 
      Both France and Turkey are cultures of personal networks and connections. A strong opportunity 

exists to combine their shared high ‘Result First’ and equally high ‘Caring’ into the way goals are 

achieved - by growing and using high quality of contacts.  

      Patience and disciplined obedience to the culturally appropriate steps and protocols will be required in 

the ‘taming’ process but should result in rewarding long-term relationships.  

      Partnerial Enterprise Relationships  
 
FRANCE TURKEY 

Building extensive and comprehensive Structured contact maps, clear processes on 
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      Building extensive and comprehensive contact maps proves to be priceless in most co-operations and 

notably between organisations grounded in French and Turkish cultures. Relevant contacts in the other 

party’s organisation would be systematically identified to the benefit of all internal stakeholders. The 

result would be a structured and ordered relationship across the partners’ organisations - made up of and 

built on multiple individual relationships.  

      Best partnerships tend to break up their objectives and nods of delivery into their main required 

components and to structure the ‘Partnering Enterprise Relationship’ around joint workstreams focused 

on each delivery component.  

      These workstreams involve the key people for their activity across both organisations and form a 

productive and processed way of working, of being and of interacting.  

      The healthy combination of ‘Caring’ and ‘Result First’ is strongly conducive to this organisational 

relationship construct, whereby workstreams would deliver the joint activities, sources of value and 

anchored personal relationships.   

      Navigation  

FRANCE TURKEY 

Consider and define co-operative navigation 

very thoroughly. One of the best partnering 

practices is to develop a strong Strategic 

Partnership Manager in each organisation. This 

will prove central with any French partner. 

Gesteland notes “In France, you get things done 

much more quickly by working through inside 

contacts rather than by going through channels” 

(2012, p.278) 

A strong partnership management team 

will plan for and ensure co-operative 

navigation. The partnership success will 

require to actively ‘manage’ demanding and 

eager management levels, so they identify the 

co-operation progress with their own success 

– and don’t become the origins of failure   

contact maps is very important. Partner 

contacts need to be matched to the internal 

stakeholders to manage the relationships across 

both organisations. Internal contacts should 

deliver the joint activities and sources of value 

from well-structured workstreams.  

To succeed over the long-term, the scope of the 

relationship between and expectations from the 

contacts should be made very clear 

“who gets involved”, regular follow up and 

governance meetings are recommended. In 

case of lack of clear roles and responsibilities, 

some tasks can get lost in translation or the 

partnering organisation may lose time and 

effort trying to figure out who does what.  
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      In the ‘Navigation’ preparation, it will prove priceless to identify the right person(s) for any required 

task(s) – in general, the highest ranked individual(s) for that particular activity – and consciously develop 

a strong relationship with them.  

      Cultural Readiness 

FRANCE TURKEY 

What should be expected is the French 

potentially shifting from strong ‘Caring’ to 

extremely hard nose ‘Result First’ (and vice 

versa) very suddenly and without any warning. 

Developing a strong enduring partnership will 

require building deep, almost irreversible 

anchors for the co-operation - and the main 

destination is to become ‘part of the family’ as 

the ‘Partnerial Enterprise’ and ‘Individual’ 

Relationships are being built.  

Potential strength for partnering – once 

established and tested for a period, corporations 

are inclined to continue with their existing 

partners for L/T. 

Possible transparency issue – For 

organisations considering a partnership in 

Turkey, it is important to appreciate that the 

Turkish culture may accommodate some gaps 

of transparency – such as not always sharing all 

the financials, results and KPIs, especially those 

that are not in their favour.  

 
      As all other cultural traits are more challenges rather than enablers, the virtuous balance of ‘Caring’ vs 

‘Result First’ bears the highest cultural opportunity to support the setup and development of strategic 

partnerships between Turkish and French organisations.    

      Once they have unlocked these traits over time through adequate navigation, delivery and relationship 

building, the involved French organisations could usually benefit from and build on a generally 

benevolent approach from their Turkish counterparts - based on their ‘Caring’ and ‘Starting from Others’ 

traits - to mitigate some of their own cultural shortcomings for partnering. 

8.A6) GROUP 5 ‘Trustful Relationships’ vs ‘Formalised Relationships’ [Gap=18]  

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

personal perspectives, and their strong correlation with Trompenaars’ ‘Particularism and Universalism’ 

national culture traits – presented in Figure 8.A61. 
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        Figure 8.A61. GROUP 5: ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships 

8.A6.1) France: 37 - ‘Trustful Relationships’ vs 63 - ‘Formalised Relationships’ – Turkey: 19 -
‘Trustful Relationships’ vs 81 - ‘Formalised Relationships’ 

 

 
       Figure 8.A6.1.1 ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships – Group 5 Calculation 

      This is one of the most challenging polarised culture clusters to partnering since both cultures’ 

management practice involve highly ‘Formalized Relationships’ and present a considerable gap on 

‘Trust’ vs the ideal profile altogether (Ref. Figure 8.A61.1) and for all core partnering activities (Ref. 

Figure 8.A6.2.1). 

      In strategic partnering, relationships and conditions evolve over the life cycle of the co-operations. 

Like in marriages and as documented in Chapters 4 and 6, ‘Trust’ is indispensable for the partnership to 

be long-term, committed, rewarding and delivering transformational consistent success. 

      Trust cannot be declared but needs to be earned. The parties have to understand and accept the cycle 

of ‘Trust’ (Ref. Figure 2.81) and commit to building it up through evidence and behaviours – notably by 

being reliable to their partner(s).  
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      There is a profound challenge to partnerships arising from the ‘Trust’ cultural profiles of both France 

and Turkey.   

FRANCE TURKEY 

Formalised Relationships – Formal deals, 

contracts, rules, laws, respecting hierarchy and 

following expected formalities are all very 

present as effects and manifestations of the 

French culture.  

Their inclination to ‘Starting with Self’ and 

‘Hierarchical Leadership’ often manifests into 

formal behaviours with bosses and expecting 

the same from subordinates.  

‘Rationality/Certainty’ leads to wanting clear 

deals and contracts, as well as operating 

processes. ‘Results First’ requires formal 

methodologies to capture and interpret 

performance.  

The extremely low inclination of the Turkish 

culture for trustful relationships and behaviours 

[Gap = 51] should remain front of mind to 

potential partners and investors.     

As there is high dependence and reliance on the 

State, owners of large companies and 

conglomerates tend to decide on the direction 

of their companies based on advice and 

guidance of politicians and top State 

officials. 

This dependency acts as a limiter to building 

‘Trust’, as it creates volatility into the 

relationship from exogeneous inputs. 

    

Trusted Relationships – Building trust will be 

the desired outcome, as the progress of the 

partnership and the development of the 

Partnerial individual relationships can helpfully 

rebalance the cultural requirement for 

‘Formality’ towards ‘Trusting’, ‘Caring’ and 

‘Collaborative’.  

 

Unrealistic Promises – Individuals and 

corporations can make promises or 

conveniently say, “Yes, no problem” to 

unrealistic targets to get the deal done or the 

immediate issue resolved. 

The political environment and economic 

instability go against building trust – 

Research reports low levels of public trust 

toward the State and most institutions in Turkey 

(İnelmen, 2004). A long history of successive 

Turkish governments shows the very limited 

extent to which long-term policies can be 

developed and sustained. Rules, regulations, 

legislations may change suddenly depending on 

who leads the State and what their short-term 

priorities are.  

Legal contracts and lawyers play an important 
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if not prevailing role in Turkey. This way of 

doing business lowers the ability of 

organisations and individuals to develop a 

direct and pragmatic trust – based relationship 

over time.  

 

8.A 6.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships – Consequences and 
Recommendations 

 

 
      Figure 8.A6.2.1. Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships 

      The matrix represents the considerable numerical extent of the ‘Trust’ deficit in both cultures - which 

deeply impacts all partnering culture activities.    

      Selection of Best Partners 

FRANCE TURKEY 

The French tend to be more formal and rigid 

than most in the partner selection process. 

Selecting partners with a special screening for 

‘Trust’ should be one of the critical - if not the 
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When selecting partners, they will go through 

very extensive external filtering by looking at 

risks, strategic importance, complexity and any 

other criteria their intellectual consideration 

might bring up.   

- key deciding factor.  

Because as important as detailed contracts will 

be in this cultural context, they may be difficult 

to enforce since, “The Turkish courts 

commonly side with the local party” 

(Gesteland, 2012, p.237).  

Partnering with a local, knowledgeable and 

reputable group would be an advantage, since 

they would have ‘more to lose’ and extensive 

and high-quality access to the country’s 

decisional eco-system.  

 
      The gap on ‘Trust’ will be evidencing the case of the power of advanced and enforcing processes to 

develop partnerships - as they would compensate for the paralysing effects of the lack of ‘Trust’ – at least 

in part.   

      In partnering, ‘Trust’ takes four main forms: 1) Competence: “Can you do what you tell me you will 

do and deliver on your promise?”; 2) Judgment: “Have you got a track record of making good judgment 

calls?”; 3) Integrity: “Do I think you are honourable and do I believe you and your motives?” 4) 

Benevolence: “Are you in this just for yourself or do you see your own success in win-win and mutual 

advantage, in protecting me to advance my goals, in making my life better?” (Murray, 2012). 

      The two first forms are functional and the two last ones are cognitive – and these that count most in a 

partnering culture. In the case of the French and Turkish cultures playing into partnerships, ‘Selection of 

Best Partners’ should ensure that functional ‘Trust’ is evidenced and provides a positive assessment on 

the potential for the other forms to develop over time.  

      Concretely and when considering a partner, each party should go through comprehensive external 

filtering by looking at risks, strategic importance, complexity and other assessment criteria. The insights 

and hard re-assuring facts would partly compensate for some aspects of the missing ‘Trust’ cognitive 

elements– no love at first sight but rather an ‘arranged’ marriage, to use the metaphor again. This 

substitution is of course insufficient to replace all of the missing cognitive ‘Trust’ but the best available 

approach for partnerships between such cultures.   

      Also, since the partners’ political and legal environments are different, the analogy of ‘arranged 

marriage’ can be extended to bringing to the fore of the selection, criteria such as well embedded local, 

knowledgeable and reputable group – since they would have extensive and high-quality access into the 

country’s decisional eco-system. The partner will know the economic and political dynamics, who to talk 
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to, how to set up and run operations in the country’s regulatory context and where and how to mobilise 

resources and knowledge.  

      Partnerial Enterprise Relationships 

FRANCE TURKEY 

Relationships should be built in service of 

substance and real business.  

At the start and for a while, no contact would 

be made without a clear business purpose.  

Added to a good governance structure and 

contact map, both parties would reach the 

desired goals, build mutual confidence and earn 

the ideal combination of rigour and trust.   

 

The weakness in ‘Trustful’ relationships 

drives to more formal practices. Strong 

governance routines are essential. Most of the 

business decisions, actions, policies and 

procedures should be captured in writing. For 

example, most corporations tend to delay their 

payments hence writing clear payment terms 

and enforcement actions in the contracts or 

protocols should make a difference. 

Exchange of favours is common in Turkish 

culture… and is seen as evidence of the 

relationship. If and when asking for a favour, 

the Turkish demander would expect a positive 

response if the possibility exists – and will try 

to ‘pay back’ later in return. Since this may 

often move the relationship away from 

business, and as challenging as the position 

might appear, a no compromise is advised 

based on key principles and practices. Setting 

boundaries early in the individual relationship 

development might often prove crucial.  

 
      French and Turkish should strive to systematically build organisational relationships – over time and 

as an antidote to the lack of ‘Trust’ culture. Individual relationships would follow – or at least be given a 

context from the joint organisational construct.  

      To this intent, jointly developed formal structures and governance routines will be beneficial, as using 

these formalised relationship mechanisms will develop familiarity between participants from both 

organisations doing things together and over significant periods of time – which the whole idea behind 

structured workstreams. 

      Organisations with some partnering experience should consider going beyond the structured 

organisation of work mentioned above. Only under the condition that they are jointly designed and 
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therefore ‘owned’ by the partners, they could develop and roll out joint ways of working. These would be 

constituted of 1) Consistent working practices 2) Shared behavioural expectations. 

      Examples of working practices could be: ‘empowerment and bottom-up’; ‘operations over legal’; 

‘clear split between governance and execution’. Examples of behaviours could be: ‘dialogues over 

negotiations’; ‘how could I’ rather than ‘should I’; ‘no opinion but facts’. 

      Framing and enforcing such practice on how to conduct the partnering activities across the 

organisations, if not changing the deep cultures, should move their expression into very different and 

more collaborative approaches – helping both parties to be more transparent and gradually become more 

of ‘One Team’.  

      Cultural Readiness  

FRANCE TURKEY 

A partner definitely wants and needs trustful 

relationships with their French counterparts, 

as the source of major simplifications and 

value.  

For example, since legal frameworks and 

contracts are very important, excessive 

legalistic issues can make negotiations last 

forever. Established ‘Trust’ could reduce the 

legalistic complexity and turn some 

negotiations into dialogues and complex 

contracts into simpler frameworks. 

Ironically, the Turkish culture does not even 

trust the legal system either. This is mainly 

because the political powers control the 

jurisdiction system in Turkey. 

Low levels of trust in Turkish society may be 

considered to be a variable that hinders forming 

partnerships in the private sector as well 

(Chhokar et al., 2007). 

As mentioned in ‘Selection of Best Partners’ 

partnering with a local, knowledgeable and 

reputable group would be an advantage, since 

they would have extensive and high-quality 

access into the country’s decisional eco-system. 

      Trustful relationships between French and Turkish partners (or any other couple) are required as a 

condition to and the source of major simplifications and value generation.  

      As culture readiness is inexistent, the parties should consider, develop and roll out ‘forcing’ 

mechanisms for every core partnering activity.  

      The partnering teams will be of considerable importance all the way – from design to performance 

management to ensuring the adherence to these ‘forcing’ mechanisms.      

8.A7) GROUP 6 ‘Collaborative Leadership’ vs ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ [Gap=2] 
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      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Low vs High Power’ Distance 

national culture traits – are recalled in Figure 8.A7.1. 

 
       Figure 8.A7.1. GROUP 6: ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership 

8.A 711) France: 32 - ‘Collaborative Leadership’ vs 68 - ‘Hierarchical Leadership’; Turkey: 34 - 
‘Collaborative Leadership’ vs 66 - ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ 

 

 

      Figure 8.A71.1. ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership – Group 6 Calculation  

      Both cultures’ management practice is highly hierarchical and presents a considerable gap vs the ideal 

profile altogether (Ref. Figure 8.A71.1) and consistently for all core partnering activities (Ref. Figure 

8.A72.1). On the other hand, being similar [Gap=2] offers an opportunity for mutual understanding of 

their respective managerial and operating practice.  

FRANCE TURKEY 

Hierarchical leadership – French 

organisations probably have the most 

hierarchical structure in Europe (Hofstede, 

Few authorised people make decisions – 

Turkish organisations are distinguished by 

centralised decision making... strong leadership 
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2010). Each person operates according to his or 

her relative status. From education, an 

individual gains the respect associated with the 

brand of his/her ‘Grande Ecole’.  

All other cultural traits converge into building 

strong pyramidal hierarchies: ‘Starting with 

Self’ and ‘Certainty’ get leaders to want being 

recognized and treated as such; ‘Result First’ 

will get leaders to want to know and control 

everything; ‘Formalised Relationships’ will 

establish the codes of distant interactions; and 

high ‘Conformity’ will get people to accept that 

the ‘boss is the boss’.    

 

and limited delegation (Fikret-Paşa et al., 

2001). 

Individuals believe in a system in which 

members of a society/organisation are operating 

according to their relative status or authority. 

Most decisions in the organisation tend to be 

made by leaders at the top, with little to no 

autonomy or decision space from the lower 

level employees. 

Government is the highest authority – The 

prevalence of Government plays an important 

role in Turkish business culture and 

corporations that would voice against the 

government might be financially penalised. In 

their study of Danish investments in Turkey, 

Bodur and Madsen (1993) conclude that 

personal contacts with influential government 

officials become important in finalising 

decisions. (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). 
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8.A7.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership – Consequences and 
Recommendations. 

 

 
      Figure 8.A72.1. Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical' Leadership 

      Best-Fit Human Capital; Co-operating Frameworks and Processes  

FRANCE TURKEY 

Look for and appoint the most empowered 

and senior Strategic Partnership Managers 

and team possible.  

This consistently boosts the chance of 

partnering success in countries with high 

hierarchical leadership. 

The selection should bear no compromise on 

the quality and authority of the partnership 

team in both parties’ organisations.  

Empower the senior Strategic Partnership 

Managers and team as much as possible.  

Beyond human selection, the core partnering 

activity 3 - Joint Frameworks and Processes’ 

should include a precise organisational design 

and operative mechanisms to empower the 

dedicated partnership team.  

Understanding who the true decision makers is 

another important activity, to define the ways of 
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 properly ‘manage’ them.   

      There are multiple variations of partnerships organisational philosophy in respect to the dedicated 

partnering team. A simplified or summary typology includes: 1) Light intensity: relationship facilitation; 

influence rights; 2) Medium intensity: relationship and business coordination; veto rights; 3) Heavy 

intensity: leadership of the joint business and ultimate accountability of performance. 

      Given the French and Turkish cultures on ‘Hierarchy’, the later model is both counter-intuitive (why 

would leaderships want to give away some of their authority?) and the only one that would provide 

reasonable confidence in an enduring relationship and its ability to deliver some success. 

      As the set-up of the co-operation is being discussed, the parties should consequently align on 

appointing the most senior and qualified Strategic Partnership Managers and partnership team possible - 

and empower them in respect to the co-operation. These roles will understand and take the deep French 

and Turkish cultures into account, but bring the requisite interpretations into the partnership.     

      It is also required that the Executive Champion for the partnership in both organisations (usually the 

ultimate boss of the partnership team sitting in the Executive Committee) is respected, gets empowered 

by their peers and has the means and authority to make decisions and mobilise the resources required for 

success across the enterprise.  

      Mission, Destination and Plan; Value Proposition and Offer Development  

FRANCE TURKEY 

Final decision makers should be attending 

the important meetings - or at the minimum, 

be kept very close in the information loop 

through rigorous governance practice and the 

pro-active management of contact maps.  

Otherwise, the involved teams might lose time, 

effort and cohesiveness - since the ‘boss’ may 

not approve what has been discussed and 

agreed at their level. 

French managers debate issues at length with 

their staff, often examining all aspects in great 

detail. The decision, however, is usually made 

alone and not always on the basis of the 

evidence (Lewis, 2010). 

With comparable profiles on ‘Hierarchical 

Leadership’, similar practice will be useful in 

both cultures – such as the proactive 

management of leaders. 

In Turkish organisations, few authorised 

people make decisions, with little to no 

autonomy or decision space from lower level 

employees. “Turkish organisations are 

distinguished by centralised decision making... 

strong leadership and limited delegation...with 

the two most frequently observed leaderships 

styles in Turkey being ‘Autocratic-hierarchical’ 

and ‘Paternalistic-considerate’” (Fikret-Paşa et 

al., 2001, pp.568, 571). 

Subordinates expect to be told. As it is so 
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ingrained in the culture, authoritative leadership 

and close supervision lead to satisfaction, 

performance and productivity from a majority 

of employees. “Most companies tend to be very 

hierarchical, and people expect to work within 

clearly established lines of authority. Decision 

makers are usually senior executives... 

Subordinates may be reluctant to accept 

responsibility” (Katz, 2017, p.5). 

 
      If there was one advantage to the partnerships between two highly hierarchical cultures, it would be 

that they broadly understand each other, their leadership practice, decision-making processes, the 

involvement of the bosses, their hierarchical structure and other essential management mechanisms.  

      The challenge will be to compensate for the high gap with the ideal profile – at least partially –as 

success requires much higher levels of devolution throughout the teams.    

      A key risk and penalty of aligned hierarchical practice lie with ‘Destination, Value Proposition and 

Offer Development’. The high and decisive involvement of bosses – who by nature can only provide 

limited attention to any subject and cannot be experts in all activities making up the partnership – will 

result in top-down guidance and orders.  

      Subordinates in both cultures will accept and execute the high level, insufficiently grounded requests 

– turning the partnership into a mediocre performance vehicle and making it bureaucratic and a tick box 

construct.       

      In a truly competitive context, there is limited value from partnerships – and almost no chance of 

them being long lasting – which would not depart, at least partly, from the reality and effects of 

hierarchical cultures and be largely developed bottom-up.  

      While being each and together comfortable with pyramidal management of the partnership, the 

French and Turkish partners will need to adopt and accept strong counteracting measures to their natural 

inclination - such as powerful partnering teams, transfer of performance accountability, a partnership 

design that devolves its operationalisation into workstreams or other similar essential counter-cultural 

ways of working.       

      Transform L/T Performance  

FRANCE TURKEY 
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Hierarchical leadership is a mark of fabric 

of French organisations. France has a long 

tradition of centralisation and of individual 

respect for authority (Barsoux and Loescher, 

1991). 

This will not be changed at once on the back of 

or for the purpose of a partnership. But negative 

effects can be partly or largely mitigated in 

structuring and running other core partnering 

activities as argued later.  

Hierarchical leadership is a mark of fabric 

of Turkish organisations. Hierarchy is the 

way to exercise leadership (Chhokar et al., 

2007). 

There is an ingrained definition of ‘Power’ – 

including hierarchical level, seniority, 

authority, status and money, or in Schwartz’s 

words, “Power, social status and prestige, 

control over people and resources” (Schwartz, 

1994). 

Organisational pyramids are often tall – The 

decision structure is centralised, and there is a 

large proportion of supervisory personnel.  

 
      There is a strong risk that the partnerships between Turkish and French organisations might stagnate 

after a while. The main root cause lies in that the more the partnership develops, the higher the risk grows 

that it becomes more hierarchical – since both parties have the same natural inclination. 

      There are multiple mechanisms behind this frequent evolution, including the following three: 1) The 

attention and tolerance to counter-cultural expressions of culture are high during the honeymoon period 

but tend to fade over time – as observable in the Renault – Nissan case; 2) Some partnering activities are 

harder culturally than others, given the gap between the required and existing traits – for example, 

‘Transform L/T Performance’ or ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ (Ref. Figure 8.A72.1); 3) Some 

limited success in ‘S/T Delivery’ creates a pull for hierarchy’s auto-determined interventions. 

      Early steps into the partnership should build the mechanistic and processed frameworks and practices 

as defence mechanisms against this ‘back to the future’ temptation. And the partnering teams need to be 

the empowered ‘guardians of the temple’ of the co-operation’s working principles.    

      Navigation 

FRANCE TURKEY 

Understanding early who the boss and 

decision makers are is very important – since 

‘the bosses’ will always make the final 

decision. French bosses tend to run their 

companies in an authoritarian style. Managers 

are usually reluctant to delegate authority 

Understanding early on who the boss and the 

decision makers are is very important – A 

one-man show prevails (Chhokar et al., 2007). 

This understanding will help structuring the 

usually three organisation layers of a well-run 

partnership  - governance, central partnering 
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(Gesteland, 2012). 

Developing a deep understanding of 

hierarchical leadership and mobilising teams 

accordingly will go a very long way to 

compensate for the culture gap and overcome 

some of its downsides.    

and operations  - ensuring that the bosses have 

a formal, involved and committed role in the 

governance and joint decision making.  

It will also help to organise tailored and routine 

flows of information to their attention. 

 
      Hierarchical leadership is a mark of fabric of French and Turkish organisations and will not be 

changed at once on the back or for the purpose of a partnership. A determined and precisely tailored 

Navigation will contribute considerably to the partnership development at each key stage.  

     The challenge is therefore for both parties to accept and work on the demanding practice of 

Navigation. A slight encouragement comes from the relatively lower gaps vs ideal [13 and 25, Ref. Figure 

8.A72.1] than for other core partnering activities. Defining and embedding the practice should be an early 

joint task while working on the joint Co-operating Framework and Processes.   

8.A8) GROUP 7 ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ [Gap=2] 

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives – and their strong correlation with Schwartz’s ‘Conformity vs Mastery’ national 

culture traits – are recalled in Figure 8.A81. 
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Figure 8.A81. GROUP 7: ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ 

8.A8.1) France: 46 - ‘Conformity’ vs 54 - ‘Master of Your Own Fate’; Turkey: 65 - ‘Conformity’ vs 
35 - ‘Master of Your Own Fate’. 

 

 
 Figure 8.A81.1 ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ – Group 7 Calculation 

     This is another extremely challenging polarised culture clusters to partnering since both cultures’ 

management and operational practice involve high ‘Conformity’ and present a considerable gap on 

‘Master  of your Own Fate’ vs the ideal profile - altogether (Ref. Figure 8.A81.1) and for all core 

partnering activities (Ref. Figure 8.A8.2.1). 

     Successful partnerships need resilience, creativity, ambiguity, self initiative and long-term 

commitment. They are culturally antagonistic to ‘Conformity’ and acceptance of ‘Fate’. They can die if at 

some challenging point, a party abdicates on the basis of ‘Inshallah’.        

FRANCE TURKEY 

Master of Your Fate – When looked from the 

outside, with its secular system and ‘free spirit’ 

inherent character (owning to its high ‘Starting 

with Self’ trait), France appears to be one of the 

least conformist cultures in the world.  

Innovation, self-confidence, personal 

competence and human size entrepreneurship 

are all examples of a mastery culture.  

Hence there is both a reality and limits on how 

French own their destiny or leave it to the 

system or others to determine.  

There is a lack of self-confidence and of a 

‘can-do attitude’ in most of the Turkish 

society  - Self-motivation is low. Rather, 

individuals consider external motivations such 

as money, bonus, promotion, what others think, 

as the signs of their success.  

Individuals are ready to give up quite fast if 

there are issues or delays with obtaining these 

recognitions. On the contrary, if the ‘carrot’ and 

benefits are high, some are ready to strive for 

miracles. 

High conformity – Spielman (2015) states, 

“Although ever-present official regulations and 

myriad laws seem to be routinely ignored or 

circumvented, French society imposes a 

considerable amount of implicit conformity in 

The Turkish culture is highly conformist – 

Tradition, security and obedience are highly 

valued. There is focus on sustaining the social 

order, of avoiding change and retaining 

established rules of the past. This becomes 
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all domains, from meal hours to the colour of 

clothes one can or cannot wear”. This comes 

from deep, and originates from a Catholic, 

monarchist, centralised, highly regulated, high 

tax, conservative and tradition-rich past that 

remains very current.    

 

extremely visible when people live and work 

closely with others whereby conformance with 

the group norms is important. 

Turkish society is 99% Muslim - which is one 

of the highest population ratios in the world for 

religious homogeneity. The concept of ‘Fate’ in 

Islam can be associated with accepting life 

events and the status quo. According to 

‘amentu’ (credo) in studies of Islam, believing 

in ‘Fate’ is among the basic principles of faith 

in God (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). 

 
      There is a strong reinforcing mechanism between the high ‘Hierarchical’ and high ‘Conformity’ traits 

in both cultures. They will both lead people to accept things from above and reduce their levels of 

initiative, creativity and initiative.  

      Both will, therefore, comply with the order of things and superiors. But their ‘escape’ route will be 

different, guided by a different cultural stance on ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’. 

Consequently, the French will do what is required when the boss is here…and do what they self believe in 

when s/he is not present; while the Turkish will be guided by the in-group interests. 

      This is of considerable importance to forming and developing partnerships, whose success requires a 

great level of resilience, can do attitude and consistency. Both the French and the Turkish cultures lack 

these traits when compared with the ideal profile - and will also react differently on the grounds of their 

orientation on ‘Others’ vs ‘Self’. 
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8.A 8.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ – Consequences and 
Recommendations  

 

 

      Figure 8.A8.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master Your Own Fate’ 

      Best-Fit Human Capital 
 
FRANCE TURKEY 

The team of a French partner should be 

composed of individuals who can focus on 

execution. They would ensure that what 

defines delivery is executed upon and that each 

partner contributes their share of work and 

unique capability.    

The Turkish individuals generally have a strong 

belief in ‘Fate’, to overcome possible negative 

impacts.  

In partnering organisations, it is recommended 

to select and appoint resilient, confident 

people with ‘a can do’ attitude.  

 
      Earlier analysis has provided comprehensive guidelines on the formation of the central partnering 

teams. The ‘Conformity’ cultural lens adds important criteria such as being self-starters, autonomous and 

capable of focusing on execution – to support and drive the same into the partnership execution teams.    
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      Co-operating Frameworks and Processes 

FRANCE TURKEY 

In the French culture, ‘Conformity’ and ‘Master 

of Your Own Fate’ balance each other, hence 

the partnering frameworks, processes and 

relationships will need to, on the one hand, 

offer strong guidelines and on the other, leave 

adequate space to people.    

The Turkish culture is highly conformist – 

Tradition, security and obedience are highly 

valued. There is focus on sustaining the social 

order, of avoiding change and retaining 

established rules of the past. This becomes 

extremely visible when people are living and 

working closely with others and conformance 

with the group norms is important. 

 
      Developing and agreeing joint Co-operating Framework and Processes is in itself a high ‘Mastery’ 

activity, as it s purpose is to change the status quo of one own’s organisation management practice. It will 

be one of the first tests in the partnership life cycle to how far ‘Conformity’ can be managed.  

      As studied and mentioned earlier, Co-operative Frameworks and Processes should be developed and 

rolled out as ‘forcing’ and guiding mechanisms. And the central partnering teams should have ultimate 

accountability of the partnership performance.  

      Joint value and benefits should be identified clearly and early, so that Turkish organisations and 

people do not give up and keep being pulled forward by the reward.   

      Transform L/T Performance 

FRANCE TURKEY 

The French partners might fight hard to develop 

co-operation…and at some point, suddenly 

give up on the ground that ‘it will simply not 

happen’. A partner needs to appreciate this risk 

and pre-empt it by always making sure that a 

way out and path forward are visible and 

understood.  

“As Turkey experiences uncertainties…and 

owning to volatile political and economic 

conditions, organisations find it very difficult to 

make long-term plans” (Aycan, 2001, p.253). 

A well-defined performance management 

system will be important all along to prevent 

‘Fate and motivation related’ distractions/ 

giving up. 

      The high 51 - gap (Turkey) and 32 - gap (France) to ideal for ‘Conformity’ has the potential of a 

major impact on the ‘Transform L/T Performance’ core partnering activity. In fact, ‘Long-Term’ 

transformational delivery will hardly ever result from a partnership between French and Turkish 

organisations remaining strictly ingrained in their national cultures. This threat will be explored in more 

details and some potential remediations. 
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      As much as reaching ‘Transform L/T Performance’ is the true and ultimate objective of any 

partnership, the challenge to get there is considerable in any partnership, let alone with cultures like 

France and Turkey.  

      Using a couple of analogies, the main reason is that it requires similar skills as those of a chess-player 

(for their ability to plan multi-steps ahead in the context of the other player’s reaction) or a house-builder 

(for their need to build strong foundations and progress step-by-step). Similarly to a chess game or house-

build, the destination of a partnership is hard to define, meaning considerable ambiguity and levels of 

initiative on the way; organisations and individuals see ‘an impossible mountain to climb’; progress needs 

to be made through many steps over some extended time, with success of intermediate milestones nothing 

that can be truly celebrated; the main required qualities are patience, confidence and resilience; and so on.  

      These are all attitudes and approaches that are opposite to ‘Conformity’. It will be a massive challenge 

to instil antidotes into the management of these blockers to reach a L/T destination in a partnership 

between organisations with French and Turkish cultures.   

      Solutions exist and require the deployment of the full combination of remediation evoked before. 

There is an additional one, a strong ‘Navigation’ methodology by which the ‘mountain to climb’ is sliced 

into elementary stages and steps, with each being enforced and deployed into the organisation, 

performance managed and whose completion is celebrated.  

      In business terms, this is management by inputs, primary causes and value drivers rather than outputs 

only.         

      Partnerial Enterprise and Individual Relationships 

FRANCE TURKEY 

France is an open country and not generally 

considered as conformist. However, there are 

many implicit rules in the French society. To 

succeed, it is important to understand these – 

and this can only be done by studying their 

culture and history. 

The French high individualism combined with 

independence can sometimes take them away 

from ‘a can do’ attitude in mutually beneficial 

tasks and frameworks. Therefore, in every key 

activity, they should be reminded to focus on 

the mutual and joint perspective. 

There are many implicit rules in the Turkish 

society. To succeed, it is important to 

understand these – and this can only be done by 

studying their culture and history. 

Another limitation to partnerial relationships 

resides in the collective cultural obedience – 

To many people, secular religious beliefs play a 

significant role in the strength of the ‘Fate’ vs 

self-determination. In Islam, “Interpretations 

tend to focus on acceptance of all conduct as 

coming from God and a passive attitude 

towards the future” (Kabasakal et al., 2002, 
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p.48). 

 
      Developing a different type of relationships with unknown parties at the organisational or individual 

level is a strong challenge in itself. Be required to achieve something with them that is unknown and 

extremely challenging (the partnership) is simply scary to ‘Conformists’. No wonder that the gaps to ideal 

are the highest of all for the ‘Conformity’ culture trait – 56-gap for Turkey and 37-gap for France.  

      In respect to relationship building, high ‘Conformity’ compounds with low ‘Trust’. The solution is 

largely identical to the one evoked earlier about ‘Trust’ (Ref. Paragraph 8.A6).      

      In addition, building ‘Individual’ relationships will require to understand both cultures and traditions. 

Understanding the do’s and don’ts will help prevent faux pas, which can greatly affect or slow down the 

steps towards the partnership or its success. The strategic partnering cross-cultural model and the seven 

polarised cultural clusters will be helpful in understanding the drivers. 

      Having reviewed, studied and inferred insights on how to improve partnerships between the French 

and Turkish cultures through the culture traits lens, the reesearch will now take a similar approach and 

synthesise improvement options through the core partnering activities lens.    

8.B Key Cultural Findings and Recommendations 

      The cultural traits are going to inherently and deeply play out, at various degrees and different stages, 

in the development of cross-border partnerships between organisations ingrained into the French and 

Turkish cultures. Figure 8.B1 shows the extent to which they impact French culture organisations for each 

core partnering activity; and Figure 8.B2 shows the impact on Turkish culture organisations.   
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France 

 
      Figure 8.B1 Key Cultural Findings – Comprehensive Analysis, France 

     Turkey 

 
 Figure 8.B2 Key Cultural Findings – Comprehensive Analysis, Turkey 
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      Both country cultures present major gaps with the ideal profile on all core partnering activities (with 

no exception, as shown on the right-hand side of each of the two matrices). The purpose of the next 

section is to capture and synthesise these from earlier analysis and advise potential remediation at each 

stage of the partnership development.  

8.C France – Turkey Cultures and Core Partnering Activities – 
Leveraging Strengths and Mitigating Weaknesses 

      Using the cultural partnering model, French and Turkish organisations can be guided on how to 

improve their respective and joint partnering practice and better develop their co-operation throughout its 

life cycle. This section provides a partnering core-activity by core-activity summary of cultural guidance 

on how to consider and progress the improvements between the two culture organisations.  

      For the analysis to be comprehensive, it deliberately includes repetitions of some arguments and 

quotes from earlier parts of the thesis – where the entry keys were the partnering cultural traits while, 

from now on, they are the core partnering activities. The model’s ability to connect both in a systematic 

basis, meaning to assess the impact of cultural differences at each step of the partnership development, is 

the main contribution to knowledge and contribution to practice of the research.            

      The graphics legend is identical to this of earlier sections and reminded on Figure 8.C0.  

 

Figure 8.C0 Chart Legend – Ideal Overall vs Ideal Core Activity vs France Core Activity vs Turkey 
Core Activity 

      8.C1. Core Partnering Activity 1 - Selection of Best Partners 

      As shown in Figures 8.C1 and 8.C2, there are major gaps in both cultures to be fit to a superior   

‘Selection of Best Partners’ process and outcome. This disconnection finds its origins in almost all 

partnering cultural traits.    

 
                  Figure 8.C1 ‘Selection of Best Partners’ – France and Turkey  
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Figure 8.C2 ‘Selection of Best Partners’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity vs Ideal Overall 

      Earlier analysis has attributed extreme challenges to ‘Selection of Best Partners’ from the combination 

of the mutually reinforcing traits of low ‘Ambiguity’, low ‘Trust’, high ‘Hierarchy’ and high 

‘Conformity’ in both cultures.  

      Limited ‘L/T’ perspective in the particular case of ‘Selection of Best Partners’ adds to the requirement 

to ‘violate’ the cultures to create the opportunity and a path, along the following lines:  

      For higher ‘Starting from Others’ – Each party should do considerable homework on the potential 

partner, including running a deep enquiry relative to their seven culture polarised clusters applied to 

partnerships, to test potential consequences.  

      Securing ‘Certainty’ – Both parties should be gearing to answer very detailed questions, making the 

respective enquiries mutually beneficial. They would want to be comfortable that all risks have been 

identified and can be managed.  Consequently, coming to an agreement might take a very long time 

between these two cultures - and well-informed aspiring partners should be armed with patience for this 

long journey.  

      For Higher ‘Long-Term’ Consideration – Both parties will need to be convinced by strong 

arguments, supported by a well-structured and logical construct, about the long-term benefits for the 

French and direct in-group benefits for the Turkish.  
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      Mitigating the Paralysing Impact of Low ‘Trust’ – It is advised to ‘process’ the discovery phase by 

engaging into the joint development of a structured and visionary strategic partnering approach – 

including early partnering strategy design, cultural due-diligence, articulation of fit and gaps.  

      The processing approach would focus on ensuring that functional ‘Trust’ (competence and delivery) is 

fully there. With this pre-condition passed, the final enquiry would be to assess the potential in the 

partner’s own deep character for the other forms of ‘Trust’ to develop over time (integrity and 

benevolence).       

      To secure functional ‘Trust’, each party should go through comprehensive external filtering by 

looking at risks, strategic importance and complexity – and consequently substituting part of the missing 

cognitive elements by hard and re-assuring facts.   

      A useful way to hold the ‘processed’ deep enquiry between the partners and think about its steps 

would be the analogy with an ‘arranged marriage’ – rather than a flash of love.  

      These mitigating and optimising steps would likely provide a response to the armful cultural package 

of high ‘Certainty’, high ‘Hierarchy’, low ‘Trust’ and high ‘Conformity’ (Ref. Figure 8.A121). It would 

reconcile some differences and gaps on the ‘L/T’ trait – making the selection much more sound and long-

term enduring. 

      8.C2. Core Partnering Activity 2 - Best-Fit Human Capital  

      As shown in Figures 8.C3 and 8.C4, the major challenges with this core partnering activity will be in 

‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’, ‘Trustful Relations’ vs ‘Formalised Relationships’ and 

‘Conformity’.  

     
Figure 8.C3 Best-Fit Human Capital – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity 
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      Figure 8.C4 ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’ – ‘France Core Activity’ vs ‘Turkey Core Activity’ vs Ideal 

      The conjunction of high ‘Certainty’, ‘Hierarchy’ and ‘Conformity’ in both cultures makes it again a 

coherent reinforcing cultural ‘package’ against succeeding with assembling the ‘Best Fit Human Capital’. 

Counteracting and mitigating these negative cultural forces might come from the following approaches:  

      Securing ‘Certainty’ – The single most important (and largely counter cultural) decision of French 

and Turkish aspiring or maturing partners will be the appointment and empowerment of a ‘dream’ 

partnership team. Their capability – as well as this of the informal wider team who participate to the 

alliance activities and the Executive Champion – will play a key role in managing and reducing ambiguity 

in the eyes of each partner.  

       Key characteristics of the ‘dream’ team include: appointing the most senior and qualified Strategic 

Partnership Managers and partnership team possible; individuals with strong levels of relevant specific 

qualification and experience; a respected Executive Champion who can make decisions and mobilise the 

resources required for success across the enterprise.  

      They should remain in their roles for as long as possible.  Key people being moved on during the 

partnership or project lifecycle is common but identified as a major threat - especially in cultures like the 

French and Turkish ones high on ‘Certainty’, ‘Formalised Relationships’ and ‘Hierarchical Leadership’. 

Incidentally, the best defence to this vulnerability are strong ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’ – so the 
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relationship is widely shared – and appropriate selection and handover management for the partnership 

team members.            

      Mitigating the Armful Impact of High ‘Hierarchical’ – The parties should endorse and practice the 

partnership model of ‘Heavy Intensity’ to the joint business (Ref Paragraph 8.A7), with large devolution 

of authority and ultimate accountability of performance to the partnership management team. 

      This model is largely counter-intuitive, but the only one that would provide reasonable assurance of 

an enduring partnership and delivery of some outcomes and successes.   

      Lowering ‘Conformity’ – Important criteria in selecting individuals in the partnering team would be 

that they are self-starters, autonomous and capable of focusing on execution – to support and drive the 

same into the partnership execution teams.    

      8.C3. Core Partnering Activity 3 - Co-operating Framework and Processes 
 

 
Figure 8.C5 Co-operating Framework and Processes – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity  

      The combination of the usual four coherently linked and arming cultural traits is also negatively 

impacting the partners’ ability to set up strong and enabling ‘Co-operative Framework and Processes’.  

      The Turkish cultural inclination to ‘Start from Others’ offers a potential path to this core partnering 

activity by enabling progress along the lines required by the French. This should be liberating and ideally 

providing the French side with the encouragement and incentive to leverage their strong ability to 

strategize, frame and plan in service of ‘Framework and Processes’ design. 
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Figure 8.C6 ‘Co-operating Framework and Processes’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core 
Activity vs Ideal Overall 

      The partners should consider the following counteracting mitigations:   

      Reaching for higher ‘Starting with Others’ – Negotiations need to be turned into dialogues and 

should not be rushed. The parties should combat impatience and spend the time early on to jointly 

develop the rules of the game and construct due procedures. The Turkish culture will be a strong enabler 

on this trait and for this activity, leaving space to the French to largely contribute to building the system 

and feel reassured.    

      Securing ‘Certainty’ – Investing in Frameworks and Processes will seem to take a long time in the 

navigation and deal-making phases. But it will enable much smoother and assured progress and 

performance delivery.  

      Having somebody in the partnership team to specifically define and monitor actions might save a lot 

of time, as adapting to and following the partners’ respective procedures can be demanding.   

      Optimising the Management of ‘Hierarchical’ – A robust MIS system is required. Since the power 

of superiors depends on the control of uncertainties (Hovland, 2013), it is important to make the right 

information available to top managers for them to come to and own the right conclusions.  

       Well informed aspiring or growing partners should not be surprised if important feedback appears to 

go horizontally rather than vertically in the organisation (Culturewise, 2015). 
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      The above combination of honouring culture and taking practical steps to mitigate its negative effects 

might go a long way to set up enduring processes and enforcing mechanisms – which is precisely what is 

required to keep parts of the adverse culture ‘in the box’. 

      8.C4. Core Partnering Activity 4 - Partnerial Enterprise Relationships 

 
      Figure 8.C9 ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity 

      Over the lifetime of a Partnership, both the people and the structures will change dramatically. Even 

purpose and culture may and will probably evolve markedly. Extraordinary relationships between 

organisations should be resilient to these changes and in many ways, enable them happening, as 

circumstances require. Hence partners should undertake to develop an enterprise-wide relationship and 

structure it into joint processes and governance routines – as evoked in the previous paragraph.  

      As shown in Figures 8.C9 and 8.C10, there are major gaps in both cultures to be fit to building a 

superior  ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationship’. This disconnection finds its origins in the vast majority of 

the partnering cultural clusters.   
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  Figure 8.C10 ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity vs 
Ideal Overall. 

      Lack of ‘Trust’ and high cultural limitations on ‘Ambiguity’, ‘Flexibility’ and ‘Collaborative 

Leadership’ in the Turkish and the French cultures will cause challenges to this core partnering activity. 

The partners should consider the following counteracting mitigations:   

      Securing the Need for ‘Formalised Relationship’ – A joint framework ensuring multi-layer 

enterprise-wide participation will be one of the key solutions to overcome these cultural challenges. A 

structured participation strategy ensures that Executive Champions, Strategic Partnering Managers, co-

operation leaders, workstream and team members own the partnership and execute their roles and 

responsibilities much more efficiently. 

      Mitigating the Impact of a High French ‘Starting from Self’ – Considering the Turkish and French 

in-group behaviours, a progressive and methodical approach will be required to move from ‘what’s in it 

for me / my group’ to mutual ‘sources of value’. Positive reassurance of present and future value 

generation, short-term delivery, a thorough planning and progression processes will all form the formal 

and structural skeleton of an enterprise relationship.      

      Mitigating the Deeply Arming Lack of ‘Trust’ to this Partnering Activity – French and Turkish 

should strive to systematically be building organisational relationships – over time and as an antidote to 

their lack of ‘Trust’ cultures. Individual relationships would follow – or at least be given a context from 

the joint organisational construct.  
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      To this intent, jointly developed formal structures (such as operational workstreams) and governance 

routines will be beneficial, to enact regular exchanges between participants from both organisations and 

organise that they do things together over significant periods of time.  

      Further Improving ‘Trust’, ‘Caring’ and ‘Starting from Others’ – Organisations with some 

partnering experience should jointly design and roll out joint ways of working. These would be 

constituted of 1) Consistent working practices 2) Shared behavioural expectations. 

      Framing and enforcing such practice on how to conduct the partnering activities across the 

organisations, although probably not able to change their deep cultures, should move their expression into 

different and more collaborative approaches.   

      8.C5. Core Partnering Activity 5 - Partnerial Individual Relationships 

 
      Figure 8.C7 Partnerial Individual Relationships – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity  
 
      Both France and Turkey are cultures of personal networks and connections. A strong opportunity 

exists to combine their shared high ‘Result First’ and equally high ‘Caring’ into the way goals are set and 

achieved – by growing and leveraging a high-quality set of individual contacts. 

      There will be strong cultural barriers to see this happening, certainly in the early days of the 

relationship, including as effects of the French ‘Starting from Self’, a considerable ‘Trust’ gap and the 

‘Hierarchical’ limiters, whereby subordinates will need their boss’ blessing.      
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Figure 8.C8 ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity vs Ideal 
Overall 

      Securing The highly Needed ‘Formalised Relationships’; Reducing ‘Conformity’ – In successful 

partnerships, relationships should be shaped to create mutual ‘authority’ and the joint right to say ‘No’. 

Getting into a strategic partnership is not an act of softness but exactly the opposite. To the analogy, who 

has ever thought marriage was eventless and demand free?         

      There should be a structured people-based approach to relationship building. Contact maps and joint 

working structures – such as workstreams – will bring considerable improvements in structuring the 

relationship and offering consistent and effective ways of building contacts. These practices will ‘liberate’ 

the involved people, encouraging more and better individual relationships - as they now become 

‘authorised’, if not encouraged, to link up through the mechanics of the partnership running. 

      Increasing ‘Certainty’ – Patience and respect to steps and protocols will be required throughout the 

long ‘taming’ process but should result in rewarding long-term relationships.  

      The partnering teams will play a defining role again in properly structuring the individual interactions 

and providing clarity, confidence and guidance to the involved people. They will have to be selected to 

present the right capability and traits to mix the rationality of systems and emotional intelligence.  

      Mitigating the Impact of ‘Conformity’ – ‘Conformists’ tend to want to stay away from a scary 

combination required by successful partnerships: 1) enter a different type of relationships, at 
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organisational and individual levels, 2) with unknown parties and 3) being required to achieve something 

ambiguous and challenging but extraordinary with them (by definition of a strategic partnership). 

      Unsurprisingly, the gap to ideal for the ‘Conformity’ culture trait is the highest of all for the 

‘Individual Relationships’ core partnering activity – 56 for Turkey and 37 for France.  

      In respect to relationship building, high ‘Conformity’ compounds with low ‘Trust’. Solutions are 

largely identical to the ones evoked earlier on ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships and ‘Trust’, where it 

was encouraged that ‘Individual Relationships’ would follow the ‘Organisational’ ones. Therefore, 

successive remediations would start with operating formal structures, building functional ‘Trust’ and 

applying joint ways of working.  

      In addition and in the pursuit of building ‘Individual’ relationships, it will be required to deeply 

understand both cultures and traditions. Understanding the ‘do’s’ and ‘don’ts’ will help prevent 

awkwardness, which can greatly affect or slow down the steps towards the partnership. The strategic 

partnering cross-cultural model and the seven cultural clusters should make a major difference in 

understanding the drivers. 

      8.C6. Core Partnering Activity 6 - Mission Destination Plan 

 

      Figure 8.C11 ‘Mission Destination Plan’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity 

      Framing and aligning behind a strong ‘Mission and Destination’ for the partnership – that translates 

into a grounded ‘Plan’ – will benefit from the joint low gap on ‘L/T Strategic Win’ vs ‘S/T Quick Win’ 

and ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’. 

      The main obstacle resides in the high impact of the shared ‘Hierarchical’ culture trait. A superior and 

enduring quality of ‘Destination’ and certainly ‘Plan’ should largely arise bottom-up from the experts and 

those who will activate the plan in the operations. Left to their cultural traits with no interventions, this 

would have a low chance to occur in the two sharp pyramids of the French and Turkish organisations. 
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Figure 8.C12 ‘Mission Destination Plan’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity vs Ideal 
Overall 

      Creating opportunities and a path for improvement would be supported by the following joint intent 

and effort:  

      Mitigating Highly ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership – The value of the integration and ‘partnership 

Destination would need to be clearly identified with a compelling case – so both parties are enabled to 

firstly ‘see’ the value and pathway and consequently mobilise to achieve the desired outcomes. 

      This will take a high-quality mission statement and ground it in a real, actionable and deliverable plan 

- which requires high levels of devolution throughout the teams. Deep involvement of senior managers in 

the development of the Mission and Plan – as by nature, they can only provide limited attention to any 

subject and cannot be experts in all activities making up the partnership – will usually result in inherently 

mediocre, sub-optimal, top-down guidance and orders.  

      The French and Turkish partners will therefore need to decide early and clearly in their partnership to 

mitigate their high gap vs ideal on ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ – at least partly. As intuitive they would 

jointly be with pyramidal management of the partnership, they will need to accept strong counteracting 

measures to their habits, notably powerful partnership teams, transfer of performance accountability, a co-

operation design that devolves its operationalisation into joint workstreams and other counter-cultural 

ways of working.   
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      Leveraging the Turkish ‘Start from Others’ cultural inclination for this activity. Their approach 

could offer a major opportunity to get the French feeling deeply heard and turning negotiation into 

dialogues.  

      In a truly competitive context, there is a limited value from partnerships – and almost no chance of 

them being long lasting – which would not largely depart from the reality and effects of ‘Hierarchical’ 

and ‘Selfish’ cultures - especially at the stage when they define and align on their core essence. The 

suggested antidotes should reshape the approach enough to result in an improved outcome.  

      8.C7. Core Partnering Activity 7 - Value Proposition Offer Development 

 
Figure 8.C13 ‘Value Proposition, Offer Development’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity. 

      This core partnering activity’s cultural profile – as shown on Figure 8.C13 – is very similar to the one for 

‘Mission, Destination and Plan’ (Ref. Figure 8.C11). As different the activities are, notably on what they are 

aiming to achieve and who they involve, they present similar requirements for productive engagement. But 

within this similar profile, gaps are even amplified for this activity given the inherent complexity of ‘Offer 

Development’. 

       The same enabling approaches, as the ones described in the previous paragraph and not repeated here, 

will benefit ‘Value Proposition and Offer Development’.      
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Figure 8.C14 ‘Value Proposition Offer Development’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core 
Activity vs Ideal Overall. 

      Continuously generating mutual and joint value propositions and contributions is vital to any long-

term partnership. Under this imperative and with the French and Turkish cultures misaligned with the 

need, the partners should enact a transformative change at the heart of culture and in amplification of the 

just-evoked measures. 

      Improving ‘Cultural Readiness’ – One of the main disadvantages of joining two high ‘Rational’ and 

low ‘Intuitive’ country cultures in partnerships is the risk of a low creativity level and consequent 

negative impact on ‘Value Proposition and Offer Development’.  

      The partners should be cognisant of this and determined to create space, encouragement and 

incentives to nurture more creative and flexible capabilities from their respective systems. Among other 

options and as an example, the Turkish and French could take the deliberate steps of jointly setting aside 

dedicated development teams and incubators.  

      More on Mitigating ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ – Subordinates in both cultures would accept and 

execute the high level, insufficiently grounded requests – turning the partnership into a mediocre 

performance vehicle and making it bureaucratic and a tick-box construct. Mechanisms will be required to 

validly and positively object leadership interjections into the partnership, when they can be damaging or 

fall into areas of lower focus or competency by senior managers. These practice range from developing 
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strong workstream plans, self - candidating performance score-cards which leadership gets assurance 

from, obtaining third party independent validations and endorsement of the offers, and so on.      

      Since lower levels would not speak up comfortably in front of their bosses, a valuable mechanism is 

to set information gathering and decision forming meetings separately and design the navigation and 

contact maps accordingly. It will then be down to the power, influence and impact of the Executive 

Champion / Strategic Partnering Managers in both organisations to navigate the decision process.  

      8.C8. Core Partnering Activity 8 - Navigation  

 
      Figure 8.C15 ‘Navigation’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity. 

      Since there is resistance to change in both cultures, a shared ‘Navigation’ path will play a crucial role 

in aligning the organisations behind better understood steps of the partnership development. In general, 

literature refers to ‘Navigation’ (or its synonyms) as a badly understood and executed activity in 

partnering.    

      But there should be little surprise that this unusual, ambiguous core partnering activity is strongly and 

negatively impacted by high-gap cultural traits, notably on ‘Master of Your Own Fate’, 

‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ and ‘Trustful Relationships’. 

      It is largely contradictory that on the one hand, a strong ‘Navigation’ can considerably improve 

‘Certainty’ and ‘Conformity’ in particular and therefore the partnership, while on the other hand, the 

formation of the ‘Navigation’ is deeply limited by these traits.  

      The French and Turkish partners should be encouraged to challenge their cultural backgrounds to 

develop the ‘Navigation’ plan and benefit from it. There should be management commitment from the 

outset to form partnerships that directly address the cultural shortcomings of the parties; turning this 

commitment into a reality over time is a specific purpose of ‘Navigation’ and an overall benefit from the 

model.   
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      Figure 8.C16 ‘Navigation’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity vs Ideal Overall 

      The partnership team has a key role in helping to manage the inherent ambiguity of ‘Navigation’. This 

needs exceptionally strong human capital with ambiguity management skills and abilities to be flexible, 

innovative and creative, entrepreneurial and pro-active.  

      Providing Increased ‘Certainty’ – A transformational ‘Navigation’ plan is composed of 1) 

processes for active management of content 2) relationship building and sequences of engagement 3) 

clarity on the steps to develop offers and deliver value 4) quality of delivery, which will encompass deep 

and extensive interactions across the two organisations operations.   

      The partnering team will be central to reducing ‘Uncertainty’ and removing the paralysing 

‘Conformity’, as they provide and lead on this clarity of requirement.  

      Mitigating ‘Conformity’– Internal ‘Navigation’ capability and the ability to knockdown functional 

organisational barriers are key skill sets that the partnering teams should have and leverage. Deliberate 

and successful ‘Navigation’ design and execution require team members with deep strategic skills, strong 

determination and resilience.  

      Enhancing the Impact of ‘L/T Strategic Win’– There is a mutual virtue of combining design of 

‘Navigation’ with L/T cultural inclinations.  

      Thinking through and actively managing the various areas of substance and relationship with a ‘L/T’ 

perspective will inform the ‘Navigation’. In turn, clearer ‘Navigation’ will take the partners along almost 
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mechanically to progress/take the next step(s) and consequently provide a ‘L/T’ approach to the co-

operation.  

      This is a case in point where the process can improve culture - or at least help mitigate certain adverse 

effects. 

       Both ‘L/T’ approach and structured ‘Navigation’ will be more natural to the French party. The 

Turkish partner should benefit significantly from the French given their high ‘L/T’ gap on this core 

activity (21).  

      In a partnership where the parties would allocate roles to the best-placed member for particular 

activities – in a well-considered ‘division of labour’ approach – the French side could lead through this 

lens. They would provide clarity, visibility and endurance to the mutual sources of values, respective 

hooks and the efficient use of relationship contact maps to inform and define ‘Navigation’. 

      8.C9. Core Partnering Activity 9 - Deliver Short-Term Performance 

 
      Figure 8.C17 ‘Deliver S/T Performance’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity. 

      The partners’ focus on driving actions to secure the planned early wins will be very well invested 

efforts – as both cultures are strongly geared to this delivery for their own main reasons. The reality of 

delivery will be a challenge between the two partnering cultures and require determined guiding handle 

by the partnering team, as: 

• Turkish organisations might focus on compliance-related processes and rules, and their efforts be 

geared to procedures and analytical tools used for legal or business compliance (to tick the box) – 

rather than value creation key drivers, root causes, preventive and detective mechanisms that are 

often omitted.  

• French organisations will consider that once the plan is defined and agreed, the delivery is 

‘automatic’, with many involved leaders and staff having little interest in the practical executional 

tasks.  
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Figure 8.C18 ‘Deliver S/T Performance’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity vs Ideal 
Overall 

      Leveraging the Turkish Culture – For this activity, both cultures have similar gaps and challenges 

(although with different intensity on some), except for ‘Start with Self vs Others’ and ‘S/T Quick Win’ vs 

‘L/T Strategic Win’. 

      Turkish culture looks in line with the ideal partnering profile in ‘S/T Quick Win’ vs ‘L/T Strategic 

Win’. There are two main reasons for this: 1) A short-term focused culture would usually be very 

congruent with a S/T performance delivery activity 2) Since the Turkish are ‘Starting from Others’, they 

can flexibly detect short-term market and competitor movements and seize their partner’s needs to take 

tactical actions for short-term performance. 

      A conscious allocation of tasks between the partners would give pre-eminence on ‘S/T Performance 

Delivery’ to the Turkish side and by doing so, would channel their effort on actual performance rather 

than compliance and ‘Conformity’. The French would rather and culturally more naturally take the lead 

on ‘L/T Performance Delivery’. 

      Reducing the Impact of ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ – Due to their ‘Hierarchical’ and ‘Conformist’ 

cultures, both organisations will not be self-starters without a partnering impulsion – subordinates will do 

what their bosses tell them to do. Agreeing on the value measures with the bosses and the organisational 

verticals is important. 
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      Robust performance management systems, a clear set of both S/T and L/T metrics and effective use of 

KPIs will help towards S/T delivery. Fact-based performance and feedback systems are crucial in the two 

countries cultures, as a bridge between their inherently different interactive styles. 

      Powerful Executive Champions and Strategic Partnership Managers operating within a structured 

governance framework and driving clearly attributed roles and responsibilities will be key in ensuring S/T 

performance delivery. 

      8.C10. Core Partnering Activity 10 - Transform Long-Term Performance 
 

 
      Figure 8.C19 ‘Transform L/T Performance’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity. 

      Reaching ‘Transform L/T Performance’ is the true and ultimate objective of any partnership but the 

challenge to reach this stage is considerable in any partnership, let alone with cultures like France and 

Turkey. There is a very strong risk that the partnerships between Turkish and French organisations 

stagnate after a while and never get to transformational importance. 

      To refer to metaphors used before, it takes a very skilled chess-player or house-builder approach to 

walk the path from the founding idea of a partnership to the delivery of transformational value from it. 

This type of skills will address challenges such as: 1) A hard to define destination, meaning considerable 

ambiguity and levels of adaptation and initiative on the way; 2) Organisations and individuals finding it 

hard to see clear paths – and even when they do, considering the task unachievable; 3) Progress requiring 

many steps over some extended time (often over two years), with success of intermediate milestones 

nothing that can be truly celebrated; 4) Collectively and individually, being challenged to deploy multiple 

required qualities such as  patience, confidence and resilience; and so on.  

      These multiple requirements conflict strongly with the French and Turkish cultures and their 

considerable gaps to ideal on ‘Ambiguity’ (Gaps=44 and 43), ‘Trust’ (Gaps=39 and 57), ‘Collaborative’ 

(Gaps=49 and 37) and ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ (Gaps=32 and 51), as shown on Figure 8.C19. 

      Solutions exist, at least in parts, but require the deployment of a full suite of remediation, some of 

which are evoked below.  
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Figure 8.C20 ‘Transform L/T Performance’ – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity vs Ideal 
Overall. 

 
      Mitigating ‘Conformity’ – The high 51 - gap (Turkey) and 32 - gap (France) to ideal for 

‘Conformity’ are conducive to a major impact on the ‘Transform L/T Performance’ activity – which is 

likely to never come out of a partnership between organisations ingrained in these national cultures. 

      Attitudes and approaches required to deliver ‘Transform L/T Performance’ are contrary to 

‘Conformity’. It will require a continuing determination and strong application of practice throughout the 

whole lifecycle of the partnership to instil antidotes into the management of these cultural limiters and 

reach a L/T destination from a partnership between French and Turkish organisations.   

      Culturally aware partners should make reaching ‘Transform L/T Performance’ their compelling 

priority, with which they start and finish everything related to the partnership.   

      Reducing ‘Ambiguity’ – Using performance as a primary input in guiding the partnership ‘Plan, 

Value Proposition and Offer Development’ – all three being the sources of ‘Transform L/T Performance’ 

– will make both parties understand the value drivers and identify greater benefits. Using performance as 

a barometer to inform choices will minimise ambiguity and help both parties to perform better in the 

long-term. 
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      Reducing the ‘Trust’ Gap – The Turkish individuals and corporations generally apply reactive 

tactics rather than long-term strategic game building. This will be a challenge for the French partner and 

the partnership altogether.  

      A similar and complementary approach to the one advised above on ‘Navigation’ would allocate a 

more prominent role to the French side to lead the partnership for this activity (whereby the Turkish side 

would lead for ‘S/T Delivery’). This would provide clarity, visibility and endurance to the mutual sources 

of values and respective hooks.  

      Reducing the impact of ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ – ‘Transform L/T Performance’ compellingly 

requires devolved authority and execution – as it is an Enterprise activity.            

      The considerable risk lies in that the more the partnership develops, the more hierarchical it might 

become between French and Turkish organisations - since both parties have that same natural inclination.  

      There are multiple mechanisms behind this frequent evolution: attention and tolerance to counter-

cultural expressions of culture are high during the honeymoon period but tend to fade over time; some 

partnering activities are harder culturally, given the gap between required and existing traits (e.g. 

‘Transform L/T Performance’ or ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ as shown in Figure 8.A72); limited 

success can drive hierarchy’s auto-determined intervention; significant success might attract increased 

interest from leadership in controlling and ‘owning’ the further progression; and so on.  

      Early steps into the partnership should build the mechanistic and processed frameworks and practices 

as defence mechanisms again this risky derivation. And the partnering teams need to be empowered as 

‘guardians of the temple’ of the partnership’s working principles.    

      8.C11. Core Partnering Activity 11 - Cultural Readiness 

 
      Figure 8.C21 Cultural Readiness – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity 

      Figures 8.3C21 and 8.3C22 indicate that the French and Turkish organisations, for as much as they 

are ingrained in their national culture, are not fit to implement a successful cross-border partnership – and 

that extremely limited chances exist that some might realise their potential.  

      Making aspiring or existing partners culturally aware and providing them with a dissection of how to 

handle cultural gaps would raise the chance by a considerable factor – with the involved organisations 
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needing to bear in mind all of the findings and recommendations stated in the previous sections of this 

guide. 

 
       Figure 8.C22 Cultural Readiness – France Core Activity vs Turkey Core Activity vs Ideal Overall. 
 
      Leveraging the ‘Long-Term’ Value Potential  – The virtuous balance for the polarised ‘Caring’ and 

‘Result First’ traits bears the highest cultural opportunity to support the set up and development of 

strategic partnerships between Turkish and French organisations.    

      It is a sign that if and once the partners progress through some of the core partnering activities and 

deliver the anticipated results, they should remain loyal and committed throughout the next phases of the 

partnership. 

      And once they have unlocked these steps over time through adequate navigation, delivery and 

relationship building, the involved French organisations could usually build on a generally benevolent 

approach from their Turkish counterparts, based on their ‘Caring’ and ‘Starting from Others’ traits. 

      This is an inspiring glimmer of hope in a challenging landscape for partnering between them.  

      Strengthening ‘L/T Strategic Win’ – Building on the previous paragraph and considering ‘Culture 

Readiness’, neither the Turkish nor the French organisations are naturally fit for long-term partnerships 

(Gaps=25 and 42).  And there is almost no justification to the complexity of strategic partnership 

management without an aspiration to ‘Transform L/T’.  
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      Against this deep and adverse cultural backdrop, the parties should make a real, underpinned and 

tested ‘Mission and Destination’ a pre-condition of their mutual selection and a continuing thread of the 

way they live and develop their partnership.    

      This will require spending the time and providing the front-loaded intensity to define and anchor 

mutual ‘S/T’ and ‘L/T’ sources of value and partnering strategy. 

      Strengthening Trust – Trustful relationships between French and Turkish partners (or any other 

couple) are deeply required as a condition to and the source of major simplifications and value generation.  

      A simple example lies with legal frameworks and contracts, as they are very important to both 

cultures - whereby the lack of ‘Trust’ amplifies the legalistic complexity and can make negotiations last 

forever.  

      The partnering teams will have a considerable importance all the way – from the design of ‘forcing’ 

mechanisms to ensuring they are constantly adhered to, to slowly and progressively build functional and 

ultimately, cognitive trust between the partners. 

      8.C12. Core Partnering Activities - Conclusion 

      The research started from a point where French and Turkish organisations aspiring to or managing a 

joint strategic partnership had no or little awareness of their cultural differences and the way they 

specifically impact their ambitioned or stagnating partnership. They likely also had a limited 

understanding that with respective overall gaps of 28 and 29 in their partnering culture profiles vs the 

ideal (Ref. Figures 8.B1 and 8.B2), their cross-border partnership had literally no chance to survive and 

prosper.  

     By leveraging the thesis’ partnering national culture model, this chapter hopefully ends up having 

provided specific recommendations on how to deal with, manage and neutralise some of the threatening 

cultural differences between the partners. This is done at every stage of the partnership development, to 

improve the co-operation and grow its success likelihood. The recommendations are not meant to be 

exhaustive, as peculiar ones will be added and fine tuned according to the specifics of the considered 

partnership – with these additions naturally emerging from the systematic and disciplined application of 

the model.         

      As the partnering culture model provides awareness and in-depth recommendations on what is 

required to address the major gaps faced by French and Turkish companies wanting to enter into a 

partnership and develop it better and to mutual benefit, it hopefully constitutes a valuable contribution to 

knowledge and contribution to practice.     

8.D Vignettes – Interviews 
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      As developed in Chapter 3 – ‘Methodology’, the thesis is not intending to run extensive interviews or 

primary research - as ‘Literature is my data’ and provides more extensive corpus than any possible 

alternative research approach. However, the research undertook a few methodological and cross-border 

partnering practitioner interviews, to test respectively the overall relevance of the approach and the 

partnering culture model.  

      The selected form of interviews was semi-structured and, in agreement with my supervisors, it is not 

the intent to develop the interview methodology in the thesis - given their limited role - but rather present 

a couple of them as vignettes. 

      Figure 8.D1 relates to the experience of a Turkish senior manager in a joint venture between French 

and Turkish groups.  

      Figure 8.D2 relates to the experience of a French senior executive having operated in a US company 

for 31 years and led their Asian and EMEA businesses.  

      The high-level learning from the interviews were: 

• The considerable interest from the interviewees to the matter and the idea of systematising the 

approach to culture in partnerships, JV or acquisitions. They wanted to ‘steal’ the model.  

• A strong and spontaneous understanding and adherence to the model as presented. 

• Coming out from the interviews, scorings were remarkably aligned between their views and the 

model outcomes (interviewees did not see the model scores before providing theirs). The balance 

was inversed in only one case out of 14, i.e. the Turkish interviewee saw the French much less 

‘Caring’ than the model.  

• With very consistent balances with the model, interviewees tended to amplify scores on any trait. 

This draws to the limitations of a small number of interviews versus the power of large scale 

‘Literature is my data’, to provide a much more rigorous view of the partnering cultural traits and 

their impact on cross-border partnerships.   
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VIGNETTE 1 - French culture through the lens of a Turkish Partner Organisation  

The interview related to the experience of the now dissolved partnership between Savanci (Turkey) and 
Carrefour (France). The interviewee was the long-time serving Turkish Audit Manager of Carrefour 
Turkey, hired locally by Carrefour. 
 

 
         Figure 8.D1 – Interview outcomes of a Turkish senior manager on the French culture in partnerships  

  

 

  

GROUP 1: Starting from Others vs. Starting with Self 

Score: 10/90  (vs. Model – 29/71 & Ideal 60/40)  
Carrefour was thinking they were the best in the business – they 
were convinced of success and never listened to their partner. 
They didn’t respect local knowledge and expertise.  
•  Public confrontations and speaking up in meetings – 8 /10  
•  Acting in their own interest but ensure their managers’ 

interests coincide – 7/10 
•  Elitist education – strong closed network – 9 /10 
No strengths for partnerships in the French culture. The 
partnership failed after 15 years of struggle. Carrefour sold their 
shares to local partners, who now run the stores under their 
name.  Same issues in Brazil, China, Russia with similar story 
and ending. 

       GROUP 3: ST Quick Win vs. LT Strategic  

Score – 70/30 (vs. Model 63/37  & Ideal 60/40) 
•  Bottom line results important, but less than market position – 

5/10 
•  ST wins motivate people to work to the final goal – 8/10 
Business plan was over a much too long period of time. Retail is 
a very dynamic business. The wisdom is in correcting the ST 
mistakes in pursuit of LT, something Carrefour never did. 
Initially, very good analysis of market, product mix and 
categorization with record sales for 6/7 years. But the market 
changed from big to smaller shops which they didn’t see - the 
population is very young (<35yrs old), hence you can’t do a 
business plan for 45 years - but this is what they did. 

     GROUP 2: Intuition /Ambiguity vs. Rationality /  
         Certainty 

Score – 15/85 (vs. Model 14/ 86 & Ideal 60/40)  
They paid attention to all factors and were creative. They didn’t 
learn from their mistakes  
•  Very strong focus on methodology – 8 /10   
•  Data driven decision-making – 7/ 10   
Strength with data, a very strong asset to prove you can manage 
the partnership.  
In 2000, Carrefour wanted their pricing to be lower than 
competitors. They studied the market and came up with a lot of 
data – which were shared with suppliers to get lower prices than  
competitors.  

   GROUP 6: Collaborative vs. Hierarchical Leadership   
Score – 20/80 (vs. Model 32/68 & Ideal 70/30) 
Very structured organisation. No freedom to discuss with leaders 
above you  
•  Final decisions only made by superiors – 9 / 10   
•  Managers expected to know everything – no delegations – 7/10 
Weakness on Partnering everywhere. Retail business is about the 
market. Someone away from the market having to make a decision 
will not have the right information. They ignored the people working 
in the supermarket because not being managers   

       GROUP 5: Trustful vs. Formalized Relationship   
Score – 10/90 (vs. Model 37/63 & Ideal 70/30)  
None of the partners trusted the other. Turkey wanted their audits and 
France as well. There was a lot of fighting. Local management was 
trying to hide things from Carrefour France. 
•  Formalist and business etiquette – 10/10   
•  Keep meetings to business, minimize personal discussions – 6/10 
•  Use of contracts and  legally binding documents – 8/10   
Formality can help to have a transparent partnership. But Turkish 
didn’t know what they signed and then complained about doing things 
they didn’t expect. Carrefour didn’t adjust to culture & context.    

           GROUP 4: Caring vs. Results First   
Score: 15/85 (vs. Model 57/43 and Ideal 50 /50)   
They were not looking at the human capital, because they believed to 
know everything. French people were just giving orders and 
expecting results, didn’t want to hear others’ opinions nor really 
wanted discussions.  
•  Result first+ individual  – 10/10 
•  Usually very loyal to the task ahead – 8/10   
You cannot expect the partner to be exactly like you. When your 
partner doesn’t have the same power and you don’t listen, it becomes 
a weakness. They didn't want to discuss objectives or shortcomings. 

    GROUP 7: Conformity vs. Master of Your Own Fate   
Score – 25/75 (vs. Model 46/54 & Ideal 15/85) 
They believed they knew everything so they managed everything  
•  Everything needs to be done a certain way – 8/10 
•  Systematic behavior in France takes the chance out of the process – 

4 /10 
Not everything written in the paper will work, but they believe it 
should work. The were master of their fate for themselves and highly 
conformists for others. 
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VIGNETTE 2 - French culture through the lens of a French leader having operated globally in a 
US company  

 
The interview related to the experience of the until recently Senior VP, Managing Director Asia and EMEA 
and Group Sustainability Officer at Eastman Chemical Company, where he worked 31 years. The particular 
scope of experience was an acquisition involving a French company.   

	

	
Figure 8.D2 – Interview outcomes of a ‘global’ French senior executive on the French  

  

GROUP 1: Starting from Others vs. Starting with 
Self 

      Score: 15/85 (vs. Model – 29/71 & Ideal 60/40)  
•  Public confrontations and speaking up in meetings – 6/10  
•  Acting in their own interest but ensure their managers’ 

interests coincide – 7/10 
•  Elitist education; strong closed network – 8/10 
Asian cultures are extremely different in the balance of 
‘Self’ vs. ‘Others’. ‘Self’ is very strong but they understand 
that getting it goes through ‘Others’.  French often have all 
responses. The ways ‘Self’ projects can be embarrassing 
although ‘Self’ is not bigger in reality.   

GROUP 3: ST Quick Win vs. LT Strategic Win 
Score – 60/40 (vs. Model 63/37  & Ideal 60/40) 
Asian companies are very long-term focused, French in the 
middle and American companies focused on quarters only.  
•  Bottom line results important, but less than market 

position – 7/10 
•  ST wins motivate people to work to the final goal – 

7.5/10 
You have to show short-term results. It will be a problem 
if the partnership has results only in 3-4 years. 
A revealing case of an acquisition with a French company: 
they set KPIs to check milestones and goals – M&A last 
2years. They deeply needed to see how the project evolves. 
Groups can be different: a union worker can destroy a long 
term plan because only seeing and focused on the short term.  

GROUP 2: Intuition/Ambiguity vs. Rationality/ 
Certainty 

Score – 15/85 (vs. Model 14/86 & Ideal 60/40)  
French people are very processed & organized; like to know 
and follow the rules. They do not know how to manage grey 
zones.  
•  Very strong focus on methodology – 8.5/10   
•  Data driven decision-making – 9/10   
Having data is always good and needed to make decisions. 
French could believe data can be manipulated. They are a 
picture which does not tell you everything. French need to 
understand the data and do not just believe in numbers they 
see.   

   GROUP 6: Collaborative vs. Hierarchical Leadership   
Score – 30/70 (vs. Model 32/68 & Ideal 70/30) 
Very hierarchical: the bigger the decision, the higher you have to go. 
People accept that they have limited responsibility. It is engrained. 
An American CEO is fine to sit in the corner; but a French CEO will 
leave the room if not having a center seat. 
•  Final decisions only made by superiors – 9/10   
•  Managers expected to know everything – no delegations – 8.5/10 
Promotions in France: you grow in your line of knowledge. 
American companies will rotate you in different leadership roles.  

       GROUP 5: Trustful vs. Formalized Relationship   
Score – 10/90 (vs. Model 37/63 & Ideal 70/30)  
The relationship starts with formalized then moves to a trustful one. 
In ‘Selecting a Best Partner’ – trust is extremely important.  
•  Formalist and business etiquette – 8/10   
•  Keep meetings to business, minimize personal discussions- 10/10 
•  Use of contracts and  legally binding documents – 9/10 
They start with ‘Monsieur’ & ‘Vous’ then move to forename & ‘Tu’ 
You have to make a very good first impression.   

                GROUP 4: Caring vs. Results First   
Score: 40/60 (vs. Model 57/43 and Ideal 50 /50)   
The ‘Caring’ follows the results – because the relationship evolves 
from very formal to a strongly caring one. You need results first 
before they can care.  
•  Result first+ individual  – 10/10 
•  Usually very loyal to the task ahead – 9/10 
For example, a French company hired me once I stepped down from 
Eastman Chemicals. They are hard to penetrate but once you’re in, 
you’re in forever. 

   GROUP 7: Conformity vs. Master of Your Own Fate   
Score – 60/40 (vs. Model 46/54 & Ideal 15/85) 
There’s a belief in destiny, but not excessive. French people 
overcome their conformity if they really want to do it.  
Change with younger generations: access to info through internet 
helps younger people get over the feeling of destiny. 
•  Everything needs to be done a certain way – 8.5/10 
•  Systematic behavior in France: take the chance out of the process 

– 7/10 – Applies less to young companies. 
Managing the partnership – if something happens, they won’t really 
look for a solution, but just think it was meant to happen like this. 
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Conclusion 

      This chapter presented the ‘Solution’ (Van de Ven, 2007) in the form of a guide to improve and 

eventually succeed with cross-border partnerships between organisations bedded into the French and 

Turkish culture.  

      The content is a strict and mechanistic application of the partnering national culture model developed 

in earlier chapters as an answer to the thesis research question and its component abductive propositions.  

      An identical application of the model can generate similar guides to improve cross-border 

partnerships between organisations from any national culture background.       
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CHAPTER 9 – CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 
      The research aimed to help improving the development of cross-border partnerships and their impact, 

as a continuously and fast-growing organisational form. As for its outcome, it concludes that there are 

indeed ways to improve the development and success of partnerships between organisations from 

different national cultural backgrounds. It resolves that these methods can be used systematically and in 

standardised forms and formalises the standard practices in the design of a partnering national culture 

model (Chapter 6).  

      The research also tests and applies the model in practice on and between two national cultures, 

developing infinitely replicable partnering national culture guides, as a way to codify contribution to 

knowledge and to practice (Chapters 7 and 8, Appendix 1).  

      Describing the thesis in a more granular way guides to three main areas of contribution from the work 

which can potentially be leveraged and further expanded: ‘Methodology’, ‘Theory’ and ‘Practice’. The 

research is now synthesising each of these areas of contribution in sequence and suggests specific 

contributions to various research user groups in the ‘Practice’ section.  

9.1. Contribution to Methodology 

      9.1.1. Research Objectives  

      The research objectives were to test and, as much as possible, establish an ordered and well-defined 

approach to culture’s impact on partnerships. This would provide scholars with new knowledge and 

clarifications, and present practitioners with consistent tools they do not have yet to improve their 

partnerships.  

      The partnering culture approach would help deliver the well-accepted proposition that to be successful 

in cross-cultural environments, a firm should adjust to the numerous countries in which it operates and 

overcome these differences (Yitmen, 2013). Because firms with capabilities to manage inter-cultural 

contact – meaning culturally intelligent firms – will outperform firms that are ‘less intelligent’ (Ang and 

Inkpen, 2008).   

      Turning to the opportunity, the approach would offer a method of using differences to reach a higher 

level and deliver business benefits by connecting different cultural viewpoints (Trompenaars and 

Woolliams, 2012). 

      Hence and as much as it did not come up as such from the start but rather through successive 

iterations, the research question evolved to take a simple form aiming to address the substance need of 

how organisations can systematically improve their cross-border partnerships.   
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      The main challenge resides in the notion of ‘systematically’. And as the research progressed, it 

evolved from gap filling to problematisation - as providing a solution that has the nature of a system 

proved to require successive steps of theory building, knowledge development and model design.  

      Consequently and subsequently, the research question was enriched with a guiding sub-text: “An 

approach to analyse and manage the effects of national culture differences on partnerships” In this 

qualification, approach stands for ‘systematic’, for a ‘model’ that could be applied consistently and 

systematically to all cross-border partnerships from any national culture background.     

      9.1.2. Diligent Application of Van de Ven’s ‘Engaged Scholarship’ Research Approach  

      A meaningful contribution to the outcome was the continuing search and the step-by-step discovery 

with my supervisors of a rigorous research practice that would integrate and build on both scholar and 

practitioner knowledge and work out the intricacies of disciplined literature reviews.  

      Deep consideration resulted into the rigorous adherence to the ‘Engaged Scholarship’ research 

approach developed by Van de Ven (2007, 2018) – in its ‘Variance’ form and including its formulation of 

Grounded Theory research steps. This methodology was vital to the required ability to form several 

abductions and explore theory building for each. It was a considerable honour to receive some direct 

guidance and reassurance from Professor Van de Ven in talking personally with him (2018): 

        “I	am	arguing	that	the	Engaged	Scholarship	Model	reflects	the	quality	of	scientific	knowledge	better	

than	do	traditional	forms	or	status	quo.	Why?	Because	by	engaging	others	in	the	research	process,	you	

gain	a	deeper,	more	penetrating	understanding	of	the	subject,	which	in	turn	then	leads	to	deeper	and	

more	robust	understanding	of	the	phenomena	than	you	would	have	if	you	just	did	it	in	the	traditional	

way	of	going	alone	and	not	engaging	others”.		

						He	added,	“There	are	many	different	ways	of	practising	'Engaged	Scholarship'”	and	one	form	of	

contribution	from	this	research	might	be	the	consistent,	extended	and	deep	manner	of	practising	Van	

de	Ven’s	research	model.		

      9.1.3 - Building Theory Through Four Abductive Loops  

      The research formulated a central abduction that partnering, notably cross-cultural, is practised as an 

art, not a science; that this is the main cause of wide failure; and that a model might exist to bring in 

‘science’, in other words, a systematic practice to improve partnerships. Our theory is that a rigorous 

operating model for partnering, especially regarding cultures, would resolve anomalies to a very large 

extent.  

      This far-reaching proposition required ‘Building Theory’, which went through exploring four 

successive abductions, each building on the previous one:  
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      Abductive loop 1 – An ideal mix of culture traits exists to succeed with partnerships – the partnering 

cultural traits.  

      Abductive loop 2 – Repeatable consistent partnership core steps and practices exist over the life of a 

partnership – the core partnering activities. 

      Abductive loop 3 – Consistent success factors, notably cultural, can be identified for each core 

partnering practice – the core partnering activities success factors.  

      Abductive loop 4 – A symbiotic relationship exists between partnering and national culture traits and 

impacts each core partnering activity differently.  

      The research formulated an abductive hypothesis for each and subsequently built theory deductively 

in the four research ‘loops’.   

						This is very much the process of Abduction and Grounded Theory building guided by Van de Ven. To 

his words during our exchange (September 2018):  

      “This is very much the process of Abduction and Grounded Theory building. It is not necessarily just 

one abductive insight; it is typically a series. You have to diagnose the space because most problems are 

much too complex that you could possibly study all issues. There are always just a certain number of 

questions that you can actually address, and you are doing that by making some abductions about key 

concepts that you are going to examine and their relationships. You collect further data about the 

abductions, which provides an opportunity to analyse patterns in those data, which may strike some 

anomaly. The process needs not just go through one but may very often go to two, three, four, five in a 

repetitive cycle before the work is complete. There are multiple loops here”.  

      9.1.4. ‘Literature is My Data’  

      Considerable literature exists on partnerships, as this organisational form is getting ever more 

important and present in the way firms, governments, NGOs and academic institutions run their business, 

operations and development in an ever more complex and fast-changing world.  

      This abundant literature is mainly focused on ‘who’ in partnerships, ‘why’ partnerships, ‘what’ are 

partnerships (their different forms) and ‘what’ they are doing. But much lesser focus or responses are 

provided to ‘how’ partnerships and to provide a systematic and structured response to the question. In 

part, the reason is probably that systems to improve the consistency of practice and success of 

partnerships require considerable accumulated experience, which probably resides more with practitioners 

than scholars and exists more informally than in researched and codified formats. 

      The questions on culture and its impact on partnerships are also invoked and discussed extensively in 

the literature. But most of the discussions and descriptions are related to behaviours, uses and customs 
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rather than on the deep effects of culture on the development of partnerships and in particular to their 

success at each stage of their maturation.  

      To be more precise, the literature is very indecisive on which culture – national, organisational, 

sectorial or others – is having what impact on partnerships and through what mechanisms. In 

Trompenaars and Woolliams words (2010, p.3), “At present there is a lack of a consistent, reliable and 

generalisable process to create sustainable and integrated value from separate cultures”.   

      Early on during the exploration of the space and the initial reviews of the literature, it became 

apparent that no primary research would provide such significant input and learning compared to the 

considerable richness available in the literature. It was decided to use and leverage the considerable body 

of existing studies and cases rather than undertake a limited number of new studies - an approach which 

my supervisors and I put under ‘Literature is my data’.  

      The research undertook big content analysis in the areas of each of the abductions using hundreds of 

sources and surveying scholarly articles, books, cases, international and national institutions reports and 

any other sources relevant to a particular issue, area of research or theory. There was a very large corpus 

of literature mobilised at each of the theory-building steps and the ability to combine extensive scholar 

and practitioner literature sources created a virtuous cross-fertilisation – in full coherence with the 

‘Engaged Scholarship’ approach. The richness of literature that was collected and reviewed might be a 

contribution in itself.  

      The mix of sources was indispensable as some of the main areas of the research are studied almost 

uniquely in books, such as national cultures. To the question of ‘purity’ of data, ‘Engaged Scholarship’ 

includes multiple types of data sources by essence, as it is defined as a participative form of research for 

obtaining the different perspectives of key stakeholders - researchers, users, clients, sponsors and 

practitioners (Van de Ven, 2007).  

      9.1.5. Literature Review 

      Following extensive consideration, a ‘Pragmatist Integrative’ form of literature review (PIR) was 

adopted over other alternatives such as ‘Systematic Review’. Ample background analysis behind the 

rationale of this choice is provided in Chapter 3.    

      To mention one ground-cause among others and in line with the research model, PIR enabled an 

expert human judgment to apply skilled consideration to the relevance of literature to the research 

question – which turned out essential in this work.  

      9.1.6. Approach to Research 

      As much as the research ended up achieving its objectives, a main characteristic of the process has 

been that its outcome remained very uncertain for a long period of time. Indeed and as it was just recalled, 
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the methodology was a succession of deductive theory building steps to inform and test a series of 

original abductive hypotheses. Most of these abductions and theory building blocks were successive and 

dependent on the preceding one(s). In case one of the abductions would have been unproven, most of the 

theory build-up would have turned to be inadequate.  

      It took over a year to acquire some confidence that the answer to the research question might be 

positive and see an early shape of the model. The researcher certainly took the learning on how 

challenging it can be and important it is to remain determined and stand the course.    

      In synthesis, the selected methodology and its application might be a contribution from this research 

by themselves. The disciplined and continuous application of ‘Engaged Scholarship’, ‘Making Literature 

our Data’ and using a ‘Pragmatist Integrated’ form of literature review offers a coherent and perhaps 

valuable contribution to the expanding forms of research between scholars and practitioners.  

       ‘Theory’ will now be considered as the second main area of contribution.       

9.2 Contribution to Theory and Knowledge  
 
      Contribution to theory provided in this thesis starts with the ultimate outcome of the research: 

solutions and methods exist and can be practised systematically in real-world situations, to anticipate and 

manage the impacts of national cultures on the development and success of partnerships. The proposed 

partnering national culture model is in itself a significant contribution from this work. 

      The contribution to theory and knowledge can be broken down into the following main areas, which 

are quite naturally strongly correlated to the four abductive loops that were studied to build theory: 

      9.2.1 Contribution to Knowledge on Strategic Partnerships 

      There are four areas of improved knowledge on strategic partnerships arising from the research, 

arguably each of them with some novelty and relevance on their own merit: 

      Firstly, a set of eleven core partnering activities that are almost unavoidable and whose successful 

management is essential over the life cycle of a strategic partnership. They have been assembled, defined 

and are proposed as a partnership development model (Ref. Chapter 4). Similar attempts exist in literature 

but appear to present gaps, if only regarding their relation to time management in partnerships.    

      Secondly, the condition for success for each of these core partnering activities have also been 

collected and defined to provide guidance on what is important to deliver each of the vital core partnering 

activities (Ref. Chapter 4, Figure M.2.51). 

      Thirdly, a set of 57 cultural traits has been identified as important to partnerships (Ref. Chapter 4, 

Figure M.21 and M.2.31). They have been framed in a partnering culture framework and rationalised into 

seven polarised partnering cultural clusters (Ref. Chapter 4, Figure M.2.51). Even if no relationship or 
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link had been created with national cultures, this partnering culture framework is novel in its form and 

helpful by itself. 

      Fourthly, there is evidence that successful partnerships require the right blend of some cultural traits 

and their opposite (Ref. Chapter 4, Figure M.2.41). The learning on the polarised nature of the cultural 

problematique and the practical codification of how national culture affects partnerships via the polarised 

tension of cultural traits appears a distinctive contribution to knowledge.  

      9.2.2 Contribution to Knowledge on National Cultures 

      There is no breakthrough on national cultures as such from the research and it would feel badly 

advised to suggest filling gaps or changing concepts in respect to the national culture models, such as 

Hofstede’s (1984, 1991, 1999, 2001, 2010, 2011) or Schwartz’s (1992, 1994, 1999, 2003, 2004, 2006, 

2008, 2011, 2012).  

      Rather, this thesis’ contribution to knowledge resides in the linkage between partnerships and 

cultures. This said, the research can probably be viewed and used distinctively through the two following 

distinctive inputs: 

      Firstly, a contributive repository where the five main national culture models have been assembled 

and defined through the lens of what is important to partnerships (Ref. Chapter 5, par.5.1). 

      Secondly, a culture model whereby the traits in the national cultural models are associated with the 

traits required for successful partnerships (Ref. Chapter 6, Figure M3.51).  

      9.2.3 Contribution to the Knowledge on Partnering and National Culture 

      Searching, defining and linking partnering and national cultures was, of course, the objective of the 

research - and where its very distinctive input is achieved. What the research offers is as follows: 

      Firstly, a systematic approach to the impact of national cultures on all partnerships altogether (Ref. 

Chapter 6, example on figure M4.11).   

      Secondly, a systematic approach to the impact of national cultures on each core partnering activity 

(Ref. Chapter 6, examples in figures M4.21 and M4.22). It is the ultimate discovery of the research that 1) 

culture has a different intensity and type of impact at each stage (i.e. core activity) of a partnership; 2) 

what these various impacts are and 3) what to do to mitigate risks or optimize opportunities to support the 

success of partnerships between organisations from a different national background. 

      As an extensive practical illustration of the model’s application, French and Turkish organisations 

considering joint partnering might be able to help their relationship over time and throughout its 

development in using their own country and bi-lateral guides (Ref. Chapters 7 and 8; Appendix 1).   

      9.2.4 Form under which Contribution to Knowledge is Provided 
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      A significant contribution also results from the form under which the outcome of the research is 

provided: the analytical graphics of the partnering national cultures - versus ideal and compared to other 

partnering national cultures - (Ref. Chapter 6, Examples on Figures M4.11 and M5.31); the matrix linking 

the cultural traits and core partnering activities - and providing ratings that are immediately accessible - 

(Ref. Chapter 6, example on Figure M4.22); and finally the country and bilateral guides (Chapters 7 and 

8; Appendix 1). They appear to be straightforward and readily usable tools of the model for further 

research and practitioner usage.  

      Notably, the model and the guides are the basis for infinite and direct replication of the same to other 

individual countries or any combination of countries.   

      The research contribution to practice will now be examined and summarized.  

9.3. Contribution to Practice and Implication for Research User Groups 

      The research has wide applicability and impact in the world of practice. Its main effects on diverse 

societal groups are discussed below: 

      9.3.1. Establish a Clear Meaning for a Strategic Partnership.  

      The concept of partnership is evoked constantly about any sort of relationship. In their international 

endeavours, governments refer permanently to partnerships with other countries to describe mainly 

commercial or punctual deals. In business, the notion is overused to qualify and embellish relationships as 

early or slightly as they go beyond straight transactions. The issue with such confusions is that 

governments and organisations do not pursue or access the major potential of true partnerships.   

      By stressing what real strategic partnerships are, qualifying how far-reaching and contributive they 

could and should be and bringing methodologies to improve their development, the research provides an 

incentive and solutions to aim for and succeed with bigger, longer and better relationships for mutual 

benefit, especially across borders.         

      9.3.2. Make Partnering a Stronger and More Established Way to Operate.  

      In aggregating the success of specific partnerships, the research provides a distinctive contribution in 

defining the underpinning frameworks, notably cognitive, by which this complex organisational construct 

could be better practised and led to be stronger, it grows the role of partnerships within the wider set of 

alternative organisational options. Benefiters are all categories of organisations.    

      9.3.3. Support Present and Future Cross-Border Partnerships to Make Them Better. 

      Organisations considering, entering or developing partnerships fail most of the time to realise the 

anticipated benefits, let alone translate the original intentions into transformative value. The main root 

cause is the lack of methodology brought to partnering, a gap that is strongly amplified when partnerships 
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involve organisations from different cultural origins.  

      In providing a framework to partner better (the eleven core partnering activities and their success 

factors), a typology of the cultural traits required to succeed (the partnering cultural traits) and ultimately 

a model to handle cultural differences in a partnership (the partnering national culture model), the 

research aims to and should contribute to improve the success of the participating partnerships – with all 

their associated societal and economic benefits. Benefiters are society and all categories of organisations.     

      9.3.4. Support Organisations in Turkey and France with Their Partnering Practice.  

      Firms and institutions with the two countries’ cultures can use and leverage the thesis knowledge to 

develop and implement a partnering strategy, increase their call on and success with cooperating with 

others and consequently increase the economic and societal welfare.     

      9.3.5. Lift the Usage of Partnerships in Sectors with Growing Needs.  

      The thesis has notably in mind the applicability, relevance and usefulness of the research on the 

construction and infrastructure sectors, which are generally considered somewhat behind with the practice 

of partnerships (Yitmen, 2013). Adding to this assessment, it is observed that due to the demand of 

international construction projects involving multicultural project teams, there is a growing trend towards 

discussing cross-cultural complexity more openly within the construction industry (Ochieng and Price, 

2010). 

      9.3.6. Extend and Expand Knowledge by Using The Thesis Model and Methods.  

      The research provides models, a language, connectivity of notions and extensive experience and data 

on partnerships and their relationship with culture. It is a source and a base for further thinking and 

research on the matter - if only to leverage the example templates/guides and replicate them between 

different types of national cultures.  

      In a broad way, practitioners’ quality of partnerships and their outcomes can be deeply enhanced or 

transformed through the application and replication of the frameworks, models and practice to their co-

operations. This applies to all sectors, types of organisation and countries in their specific contexts.  

       9.3.7. Dissemination of the Research Findings.  

      As so many partnerships are being considered, sealed, progressed or dissolved every day across all 

types of organisations in all parts of the world, a wide dissemination would be appropriate and could 

contribute.  

      However, experience is that receiving organisations do not make a lot of such knowledge apart from 

being better aware and when they get hands on support to put the knowledge into practice. Considering 

this limiting fact of experience, there might be four main target groups to the promulgation of this study: 
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      Research and Academic Communities – Further research is possible and required on the same 

problematisation, which might make it attractive to some scholars.  

      Academic institutions are also highly motivated with partnering and improving their performance 

from it for their own operating purposes – be with other academic organisations for teaching and research 

co-operations or with private partners for funded co-developments.   

      Governments and Agencies – Cross-border co-operations and joint working across cultures over 

long period of times are essential to any country’s policy and participation to the conduct of the world. 

Countries need to cooperate infinitely with others, bilaterally – on security, economy, tax and all types of 

interfaces – or collectively in institutions – for example, the G20, UN or EU.  

      As much as many such institutions use the taxonomy of partnerships extensively, there is a deep lack 

of structured partnering approach and practice that would involve a ‘scientific’ handling of each other’s 

cultures. Without wanting to appear pretending, the conduct of the world’s affairs could be deeply 

changed and improved if these interactions were approached and practised as cross-border partnerships.        

      Firms with Existing Partnering Practice – A fact of experience is that the more an organisation 

partners, the more it realises the gaps between its actual and an ideal practice…and sees the attraction of 

improving it.        

      Consulting and Advisory Companies – Given the growing profile of partnerships as an 

organisational form and realisation of the complexity and challenges associated with making them 

successful, advisors are increasingly requested to provide support and help enhancing their chances of 

success. Research evidences the lack of depth in their knowledge in this area, making this work 

potentially highly contributive to the quality of their advice.  

9.4. Limitations  

       Potential areas of limitation of the research have been discussed in Chapters 3 and 5. In a sense, they 

all question the ability of the research to build theory and to develop a model with a largely universal 

value and application – what is referred to as systematic in the research question. In a finer way, the 

potential limitations revolve around three main interrogations: 

      9.4.1. Are the Research Concepts Pure and Prevailing?  

       This enquiry tests whether it is right and legitimate to focus the research on defining, questioning and 

informing the existence, importance and manifestations of the research concepts? This is discussed in: 

      Questions 3.81 and 3.82, wondering if national culture is a reasonably homogenous concept that is 

prevailing over other culture types – or at least, important aside others – when it comes to partnerships. 

      Question 5.41, interrogating if other heterogeneities within nations or organisations fade or override 
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the concept of national culture. 

      And to partnering, question 5.42 wondering if ‘partnership’ is a sufficiently homogeneous notion to 

be approached as one category - as broadly that category would be defined.  

      9.4.2. Is the Research Robust and Resilient to Challenge? 

       Otherwise asked, is the research partially biased and not sufficiently independent?  

      The main area of limitation might lie in that the nation cultural models are originally largely from 

Northern Europe – USA origins; it might be assumed or even observed that a prevailing part of literature 

and cases are Western and therefore the research might be skewed – question 3.84.  

      Or that most of the usually available literature is based on bigger sized organisations rather than on a 

balanced spread of sizes – question 3.83.         

      9.4.3. Are the Outcomes of the Research Sound?  

      Are the research outcomes contributing to knowledge and to the practice distinctively? Is the model 

missing major aspects of the linkages between partnerships and culture?  

      9.4.4. Learning From and Adoption of Limitations 

     The precise level of acceptance and means of handling these real or potential limitations are detailed 

earlier in the thesis relevant chapters and not repeated here. In essence:  

      From an outcome standpoint, the thesis does not pretend to resolve all issues of cross-border 

partnerships but to bring a robust and distinctive contribution to knowledge and practice. 

      From a methodology standpoint, the research attempted to reduce the areas or scale of these potential 

limitations and others through:  

• Firstly, its selected methodology and its disciplined application; 

• Secondly, the abundance and diversity of literature; and…  

• Thirdly, the observation and acceptance that the contribution to knowledge and beneficiaries of 

this new approach is sufficiently novel and relevant that its value fully exists – even if admittedly 

the research does not present a 100% isomorphism and requires explicit levels of exceptions.   

      These limitations constitute direct motivations and invitations for further research.   

9.5. Recommendations For Further Research  

      There are multiple requirements and opportunities for additional research building on this thesis. They 

find their source in three main motivational areas: 1) improvements by reducing the simplifications made 

to the inputs or scope to the research; 2) uncertainty about future trends; and 3) alternative possible 

approaches. They include: 
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      9.5.1. Reducing the Simplifications Made to the Inputs Or Scope to the Research 

      Value-added research could consider individual culture and also the form of partnerships: 

      Factor in the Individual Culture – To improve and refine the research outcomes further research 

could integrate and be focused on individuals rather than primarily organisations – as is the case of this 

thesis.  

      This would tackle an even greater complexity than this research does – by factoring the individual 

parameter. It would address and involve individual differences in values…the psychological nature of 

basic human values…rather than cultural value based differences (Fisher et al., 2010). 

      By building on and paralleling this research methodology, further research would advise on values, 

practices and behaviours of individual people into partnerships and their impact on the organisation. This 

would likely entail segmentation of profiles and positive acceptance that a few groupings are hard to 

characterise from the standpoint of their partnering culture.  

      The value of factoring the individual culture would be considerable in enabling partners to better 

anticipate people-led events and therefore, atomise risks to the development of the partnerships. 

      Introduce a Differentiation in the Types of Strategic Partnerships – This research has been based 

on a single perspective and definition of strategic partnerships or alliances. The assumption behind this 

simplification is grounded in literature and practitioner experience and resides in the observation that the 

core activities of any form of strategic partnership are similar; and that the impact of culture is again 

largely agnostic to the set up.  

      But not all authors would agree fully with this perspective and there would be value in replicating this 

research and applying it to the main types of inter-organisational relationships, including: with or without 

equity participation; consortia; variations of strategic alliances; joint ventures; mergers and acquisitions; 

licensing; distribution agreements and sales of products and services (Adler, 2002).   

      9.5.2. Uncertainty about Future Trends 

      Valuable research would reside in deepening the areas of future cultural convergence or divergence, 

notably 1) between countries and 2) including a major generational factor.  

      National Cultures - There is a continuing critic of Hofstede and his peers on using countries as a unit 

of analysis to address cultural differences. This is an obvious simplification, “Because cultural differences 

do not strictly follow country borders” (Barkama and Vermeulen, 1997, p.847). Organisations, including 

partnerships, are also not a simple mirror of the nations in which they reside. The opportunity to 

interrogate and consider changing this essential concept remains pertinent. 

      It might be argued that a disruptive tipping point might be reached in a not too distant future whereby 

national cultures would be markedly blurred into an increasingly homogeneous ‘global’ culture. As Klaus 
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Schwab says, aside from speed and breath, the fourth industrial revolution is unique because of the 

growing harmonisation and integration (2016). 

      Generational Cultures - What about generations Y and Z deep culture and views of partnerships in 

their hyper-connected world?  

      Hence, is there a complete revision of approach to be brought to the understanding and management 

of partnering culture in the fourth industrial revolution world and with a generation shift into a radically 

new model to do so? 

      9.5.3. Alternative possible approaches. 

      New research could consider and test norms and behaviours versus value-based national culture 

dimensions.  

      A major critique to the value based national culture models, which have been leveraged in this 

research, is that attitudes, beliefs, traits or norms are different to values…and can bring varying 

importance as guiding principles in life (Schwartz, 2012).  This argument was accepted and embraced as 

a fact of life for practitioners, with the associated conviction that the existence of this diversity does not 

reduce the rigour of this research or the validity of its outcomes.  

      But there would be great attraction in following a similar research process to this thesis based on 

cultural standards, norms of behaviours (Fink et al., 2005), social norms (Gelfand, Nishii and Raver, 

2006) or also social axioms (Bond and Leung, 2004).  

      Finally, an option might be considered to re-run the research on cross-culture marriages…and ideally, 

contribute to the knowledge on why divorces occur and how applying a similar model to this particular 

form of partnership might improve them - and perhaps even make a greater proportion successful.   

      Or in Connell and Voola (2008, p.1) words, “Move alliance relationships beyond just a ‘marriage of 

convenience’ where participants in collaboration experience long-term and continuing relationships – as 

one expects in a ‘successful’ marriage…to not conversely experience disappointment in their relationship 

and wish to obtain divorce”.   

Closing 

      Society at large and the economy specifically are increasingly globalising and looking for better ways 

to structurally link up people and organisations in pursuit of better outcomes. To this aim, cross-border 

partnerships are among the faster growing organisational practices - while most often they fail to deliver 

their objectives.  
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      As a contribution to theory and practice, this thesis interrogated whether a model might exist to 

systematically improve the development of strategic co-operations – with the following precise research 

question: “How do organisations improve cross-border partnerships”?  

      Through the disciplined application of Van de Ven’s ‘Engaged Leadership’ (2007) approach to 

research and the review and mobilisation of considerable scholar and practitioner literature, a cross-

border cultural model for partnerships was developed. It provides a systematic path to analyse and 

manage the effects of national culture differences on strategic co-operations.  

      This model is most likely not the only possible one - nor does it resolve all culture-led challenges to 

strategic partnerships. But it is the first in kind and, by leveraging this thesis finding, scholars can 

continue building a better theory on partnering as an opportune organisational form and practitioners 

benefit from improved ways of working with others internationally. 
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APPENDIX 1 – TURKEY PARTNERING CULTURE GUIDE	

      The purpose of this Appendix [Section 7 – Part 2 of the research] is to provide another template case 

of a partnering national culture guide – in this instance on Turkey. It adopts a similar form to the guide on 

France and constitutes a major input to Chapter 8- the ‘France – Turkey Cross-Border Partnering Culture 

Guide.’ 

7.2A Background 

      Modern Turkey was founded in 1923 from the Anatolian remnants of the defeated Ottoman Empire 

by the national hero Mustafa KEMAL, who was later honoured with the title Ataturk or ‘Father of the 

Turks’. Under his leadership, the country adopted wide-ranging social, legal, and political reforms. 

Turkey joined the UN in 1945, and became a member of NATO in 1952. In 1963, Turkey became an 

associate member of the European Community – and began accession membership talks with the EU in 

2005. Over the past decades, economic reforms have contributed to a quickly growing economy.  

      As the leaders of the European Union and the Republic of Turkey discussed Turkey’s eventual 

membership in the EU, international interest in Turkish business understandably increased. More recent 

developments are creating temporary uncertainty, but with a highly favourable geographical location, 

continuing economic dynamism and industrialisation take off, Turkey remains a promising country for 

foreign investments and international trade prospects (Chhokar et al., 2007). 

      Location – South-Eastern Europe and South-Western Asia bordering the Black Sea, between Bulgaria 

and Georgia, and bordering the Aegean Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, between Greece and Syria. 

Border countries (8): Armenia 311 km, Azerbaijan 17 km, Bulgaria 223 km, Georgia 273 km, Greece 192 

km, Iran 534 km, Iraq 367 km, Syria 899 km. 

      Nationality – Turkish 

      Ethnic groups – Turkish: 70-75%: Kurdish: 18%; Other minorities: 7-12% (2008 est.) 

      Languages – Turkish (official), Kurdish, other minority languages 

      Religions – Muslim: 99.8% (mostly Sunni); Other: 0.2% (mostly Christians and Jews) 

      Population – 79,414,269 (July 2015 est.) 

      Country population comparison to the world – 19 

      Age structure (CIA World Fact book, 2015 est.);   

0-14 years: 25.45% (male 10,339,731/female 9,868,005) 
15-24 years: 16.25% (male 6,587,897/female 6,314,306) 
25-54 years: 43.07% (male 17,323,965/female 16,878,498) 
55-64 years: 8.15% (male 3,216,877/female 3,253,892) 
65 years and over: 7.09% (male 2,498,187/female 3,132,911)  
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7.2B Turkey – Cultural Partnership Profile  

      7.2B1 Turkish Partnering Profile 

      Every country has its own diverse cultural mix and consequently way of approaching partnerships. 

Figure 7.2B11 plots Turkey against the ideal partnering culture profile – with the closer to the ideal curve, 

the higher the likelihood of developing partnerships well. The following sections of this guide identify the 

specific strengths and also gaps, weaknesses and improvement opportunities for the Turkish culture to 

improve at the partnering practice. 

      The study of both the graphic on Figure 7.2B11 and the matrix on Figure 7.2B12 reflects that in 

general, Turkish organisations are culturally deeply unfit to partnering, given the considerable gaps to 

ideal in most of the partnering cultural clusters.  

      Specifically, they should run their core partnering activities with deep consideration for the following 

cultural traits: ‘Intuition and Ambiguity’, ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’, ‘Trustful Relationships’, 

‘Collaborative Leadership’ and ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ - as they all present major gaps with the ideal 

partnering culture profile.  

      Figure 7.2B11. Turkish Partnership Profile versus Ideal 

      Some of the gaps can extend to over 50% and represent ‘deadly’ threats if not pre-empted and 

mitigated structurally at each stage of the partnership development.  

      Inversely, Turkish organisations can leverage a strongly fit profile on cultural traits related to their 

positioning to others – ‘Starting from Others’ and ‘Caring’. 
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      Figure 7.2B12. Turkish Partnering Profile versus Ideal, for each Partnering Cultural Trait 

       The partnering cultural traits will now be analysed consistently one by one. 

      7.2B2) GROUP 1: ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=3] 

      Figure 7.1B2.1 recalls the definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits comprehensively, 

from both the organisational and individual perspectives – and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s 

‘Collectivism’ vs ‘Individualism’ and Globe’s ‘Low/High Assertiveness’ national culture traits. 
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      Figure 7.2B21. GROUP 1: ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’  

      7.2B 2.1) 63 - ‘Starting from Others’ vs 37 - ‘Starting with Self’ 

           				
      Figure 7.2B2.11 ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ Group 1 Calculation  

      Gap to ideal = 3 – The Turkish culture is almost ideally balanced between ‘Starting from Others’ and 

’Starting with Self’ (Hofstede, 2010). This will be a major opportunity for their partnerships throughout 

their life cycle. This healthy balance can be explained by the following: 

      A ‘WE’ education – The Turkish education system does not support ‘Individualism’ and ‘Self-

Identity’. As it might be usual to many collectivist societies, children learn to think in terms of ‘WE’ 

(Hofstede, 1997).  

      “The Turkish are usually good listeners, wishing desperately to learn from their Western colleagues” 

(Lewis, 2010, p.392). Being good listeners will offer an important advantage throughout the partnership 

development - as they will truly ‘hear’ what the other party believes in, wants and experiences. 

      Limited public confrontation – The Turkish would not oppose other parties publically and this 

extends to business behaviours. Opinions and actions are pre-determined in-group – and then, people 

usually do not speak up in business meetings since confrontations are usually avoided.  

      Dictated activities and sense of group – Activities and actions are not frequently self-started but 

rather dictated by people’s role, context and hierarchical positioning. Therefore, reaching outcomes is 

often slower than in more ‘Starting with Self’ cultures. Employees perform best in groups. 

      Aligned culture – In Turkey, managers usually share the culture of the society and their organisation 

overtly. Hiring and promotion decisions favour in-group employees. “Turkey’s culture is generally group-

oriented. Asserting individual preferences can be seen as less important than having a sense of belonging 

to a group, conforming to its norms, and maintaining harmony among its members” (Katz, 2017, p.1). 

Trainings are most effective when practiced at a team or a group level.  

      Personal relationships – “In addition to the family, other in-group relationships also bear a great 

significance and carry a highly collectivist nature” (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007, p.846). In business, 

personal relationships prevail over task and company. There is commitment to unions, groups and teams. 

Relationships with colleagues are relatively cooperative among in-group members and hostile with out-

group people. In Turkey, there is generally more respect and empathy for the members of the group than 

for others.  
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      In-group collectivism – The Turkish society is characterized by high levels of in-group collectivism 

in its societal practices and has one of the highest ‘AS IS’ scores among the GLOBE societies (Chhokar 

et al., Globe 2007). 

      Respect – Acting individually or saying “No” to superiors, older or more senior people are a sign of 

disrespect in Turkish culture. Hofstede emphasises, “In most collectivist societies direct confrontation is 

considered rude and undesirable. The word ‘No’ is seldom used because saying “No” is a sign of 

confrontation” (Hofstede, 2001). 

      “Turkish managers, in general, expect obedience from their employees and employees are quite 

reluctant to declare their disagreements with their managers” (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007, p.849). 

7.2B2.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ – Consequences 
and Recommendations 

      Figure 7.2B2.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’  

      A generally healthy balance –There is a reasonable alignment of the Turkish culture with the ideal 

profile on the balance between ‘Starting from Others’ and ‘Starting with Self’ cultural traits. This helpful 

convergence guides to review the conditions under which this helps to run the core partnering activities with 

Turkish organisations:     
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      Partnerial ‘Individual’ – ‘Enterprise’ Relationships  [Gap=14]) – Similar to a few other cultures 

such as India, Italy, Iran and the Philippines, Turkey’s scores reflect a more exclusionist attitude than the 

norms – making the Turkish hostile to out-group members (Hofstede, 2010).  

      Both individual and enterprise relationships will be challenging in the beginning, since the Turkish 

will see the other party as not in-group. However, once the understanding and belonging are established, 

the relationships can become strong, as the partner is now in-group. “Turkey’s culture is generally group-

oriented... Building lasting and trusting personal relationships is therefore very important to most Turks, 

who often expect to establish strong bonds prior to closing any deals” (Katz, 2017, p.1). 

      It gives high importance and value to applying a disciplined strategic partnering approach – including 

putting each party in the perspective of the other, creating partnership objectives, developing joint value 

propositions, applying structured navigation – as these steps will progressively eliminate the in-group / 

out-group perspectives and distrust. 

      Slowness to deliver ‘S/T Performance’ [Turkey=37 vs Ideal=52] – Being less driven by ‘Self’ than 

the ideal profile, individuals will revert to the team and not want to appear bold to the partner,- which will 

limit and slow down the delivery.  

      Saying “No” in Turkey is considered disrespectful, and individuals tend to say “Yes, no problem” 

even to unrealistic deadlines or actions. The generally accepted track record is that targets are usually not 

achieved on time. Structured, rigorous project management tools are important to monitor and support the 

progress of agreed deliverables and ensure performance delivery. 

      ‘Cultural Readiness’ [Gap=17] – The Turkish culture is not a perfectly natural fit for strategic 

partnering even regarding the ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ cultural cluster - since their 

own group always comes first.  

      Greenly (1997) detailed studies unveil that the Turkish culture cannot be placed on one or the other 

side of individualism-collectivism dichotomy. He nevertheless found Turkey to exhibit collectivist 

patterns in some areas and even holding a position closer to the collectivism side of the dichotomy - 

although not displaying all the characteristics of a fully ingrained collectivist culture within institutional 

settings. This translates into: 

• Relationships with co-workers are found to be individualistic in respect to the implications of 

one’s own decisions and actions on others; (not) sharing resources; reactions to social influence 

and feelings about others’ lives (Göregenli, 1997).  

• However, strong collectivist tendencies are found in the following categories: self-preservation, 

facing work, sharing outcomes, sharing non-material resources (Göregenli, 1997).  
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      Globe researches are congruent in noting that collectivist tendencies prevail in the areas of self-

presentation and positioning, ownership of work and sharing of outcomes with co-workers (Chhokar et 

al., Globe 2007). 

      As mentioned earlier, the excluding individualistic gaps tend to reduce, or even close, once the 

partnership is established – since the partner is now in-group. This is supported by the 9 - only gap in 

‘Transform L/T Performance’ vs Ideal.  

      The Turkish society has a strong sense of nationalism and national pride, which can be observed 

throughout history and still in current times.  

      On the other hand, the Turkish seem to exhibit comparatively low levels of collectivism when it 

comes to joining institutions or structured groups such as NGOs, CBOs or other community-based 

organisations (Kabasakal et al., 2001). “The form of collectivism in the Turkish society is more about 

interdependence among family members and other close-knit networks, rather than involvement in 

associations related to community welfare and other institutional teamwork, which are perceived to be 

more distant to the individual” (İnelmen et al., 2004, p.149). 

      ‘Navigation’ [Gap=14] – This is among the most ambiguous core practices in developing 

partnerships, hence one of the least comfortable for the Turkish throughout all cultural trait groups. 

Hofstede (2010) writes, “Turkey scores 85 on ‘Uncertainty Avoidance’ and thus there is a huge need for 

laws and rules. In order to minimize anxiety, people make use of a lot of rituals”.  

      When aspiring to or growing a co-operation with a Turkish organisation, the partner should develop a 

very detailed perspective of what the flow of future steps ought to be. Moreover, and since individuals 

will not speak up, clear S/T and L/T metrics, effective use of KPIs and close monitoring of activities, 

resource inputs and outcomes will be vital.  

      Partnership teams should expect and plan to produce some extra effort to set up and structure a 

performance-based system where KPIs, facts and milestones ‘talk’ for the business and where the 

navigation and offer development is done in a structured way. The strategic partnering success factor of 

deep preparation will be particularly important in partnerial relationships with Turkish. 

      ‘Co-operating Framework and Processes’ [Gap=13] – In the spectrum from ‘what’s in it for me’ to 

joint mutually beneficial ‘sources of value’, Turkish businesses will start the journey with ‘what’s in it for 

my group’ – focusing on their local business and community first.  

      The transition from this close in-group approach to a wider integrated partnership will be a challenge 

– although a successful co-operation can be established once the value of the integrated business and the 

‘Partnership Destination’ are clearly identified, presented and translated into co-operating framework and 

processes. 
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      7.2B3) GROUP 2: ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=45] 

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

personal perspectives, and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Low vs High Uncertainty Avoidance’ 

national culture traits are recalled in Figure 7.2B31. 

 

      Figure 7.2B31. GROUP 2: ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ 

7.2B 3.1) 15 - ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs 85 - ‘Rationality/Certainty’ vs Ideal Profile of 60 and 40 
respectively. 	

	
      Figure 7.2B3.1.1 ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ – Group 2 Calculation  

      Gap to ideal = 45 – The Turkish culture is strongly biased to ‘’Rationality/Certainty’, which can be 

explained by the following: 

      What is different is dangerous – Although this is somewhat evolving currently with the younger 

generations, in general, Turkish children are protected from the unknown and learn during their education 

that the world is hostile. Consequently, they develop an inherent resistance to change.  
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      Ertürk states that in Turkey, “Only one-third of all change attempts are successful”. This is supported 

by research by Harzing and Hofstede (1996), who observed that cultures that promote power distance, 

collectivism and high uncertainty avoidance, like in Turkey, increase resistance to change (Ertürk, 2008, 

p.463). 

      Almost only known risks are taken – When assessed from the outside, the Turkish people may be 

perceived as pre-disposed to taking risks – and certainly, an iconic minority of political or entrepreneurial 

leaders has fed this belief throughout generations.  

      Because Turkey has been and remains a financially and socially volatile country with lots of 

unpredictable dynamics, the reality is that the vast majority of Turkish people have learned to be wary of 

sudden change and only accept risk subject to building some defensive mechanisms, testing extensively 

with their network first and taking a suite of other protective dispositions. Lewis (2010) notes that in 

business, the Turkish are willing to take risks, though they exercise a natural caution when investing in 

new and sizable projects. 

      Management over leadership – There is ‘Certainty’ brought in the selection of managers and their 

exercise of authority: they are usually selected on the basis of seniority, and there is suspicion of 

foreigners as managers; their power is largely based on the control of uncertainties; top managers are 

extensively involved and involving themselves in operations; they manage more than they lead.  

      Solving pressing problems rather than developing long-run strategies – The Turkish culture has a 

strong tendency of avoiding to anticipate events in the distant future. The practice of decision emphasises 

short-run reactions and short-term feedback. Better a ‘certain’ issue than a ‘possible’ distant opportunity.    

      In general, Turkish organisations are good at implementing/executing pre-designed processes and 

relatively less strong in creating innovative strategies/technologies/products/ways of working. 

      Tactical, compliance related and short-term orientated ‘Processes and Procedures’ – Rules, 

procedures and analytical tools exist, although they are primarily used for legal or business compliance – 

to tick the box. Key drivers, root causes, preventive and detective mechanisms are often omitted or at 

least under-considered.  

      Not a ‘forward-looking’ but a rather ‘backwards looking’ culture – In business, the tendency of 

looking back into the past translates into conducting analysis not so much to minimise ambiguity and 

risks or optimise future opportunities but rather as an excuse to explain the performance gaps and ‘what 

went wrong’ 

7.2B 3.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ – Consequences and 
Recommendations 
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							Figure 7.2B3.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ 

      A major gap vs ideal profile –The gap is universally high across all core partnering activities –

ranging from 35 to 56 versus the ideal profile. Considering how deeply these two traits influence 

partnering activities, this high divergence requires improved ways of running the core partnering 

activities with Turkish organisations -rather than remain passive and suffer from the damaging effects of a 

high ‘Rationality/Certainty’: 

      A very low ‘Cultural Readiness’ (Turkey=15 vs Ideal=65) – Due to the lack of long-term stability 

and as everything is ever-changing in Turkey, individuals in general do not put extra effort to manage 

ambiguity, nor to be innovative and creative. They tend not to take ownership and use processes and 

technology to be on the safe side and avoid blame in case something went wrong. This protective and 

conservative behaviour shows itself in every partnering key activity.  

      Partner with a local, knowledgeable and reputable organisation in Turkey [Gap=56] – With an 

extreme gap to ideal in ‘Selection of Best Partners’, great care is required not to start the partnering 

journey with the unavoidability of future failure. Strong assurance is advisable on the partner selection.           

       More than in most economies, partnering with a local, knowledgeable and reputable organisation 

would minimise the risk, since they would have extensive and high-quality access into the country’s 

decisional eco-system.  
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      Relationships with the State are important since companies remain highly dependent on the 

government for financial incentives and politics often intervenes through frequent and unpredictable 

policy (Fikret-Paşa et al., 2001). 

      The right partners will be in the flow of the economic and political dynamics – if not directly part or 

involved in some of it. They would know who to talk to, how to set up and run operations in the country’s 

fluctuating regulatory context and where from, and how to mobilise resources and knowledge.   

      ‘Framework and Processes’ [Gap=36] – Wanting to partner with a Turkish organisation requires 

conducting and supporting the early development of a joint decision-making model.  

      It includes the rapid collection of abundant data and proof points to feed the case – notably on core 

partnering activities such as ‘Best Fit Human Capital’, ‘Sources of Value’ and understanding the 

respective ‘Value Proposition and Hooks’. This effort should comprise a time and activity flow for the 

‘Navigation’ of the partnership development.  

      The language should be rational and include as many apparent certainties and facts as possible. 

      Structured and processed performance management is required, and a robust MIS system 

recommended. Since the power of superiors depends on the control of uncertainties, it is important to 

make the right information available to top managers for them to evolve to the right conclusions. 

      ‘Navigation’ is key [Gap=43] through a highly capable ‘Partnering Team’ [Gap=36] – A clear 

‘Navigation’ plays a particularly vital role. Since there is resistance to change (Ertürk, 2008), aligning the 

organisation will prove crucial to the partnership.  

      It therefore requires the key skill set of internal navigation capability and the ability to knockdown 

functional organisational barriers by influence. A strong and highly qualified partnering team should be 

appointed to lead this progression in a disciplined manner. To this intent, acquired experience and 

additional systematic change management training can prove invaluable. 

      The capability of the direct partnering team – as well as the wider informal team  – and of their 

Executive Champion (usually the ultimate boss of the partnership team sitting in the Executive 

Committee), will play a key role in managing the ambiguity inherent to any partnership and deflect as 

much negative impact as possible.  

      ‘Value Proposition, Offer Development’ [Gap=44] – As ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ is low in the Turkish 

culture and successful partnerships require advanced if not forward-looking offer development, a clear 

and precise partnership strategy will help the Turkish partners to lower down their stress from ambiguity 

and process their capability to take their part into forming the mutual and joint offer.  
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      Unpreparedness may lead to long inefficient ‘Processes’ [Gap=36] – For meetings and 

interactions, structured agenda with key expectations will prevent considerable slowness and even 

counterproductive conclusions. More generally, the more precise the processes can be, the better.  

      ‘Mission Destination Plan’ [Gap=41] – As already mentioned, political/economic instability and 

incessant changing legislations make people avoid L/T decision-making and commitments. This 

introduces a major limitation to any partnership whose success requires a ‘Why For and So What’.          

      Best practice in short-term focused cultures – which also need a longer-term destination – is to get 

into detailed planning of the steps into the future – so that decisions required now are made. This clarity 

and certainty for the immediate, as well as detailed processes and structure into the future, help 

individuals and corporations overcome the fear of insufficient assurance and proven data. 

      ‘Selection of Best Partners’ [Gap=56] – This core partnering activity has already been discussed 

earlier in this section, but the above findings offer additional and differentiated guidance.  

      The gap on ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ is so profound that a partnership between a Turkish organisation 

and a similar culture would be unlikely to succeed over time. More conceivable partnerships would 

probably involve organisations with complementary rather than identical cultural traits, supported by 

strong management of the differences to make the best of them.  

7.2B4) GROUP 3 – ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ 
[Gap=14]  

 

      Figure 7.2B41. GROUP 3: ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’  
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      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Long-Term vs Short-Term’ national 

culture traits are recalled in Figure 7.2B41.  

7.2 B 41) 46 -  ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs 54 -  ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ vs Ideal Profile of 60 and 
40 respectively. 

	

 
      Figure 7.2B4.11 ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ – Group 3 Calculation 

      This combination reflects:  

      A 14 - gap to ideal on 'Short-Term’ vs ‘Long-Term’ orientation in general across the core 

partnering activities.  

      Because of long-lived high volatility in the country, people have learned and are more attuned to react 

to short-term situations rapidly and to try to take advantage of the ongoing with short-term tactics.  

      Notably, high levels of inflation make planning and input of employees very difficult for companies. 

Unavoidably, the decision-makers focus on the short-term and even yearly plans can prove difficult.  

      Since predicting the future is almost impossible, speculative activities decided by the company 

owners gain importance, which reflects the relatively low levels of future orientation (Chhokar et al. 

Globe 2007). 

      A difference between organisational levels – Bosses are usually those who would tend to be more 

L/T oriented whereas subordinates are largely more S/T and quick-win focused. 

      This distinction is more tangible in Turkish organisations than in other cultures and will require active 

pre-emptive mitigations over the partnership life cycle.     
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7.2B 4.2) Partnering Matrix for Long-Term Strategic Win vs Short-Term Quick Win – Consequences 
and Recommendations 

  

Figure 7.2B4.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’       

      A significant and deeply meaningful spread across core partnering activities – Whereas the 

average gap for ‘L/T’ vs ‘S/T’ is 14, it represents a varied reality – and notably major gaps of 34 for 

‘Selection of Best Partners’, 36 for ‘Transform L/T Performance’ and 42 for ‘Culture Readiness’.  

      This truly reflects the Turkish culture, which can be ‘L/T’ orientated in some areas, and ‘S/T’ focused 

in most others. It is a case in point where the cross-border partnering culture model would play a major 

role in anticipating and helping to manage a highly complex cultural reality to the benefit of the 

partnership. 

      In Turkey, the low level of ‘AS IS’ future orientation score – on both an absolute and relative scale – 

reflects that people accept status quo and take life events as they occur rather than plan for the future 

(Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). This cultural inclination is echoed by a high ‘Conformity’.  

      ‘Selection of Best Partners’ [Turkey=46 vs Ideal=80] – As individuals and corporations do not 

usually focus on L/T potential and L/T strategic fit, S/T quick wins and relationships will tend to prevail 
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even at the partner selection stage. Implementing the structured strategic partnering approach to partner 

selection will prove invaluable and will need to include steps like directional partnership strategy design, 

cultural due-diligence, articulation of fit/gaps and other useful assessment and preparatory steps – all 

making the selection more sound and L/T enduring. 

      As shown in the Figure 7.2B4.21 matrix, the rigour required into the partner selection process will be 

supported by the relatively low gaps in ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’, ‘Co-operating Framework’ and ‘S/T 

Performance’. A particular plus lies in that corporations usually tend to maintain human capital stable 

over the long-term.  

      ‘Partnerial Individual Relationship’ [Gap=21] – When selecting human capital, Turkish companies 

usually aim for the long-term and stability. Building lasting and trusting personal relationships is very 

important to most Turks. Establishing productive business co-operation requires a long-term perspective 

and commitment (Katz, 2017).  

      However, since training is usually not focused on soft management, skills like efficient 

communication and interpersonal dexterity are often missing. Since the roles and responsibilities are not 

always clearly defined, partnerial individual relationship issues might arise in the longer-term. Vigilance 

will be required to avoid this to occur and sublimely derail the partnership. 

      Major gap for ‘Transform L/T Performance’ [Turkey=46 vs Ideal= 82] – Turkish companies 

usually lack the ability to link short-term results with long-term performance and transformational value 

creation. Many companies would focus on short-term margin and cash flow but not create a structured 

pathway to sustainable longer-term profit generation.  

      For these reasons, methodologies and measures like fixed and variable cost/margin or activity-based 

performance are not well established in Turkey and introduce vulnerabilities in the ability to drive 

transformative L/T performance. Setting up ‘Frameworks and Processes’ (5-gap), including performance 

management systems, will have a major positive impact.   

      The Turkish individuals and corporations “play chess like backgammon”, applying reactive tactics 

rather than longer-term strategic building.  

      This is deeply ingrained in the Turkish culture. Most cities have grown in an unplanned and 

haphazard manner. Though most of Turkey is a high-risk area for earthquakes, public offices and 

individuals are found to avoid mitigation and planning activities. (Iseri et al., 2002; Chhokar et al., Globe 

2007.) Equally, apart from multinational firms and some specific sectors like banking and insurance, oil 

and gas, there is a lack of corporate structure with clear roles and responsibilities.  

        Partnering remediation to this character lies in focusing on organisational alignment and having a 

clear set of L/T performance metrics from early on in the partnership constitution.  
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      Strategic and deliberate ‘Navigation' [Gap=21], to avoid ‘L/T’ failures [Gap=36] 

      In a related way to the above, thinking through and actively managing the various areas of substance 

and relationship with a L/T perspective can mitigate the gap in ‘Navigation’. 

      Efficient use of risk assessment tools and deep local knowledge is essential. Forex fluctuations, 

political and economic instability, legislation changes can be used as excuses and bridges to explain L/T 

performance gaps. There is a high risk in taking short-term KPIs at face value and as the true 

representation of reality - while only pairing the short-term measures with their long-term extensions will 

provide reasonable assurance, given that variances and results may look good for now but not reflect 

future liabilities. Organisations from different cultures may have difficulties in detecting this. Working 

with tax and legal advisory firms that have this local knowledge should prove invaluable. 

      It will largely be the role of the non-Turkish partner to lead through this lens and provide clarity, 

visibility and endurance to the mutual sources of values, respective hooks, clean and representative measures 

of progress and the efficient use of relationship contact maps. 

      Lack of ‘Cultural Readiness’  [Turkey=46 vs Ideal=88] – This major gap indicates that a shift from 

a S/T to a L/T mentality (at least in part) can prove extremely challenging – since the bias towards short-

term is deeply ingrained in the culture.  

      Therefore, organisations that aspire to partner with Turkish entities should implement mechanisms 

and structures to drive and monitor the L/T requirements. 

      7.2B5) GROUP 4 – ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap=5]   

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Hofstede’s ‘Femininity vs Masculinity’ national 

culture traits are recalled in Figure 7.2B51. 
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      Figure 7.2B5.1. GROUP 4: ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’. 

      7.2B 51) 55 - ‘Caring’ vs 45 - ‘Result First’ vs Ideal profile of 50 and 50 respectively	

 
      Figure 7.2B5.1.1 ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ – Group 4 Calculation  

      The combination reflects: 

      Gap to ideal=5 - A sound balance for partnerships between  ‘Caring’ and ‘Result First’. In 

business, co-operation at work is as important as challenge and immediate performance. Individuals are 

ready to go the extra mile for others' satisfaction and personal faithfulness, especially when in-group.  

      Driven by achievement of goals and clear tangible outputs –Turkish organisations usually believe in 

building progressive soft inputs towards their objectives, mainly on relationships and mutual commitments. 

However, when doing this, organisations also measure themselves on reaching clear and mainly financial 

hard outputs.  
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      Possible transparency issue – For organisations considering a partnership in Turkey, it is important to 

appreciate that the Turkish culture may result in some gaps of transparency – such as not always sharing all 

the financials, results and KPIs - especially those that are not in their favour.  Strong audit practice and 

systems preferably from undisputable international companies are therefore recommended. 

      7.2B 5.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ – Consequences and Recommendations  

      Figure 7.2B5.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ 

      A generally good balance – The ‘Caring’ and ‘Result First’ traits are consistently well balanced 

across the core partnering activities and provide a true positive anchor to the Turkish partnering profile.  

      ‘Caring and Loyalty Culture’ [Gap=2] – This trait of the Turkish culture is a latent strength for 

partnering: once established and tested for a period, corporations are inclined to continue with their 

existing partners over the long run. 

      ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ [Gap=15] – This higher gap reflects mainly a culturally 

typical lack of processes and mechanisms, including comprehensive contact maps and governance 

routine.         

      Consequently, people at all levels are uncertain of the purpose, intent and practice of building 

relationships. As bosses may suddenly change their priorities and job descriptions (Ref. 7.2B7), this may 
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lead to significant confusion on ‘who is doing what and when’ – and subsequent disruptions in 

relationships with the partner’s opposite number.   

      Structured contact maps, clear processes on who gets involved, regular follow up, and governance 

meetings are recommended. Otherwise and due to the lack of clear roles and responsibilities, some tasks 

can get lost in translation or the partnering organisation may lose time and effort trying to figure out who 

does what.  

7.2B6) GROUP 5 – ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships [Gap=51] 

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Trompenaars’ ‘Particularism and Universalism’ 

national culture traits are recalled in Figure 7.2B61. 

 
      Figure 7.2B61. GROUP 5: ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships  

7.2B6.1.) 19 - ‘Trustful Relationships’ vs 81 -  ‘Formalised Relationship’s vs ideal profile of 70 and 
30 respectively	

	
       Figure 7.2B6.1.1 Trustful vs Formalised Relationships – Group 5 Calculation  

      Gap to ideal = 51 – A considerable overall gap on ‘Trust’. The extremely low inclination of the 

Turkish culture for trustful relationships and behaviours should remain front of mind to potential partners 

and investors.     
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      The main driver of transformational value creation from strategic partnerships lies in the growing trust 

between the organisations and people over time. If proven and almost unbeatable, an inherent cultural 

inability for ‘Trust’ should be a major interrogation to potential partners.   

      There are root causes to this profile and mitigating some of these will be the partners’ joint task:   

      Political environment and economic instability withhold building ‘Trust’ – A long history of 

successive Turkish governments shows the very limited extent to which long-term policies can be 

developed and sustained. Rules, regulations, legislations may change suddenly depending on who leads 

the State and what their short-term priorities are.  

      As there is high dependence and reliance on the State, owners of large companies and conglomerates 

tend to decide on the direction of their companies based on advice and guidance of politicians and top State 

officials. In a study of Danish investments in Turkey, the investors pointed to the essential contributions of 

Turkish partners in establishing relationships with government officials and the importance of such contacts 

for company decisions (Bodur and Madsen, 1993; Chhokar et al., 2007). 

      Unrealistic promises – Individuals and corporations can make promises or conveniently say “Yes, no 

problem” to unrealistic targets just to get the deal done or the immediate issue resolved. Repeated 

breaches to ill-formed objectives will erode trust over time.   

7.2B 6.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Trustful Relationships’ vs ‘Formalised Relationships’ – 
Consequences and Recommendations 	

      A major gap on ‘Trust’ throughout – There is a major cultural gap with the ideal profile across all 

core partnering activities, as represented in Figure 7.2B62.1. This high divergence requires considering 

and identifying ways to better run the core partnering activities with Turkish organisations given their 

strong bias towards ‘Formalized Relationships’. 
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       Figure 7.2B62.1 ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships Impact on Core Partnering Activities  

      “There is a huge need for laws and rules” (Hofstede, 2010). Despite the research guiding that the 

Turkish culture is highly conducive to a legal mindset and formalised relationships, ironically, the Turks 

do not even trust their legal system. İnelmen’s research even broadens this perspective and reports, “Low 

levels of public trust toward the State and most institutions in Turkey” (İnelmen et al., 2004, p.134).  

      This defiance finds its roots in that the Turkish political system largely influences the jurisdiction 

system, the courts cannot be seen as fully independent and the decisions usually require very long delays. 

Low levels of trust in the Turkish society are almost unavoidable and should be considered to be a 

variable that hinders forming partnerships in the private sector as well (Chhokar et al., 2007). 

      The fundamental line of remediation to improve partnerships can probably be described as: if one 

cannot trust, then organise, structure and act in the partnership, so that little space exists for the 

organisations and involved people to act in distrustful manners. This equates to grounding authority and 

obligations into and from the partnership management processes. This approach orientates towards the 

following considerations and recommendations:    

      ‘Selection of Best Partners’ [Gap=67] – From earlier insights, selecting partners with a special 

screening for ‘Trust’ should be one if not the key deciding factors.  
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      Among others, key underlying questions might be: Does the considered organisation present 

experience and evidence of trust-based relationships? Is the leadership stable and capable of trading short-

term pressures for long-term trust building?; And so on.   

      Because as important as they would be in this cultural context, detailed contracts may be difficult to 

enforce – since, “The Turkish courts commonly side with the local party” (Gesteland, 2012, p.237).  

       As also emphasised before, partnering with a local, knowledgeable and reputable group would be an 

advantage, since they would have more to lose and extensive and high-quality access to the country’s 

decisional eco-system.  

      ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’ [Gap=48] – Personal ‘hidden agendas’ may jeopardise the success of 

partnerships. Clear definition of roles and responsibilities, principled people navigation, a performance-

driven approach and sound governance structures are recommended to overcome this risk.  

      Ideally, co-operations would follow the strategic partnership management best practices of: one 

strategic partnering organisation, one senior leader, one single team with clear and relevant 

accountabilities and expertise. Succeeding on setting up such structures and securing leaders who are fit 

to the partnering culture will be a major challenge, although one to be absolutely resolved positively.    

      ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’ [Gap=44] – The weakness in ‘Trustful’ relationships drives 

to more formal practices. Strong governance routines are essential. Most of the business decisions, 

actions, policies and procedures should be captured in writing.  

      For example, most Turkish corporations tend to delay their payments – hence writing clear payment 

terms and enforcement actions in the contracts or protocols should make a difference.  

      Legal firms with Turkish jurisdiction experience are recommended. NDAs are important to protect 

confidential information and IP.  

      ‘Co-operating Frameworks and Processes’ need to be as detailed as possible. Clearly defined 

termination and conflict resolution clauses and exit strategy are also strongly advisable. In the deep hope 

that none of these will be required, their existence will contribute to clarity for the ‘High 

Rationality/Certainty’ Turkish side and between the parties. Because the documented consequences of 

dissolution would be significant, this formality will hopefully also encourage the parties into a considered 

and resilient collaborative approach.    

      ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ [Gap=48] – In the context of a ‘Low Trust’ culture, 

individuals do not naturally trust each other.  

      A major root cause lies in how confrontations are being avoided - as mentioned earlier in cluster 1 

traits, ‘Starting from Self’ vs ‘Starting from Others’. People do not speak up and are not usually direct 

and open. Hidden agendas can shadow actions and performance.  
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      Exchange of favours is common in Turkish culture…and is seen as evidence of the relationship. 

When asking for a favour, the Turkish demander would expect a positive response. It is implicit that 

he/she would attempt to pay back later in return.  

      Since this may often move the relationship away from business and as challenging this response might 

be, a no-compromise approach is advised, guided and justified by principles. Setting boundaries early in 

the individual relationship development might often prove crucial.   

      Systemizing the Internal and External Relationships [Gap=40] – As mentioned earlier, the use of 

rigorous contact maps will provide essential transparency and systematics to the relationship.     

      Among other mitigating practices to the challenges of building an enterprise or individual 

relationships, the Strategic Partnership Manager becoming aware of issues should organise well thought 

through engagement events and opportunities, to encourage people to speak up in a processed and timely 

manner. 

      7.2B7) GROUP 6 – ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=36] 

      The definitions of these partnering cultural traits are recalled in Figure 7.2B7.1, from both the 

organisational and individual perspective. They include the representation of the best matching national 

trait – in this case Hofstede ‘Low vs High Power Distance’. 

 
        Figure 7.2B7.1. GROUP 6: ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership 

7.2B7.1) 34 - ‘Collaborative Leadership’ vs 66 - ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ vs the ideal profile of 70 
vs 30 respectively 
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      Figure 7.2B7.11. Collaborative vs Hierarchical Leadership – Group 6 Calculation  

      Gap to ideal=36. This is another area of major gap to the ideal partnering profile and one that is 

fundamentally inherent to the Turkish society. This combination reflects: 

      An ingrained definition of power – The culturally shared perspective of power includes hierarchical 

level, seniority, authority, status and money; or in Schwartz’s words, “Power, social status and prestige, 

control over people and resources” (Schwartz, 1994). This is largely in contradiction with the required 

partnering culture, where true leadership is defined by collaborative ability and leaders are enablers for 

others to deliver the objectives.  

      When considering and developing partnerships in Turkey, recognition and obedience to symbols of 

power will be expected, such as titles and seniority - which are very important due to the hierarchical 

structure. Katz states, “In Turkish business culture, the respect a person enjoys depends primarily on his 

or her status and age” (Katz, 2017, p.1). 

      Few authorised people make decisions – In Turkey, individuals believe in a system where members 

of a society/organisation are operating according to their relative status or authority.  

      Most decisions in the organisation tend to be made by leaders at the top, with little to no autonomy or 

decision space from lower level employees. “Turkish organisations are distinguished by centralised 

decision making... strong leadership and limited delegation...with the two most frequently observed 

leaderships styles in Turkey being ‘Autocratic-Hierarchical’ and ‘Paternalistic-Considerate’” (Fikret-Paşa 

et al., 2001, pp.568, 571). 

      Organisational pyramids are often tall – The decision structure is centralised, and there is a large 

proportion of supervisory personnel.  

      Subordinates expect to be told. As it is deeply ingrained in the culture, authoritative leadership and 

close supervision lead to satisfaction, performance and productivity from a majority of employees. “Most 

companies tend to be very hierarchical, and people expect to work within clearly established lines of 

authority. Decision makers are usually senior executives... Subordinates may be reluctant to accept 

responsibility” (Katz, 2017, p.5). 

      Information is constrained by hierarchy and symbols are visible – Privileges and status symbols 

for managers are expected and popular, including the key privilege of information. “Information is rarely 

shared freely, since the Turkish believe that privileged information creates bargaining advantages” (Katz, 

2017, p.3). 
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      High-quality accessories such as pens, watches, briefcases, cars, where one lives, the office location, 

and so on are considered important and evidencing status in Turkey. “Men should wear a conservative 

suit or sport coat with a tie... Female visitors should wear a suit or modest dress with heels and carry a 

scarf to cover their hair when called for” (Gesteland, 2012, p.235). 

      There is frequent role ambiguity and overload. There is limited defence or recourse against power 

abuse by superiors. White-collar roles are much more valued than blue-collar jobs. 

      Government is the highest authority – The prevalence of Government plays an important role in 

Turkish business culture, with corporations that would voice against the government possibly 

economically penalised. In their study of Danish investments in Turkey, Bodur and Madsen (1993) 

conclude that personal contacts with influential government officials become important in finalising 

decisions (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). 

7.2B7.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership – Consequences and 
Recommendations  

 

      Figure 7.2B7.2.1. Partnering Matrix Table – Collaborative vs Hierarchical Leadership	

      There is a considerable gap vs the ideal profile for all core partnering activities in Turkey.  

      ‘Transform L/T Performance’ [Gap=47] – A very high gap with the ideal profile constitutes a 

meaningful warning to the ultimate partnering intent. There is a strong risk that partnerships with Turkish 

counterparts stagnate after a while.  
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      This arises largely from ‘Hierarchical Leadership’. Complex big enterprises/partnerships require 

deployed authority, cross-functional collaborations… in short, dynamics where the boss cannot control 

everything and take every decision.  

       “One is more likely to observe an ‘Autocratic’ or a ‘Paternalistic’ leader in Turkish society. These are 

somewhat similar, and both types of leaders try to make all the decisions, execute important tasks, and 

only let others apply the decisions” (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007, p.849). This deeply shared reality of the 

Turkish society is widely confirmed across multiple cross-cultural studies, including Hofstede (1980, 

2001); Schwartz (1994); Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1998).  

      Hofstede indicates that in High-Power distance societies like Turkey, employees are afraid to express 

disagreement with their managers. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner show that Turkish companies have 

the steepest hierarchical structure among companies of 38 other nations. In such societies, leaders get 

their power and confidence from their followers and their obedience, like in father-child relationships 

(Chhokar et al., Globe 2007).  

      Turkish managers, in general, expect such obedience from their employees - and employees are quite 

reluctant to challenge their managers. 

       Hierarchical leadership is a mark of fabric of Turkish organisations and will not be changed at once 

on the back or for the purpose of a partnership. Hierarchy is the way to exercise leadership there…and it 

does not allow for equality in decision-making. A one-man show prevails; thus, there is less dialogue 

between management and employees (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). 

       It will be a key continuing requirement and endeavour to control and mitigate the adverse effects to 

partnerships of the Turkish ingrained hierarchical culture. This can be partially achieved in structuring 

and running some of the core partnering activities as suggested later.  

      ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’ [Gap=29] – While discussing the set-up of the co-operation, the partners 

to Turkish organisations should look to agree on the appointment of the most empowered and senior 

Strategic Partnership Managers and team possible. Shifting some of the power away from traditional lines 

of leadership to the partnering team will consistently boost the chance of success in countries with high 

hierarchical leadership such as Turkey.  

      Understanding who the true decision makers are for what is very important, since ‘the bosses’ will 

always make the final decisions. Illustratively and specifically, in family companies – which are still a 

frequent reality in Turkey – the oldest male is usually the ultimate decision maker and only consults other 

family members if needed (Gesteland, 2012).  

      ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’ [Gap=34]  – As mentioned earlier, understanding early who 

the boss and decision makers are is defining. This understanding will help structuring the usually used 
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three organisation layers of a well-run partnership – governance, partnership management and deployed 

work streamed operational management –, ensuring that the bosses have a formal, involved and 

committed role in the governance and joint decision making. It will also help to organise tailored and 

routine flows of information to their attention, so they are satisfied and consequently, leave space to more 

subordinate levels to manage the partnership expertly.  

      Even if and perhaps because a partner organisation might be from a highly collaborative culture, 

developing a deep understanding of hierarchical leadership and mobilising the involved teams 

accordingly will go a very long way to compensate for the cultural gap and overcome some of its 

downsides.    

      Well-structured ‘Co-operating Frameworks and Processes’ [Gap=34] – They will prove priceless 

and should include that the final decision maker(s) are either attending the adequate meetings and/or are 

kept in the information loop through rigorous governance practice and contact maps.     Otherwise, the 

teams will be at major risk of losing time and efforts, as the boss might not ultimately approve some of 

the directions or actions. This particularly applies to the strategic substance of the partnership.   

      ‘Mission, Destination and Plan’ [Gap=41] – As the leader(s) will usually feel that it is their natural 

space and role, good and transparent feedback and strong MIS reporting are required. Effective use of 

contact maps, efficient and structured communication with the senior decision makers are key to ensure 

that the right executives with the decision power are aligned and consequently do not interfere randomly. 

      ‘Navigation’ [Gap=23] – When planning ahead, it is important to allow for extra time for all the 

internal procedures in the Turkish organisation. It is also strongly recommended to have someone in the 

partner’s team who understands the Turkish partner’s administrative procedures and hierarchical 

dynamics.  

      Since lower levels would not speak up in front of the boss, it is recommended to set information 

gathering and decision forming meetings separately and design the navigation and contact maps 

accordingly. It will then be down to the power and impact of the Executive Champion / Strategic 

Partnering Managers in both organisations to navigate the decision process and pull the required levers. 

      7.2B8) GROUP 7 – ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ [Gap=50] 

      The definition of these two polarised partnering cultural traits, from both the organisational and 

individual perspectives, and their strong correlation with Schwartz’s ‘Conformity vs Mastery’ national 

culture traits are recalled in Figure 7.2B8.1. 
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      Figure 7.2B81. GROUP 7 – ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ 

      7.2B 8.1) 65  - ‘Conformity’ vs 35 -  ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ 

 

      Figure 7.2B8.11 ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ – Group 7 Calculation  

      Gap to ideal=50 – The Turkish culture is comparatively among the highest ‘Conformity’ cultures in 

the world. This can be defined and explained by the following: 

      The Turkish culture is highly conformist – Tradition, security and obedience are highly valued. 

There is focus on sustaining the social order, of avoiding change and retaining established rules of the 

past. This becomes extremely visible when people are living and working closely with others and 

conformance with the group norms is important. 

      A collective cultural obedience – To many people, secular religious beliefs play a significant role in 

the strength of the ‘Fate’ vs self-determination. In Islam, “Interpretations tend to focus on acceptance of 

all conduct as coming from God and a passive attitude towards the future” (Kabasakal et al., 2002, p.48). 
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      Past and current political and economic regimes, where legislations are short-term focused and one 

political party holds the economic power almost discretionarily also inherently erode the ‘Master of Your 

Own Fate’ culture of both individuals and corporations.   

      “As Turkey experiences uncertainties…and owning to volatile political and economic conditions, 

organisations find it very difficult to make long-term plans” (Aycan, 2001, p.253). 

      People are led to believe that who has the power controls everything and therefore tend to act in line with 

the government business approach rather than exercise their own determination. When developing 

partnerships in Turkey, it is recommended to understand and play into the government structure as 

appropriate - since acting with the government is a strong conformist reality in the country. 

      Lack of individual self-confidence and ‘can do attitude’ – The self-motivation is low. Rather, 

individuals consider external motivations such as money, bonus, promotion, what others think, as the 

signs of their success. Individuals are ready to give up quite fast if there are issues or delays with 

obtaining these recognitions. On the contrary, if the ‘carrot’ and ‘benefit’ are high, some are ready to 

strive for miracles. 

7.2B 8.2) Partnering Matrix for ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ – Consequences and 
Recommendations  

	

	
      Figure 7.2B8.2.1 Partnering Matrix Table – ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’. 
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      There is a considerable gap vs the ideal profile on all core partnering activities in Turkey. 

      ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’ ([Gap=65] – The Turkish culture is generally a very traditional and 

conformist culture. 

      With a 99% Muslim religion orientation, Turkey is one of the highest population ratios in the world 

for its religious homogeneity. Islamic ideology carries collectivism, sharp distinctions based on gender 

and some degree of fatalism. It can be argued that society at large is influenced by these attitudes of Islam 

(Chhokar et al., Globe 2007). 

      According to amentu in studies of Islam, believing in ‘Fate’ is among the basic principles of faith in 

God (Kabasakal et al., 2002, p.48). The concept of ‘Fate’ in Islam can be considered a major factor 

leading people to accept life events as they arise and the status quo, as well as a driver influencing future 

orientation negatively.  

      The Turks generally have a strong belief in ‘Fate’, as a perceived main route to overcome possible 

negative impacts. This is very different to the ideal partnering profile and it is highly recommended to 

mitigate this major risk at its roots. A strong option is to select and appoint highly resilient, confident 

people with a ‘can do’ attitude in the strategic partnership team. They will need strong connectedness and 

empathy traits to ‘manage’ the Turks’ passivity, as ‘Fate’ might dominate decision-making.     

      ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ [Gap=65] – A consequence of tradition, the Turkish have 

some ‘fixed’ behaviour patterns and expectations. “Greet the most senior person first, then greet everyone 

else in the room individually. Introductions are accompanied by firm handshakes using the right hand” 

(Katz, 2017). “Maintain eye contact during business meetings. A steady gaze signals interest and 

sincerity, whereas to many Turks weak eye contact indicates dishonesty” (Gesteland, 2012, p.234). 

      As traditional hospitality, Turkish tea or coffee will be offered before and or during a meeting. It is 

also part of their hospitality to invite out for dinner. When the host, a partner should be aware that most 

Turkish people do not eat pork and shellfish, and it is recommended to check this beforehand. Since most 

of the population is Muslim, it will be needed to check the scheduling and uses of Ramadan – as it falls 

on different dates each year in the Western calendar. 

      Deliver ‘L/T Performance’ [Gap=51] – Given their strong belief in ‘Fate’, the Turkish generally do 

not want to consider a more distant future. This extends to life-critical consequences – for example, an in-

depth poll indicated that over one-third of the participants did not feel that they can do anything to 

prepare themselves for a future earthquake and close to two-thirds expected ‘Fate’ or luck to play a major 

role in their future survival (Fişek et al., 2001; Chhokar et al. Globe 2007).  

      This is again distant from partnering best practice and a whole array of mitigation actions should and 

can be undertaken to overcome possible negative impacts from this culture orientation - as it stand at the 
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heart of several core partnering activities. Among others, they consist in appointing and supporting self-

determined people in the partnership management; developing strong guiding and compelling processes; 

rolling out a thorough performance management system – with S/T and L/T measures and milestones –; 

and breaking down the navigation into elementary steps which everybody can and need to follow.  

      Having now analysed the Turkish partnering cultural traits in their reality, background, effects and 

possible leverage or mitigation, the research studies their impact on each core partnering activity and 

advises on some best practice for a partner to improve the partnership and make it more successful. 

Paragraphs 7.2C and 7.2D attempt to codify this contribution to knowledge.     

7.2C Key Cultural Findings and Recommendations 

      As described in the systematic analysis of the earlier section and with an overall gap of 29% in the 

cultural partnering model, there is an inherent cultural weakness and limitation for Turkish organisations 

in general to develop successful strategic partnerships.  

      This is amplified with high to extreme gaps on some cultural traits impacting vital stages and core 

activities of the partnership development. Four summary conclusions can be derived to form and support 

the overall assessment, as they result from earlier detailed analysis: 

1) With their partnering cultural traits, Turkish organisations are not naturally ready or fit to 

implement transformational co-operations, especially cross-border ones. They need to self-correct 

through adopting rigorous partnering approaches, notably relating to ‘Trusted Relationships’, 

‘Intuition/Ambiguity’, ‘Collaborative Leadership’, and ‘Master of Your Own Fate’. Their 

partnership with a very well selected organisation might be a transformational agent if / and as the 

Turkish organisation is ready to apply the model rigorously and enduringly.   

2) This is possibly achievable, as a number of the cultural gaps can be overcome through 

considerable disciplined practice – and once the very high barrier of entry has been removed. 

Organisations who would like to partner with Turkish companies need to be very determined, 

well-structured and ready to deal with and organise around major consequences of ingrained 

culture, including and despite a short-term mindset. 

3) Organisations looking forward to partner with Turkish companies need to become in-group as 

early as possible – understanding their ways of working, traditions, culture and history. 

4) The reward can be considerable as once partners have become ‘part of the family’, they should 

benefit from significant loyalty, attention and care over a long period of time.     

      As it results from prior analysis through the model, the following is a summary of the top combined 

Turkish cultural traits, their profound impact on the formation and development of strategic partnerships 
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and summary recommendations to improve the practice markedly and consequently avoid a high-risk 

level of failure: 

      Highly status-conscious individuals in an extremely hierarchical society – These require working 

intensely on the partnership before seeing it flourish. A partner will particularly need to:  

1) Ensure that the Turkish target is the ‘Best Partner’, i.e. determined and capable of combining and 

evolving their deep culture and truly worth the effort;  

2) Ensure strong mutual leadership through powerful ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’;  

3) Put in place extensive and disciplined ‘Co-operating Frameworks and Processes’ and stick to 

them;  

4) Set information gathering and decision forming meetings for involved subordinates separately and 

design the navigation and contact maps accordingly;  

5) Work hard and progressively on building ‘Individual Relationships’, including developing 

significant familiarity with key people although with no personal compromise;  

6) Be deeply considerate of a thorough ‘Navigation’ to put development steps and people 

engagements in the right sequence.  

      ‘WE’ focused Turkish present the risk of seeing their business partner as the ‘other party’ – It 

is recommended to: 

1) Implement the strategic partnering model to create strong and enduring bonds. Success requires 

quality and structured relationships at both enterprise and individual level; 

2) Develop a one-team approach by concentrating on ‘Joint Value Proposition and Offers’; 

3) Leverage the ‘Start from Others’ and ‘Caring’ traits of the Turkish culture.  

      Transparency risks – These result from several cultural traits and should be addressed through:  

1) The limited confrontation turned into a practice of speaking up and resolving issues in small-

focused ‘information gathering’ and ‘decision informing’ meetings - with the adequate design of 

navigation and contact maps accordingly; 

2) ‘What is different is dangerous’ requires a practice of turning emotional fear into detailed action 

steps; 

3) ‘Short term focus leading to hide longer-term consequences’. The partnership team needs to set up 

a performance-based system where KPIs and facts ‘talk’ for the business.  
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      Lack of clear roles and responsibilities – Some plans and tasks can get lost in translation, disrupted 

or the partnering organisation may lose time and effort trying to figure out who does what, hence 

building: 

1) Involving and ‘neutralising’ the bosses through a structured continuing information flow and in 

the relevant individual or collective meetings; 

2) Developing and actively managing structured contact maps and clear processes on ‘who gets 

involved’;  

3) Holding regular follow up and governance meetings.  

      Considerable lack of ‘Trusted Relationships’ – This is inherent to the culture and can hit back any 

time, especially in more challenging times for the partnership. If not mitigated to a large extent and on a 

continuous basis, this can be a ‘partnership killer’: 

1) Partner with a local, knowledgeable and reputable group in Turkey to mutually benefit from their 

extensive and high-quality access into the country’s decisional eco-system; 

2) Set up a strong audit process preferably from international audit companies with extensive local 

presence and knowledge; 

3) Develop detailed S/T and L/T road maps for the partnership, stick to them, grow familiarity and 

comfort about them, assess and measure progress against their aimed milestones and metrics;   

4) Work to the objective of reaching a point of no return as early as possible for the co-operation. To 

support this, build fact and evidence-based processes and leverage the road maps mentioned 

earlier, as early detection and prevention of issues; 

5) Act to become in-group. Respect and play into the culture-led Turkish individual recognition, 

status and relationship building uses.  

      A strong belief in ‘Fate’ and obedience to tradition – The model methodologies will be the major 

counter against resignation and considerable slowness at all steps arising from these traits: 

1) ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’, selecting and appointing highly resilient, confident people in the 

strategic partnering team, with expert skills and a ‘can do’ attitude;  

2) ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’, adopting the traditional norms and uses naturally, that 

consequence of tradition;  

3) ‘Deliver L/T Performance’, developing strong guiding and compelling processes, rolling out a 

thorough performance management system – with S/T and L/T measures and milestones –, 

breaking down the ‘Navigation’ into elementary steps which everybody can and need to follow.   
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      Figure 7.2C1 provides a comprehensive picture of how the cultural traits that are essential to 

successful partnering interplay with the core partnering activities in the Turkish partnering culture.   

 
      Figure 7.2C1 Key Cultural Findings – Comprehensive Analysis  

       This table will now be analysed in details through the core partnering activities lens, to corroborate, 

amplify and anchor best partnering cultural practice for each, as they occur in the development of the 

partnerships. This is the unique ‘Solution’ and contribution to knowledge provided by the research and its 

ensuing model.      

7.2D The Turkish Culture and Core Partnering Activities – Leveraging 
Strengths and Mitigating Weaknesses 

      Using the cultural partnering model, organisations aiming to partner with Turkish counterparts can be 

guided on how to deeply improve their practice and aspired partnership.  

      This section is a partnering core-activity by core-activity summary of cultural guidance on how to 

improve partnerships with Turkish organisations. In order for the analysis to be comprehensive, it 

deliberately includes repetitions of some arguments and quotes from earlier sections, where the entry keys 

were the partnering cultural traits - while, from now on, they are the core partnering activities. The 

model’s ability to connect both on a systematic basis, meaning to assess the impact of cultural differences 

at each step of the partnership development, is the main contribution to knowledge and practice of the 

research.    

       The chart legend on all graphics are shown on Figure 7.2D1.  
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Figure 7.2D1 Cultural Model Chart Legend – Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity Ideal vs 
Overall Ideal 

      7.2D1. Core Partnering Activity 1 – ‘Selection of Best Partners’ [Gap=40]  

      Among all other core activities, ‘Selection of Best Partners’ presents the highest overall gap to ideal – 

40. It is indeed a considerable challenge to pass this crucial step and do it in terms that keep strong 

chances for the co-operation to develop well later. No surprise that Turkish organisations have a 

comparatively low rate of partnerships and still operate mainly on a ‘buy and sell’ model. 

Figure 7.2D2 ‘Selection of Best Partners’– Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity Ideal vs Overall 
Ideal 

      As they engage into this crucial core partnering activity, aspiring organisations should provide 

particular attention to the consequences of the following partnering cultural traits: 

      ‘Starting from Others’ [Gap=10] – A low gap to ideal offers a positive to the activity, as Turkish 

organisations will ‘Focus on Others’ first.  

       “Turkey is a collectivistic society. This means that the ‘WE’ is important, people belong to in-groups 

(families, clans or organisations) who look after each other in exchange for loyalty. Communication is 

indirect and the harmony of the group has to be maintained, open conflicts are avoided (Hofstede, 2010)”.  
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      They will listen, try to learn and understand what the partners will bring to the deal. This will give 

them – and the co-operation – an advantage, when assessing and discussing the scale, strategic 

importance and complexity of the potential relationship. 

      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=56] – This considerable gap to the ideal 

profile refers to the challenge and tortuous nature of the ‘Partner Selection’ core activity with a Turkish 

organisation.  

      It will take a lot of time. The leader(s) will attempt to assess every possible risk and test if the 

potential partner can fit into their standards, cultural and business environment. They will interrogate and 

challenge the other party to find answers to their questions and leverage the Turkish unstable political and 

economic environment to create negotiation benefits for themselves. 

      To aspiring partners with a Turkish organisation, a key recommendation is to establish early and 

jointly a decision-making model and the rapid collection of abundant data and proof points to feed it – 

notably on partnership fit, sources of value, respective hooks and a flow chart of deal navigation. The 

language should be rational and include as many apparent certainties and data as possible.  

      Success requires to also be armed with considerable patience and accept a lengthy and often repetitive 

process. 

      ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=34] – Foresighted companies need 

to focus more on the long-term when selecting a partner. This is vital as a strategic partnership is by 

definition, a long-term enterprise – the marriage between organisations. 

      Owning to volatile conditions (Aycan, 2001), Turkish organisations usually focus on short-term 

benefits.  They will be theoretically amenable to the concept of L/T but will often not ‘see’ it in the same 

way and through the same lenses as others might.  

      This trait requires providing a well-structured and logical argumentation about the long-term benefits. 

At the same time, it is helpful to create planned context and details into the initial steps, so it becomes 

easier for the Turks to see the reality and practice – as well as to provide the flexibility to deal with 

uncertainties and changes while keeping them positively engaged.    

      It is recommended to build some margin into the initial offer and leave room for manoeuvre. The 

Turkish people and businesses think of negotiations as bargaining and measure their success by how far 

they are able to move the other party away from their original offer.  

      ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ [Gap=67] – The considerable gap reflects how 

Turkish organisations lack intuitive attraction for partnerships and have limited appetite in general for this 

type of arrangement.  
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      Their doubts would go with the following questions: Why lose some control (hierarchical leadership), 

get close with out-groups, have to trust, need to wait for uncertain benefits (L/T vs S/T) and so on? It is 

also so hard to build the partnership that probably ‘Fate’ did not want it? The ‘Selection of Best Partner’ 

core activity will be continuously influenced by this strong inherent scepticism.    

      With their conformist culture and legal mind-set, it will take time and considerable efforts until they 

trust the business case and the partner. As hierarchy is the way to exercise leadership (Chhokar et al., 

Globe 2007), top management will be leading the selection and deal, will have the final sign off, and will 

always want to know and talk to the leaders of the potential partner.  

      7.2D2. Core Partnering Activity 2 – ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’ [Gap=29]  

      This core partnering activity is about identifying, appointing and developing the right talents 

with essential qualities for the partnership in both organisations. It is also about ensuring absolute 

fit between the people and roles, which should be based on objective and competency criteria.  

Figure7.2 D3 ‘Best-Fit Human Capital’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity Ideal vs 
Overall Ideal 

      With a 29 - overall gap to ideal, selecting and appointing ‘Best- Fit Human Capital’ will be a 

challenging step, although vital to success. As they engage into this core partnering activity, the 

involved organisations should provide particular attention to the consequences of the following 

partnering cultural traits: 
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      ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=6] – Unlike their usual bias 

to S/T, the low gap for this partnering activity reflects the Turkish ‘Rationality/Certainty’ and how 

it can impact positively when creating human capability and preparing related frameworks.     

      It involves considering appointments for the long run and enabling continuity – although 

priority tasks within a role will change often. This cultural orientation can be leveraged to mutual 

advantage to build strong and enduring foundations to the partnership.  

      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=36] – The high gap reflects the 

extent to which the Turkish culture is lacking ambiguity management. Good practice of selecting 

‘Best Fit Human Capital’ will be anything but certain, as it notably involves testing the fit of 

individuals with specific attributes for partnering (rather than with standard general management 

lenses).  

      Best practice is that the direct line manager is not involved in the selection process, to keep it 

objective and focused on critical capabilities - as opposed to risking that it is influenced by other 

criteria. Hence and ideally, the selection is devolved to independent expert assessors, so no bias is 

introduced- rather than using the usual selection path led by the boss.  

      As they will be well informed about this gap, partners will be better placed to navigate the 

structured desirable methodology with Turkish parties. 

      ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised Relationship’ [Gap=48] – Turkey is deeply lacking the 

inclination of developing enduring trustful relationships – a variable that hinders forming 

partnerships in the private sector as well (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007).   

      Appointing the right people requires a joint judgment, communication and then guidance to 

the appointees on the ways to engage in a role that is usually very different to those they held in 

the past.  

      Diverging appreciation and voices from each partner would arm the co-operation at its heart – 

the people in charge – and from the beginning.      
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      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=29] – When discussing the set-up of 

how to run the co-operation, good practice with the Turkish culture - or equivalent ones 

combining high ‘Rationality’, ‘Formalized Relationships’, Hierarchical  Leadership’ and 

‘Conformity’ - is to build the most empowered and senior Strategic Partnership Managers (and 

team) possible.  

      As it moves some power away from the traditional lines of leadership to the focused 

partnership team, this consistently boosts the chance of partnering success - especially in 

countries with highly ‘Hierarchical’ leadership.  

      The Turkish partner will need to build, or at least accept, mechanisms by which intensive and 

continuing overview are provided to prevent the hyper hierarchical style to prevail and suffocate 

the partnership. And the more the partnership will advance, the higher the risk will get.   	

      7.2D3. Core Partnering Activity 3 – ‘Co-operating Frameworks and Processes’ [Gap=25] 

Figure 7.2D4 ‘Cooperating Framework and Processes’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core 
Activity Ideal vs Overall Ideal 

      Partnerships are largely defined by the processes and mechanisms used by the parties to 

work together and equally to govern their strategic co-operation. An aspiring partner should 

expect a lot of negotiating while discussing these ‘Frameworks and Processes’ in the Turkish 

culture.  
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      “Be prepared to make several trips if necessary to achieve your objectives. Initial exchanges 

that precede the bargaining stage of the negotiation can be lengthy. Decisions are usually made 

between meetings rather than at the table... and you should accept that delays occur” (Katz, 

2017, p.3). 

      As they engage into this core partnering activity, the aspiring partners should provide 

particular attention to the consequences of the following partnering cultural traits: 

      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=36] – The Turkish orientation 

towards ‘Rationality’ and logical processing will be of potential help when developing the ‘Co-

operation Framework and Processes’.  

      But this is not the only trait in play, and the 36 - gap acts as strong advice to spend the time 

early in the partnering journey developing jointly the rules of the game and constructing the 

processes.  

     Partnering ‘Co-operating Frameworks and Processes’ are unusual and largely unknown by a 

vast majority of organisations in Turkey. Investing in ‘Framework and Processes’ will follow a 

deliberate path of joint discovery. It might often involve steps of ‘do-learn-do’, in case one or 

both organisations cannot see or embrace the usefulness of some aspects of the practice at first 

sight. It might / will take a long time in the ‘Navigation’ to reach a common view.  

      Having an expert in the strategic partnership team to define, support and monitor the proper 

application of the ‘Frameworks and Processes’ is a critical resourcing decision - as adopting and 

following new ways of working can be searching, destabilising and demanding.    

      There is considerable upside in developing joint ‘Co-operating Framework and Processes’ 

well, as it will enable much smoother progress and performance delivery later in the life of the 

partnership. In their ‘Rationality/Certainty’ culture, the Turkish partner will find great comfort 

while progressing with the co-operation in being guided by practical methodologies; that steps 

are being undertaken logically and orderly; and that the major risks and mitigations have been 

stated diligently.  

      Partners should be ready and accept that, to minimise anxiety, the Turks make use of a lot of 

rituals. For foreigners, they might seem religious, with the many references to Allah, but often 

they are just traditional social patterns, used in specific situations to ease tension  (Hofstede, 

2010). 

      ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationship [Gap=40] – The high gap acts as strong advice to 

design ‘Frameworks and Processes’ well, to ensure transparency of actions, inputs and outputs.  
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      The steps in developing the ways of working will require extremely close relationships 

notably between the bosses, so no divergence is cripplingly created over the joint discovery 

journey and lengthy development.  

      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=34] – Well-structured co-operating 

‘Frameworks and Processes’ will prove priceless. These would include that the final decision 

makers should either be in the relevant meetings and or be kept closely and appropriately in the 

information loop. This particularly applies to the strategic substance of the partnership – 

‘Mission, Destination and Plan’, as the leader(s) will feel that it is their natural space and role.  

      ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ [Gap=44] – Turkish people being 

conformist in the way they do things and having a set way of attaining their goals will find this 

core activity a major challenge. As much as they will adhere to the objective to some extent – as 

‘Processes’ structure ‘Formalised Relationships’ and improve ‘Certainty and Rationality’–, they 

will find the development journey destabilizing, challenging and taking them to an unknown 

world of practice. The partners’ leaders will need to put a particular intensity in the 

management of their counterparts and involved teams throughout this core partnering activity.       

      7.2D4. Core Partnering Activity 4 – ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’ [Gap=30] 
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Figure 7.2D5 ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationships’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity 
Ideal vs Overall Ideal 

      Partnerships are defined and de-risked by the ability to develop a cross-organisation 

partnerial relationship rather than rely on a limited number of ‘Individual Relationships’ – as is 

very often the case.   

      In turn, governing this ‘Enterprise Relationship’ requires a processed practice and set of 

routine mechanisms. As they engage into this core partnering activity, the involved 

organisations should provide particular attention to the consequences of the following 

partnering cultural traits: 

      ‘Intuition / Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality / Certainty’ [Gap=36] – Vis-a-vis the external 

context, the high gap strongly suggests that partnering with a local, knowledgeable and 

reputable group in Turkey would minimise the risk – since they would have extensive and high-

quality access into the country’s decisional eco-system.  

      As for running a productive ‘Partnerial Enterprise Relationship’, it will include a significant 

number of non-intuitive practices to the Turkish, such as for example: truly empowering lower 

ranked people to conduct the cross-organisational relationship; involve a multiplicity of people 

rather than mainly the boss; define precisely the role of the boss rather than leave them full 

discretion on acts and moves.  

      The partner should be well aware of and pro-active on these to mitigate the associated risks 

and prevent creeping deviations.        

      ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships [Gap=40] – In most circumstances, it is simply 

not possible to rely on ‘Trust’ in the Turkish culture.  

      Rather than betting on the impossible, a partner should develop clear, formal, structured 

mechanisms for both corporations and the involved individuals to conduct their wide and deep 

relationships.  

      Systematic cross-organisation mechanisms are advised, for example:	

• Not relying on verbal agreements and capture everything relevant in writing.  

• Clearly defining termination and conflict resolution clauses and exit strategy - if only to 

act as a major deterrence against risks such as the frequent Turkish lack of ‘Ambiguity’ 

management, their ‘Short-Term’ focus and weakness in ‘Trustful Relationships’. 

• At a basic level, direct debit systems to eliminate unproductive debates on payment 

terms and even bad debt risks. 
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      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=34] – Understanding early who the 

bosses and the decision makers are is very important, as a one-man show prevails (Chhokar et 

al., Globe 2007) – and since they will always make the final decision.  

      This understanding will help: 

• Providing for a quality relationship map that can be managed systematically and with 

effect and will guide the teams’ mobilisation accordingly. 

• Structuring the typical three organisation layers of a well-ran partnership, ensuring that 

the bosses have a formal, involved and committed role in the governance and joint 

decision– making and consequently do not disrupt the partnership development through 

de-contextualised interventions.  

      7.2D5 Core Partnering Activity 5 – ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ [Gap=34] 

Figure 7.2D6 ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity 
Ideal vs Overall Ideal 

      The combination of multiple Turkish cultural traits – little trust, hierarchical, conformity – 

and well-established traditions does not make building ‘Partnerial Individual Relationships’ 

simple, as reflected in a high 34 - gap.  
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      On the other hand, there is no other option than doing this well over time. As they engage 

into this core partnering activity, the involved organisations should provide particular attention 

to the consequences of the following partnering cultural traits: 

      ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap=15] and ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting from Self’ 

[Gap=17] – From the model analysis, it should be expected that these two groups of lower-gap 

traits for Turkey play in support of developing mutual ‘Personal Relationships’. There is an 

element of truth there, but it is not as much the case as expected, as reflected otherwise by the 

15 - and 17 - gaps for this core partnering activity.  

      Turkey is a country of personal networks and connections. The ‘Navigation’ preparation 

will need to identify the correct person(s) for the correct task(s) – in general, the highest ranked 

individual(s) for that particular task – and develop a strong relationship with them. The inherent 

cultural ability to combine strong ‘Result First’ and strong ‘Caring’ will be a major enabler to 

reach the ambitioned quality of contacts.  

      Partners should be ready for a significant personal investment. The strong combination of 

‘Result First’ and in-group points to the fact that the Turkish place their own group first and will 

not be ready to be ‘Caring’ soon.  Building lasting and trusting personal relationships is very 

important to most Turks (Katz, 2017), and it will take time for them to become loyal and giving 

to their partner.  

      But the relationship will become very sustainable once they have been earned because 

people in Turkey usually want to do business only with those they know and like (Katz, 2017).  

      ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised Relationships’ [Gap=48]. As mentioned before, ‘Trust’ should 

not be made a pre-condition or a quick win – as the Turkish will be disappointing most hopes 

and beliefs ever again – and partners should not be blinded by their good manners and 

hospitality based friendliness.    

      A better approach, which does not exclude warm behaviours, is to remain formal, 

rationality-based, grounded in facts and results for as long as it takes to get closer and finally, 

enter the inner circle. Patience and a disciplined approach will be largely rewarded through 

‘Caring’, ‘Starting from Others’ and loyalty over time.      

      ‘Conformity’ vs ‘Master of Your Own Fate’ [Gap=65]. The Turkish ‘Fate’ oriented way 

of feeling and thinking minimises one’s own self-confidence and resilience in developing new 

and changing relationships.  
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      Only increased familiarity over time, better understanding and factual evidence will respond 

to the ‘Fate’ questions: why should a quality relationship be developed with this organisation; 

and should I do the same with this individual? 

      As part of this taming journey, a partner should accept the Turkish ‘fixed’ behaviour 

patterns – although with no compromise to theirs – with the understanding that they will 

become an asset in the formation of individual relationships over time.  

      As for norms and societal practice, and as a few examples, partners should practice the 

handshake with eye contact, accept and return appropriate hospitality and respect Ramadan 

routines.   

      7.2D6. Core Partnering Activity 6 – ‘Mission Destination Plan’ [Gap=26]   

 
Figure 7.2D7 ‘Mission Destination Plan’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity Ideal vs 
Overall Ideal 

      There needs to be a meaningful ‘Destination’ for the strategic partnership. In the absence of 

a robustly tested ambition, the co-operation would lack drive and focus. As they engage into 

this core partnering activity, the involved organisations should provide particular attention to 

the consequences of the following partnership culture traits: 
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      ‘Starting from Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=3] – The low gap will indeed prove 

helpful, although it actually represents the combination of a strong ‘Starting from Others’ and 

an equally strong ‘Starting with Self’ – which both need to co-exist at high levels in the 

partnership reality.  

      As for ‘Starting with Self’ and when engaging into negotiations, the Turks will look for 

what their group can gain from the partnership. The question will be ever present in the back of 

their mind in every activity and discussion.  

      They will often try to push deals in their favour rather than look for mutual advantage. 

Hence and from early on in the engagement process, the joint value proposition must clearly 

describe what both parties would gain from the partnership. The Turks will need to be 

convinced of their own benefit and why working with their partner would help them.  

      As for ‘Starting from Others’, the Turkish will invest in understanding the other party’s 

perspective, point of view, own interest and business hooks.  

      Their cultural appetite for ‘Certainty’, results, formality and predictability, as well as their 

sense of ‘Caring’, will combine favourably into their attention to their partner’s own drivers for 

the co-operation.    

      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=41] – With low cultural 

inclination for ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’, countries like Turkey have increased resistance to change 

(Ertürk, 2008).   

      They are not ready to try without extensive assurance. This will be a challenge when 

designing a meaningful ‘Mission and Destination’ for the partnership, as it cannot be declared 

with full precision from the outset – if only because each party needs to understand better the 

other and their detailed contribution over time.  

      The partnership strategy should be as clear and precise as possible to help the Turkish 

partners to lower down their stress in the face of uncertainty.  

       ‘Trustful Relationship’ vs ‘Formalised Relationship’ [Gap=45] – Developing a joint 

‘Mission, Destination and Plan’ for the partnership is a highly complex activity – one that 

includes iterations, management of uncertainty and overall, a strong ability to work together in a 

devolved way across the organisations and at individual levels.  

      The culturally driven defiance to others will be a major threat to this essential core 

partnering activity and will require the Turks’ partner to adopt high levels of patience, 

preparation, systematic involvement of the bosses, programmatic steps and milestones.  
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      7.2D7. Core Partnering Activity 7 – ‘Value Proposition, Offer Development’ [Gap=28]   

Figure 7.2D8 ‘Value Proposition, Offer Development’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core 
Activity Ideal vs Overall Ideal 

      The most challenging activity among all in any business is the design of compelling ‘Value 

Propositions’ and ‘Sources of Value’, at the required levels of quality and impact. In a 

partnership, they are the true proof points and require enhanced capabilities in business 

development - combining invention and innovation and integrating strategy and operations. 

Doing this well between partners, especially from different cultures, takes the co-operative 

challenge and opportunity to the next level.  

      As they engage into this core partnering activity, the involved organisations should bring 

particular attention to the consequences of the following partnering cultural traits:  

      In general, the impact of culture and remedies to the main gaps are similar to ‘Mission 

Destination Plan’ in the preceding section - albeit exacerbated - and will therefore not be 

repeated in this section.  

      ‘Long-Term Strategic Win’ vs ‘Short-Term Quick Win’ [Gap=10] – For this particular 

core activity and unlike for most others, the Turkish culture offers a good balance between the 
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‘Short-Term’/’Long-Term’ vision – which is favourable as these activities will be the basis of 

the partnership throughout the years. 

      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=44] – The Turkish low tolerance 

of ‘Ambiguity’ constitutes a barrier, as the joint development of SoVs and offers is a searching, 

uncertain and time-consuming effort. Indeed, not all information is available at the development 

stage; getting it right the first time is impossible; success can require multiple iterations.  

      As ‘Offer Development’ can be very ambiguous and even fail at times, a safekeeping 

practice is to run parallel validation and testing at each step, to validate the detailed path for the 

development work.   

      ‘Trusted’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationship [Gap=53] – Alike for ‘Mission, Destination and 

Plan’, the culturally-driven defiance to others will be a major threat to this essential core 

partnering activity – as intuited by the major gap of 53%.  

      The partner will be required to adopt high levels of patience, preparation, systematic 

involvement of the bosses and programmatic steps and milestones.  

      7.2D8. Core Partnering Activity 8 – ‘Navigation’ [Gap=32]   

      Figure 7.2D9 ‘Navigation’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity Ideal vs Overall Ideal 
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      With a high 32 - gap from ideal and as they engage into this core partnering activity, the 

involved organisations should provide particular attention to the consequences of the following 

partnering cultural traits: 

      ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap=12] – The Turks will want high levels of both dimensions 

of organisational and personal attention and results.  

      More than with most other cultures, good practice is to consider and define the co-operative 

‘Navigation’ very thoroughly; support the plan with comprehensive contact maps; appoint, 

develop and empower a strong Strategic Partnership Manager in each organisation; express the 

‘Navigation’ steps as a succession of human interactions.  

      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical Leadership’ [Gap=23] – Among all other core 

partnering activities, ‘Navigation’ is the least penalised one by the hierarchical nature of 

Turkish society. Indeed, bosses are led to appreciate that they cannot nor perhaps should do 

everything - and also cannot talk to all involved. Additionally, many involved people belong to 

the partner’s organisation upon which they have no direct authority.   

      Seeing a well-ordered ‘Navigation’ path will give a sense of control and remove surprises 

on the upcoming steps of the partnership.     

      This slightly greater readiness to devolution of power will require the partner to keep the 

bosses deeply informed  - so this counter-cultural delegation is not associated with a growing 

anxiety and a risk of abrupt undesired interventions.   

      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=43] – Navigation is among the 

most ambiguous core practices in developing partnerships, hence one of the least comfortable 

for the Turks.  

      Complementary to the points above, the partner should have a very detailed perspective of 

what the flow of future steps will be. Given their high uncertainty avoidance, the Turkish people 

are resistant to change, and a partner will have a hard time convincing them when some is 

required – except when obviously logical and some underpinning data exist to build confidence.  

      ‘Trusted’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationship [Gap=55] – For similar reasons as they require 

‘Rationality and Certainty’, Turkish bosses and staff will demand ‘Formalised’ practice in 

managing the ‘Navigation’. Good practice will lie with strong planning and close monitoring of 

milestones and outcomes.  
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      7.2D9. Core Partnering Activity 9 – ‘Deliver S/T Performance’ [Gap=30]   

Figure 7.2D10 ‘Deliver S/T Performance’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity Ideal vs 
Overall Ideal 

      In strategic partnerships, performance is only reached when the partners act as one team, 

focusing on both short- and long-term delivery. More than their intrinsic value, short-term quick 

wins should be early indicators and proof points of a longer and more strategic value delivery 

path.  

      As they engage into delivering quick wins and short-term benefits, the involved 

organisations should provide particular attention to the consequences of the following 

partnering cultural traits: 

      ‘Starting with Others’ vs ‘Starting with Self’ [Gap=15] – The Turkish will often consider 

delivering what is most advantageous for their own group. But their ‘Caring’ and ‘Rational’ 

approach will also make them aware of the need for the partner to also deliver value.       

      Extensive preparation to be able to demonstrate their part of value and openness on their 

partner’s own rewards from the mutual activities will be essential throughout.  
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      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=33] – The hierarchical culture in this 

activity will translate into the desire by bosses to ‘own’ the performance delivery. As the 

partnership is still in its early days, this will offer them an opportunity to prove their correct 

judgment in entering into the co-operation.  

      There is a great benefit for supporting the leadership’s aspiration to own success, as it will 

mean greater ownership of the partnership altogether.  

      It will be good practice to provide the right information and feedback to top managers early, 

for them to develop their ownership. “Successes have many fathers” and another worthwhile 

consideration and tight navigation step is to determine who among the bosses could and should 

claim which early win(s).  

      In the short-termist Turkish culture, the partner will need to avoid the organisation to rest on 

its laurels and therefore renew impulse, energy and pave the way for the next delivery.   

      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=49] – Delivering short-term 

performance will often be of the highest importance for the Turkish partner, as it will satisfy 

their cultural affinity for short-term evidence and fulfilment.  

      It will also validate (or invalidate) the whole cooperative theoretical model and therefore 

underpin ‘Certainty’ and ‘Rationality'. When it is applied to Turkey or similar cultures, the 

model tends to label ‘S/T Quick Wins’ as ‘demonstrations’.  

      The major 49 - gap also refers to the challenge of delivering the ‘S/T Quick Wins’. In the 

early times of the partnership, the Turks might not be culturally best fit to deliver those 

themselves, as the required activities and the ways to run them in partnership might not be 

sufficiently clear and certain.    

      ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships [Gap=51] – Until S/T delivery becomes real and 

is proven, relationships with the Turkish partner will remain strained in reality - although they 

might not appear overtly as such.  

      There will be no deep confidence that the partner is a proven party capable of delivery. The 

Turks will feel they have committed themselves both in intention and resources for a very 

uncertain future, one they do not have full control upon. In the early stages, it is not that the 

partner is the enemy…but close.  

      An essential dimension of strategic partnering performance is to get inputs right, as the 

drivers and conduit to the ambitioned output benefits. Developing a detailed plan with gates and 
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milestones to the delivery is both good business practice and deeply helpful with the Turks. It 

will provide the formalisation, guiding and control mechanisms they need to feel comfortable.  

      All parties will be able to drive and observe the delivery of intermediary steps, which will 

ground greater ‘Trust’ into the future. Ideally, the partners would develop this input-output plan 

to accommodate the Turkish rather tactical, compliance-related and short-term orientated 

processes and procedures – which will consequently strengthen their sense of comfort.         

      Preparation and analysis should be jointly processed to minimise ambiguity and risks and 

grow ownership.  

      7.2D10. Core Partnering Activity 10 – ‘Transform L/T Performance’ [Gap=36]   

 

Figure 7.2D11 ‘Transform L/T Performance’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity Ideal 
vs Overall Ideal 

 
      Progressing and delivering transformational ‘Long-Term Performance’ is the ambition of 

every partnership…although paved with major obstacles in the Turkish culture – as evidenced 

with an overall 36 - gap to ideal. As they progress with this core partnering activity, the 

involved organisations should provide particular attention to the consequences of the following 

partnering cultural traits: 
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      ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=43] – Turkish organisations will 

not easily ‘see’ the ‘Long-Term’, nor believe in it. As such a major dimension of a partnership 

success resides in ‘L/T’ transformation, compensating mechanisms need to be put in place to fill 

the ‘Intuition’ gap.    

      This should essentially take the form of a rigorous performance management system, 

including KPIs and tracking tools, split between S/T and L/T milestones and roadmaps.  

      The partners should invest efforts into getting this performance management mapping – as a 

combination of L/T transformation and S/T demonstration delivery as accurate as possible from 

the start.  

      There will then be resistance to change initial goals, as Turkish organisations struggle with 

the ‘Ambiguity’ of changing plans and measures.  

      ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ Leadership [Gap=47] – The very high and typical gap 

to the ideal on this trait constitutes a major warning to the partnering intent. There is a strong 

risk that partnerships with Turkish counterparts stagnate after a while. This arises largely from 

the very hierarchical leadership. 

      Complex big enterprises/partnerships require extensive and ever-increasing deployed 

authority, cross-functional collaborations…in short, dynamics where the boss cannot control 

everything and take every decision. Moreover, the main role and posture of truly partnerial 

bosses should be ones of empowering rather than controlling.  

      The more a partnership will expand and deepen and the more increased delegation will be 

required, the more Turkish bosses will want to take control back. Not being culturally natural, 

the partnership requirements for collaborative management, bottom up prerogatives and 

authority devolution will be hard to fulfil - while some other cultures would be more natural at 

these. 

      Hierarchical leadership is the way to exercise leadership (Chhokar et al., Globe 2007) and a 

mark of fabric of Turkish organisations. This will not be changed at once on the back or for the 

purpose of a partnership. But negative effects can be partly mitigated in structuring and running 

the other core partnering activities as a system, as argued in this guide. 

      ‘Formalised’ vs ‘Trustful’ Relationship [Gap=57] – Given their relative lack of long-term 

strategic thinking – “individuals and corporations play chess like backgammon”, the Turks 

apply reactive tactics rather than build strategically for the long-term.  
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      The recommendations are similar as for S/T quick win delivery, to build a high level of 

formalisation into the partnership journey: organisational alignment, a clear set of L/T value 

drivers and measures, close monitoring of progress, milestones and KPIs and robust MIS 

system. It will be all benefits to both partners.  

      In the Turkish context, forex fluctuations, political and economic instability, legislation 

changes can be used as excuses and bridges to justify the L/T performance gaps. Without 

formal processes and control mechanisms, organisations from different cultures may have 

difficulties in detecting this early.  

      The culture also encourages to say “Yes, no problem” to even unrealistic deadlines or 

actions. Consequently, close monitoring of targets will helpfully surface issues, challenges and 

hard truth earlier than later.  

      7.2D11. Core Partnering Activity 11 – ‘Cultural Readiness’ [Gap=39]  

 
Figure 7.2D12 ‘Cultural Readiness’ – Core Activity Turkey vs Core Activity Ideal vs 
Overall Ideal 

      ‘Cultural Readiness’ indicates whether the country culture is more or less pre-disposed to an 

endeavour such as partnerships.  
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      The research has established the very large extent to which Turkey presents a lack of 

cultural readiness overall, as reflected by the 39 - gap, and across almost all partnering cultural 

traits. As they engage into the partnership, the involved organisations should recognise the 

magnitude of the challenge and commit to methods and behaviours to mitigate some of the gaps 

and ideally turn aspects of the Turkish culture into enablers. They should bring particular 

attention to the following partnering cultural traits: 

      ‘Caring’ vs ‘Result First’ [Gap=2] – It appears perfect, with only a low 2 - gap to the ideal 

profile. But the co-existence of two extreme expressions of these polarised traits in the Turkish 

culture makes it as much a risk and a challenge as an opportunity to partnerships.  

      A partner should expect Turkish organisations to potentially shift from ‘Caring’ to ‘Result 

First’ (and vice versa) without the change could really be anticipated – often triggered by 

‘Hierarchical Leadership’.  Hence developing a strong enduring partnership will require 

building deep, almost irreversible anchors for the co-operation. And a key aspiration will be to 

become in-group or ‘part of the family’ as the ‘Partnerial Enterprise’ and ‘Individual’ 

Relationships are being developed.  

      ‘L/T Strategic Win’ vs ‘S/T Quick Win’ [Gap=42]; ‘Collaborative’ vs ‘Hierarchical’ 

Leadership [Gap=43]; ‘Intuition/Ambiguity’ vs ‘Rationality/Certainty’ [Gap=50]  

      These three high-gap traits in the Turkish culture form the heart of its limitations to be 

naturally fit to successful partnerships.  

      Aspiring partners should attempt to ‘crack the code’ from very early on during the ‘Best 

Partners Selection’ core activity to enter the partnership under the strict condition of running it 

in absolute conformity with the cross-border partnering culture model. It is to be feared that if 

not for this determination, cultural forces will derail the partnership, notably as it reaches the 

challenging core activities of ‘Value Proposition and Offer Development’ and later on ‘L/T 

Performance’.   

      ‘Trustful’ vs ‘Formalised’ Relationships [Gap=81] – Taking the partnering bet with such 

a major gap is not recommended – if it was not considered under every possible aspect and in 

the greatest depth possible.  

      The Turkish focus on tradition and its deep culture prevent it from being culturally ready to 

naturally build a co-operative relationship with a partner. Linking to earlier conclusions, 

tentative partners with organisations bedded in Turkish culture should enter their co-operation 

only under the irrevocable commitment to apply a profound corrective model…in short, insert 
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the highest levels of formalization and mechanistic proceedings in their relationship…until time 

makes the partners jointly part of the same in-group. 

Conclusion 

      Organisations with Turkish core culture are not natural partners, on most cultural traits and 

for literally all core partnering activities. A strategic acceptance of this lack of partnering fitness 

and the disciplined application of the partnering national culture model will considerably reduce 

the risks of failing with their partnerships.  

      Significant guidance is provided in the earlier research on practice and mechanisms to 

improve partnerships development. A more specific set of practice is provided in Chapter 8 

when Turkish culture organisations intend to partner with French culture organisations.  
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